
Keith Fitchett,

37, MacFarland Crescent,

Chlfley, A.C.T., 2606,

8 August, 1990

Dear Professor Maude,

Regarding my original inquiry of 18 October 1989, on the Emelia Earhart
plane crash.

Your comments about Nikumaroro and McKean were published by the Pacific
Islands Study Circle of Great Britain, and the most plausible response that
I have received was from the Civil Aviation Authority Information Service
of Great Britain, which supplied me with an article by Roy Nesbit that was
published in the January-February, 1989, editions of Aeroplane Monthly.

Enclosed are photocopies of the Nesbit article, which is entitled "What did
happen to Amelia Earhart?".

Yours faithfully.

Keith Fitchett
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I will photocopy the Nesbitt article and the Second Progress
Report for the Phoenix Islands Settlement Scheme and return them
forthwith.

The Nesbitt article contains certain crucial misinformation,
particularly where it stipulates the amount of petrol the
Earhart plane was carrying when it left from Lae, New Guinea. I
will attach the proper evidence when I return the Nesbitt
document.

Mr. Gillespie and TIGHAR are still pushing two bankrupt theories
to support the possibility of an Earhart/Noonan presence on
Nikumaroro.

First, they cling to the bogus information that "a female
skeleton wearing women's shoes" was found circa 1938 on the
shore of Nikumaroro. When this concoction first surfaced in the
1960's, we at CBS contacted the Central Archives of Fiji and the
Western Pacific High Commission, and the archivist (Tuinaceva)
replied that "no skeleton has ever been reported found on
Gardner Island." At the time I filmed the television documentary
THE BATTLE FOR TARAWA at Betio and Bairiki in November, 1968,
Mr. Roberts questioned some of the Gilbert Islanders for me,
those who had lived at Nikumaroro. They reported that there was
a "legend" about a Polynesian man being found on Nikumaroro, and
there was a funny story about someone finding some "high-heel
women's shoes" on Nikumaroro, but this was not connected to the
Polynesian. The Polynesian incident was supposed to have
happened "long before" 1937, and of course. Miss Earhart did not
wear "women's shoes" when she was flying. She wore men's low-
heel brograns. I wish I had asked more questions in 1968 at
Tarawa, but what I learned was enough to quench my modest
interest in the matter. By the way, are you familiar with
Tuiniceva, The Archivist?

The second Gillespie and TIGHAR claim concerns a supposed
"Earhart and Noonan survival camp" on Nikumaroro. Gillespie
states that the Navy report filed by U.S. Navy Lieutenant John
Lambrecht, who flew one of the Navy planes over Nikumaroro July
10, 1937, in search of Earhart and Noonan, indicates a sighting
of "recent human habitation." It is true that Lambrecht made
such a report, but in my personal conversations with Lambrecht,
he said all he and his observer had seen was "some stones piled
up that might have once been walls." Lambrecht went on to say
that he and his observer certainly had not seen anything that
would lead them to believe that the island was inhabited in
July, 1937, and they had not seen anything that could possibly
indicate that Earhart and Noonan had ever been on the island.

It may interest you to know that I first found mention of Mr.
Gallagher's name in the NZPAS files at the National Archives in
Auckland, New Zealand. That led me to believe that he was a New
Zealander until you put the matter straight.
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WHAT DID HAPPEN TO AMELIA
^ne of the most interesting aspects

of any enquiry into the disap
pearance of Amelia Earhart is that

there were several voice-to-voice- trans
missions from her before the Electra was
lost. The exact content of some of these
messages has been the subject of some
dispute but, even making allowances for
differences in records, they provide
important clues to the fate of the aircraft
and its occupants.

Throughout her world flight, Amelia
broadcast every half-hour as a matter of
routine, using her call-sign KHAQQ, but
not knowing with any certainty whether
she could be heard. The crystals available
70

ROY NESBIT concludes his
major two-part investigation
into the mysterious fate of the

legendary American aviatrix

for the radio set instaUed in the Electra
facility of calling .ono,zlOkliz, which was the frequency

/luring the day, and on
3,105kHz, which was the night frequency.
It is difficult to establish the range of these
medium-frequency transmissions. The
equipment was considered to have a range

of up to 400 miles, but transmissions were
better over sea than land. Moreover, there
is a phenomenon of "skip distance", when
sky waves bounce off the layer of ionizsed
gases round the earth's atmosphere,
known as the "Heaviside layer", giving
much longer ranges than the ground
waves, especially at night. Even in those
days, radio operators could quote
instances of receiving freak messages,
sometimes from thousands of miles away.

It is simpler to relate Amelia's messages
in terms of GMT, since she took off at
precisely OOOOhr GMT on July 2,1937 and
then flew through a number of time zones.
Indeed, it seems obvious that .Amelia
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nose this take-off time deliberately, so
nat she could check her propess easily on
er watch, knowing her calculated flight
ime Her ETA at Rowland Island was
SOOhr GMT, which was only a few
linutes after sunrise thpe.-The pily part
f the flight was in daylight, during which
■eriod they must have phssed over speral
darids to give visual pinpoints, while the
light fl ight took place mainly over the
ipen sea. Noonan would have expected to
ise astro-navigation at night, when there
vere plenty of stars and planets to selert,
irovided the sky was clear enough. An
istro shot gives the angle between the
lorizon and the body and from this the

navigator obtain'sia' single ppsitibpline^ at
right angles to jthe direction (or azimuth)
of the bod^.-Thus; Noonan could pbiam a
pbsitioii fiifrorS severdppshion line^at
night, but during: the day he had only the
sun to give a single.positionline. ^

At Lae, the radio operator heard Amelia
very clearly during the first hours of hp
flight. She reported nt one stage that pecould see/clouds ahead and was redupng^.
altitude• from: 10,00pft. .At 0720hr GMT.
•she gave the. only positive posibon-rep.prtSX-fiight. .This, was .:04-pi: .South
159°06' West. which was, 13 miles west m
the Nutumanu Islands. This position is
significant for three repons. The .first is
that she was over,900 miles away, so tpre
must have been excellent radio conditions
at the time. Secondly, the Electra was
making a groundspeed pf only 12B
which indicates that there wpe head
winds. Her forecast wind had been very
light, only 12 m.p.h. from the south-ept
But an exarhination for the reprtedwinds for the day, ^t the Meteorological
Archives at Bracknell shows that the
wind for the day was about 25 mp.h. at
medium height, from; due, ept; this was
recorded farther east along, her trpk, at
Nauru Island, a territory administped

■ jointly by Britain, Australia pd New
Zealand. Thirdly, the position shows that
the Electra was on an almost direct route
to HowlandTsland. '

Tt is nrobable that Amelia flew over
Nauru at night, at about llOpr GMT.
The radio operator there picked up trans-missions which seemed to be Amelip
voice, but bad difficulty making out the:;
content. There are varying reports ojwpt
he heard, including "land in sight , a ship
in sight" arid "lights ahead". The Ameri
can tiig'Oniacio was well to, the south of
Naumnnd the radio operator henrd,h,oth-
ing. it'.is likely that she saw the lights of
NauruTrom the .phosphate workings .on
the-island, for'she had been notified in
advance of these.
•■From Nauru, the route of the Electra

iSust have taken it over the British Gilbert
Islands, a long string lying athwart its

track, but it seems that the authoriiies
there had not been asked to assist in any
way. I could fi nd nothing in the records at
the Public Record Office.

The most dramatic cnll.s re i,;., j • ■
by the US Coast Guard cutter hn-.ru . i--.'
ti'onednear Howiand Island .siK-cinc.uis o.
assist in the last stages of the navu'-i
At 1745hr GMT, only 15niin puuru ii.e
Electra was due to arrive, they parcl
Amelia call "200 miles out and , p
landfall". Significantly,^ TT
time of sunrise over the island; but Amelia
had not yet seen, the sun. She seems to
have been emphasising their lateness and
was probably beginning to get ■wp,rrie.d.
Noonan must have been able,m.y/prk opt,
their position by dead reckoning, propo^^
assisted by astro fixes during,.the,nign.; .

Then,.'at ,iSiehr.iGMT,,jAmelia ,jvas,.
heard to call. "approxirnatelyj lOO
from Itascdi. position, doubtful w X ,ne
Electra could not have, flownilQO miles m ■ ■
the 31min since the preyiousmespage and ,
even making allowances for^mundip
■distances, it.is probable,t.he'tN09nan,.h,ad^ ■■
made a reyised estimate, df theid
Hecouid,have done.,thi? bydhwKpxig IppS
tude at sunrise .which,; assuiningrt^
revised position was faifly'.correctk^^^

.'have occurred at ■ about-.,
.Without usiiig his sextaint,, Nobrian
have noted the .exactltime that;,tne^^^raysdofthe. sun' appeared. to -sea,: .
horizon. By comparing .this time .^ith to ;,
known- time-, of Edpri^IpyeryjiHoydand^^
.Island arid convertipg time intp-distanpe.
the result would have given_appmjcimately ■ .
:'160 miles travelling distance.to the islapd.
■Takirigintd accoiint thepfobable.ground-
speed'-bf rtheiElectfa.,:the;.Fensainm^distance! wpuldtoy^'i^ ,

■ 100. ■ n au t i cal miles;Airi !.;th e ;.:me asji r e rri e n twhich pavigatorkusedi-tyhenAipto
; this, message. This . sunriM.vmethod,, of
checking longitude .was not nptomly
by air navigators .for,; as -w seen
shortly, there, were inherent .dangers in
calculations, but .it,was a method wnich.,

wnuld have been familiar with as
CoiCUlotlUI13| U«-4w •*

Noonan would have been familiar v/ith as
a marine navigator. Indeed, it was.the only
action he could have taken at phat stage of
the,flight.

"Must be on you now

-At 1912hr GMT. there was a furt.icr
message, "Must be on you now, but cannoi
see YOU. Thirty minutes gas remaining, no
landfall, position doubtful. We are fiying
at 1 000ft. " According to one account, the
portion "thirty minutes gas remaining
was actually "gas running; low . In fact,
the Electra was in the air for at least
another 83min, but the fuel gauges would
not have enabled Amelia to determine
exactly how much fuel remmned. It isinteresting to note that ^ 7-
the revised ETA at Howiand Isja^d^y/hich
Noonan would have calculated if he had
used the sunrise method of checking longi
tude and assumed that there were;,, no
errors in his calculations. ■, ^ ^

At'1928hr GMT, the operator heard her
at maximum strength say "ar_cling,rtrying
to pick up island". At this^mt, she aborequested a. bearing on 7,5(X)kHz, but this
was ri ot a frequency on which bearings
could be taken.-The Amencan sailors
expected to take bearings on 500kHz, but

P/ihrnarx/ T PP.Q
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they did not know that the trailing aerial
for this frequency had been removed from
the Electra. It seems that Amelia was
unable to make out any of the voice-to-
voice transmissions sent to her, at least at
this stage of the flight.
Then, at 2013hr GMT, Amelia.sent

another message, '"line of position 157 to
3:17 degrees". She repeated this message
12min later, adding "heading north and
south'", at which stage her voice was
considered "broken and frenzied". No
further transmissions were heard from
her.

This "line of position"' has caused some
confusion among researchers. However, it
means a great deal to astro-navigators,
who would regard it as a position line
obtained from an observation of the sun.
It seems to indicate that Noonan was
trying to use a technique which was used
by marine navigators, probably for a
century or more. It was also known to air
navigators and the first to record it was
Francis Chichester who, before achieving
fame as a round-the-world yachtsman,
was a highly experienced pilot and astro-
navigator. Some of the instruction in the
RAP before and during the Second World
War was based on his writings.
Chichester described the procedure in

his l)ook Astro-Nauigation and called it
"Running Down a Position Line". To find
an island in daylight with only the sun to
give a position line, the navigator did not
head straight for his destination but delib
erately aimed for one side or the other,
sufficiently far to know for certain which
side he was on. He then took an astro shot
of the sun with his sextant. Using his
tables, he then calculated the single posi
tion line, which is always at right angles to
the azimuth (or direction) of the sun, and
drew it across his estimated track on his
chart. He then transferred the position
line along his track until it cut through the
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Singleiposttion Mn* method (not to scale)

Turning ooini

Pstimaled track d aircraft
Howland Island

island and gave a turning point. His esti
mated ground speed gave the ETA at the
turning point so that, if he then flew along
the transferred position line towards the
island, he would reach it . eventually
provided his calculations were correct. To
illustrate his own experience in using this
method, Chichestet quoted an occasion in
1931 when he flew eastward in a Moth
seaplane across the Pacific fromT>Iorfolk
Island to Lord Howe Island, a distaiice of
about 550 miles. He extracted theTelevant

figures from his tables in advanceTdr.the
time he expected to take the sextant read
ing, which he took while still piloting the
aircraft. A simple sketch shows how this
technique might have worked on the
approach to Howland Island.

It is certain that Noonan knew of.this
method but less certain that he was able to
use it on this llight. A position line of 157°

to 337° means that the azimuth of the sun
was 067°. Looking at the relevant tables
for the day, it is evident that this was the
azimuth of the sun from the Electra at
sunrise, 1755hr GMT. But the sun rose
almost vertically at the Equator and this
azimuth was maintained for about an
hour, although the altitude increased to
about 14° in that time. Thus. Noonan
might have taken a sun shot in that period
and tried to use the Chichester method,
but it is unlikely that he was able to do so.
There was evidently much cloud about
and the sun would have disappeared
behind it, with the Electra Hying below at
1,000ft. The cutter Itasca was in clear
weather but the sailors could see heavy
cloud to the north and west. Furthermore,
fuel was running low and it is unlikely that
Amelia would have agreed to fly a dog-leg
to Howland Island, especially with her
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Above left, Amelia's probable, route from Lae
Co Rowland Island. Left, t/te method of find
ing an island by means of .a single position line
obtained from a sextant, shot of the sun. It is
probable, however, that Amelia's navigator
was unable to attempt this method and that
they aimed direct for Rowland fslahd. ̂ bo ve,
Amelia in front of her Lockheed Electra.

limited appreciation of navigation. Lastly,
if a dog-leg had been attempted, the ETA
at Howland Island would have been later
than 1912hr GMT when Amelia said
"must be on you now". It is far more likely
that a position line was obtained at
sunrise er.d that they tried to fly direct to
Howland Island.

If this reasoning is correct, it is possible'
to suggest what went wrong. Marine navi
gators used the sunrise position line (by
visual observation and without a sextantlj
for the sea was their horizon. But the
higher one flies, the earlier one can see the
sun rise over the more distant horizon. At
a height of 1,000ft this "dip correction" (as

it is called) results in an extra distance of
about 35 miles. At 3,000ft, it is 62 miles.
Thus, the reading from the tables required

■ a correction. One might expect Noonan to
have known of this, but he was primarily a
marine navigator and he was probably
mentally exhausted'after- working solidly
for 18hr. If he had made this oversight, it
would have resulted in the Electra flying
up and down the position line at least 35
miles to the west of Howland Island and
caused Amelia to report that she was
"flying north and south".

I have tried to put myself in Noonan's
position and to think what, I would have
done when Howland Island failed to
appear. I have never been' in such a predic
ament but there were certainly many occa
sions when I was unsure of my position as
a result of ..adverse weather. One episode
which coihes to mind was soon after the
end of the war when I was navigating a
Dakota of 52 Sqn from Dum Dum in India
to Pegu in South-east Burma. We were

carrying a very heavy load of freight and,
for some reason that I cannot remember,
the flight had to be made entirely at night
and in very bad weather. The only way to
find the airfield at Pegu was by astro and
I spent much of my time moving between
my chart table and the astrodome, looking
for breaks in the cloud above. The air was
very turbulent and the bubble in the
sextant chamber was dancing about; it was
difficult to hold the instrument steady. I
had only intermittent glimpses of stars
but I managed to take several astro shots
and transferred the position lines on my
chart to give fixes. But I was still worried
about accuracy. There was . nothing
beneath us except low cloud, hills and
jungle, and we- had no parachutes.
Although our fuel situation was not yet '
serious, I was unhappy about Hunting over
South-east Asia for somewhere to land..It
crossed my mind that I had survived 6yr of
war to end up as an undiscovered corpse in
the bumt-out wreckage of a Dakota in the
jungle. We came down through the cloud;
a procedure I always hated when there
were hills about, and to nay relief the faint,
lights of Pegu appeared before us.
On that occasion, I was prepared to.

begin a "square search" for the airfield,
and it is my guess that Noonan' must have
had similar thoughts.. This was a- well-
known procedure whereby the, navigator
plotted a series of tracksnt right angles to
each other, at twice the visibility distance,
apart, in the form of squares which stead
ily increased in size. Theoretically, the •
objective would be found everitually,
provided there was enough fuel; But the
messages received from Afnelia'db' hot
indicate that a systematic search' of this
type was begun; instead we havethe:
messages "circling" and "heading nprth/
and south". This'sburids as thpiigh'Amelia
was chasing shadows on the .surface of t he
sea, formed by the ciimulUs clouds atwve,
or was flying towards more distant clouds
in the hope that these were the smoke
which the /tosca was making.
The above record'of messages received

from Amelia is not intended to represent a
full list, but they are the ones which strike
me as the most significant for an analysis
of the probable route of the Electra,

Below, Amelia's specially-modified Electra,
NR16020, photographed upon its. delivery
from Lockheed.

-If-
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Witmri a few hours of the last, message,
the captain of the //osca,. Cotnmander
Walter K. Thompson, headed his vessel to
the north-west, for he reasoned that the
aircraft was most likely to have come
down sfjmewhere beneath the stormclouds
in that area. .At this stage in aviation
development, it was believed that all-
met.al aircraft could (loat for a long time,
provided the fuel tanks were ernpty. This
belief in .buoyancy wasi .soon dispelle.d
when all-metal aircraft came down iii the
sea during World War Two, for it was
found that they sank almost iminediately.
.Moreover, it was known.that the Electra
had on board a rubber dinghy equipped
with lifebelts, flares, Very pistol,
emergencv raltt)ns and even a signal kite.
It was hoped that, at the very least. Amelia
and Noonan had been able to clamber into
this dinghv and were awaiting rescue.

Meanwhile, the US Navy put into
operation a large search, with Catalina
llying-boats as well as .surface vessels.
Oestroyers. minesweepers, and e%'en a
battleship with reconnaissance aircraft
were diverted to the area. The New
Zealand cruiser HMS Achilles, which was
sailing not far away, heard messages from
KHAQQ which included "quite down, but
radio still working". Unfortunately, the
log of this cruiser for 193" is not in the
i»ublt!- Record Office. It seems probable
that this was one of the many radio hoaxes
sent out by .sick-minded people soon after
the Electra was reported missing. These
messages are not worthy of reporting here,
but it is sufficient to say that sofhe were
given credence at the time. For the most
part, they implied that the Electra was
lliiating somewhere hut still able to trans
mit. Paul Mantz, Amelia's technical
ntKi.ser. pointed out that there was no
hand-crank mechanism for electricity and
thai transmission was impossible unless
I he Electra was on a reef somewhere with
an engine licking over. Nevertheless, at
one .~iage the false messages caused the
ilasci' to lie ordered away from her area of
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Amelias Electra over San Francisco Bay.

search, to examine the sea soiith of
Howland; Island.

Geprge'Eutnam seized on some of these
hoax messages , as , giving eyidence of
survival,"and jnade, .a htiisance of himself
with the authorities'. A spirit medium who
was aTriepd df<A'taelia told Putnam that
hisiwife^was'htill aF in the floating Elec
tra,'''".aithoiigh., Ndonati was injured
Another mediiim announced that shd ^vas
in. comrhunicatidh with Ainelia, who was
dead and lying in iSft of water in a certain
positioii; after having jumped out by para
chute; Mantz pointed-out that the para
chutes had been left behind in Darwin. An
immense area of the ocean was searched,
covering a radius of 700 miles from How-
land Island;- There yyas a flurry of
exciterhent when flares were believed
seen, hut these, proved to he a shower of
meteors. Ah igitcraft carrier arrived to
help. The search was reported to have
involved ten.ships, 102 aircraft and 3.000
men, and to have cost $4 million. Nothing
whatsoever was found.

Persistent rumours

There have been persistent rumours
and many researches since that date, some
of them resting on the belief that Amelia
was on a spy mission and was captured by
the .Japanese. To some extent, these svere
prompted by a fi lm which appeared in
1943. entitled Flifiht to freedom and
.starring Rosalind Russell and Fred
MacMurray. Obviously based on Amelia's
last night, the couple were seht;,,on a
disguised spying mission across, the
Pacific, hut they survived and lived
happily ever after, although their identi
ties had to remain incognito. In 1949.
Amelia's mother expressed the belief that
her daughter was on a secret mission,
primarily because she did not discuss the
details of the llighi with iier. However.

Eleanor Roosevelt said, that her husband
had never hinted that there was anything
secret'about the flight.

A very painstaking study was published
in 1966, entitled The search for Amelia
Ear/iart and written by Fred Goerner after
some 6yr of investigations, primarily-on
behalf of the Columbia Broadcasting
System. These investigations were begun
following a- report from 'Mrs Josephine:
Blanco Akiyama, who in ,'-1937 - was .an
llyr-old girlliving near Tanapag Harbour
in Saipan, one of the Marianas Islands
which had been mandated to Japan after
World War One. Mrs Akiyama remem
bered seeing a low-flying aircraft crash in
the waters, after which Japanese soldiers
brought two white people ashore, one of
which she was told was a woman. She
thought that they had been summarily
executed.

Goerner was determined to track down
more evidence of this event and paid three
visits to Saipan as well as other islands.
He evolved a theory from the testimony
which he collected' from a number of
sources, including local Saipanese and
Roman Catholic priests, all of which
added up to a convincing account. He
surmised that the purpose of Amelia's
flight was to spy on the island of Truk in
the Carolines, which had been annexed by
Japan and heavily fortified in preparation
for World War Two. After observing
airfields and fleet-servicing facilities, they
headed for Howland Island but ran into
had weather. Reluctant to ask for bearings
which would give away their position, they
waited until 1745hr GMT liefore telling
the Itasca that they were about 200 miles
away. Noonan made his sun shot at about
2120hr but they could not find Howland
Island and turned hack to the Gilbert
Islands, administered by Britain, with

. about 2hr of fuel left. But they were so
Ta'r"'otl Trainrihat^fhiv' landed at Mill
Atoll in the south-east Marshall Islands,
which had been mandated to .Japan. The
time wa.s about 2310hr GMT. about the
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maximum lime that the Electra could
have remained in the air with full tanks.
Amelia sent out distress signals but was
captured by the Japanese and taken even
tually to the administrative'headquarters
at Saipan in the Marianas, together with
Fred Noonan, who was slightly injured.
Here she died of dysentery, but Noonan
was executed. Various witnesses
supported this story in the islands
concerned, but without knowing names.
Goerner's well-researched account is

quite believable at first reading and it
certainly gained much credence. But, in
my opinion, there are some flaws. One is
that he used a cruising speed of 200 m.p.h.
Amelia's Electra was capable of a
maximum speed of only 190 m.p.h.,
according to Lockheed, and this could be
sustained for only a very short perioi
Another query is that the suggested timirig
would have brought the Electra over Truk
at night, when Amelia would have .been
able to see very little. Night photography
from the air whs not developed in 1937,
moreover, none of the many customs offi
cials who inspected the aircraft saw any
aerial cameras or flash-bombs. A furmer
snag is that no evidence was ever found in
Japanese records, and officers who wbuld ■
have known of such an episode stated
emphatically that there were .no such
westerners in the islands. A Saipanese
policeman said that there was a woman
spy who died there in 1937, but she was a
Eurasian, ,
Nevertheless, Goerner s account has

been accepted by many throughout the
world. For instance, the German former
diplomat Hans-Otto Meissner who
visited Saipan shortly after, the Electra
disappeared, stated in his book Insejn in
der Sudsee that heihad come to believe
that the reason why the Japanese allowed
him limited freedom was m case he discov
ered something about Amelia Earhart.
Tourists who take a guided tour of Saipan
nowadays are shown the cell where
Amelia Earhart was imprisoned .
A  refinement on Goerner s theory

arrived in 1985 with the publication of
Amelia Earhart: the final story, written by.;
the former USAF pilot Vincent Loomis
together with the aviation writer Jeffrey
Ethell. Loomis disinissed the spying
theory and concluded from the widence of
the radio transmissions that the Electra
was following the most direct route to
Howland Island at its known airspeed He
interpreted correctly the position line
technique which Noonan might have used,
deliberatelv aiming to the north of his
objective, but reasoned that Amelia turned
her aircraft in the wrong direction, after
failing to reach Howland Island when they
first turned right. She assumed that she
was south of the island and then flew
north-west for a long distance, before
heading back in the expectation of ditch
ing somewhere in the Gilbert Islands. Like
Goerner, he believed that they arrived at
Mill Atoll. To support his theory, he
visited Mili and obtained testimony from
the islanders, who confirmed that an
aircraft had crashed there and a pair of
livers had been captured by the Japanese.
He even found a Japanese medical orderly
who remembered giving first aid to some
one who answered the description
of Noonan. The two aviators were
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then taken to Saipan and died there.
These very short accounts do not give

full justice to two very well-written and
interesting books. Both seemed very
convincing to me when I first read them.
But this was before I found the material at
the Public Record Office.

Commonwealth territory

It will be appreciated that, in order to fly
over territory which was part of the
British Commonwealth, Amelia first had
to obtain the necessary authority. Among
the corresjxindence I have discovered
tbere is an original letter written by
Amelia on her headed notepaper and bear
ing her signature. This is available for
scrutiny .by anyone who has a reader's
ticket at, the Public Record Office. It was,
written on February 13,1937 to Lt-Col Sir
Francis Shelmerdine, who at the time was
Director of Civil Aviation in this country.
I believe that it is worth repeating in full.
"My dear Sir Francis,
"At the suggestion of Jacques de

Sibour, good friend of Mr Putnam's
and mine, I am venturing this letter. It
supplements a radiogram sent today to
de Sibour, a copy of which I attach. .
"In that cable I tried to outline

pertinent facts of the contemplated
flight. The State Department here has
generously co-operated throughout and
apparently is encountering no diffi
culties in securing necessary permis
sions. However, I am informed this
morning that permissions involving
Arabia have not yet been received.
"You will understand, of course, that

the plane has an international .licence
and , in all matters pertaining to the
proposed flight has the thorough
approval of the United States Depart
ment of Commerce. Only with that

Amelia in front of her 1929 speed record
Lockheed Vega oA Executive.

approval could the State Department
act.

"So far as the ship is concerned, your
interest is no doubt in itsjuel tankag^
i.e. 1,150 gallons. StrcK SmSunt
prSvidgg^maxinTum cruising range ot
more tharmuOUThiles.
"My longest hopsover the Pacific are

about 2,500 miles—at which time I shall
carry probably 1,000 gallons of
gasoline. So, actually before reaching
the territory there will have been take-
offs with that amount of gasoline.
"Beyond the Pacific there will be no

necessity for take-offs involving much
more than 700 gallons of gas. Even 'St
pretty generous cruisirig speed that
would give me 2,000 miles cruising
range. For your information, I have'
already made riuriierous. take-bffs with •
more.than 700 gallons pri board, follow
ing them up with extensive flights. .
"The day before; - yesterc&y,/ for

instance, I flew from St Louis to New
York, a distance of more than 900-
miles, averaging ,197 miles an hour,-
without high favouring winds. The gas
consumption is working .out very satis-;
factorily. Apparently the consumption,
on normal cruising at 65 per cent power ,
output, will hot exceed;25. gallons per;
hour per engine. ■
"By actual thbrough-going test; the

ship can remain aloft,on one engine on
normal loads. As I haVe fuel dump
valves in all but one tank it is possible
to lighten the load very quickly.
"I presume that.you will know just,

what has been done in connection with
the applications made by the State
Department,for permission, I have, by,
the way, informed the Department that ■
I am taking up this general matter with:
you, supplementing whatever theyi
have done—course entirely agreeable.
"This letter then is to request such

permissions as may be necessary and
any special instruction and guidance
which it is in order that I should'
receive.

"t am deeply grateful for your inter
est and siich co-operation as you may
be able to extend.

Sincerely yours,
Amelia Earhart"

The accompanying telegram was also
dated February 13, 1937, sent by George
Putnam to Jacques de Sibour at his tele
graphic address of Stanair, London. It is
also worth repeating in full, giving it
normal punctuation for clarity.
"De Sibour only. Permission thus far
not received by State Department is
Arabia. Amelia writing Shelmerdine
via steamer Hansa sailing tomorrow,
grateful his co-operation, hopetul he
can start action pending letter s
receipt. You know route Lockheed
Electra, two H Wasp engines larger
than regular equipment, capable ol
staying aloft on one with normal load.
Designed gross load 10.5001b.
Maximum gross load contemplated on
present journey outside of Pacific hop
within 40 per cent overload, with cruis
ing range 2,000 miles: All tanks have
dump valves. Total tanks 1,150 gallons
but maximum contemplated outside
Pacific is 700 gallons. Fuel consump
tion normal cruising per hour by weight
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•iliill). 'I'est Wike-olls wiih 850 gallons
have been made and with 1,000 will he
made. Two-way radio, voice and tele
graph, automalicpilol. Has NR licence,
full official approval. Probably solo,
•though pos.sibly accompanied naviga
tor Harry Manning, both freshly inocu- ■
lated typhoid, smallpox. Carrying'
certificates, no firearms or

motion-picture equipment.
Putnam"

In a cordial reply dated March 5; 1937,
Sir Francis Shelmerdine gave permissioit
for,the flight, following approval by the'
Foreign Secretary, Anthony Eden,
provided Aden was the only landing
ground in the .stretch over Arabia. He
reminded Amelia that they had last met
on a, yacht belonging to, Richard -Faireyif
which was,in fact Evadn'e  .' . •
The amount of fuel located at.dandihg

points is al.so included in these record^'At
Lae it was 700 ,US gal of Stanavo Ethyl 87 ̂
octane, with 70 US gal of oil. When the ;
direction of ,the flight was altered, after
the crash at Luke Field, aiithority was
given for the new arrangement, and. the
quantity of petrol at Lae was increased to
800 US gal.

For any research into Amelia's disap
pearance, the most important information
contained in these records is that she
intended to carry no more than 1,000 US
gal on her "Pacific hops" and was. prac
tising take-offs, building up "tp that
amount. This agrees with her flight From
California to Honolulu when she carried
947 US jtcl. as well as her intended flight
from Honolulu to Howland Island when.
.she tried to take offwith about 900 US.gal
l)ut, crashed. . ■ , v .s 7 C

Ofcourse.it may be'argued thaUWhen-
.Amelia reached Lae,on Her flighti.m the;
v.esi-to-east direction, she' chafiged her.
mind and somehow contrived to take off
from a grass runway in a ,'grossly oyer-
ioaded aircraft contaiiiing 1,150 US gal.
But there were witnesses who confirihed
that she stuck to her original plans. These
were the reporters and air correspondents

at Lae. Their evidence can be examined by
anyone who has a reader's ticket at the
British Museum Newpaper Library at
Colindale in North London. The most
detailed report was written by the air
corxespondent of a very responsible news
paper, the Daily Telegraph of Sydney,
Australia, who obtained his information
from Noonan and reported it on July 5.
The Electra was loaded with a total of 950
US gal. Noonan also stated that the
machine was overloaded to the extent of
two tons. The normal "gross take-loff
weight" .ofthe.Electra was 10,30Olb,'while,
the weight on take-off at Lae with 950 US
gal was, just over, 14',3001b,'as ii6af ais can
be calculated. Two' US tons are •4,0001b.
So precise were details recorded by this

air correspondent;;-.thatv other' ■ items
mentioned were iced w,ate|,;Jhpt coffee, hot
■tomatd sbupi sahdvyiches.Tour hard-boired
eggs and three cakes of plain chocolatb.

Last desperate message; ■

According to the pfedici'ed Tigure.s frnrp
I LockhSii .in'-the firet pajt of this, article,
1950 US gal gave the Electra. an endurance
/of 20hr i3min. However, the weight of the
Electra had been reduced slightly after
these figures were Compiled,- and a some
what longer-, endurance must' have,
resulted. /Atnelia's last desperate "message
was received 20hr 25min ifter take-off
fVom La^It isOvideiS that she must have
come down in,the seaa few minutes later,
when she believed that she was somewhere
near Rowland Island.

It may seem extraordinary that such a
small Eafety.,niarg^,was, .allowed for the

ight, but this is typical of the' risks that
ttended: :auch', long-distance . flights'^ in
hose - dkys.;;'Amelia? is likely tb have
hought .df the''crash\at ILuke Field? When-

the jElectra:was loaded with.about./OOO US
gal, and balanced the danger of. takihg off
in an aircraft evenVmbre overloaded with
the .danger of mhning out of fuel. In the
flight frorn California to Honolulu, she
had token offwith 947 US gal and landed
with over 4hr remaining, having flown

,J2,400 jaiit's,. The flight from Lae to
owIaodTsland was only 150 miles longer,

nd the reserve of fuel may have, seemed
'adequate. But they were beaten by adverse
winds, poor weather conditions in the last
stage of the flight, and inadequate
direction-finding facilities.

All the navigational evidence points to
the fact that Amelia arid Noonan came
down in the sea near Howland Island,
probably about 30 miles tb the westdr the
north-west. What happened ■ Wheri' they .
tried to ditch can only.: be?a . matter of?
cbrijecture. Accordlrig

; Thprnpsbn of the /ilaica, the.-sea-w^
. ^.turbulent when'tus' vesseF.bailed^'i^^^ the'

north-west, with waves of up to 6ftJ The
;captain of a Catalina which arrived, on the '

. .scene soon al^tsrwards.- .frbm Honoluluj-•
: was ̂ tpriishedto a
ets. and severb- icih^iat the^i^uator. 'Paul -

. Mantz,, who temairied co'risist it vel--"
headed when theSi^edy b^^ Icriown;'
gave his opiniori iii the lightof his knowl
edge qfjAinelia'sfljdng-capabilities. He
said that NoonariSmust haye' tnissed the
island and the Electra miist' have come
down in the .sea.vTheri heiSuggested two ■
possibilities.-Orie was that Ajneiia tried to
land- too' high abbye clear, water,- go that
the Electra stalled and.'killedrthem both;
The other was thatT.if the sea was; very;
rough, she might-Have made a bad judge
ment and flowninto a heavy rbller,'with ai
similar, result; ■ ■ '

Fresuiriably,. Noonan scrambled, over
the fuel tanks to strap himself into the
copilot's seat during the ditchingl But the
dinghy was stowed in the rear part of the
fuselage. If he was uninjured, he would
have had to get, back?; jettison the.';

. passenger door .and: thro w; out the ydinghy.; ,
.while the metal aircraft;was>sinking. It-is'
unlikely that he wquld have had time to do
this. , ■v-.- v-'r.*'?;;'

Amelia always thought;: that her end
might come in such a way..She wrote her
o'wn epitaph several years before hef last
flight; "Hooray for the last" great adven
ture! 1 wish 1 had won, but it was worth
while anyway".
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'There is only
one possible

conclusion: We

found a piece of
Amelia Earhart's

aircraft.'

Richard Gillesple
At right, with map of site
where aircraft part was

discovered

'We decided the

fragment could
have come from

anywhere...
anywhere but
Amelia Earhart's

airplane.'
Elgen Long
At \eft, with his presentation
detaiiing mismatched rivets
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A Theory That Won't Fly?
East Coast experts say they solved the Amelia Earhart mystery. But a West Coast group thinks not

By PAUL DEAN
TIMES STAFF WRITERSAN FRANCISCO-Richard

Gillespie and his East Coast
cluster of engineers and ar-
cheologists say they have

found a patch of aluminum torn from
Amelia Earhart's airplane.
Mystery solved. Case closed. Con

clusively, finally and overwhelm
ingly.
Yet Elgen Long and his West

Coast clutch of mechanics and met

allurgists say Gillespie's artifact is
fiction.

Not by any stretch of measure
ment or the imagination, they claim,
could the piece be from Earhart's
airplane. "The case remains wide
open. Absolutely, unanimously and
positively.
"Any engineer acquainted with

basic aircraft structure . . . could

tell you that the Nikumaroro frag
ment did not come from a Lockheed

10 aircraft," says Long, 65, a 20-year
sleuth of the short life, public times
and final flight of Earhart.
Spacing between rivets doesn't

match. Nor does the distance be-

_ tweerr horizontal lines_ of rivets.^A_
vertical line of fasteners that should

be on the' fr^ment simply isn't
there.

"But for the umpteenth time we
have The Final Solution of Amelia

Earhart," Long says, sarcastically.
"Why isn't anyone listening to us?
Because we've only got boring me
chanical reasons on our side and
they just aren't nice sound bites."
There were sound bites by the

thousands and worldwide earlier
this month when aviation researcher
Gillespie told a mobbed Washington
news conference that he had unrav

eled the 55-year-old enigma of Ear
hart's end.

What Gillespie didn't announce
was that he had asked Long last
month to examine the 23-by-19-
inch shard recovered in October
from Nikumaroro Island in the cen
tral Pacific.

DPI / Bettmann

Aviator Amelia Earhart disappeared during her 1937 attempt to circumnavigate the globe.

Long, a retired airline captain,
was briefed by two letters, one with
pages stamped Confidential. It de
scribed the piece's dimensions, out
line, markings and rivet patterns in
sufficient detail to build a clear

plastic template of the fragment.
Gillespie, executive director of the

Delaware-based International

Group for Historic Aircraft Recov
ery (TIGHAR), wrote: "... the
only match found is to a section on
the starboard belly of NR16020
[Earhart's twin-engined Lockheed
Electra lOE] between fuselage sta
tions 239 [inches from the nose] and
269% along the aircraft's center line
on keel. . . .

"I look forward to your thoughts
on all this."

Long recruited a formidable panel
of volunteers: a professor of metals
engineering; a structures engineer
for Navy patrol aircraft; the owner
of two Lockheed 10 airplanes, and
the assistant foreman, now retired,
of the Lockheed fuselage shop at the
time Earhart's plane was built.
The group pored over photo

graphs of the piece. They examined
blueprints and engineering orders
for repairs to the airplane's under
side needed after a takeoff accident
ended an earlier Earhart attempt to
fly around the world.
And the team visited a 1936 Lock

heed lOB at Oakland's Western Aer
ospace Museum.
The associateci placed the tem

plate over the startoard belly of the
airplane. They slid the piece over all
other exterior sections of the air

plane. Just in case.
"We decided the fragment could

have come from anywhere . . . any
where but Amelia Earhart's air

plane," Long says.

So noted the group's formal re
port—including a videotape of

comparisons to the underside of the
museum aircraft—sent to Gillespie
in February.
But Gillespie, a 45-year-old for-

Please see AVIATOR, E3
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mer insurance investigator turned
aviation archeologist, made no
mention of the negative findings
during his March 16 news confer
ence at the National Press Club.

Instead, he announced that his
own nonprofit group of largely lay
historians and aviation detectives
had "recovered artifacts that con
clusively prove this case."

He displayed the aluminum
fragment. Also a Cat's Paw rubber
heel that Gillespie said belonged to
a woman's shoe. Other beach
combings from Nikumaroro—once
known as Gardner Island and a
British colony—included a portion
of a sole presumed to be from the
same shoe, a length of copper
antenna wire and a bottle cap that
might have contained a patent
medicine.

Concurrent to his conference,
Gillespie wrote an article for Life
magazine. The story was accompa
nied by four paragraphs of rebut
tal—added, says a Life editor, at
the magazine's insistence—from
Frank Schelling, a structures engi
neer with the Naval Aviation De
pot, Alameda, and chairman of
Long's committee.

The rest of Gillespie's article,
however, left few doubts un-
squashed.

He said a metallurgist from the
National Transportation Safety
Board, the U.S. agency responsible
for investigating all aircraft acci
dents, had told him: "Looks like
you've got it nailed."

The metal certainly checked out
as .032-inch aircraft aluminum
made by Alclad prior to World War
II—identical to the skin of Ear-
hart's Lockheed. A rivet attached
to the metal was of '30s vintage—
and of the type used by Lockheed
when building Earhart's plane.

The rubber heel, said Gillespie,
has been examined by officials
from Biltrite Corp. of Waltham,
Mass., makers of Cat's Paw foot
wear since the 1900s. It appeared to
be from a Size 9 woman's shoe, was
definitely of pre-World War II
Construction and would fit the style
of lace-up Oxfords worn by Ear-
hart on her last flight.

"Every possibility has been
checked, every alternative elimi
nated," Gillespie announced. Eure
ka. "There is only one possible
conclusion: We found a piece of
Amelia Earhart's aircraft."

Within minutes, Earhart was
again playing Page 1 and top of the
news around the world.

Just the way it was on July 2,
1937.

Ed Werner, who supervised construction of
fuselage of Earhart plane, examines replica of craft

BONNIE KAMIN / Eor The Times

at Western Aerospace Museum. He is skeptical
that recovered fragment is from the lost plane.

missed a complete line of attach
ment to a fuselage stiffener.

Gillespie believes his fragment
should have never been eompared
to a Lockheed lOB because Earhart
was flying a Lockheed lOE.

Nonsense, says Fred Patterson
of Mill Valley, Calif., a World
Airways captain who owns two
Lockheed lOBs and is rebuilding a
lOE: ®

"The only differences between a
lOB and a lOE have to do with
Gngines and window positioning.
There are 12 Lockheed IDs in
existence. I've seen all of them.
And the fuselages, the rivet pat
terns, the spacings between string
ers and stiffeners, are identical "

BKHNII'; BOS TON / I^os Angeles'Times

'arhart, 39, a record-smashing
inviatnr and nioncer feminist.

At a news conference, Robert Gillespie displays plane fragment that
he says is part of the fuselage of missing Amelia Earhart plane.

A large portion of Gillespie's
case hangs on a report of the

National Transportation Safetv
Board.

In his news conference, Gillespie
said the federal agency was unable
to prove that the metal did not
come from Earhart's airplane. The
implication here is obvious. In his
Life article, Gillespie quotes the
author of the NTSB report, Joe
Epperson, a senior metallurgist, as
commenting: "Looks like you've
got it nailed."

But Epperson's seven-page re
port draws no conclusions beyond
establishing that the fragment is a
piece of old, fractured airplane
aluminum with rivet holes. It dpes
not state that the agency was
unable to prove the fragment did
not come from Earhart's airplane.



Ear hart, 39, a record-smashing
aviator and pioneer feminist,

had taken off from Lae, New
Guinea. With Fred Noonan riding
as navigator, their Lockheed lOE
was on a final leg of a circumnavi
gation that would earn yet another
record for the tomboy flier.
Twenty hours and 2,500 miles

later, Earhart radioed a Coast
Guard cutter moored near How-

land Island, site of the next landing.
She said she should be approaching
the island but couldn't see it.

Her signal strength told radio
operators aboard ship that Earhart
was close. She said her fuel was
down to 30 minutes. Then, silence.

In the half-century since, a hun
dred theories have enlarged the
persons and their journey into a
significance far greater than had
the flight succeeded.
Did Earhart—as researcher

Long believes—crash in the sea
and drown near Howland?

Did she and Noonan—as broad
caster and Earhart author Fred

Goerner thinks—land on nearby
Saipan, only to be executed as
American spies by the Japanese?
Was Earhart—as other biogra

phers have claimed—taken to Ja
pan and then smuggled back to the
United States at war's end to lead a

new life under an assumed identi

ty?
Or did she—as Gillespie be

lieves—miss Howland and fly 350
miles southeast to Nikumaroro?

There, Gillespie theorizes, the
couple crash-landed on a reef but
died of thirst a few days later. A
storm washed the Lockheed off the

coral beach and into deep water.
But one piece of aluminum, a belly
portion, remained buried in the
sand to be revealed by a vicious
storm 50 years later.

Gillespie has spent $750,000 in
private donations on two trips to
Nikumaroro. His first findings
were false alarms.

A grave that might have been
Earhart's contained the bones of a

native child. A cigarette lighter
that could have belonged to Noon
an was probably lost by one of
dozens of Coast Guardsmen who

manned a radio station on Nikuma

roro during World War II. A navi
gator's chart box thought to have
been from Earhart's Electra was

finally identified as equipment
from a military airplane.
And a deep-water sonar search

found no trace of Earhart's air
plane in the sea surrounding Niku
maroro.

Now, in a bicoastal war of
experts, critics are shredding

Gillespie's latest clues.
They have not zeroed in on the

bottle cap and other fragments
believed inconsequential. They
have focused on the aluminum

fragment and the Cat's Paw heel.
One of Gillespie's experts, Wil-

he says is part of the fuselage of missing

liam Foshage Jr., president Of The
Biltrite footwear division, said the
heel was made before 1940 and was

"the same type of heel, basically,"
as that worn by Earhart.
But in an interview with The

Times, Foshage acknowledged that
this Cat's Paw heel was unisex: "It
could have been on a man's shoe."
Foshage agrees the rubber heel

would have fit a Size 9 shoe. But
according to Earhart's sister, Mu
riel Morrisey, who lives in New
Medford, Mass., the flier had tiny,
narrow feet and wore a Size 6. That

Mf it were our

investigation, going from
A to Z, we would not be
drawing such hard and
fast conclusions on the

basis of the evidence

shown us/

NTSB SPOKESMAN

size was confirmed by the curator
of an Amelia Earhart museum in

Atchison, Kan.
Nikumaroro has been visited by

thousands since colonization in

1938. First copra traders and Gil
bert Islanders. Then U.S. military
and resupply teams.
So the shoe could have been

dumped by anyone. Or simply
washed ashore.

But it is the metal piece, say
Long's experts, that completely
corrodes Gillespie's conclusions.
When contrasted with airplane
plans and the Oakland museum's
Lockheed lOB, the fragment fails
in cardinal areas:

■ Rivet holes on the recovered

aluminum are one inch apart. On
Earhart's airplane the separation
was IV2 inches.

■ The fragment shows four lines
where the panel was riveted to
stringers, or horizontal fuselage
braces. They are iVi inches apart.
On surviving Lockheed lOBs, the
lines are 3V^ inches apart.

■ The aluminum skin of a Lock
heed 10 is formed around ribs, or
stiffeners, 15 inches apart. On the
fragment—which is almost 24
inches long—there is no vertical
line to show that the metal was
ever riveted to a stiffener.

■ Gillespie says a tab protruding
from an edge of the fragment
marks where the sheet was riveted

to the I-beam forming the keel, or
center line, of Earhart's airplane.
That tab shows a single line of
rivet holes. Yet on the Lockheed

10, says Long, center line panels
would be held by a double line of
rivets and in a staggered pattern
for additional strength.

Long's team does not "dispute
that Gillespie's artifact is made of
Alclad aluminum from an aircraft

built in the '30s. They also know
that during World War II, military
aircraft built in the '30s—such as

the PBY Catalina—flew that par
ticular patch of the Pacific and
visited Nikumaroro.

Ernest Zehms, 70, a retired ma
terials engineer from Woodland
Hills, was a Coast Guard petty
officer stationed on Nikumaroro

from 1944 to 1945.

"We had a radio technician who
used to fly back to the island with
things he had scrounged," Zehms
says. "Some of it was aluminum,
flat stock, Alclad. It had been cut
out of the wing or fuselage of a
B-25 that had gone off the end of
the runway on Kanton Island."

Gillespie acknowledges that his
experts and Long's experts are
locked in "a great debate on the
unknowable. . . ."

Gillespie says his evidence is
based on "the knowable, con

temporaneous records and hard
evidence in the form of artifacts

that we can measure." That trans

lates to the age and gauge of
aluminum, its obvious use as air
craft skin, a failure pattern appar
ently consistent with crash-land
ing and other facets.
He says Long's evidence is

"based on opinions," and when his
group first reported a verdict on
the fragm^ent, "I was disappointed
to hear him [Long] make pro
nouncements that were not true."

Gillespie sees no mystery in
variances of rivet spacing and
patterns. He believes the position
ing was changed when Earhart's
plane was repaired after the take
off accident.

Not so, insists Ed Werner, 82, of
Santa Cruz, the assistant foreman
of Lockheed's fuselage shop at
Burbank at the time.

'  The rivet patterns on the frag
ment, he says, "just don't follow
the engineering orders for the
repairs. If those orders weren't
followed, the repair couldn't have
passed inspection and the airplane
wouldn't have been released. And

no double riveting along the center
line ... is tampering with the
structural integrity of the air
plane."
Harvey Christen, 81, of Pasade

na agrees. A retired director of
quality reliability for Lockheed,
Christen was Werner's boss during
repairs to the Earhart plane.
"Nobody repaired anything at

Lockheed without taking it back to
its original configuration, as dictat
ed by the airplane's federal certifi
cation," he says. Under such rigid
controls, it would be "unthinkable"

that any worker or inspector would
allow a repair where the riveting

IlUt OlctLC LIlclL lllti agtillUy Wdb

unable to prove the fragment did
not come from Earhart's airplane.

Is Gillespie drawing a conven
ient conclusion from the unsaid?
"Every one of these [NTSB ex

aminers] are convinced that this
piece of metal is from Amelia
Earhart's airplane," Gillespie says.
"Epperson said to me: 'That's a
piece of Amelia Earhart's air
plane.'"
(Epperson did not respond to

several telephone messages. Gil
lespie agreed- to ask Epperson to
call The Times to confirm his

private statements, but no call has
been received.)
But an NTSB spokesman says

conclusions credited to the report
were not drawn by the board.
"If it were our investigation,

going from A to Z, we would not be
drawing such hard and fast conclu
sions on the basis of the evidence

shown us," he states. "We don't
jump from A to Z without looking
at the 24 points in between."
Meanwhile, Gillespie and his or

ganization are not budging.
He says he can now stand before

the world with the final answer to

the Earhart mystery and "defend
that to any rational person."
But not to Elgen Long.
Long wants the fragment stud

ied "conclusively" by the NTSB or
the Smithsonian Institution. He

also wants to form an expedition to
follow his own theory that the
airplane is in 16,000 feet of water
off Howland Island.

"Eventually the hype and media
will get out of the way, and
rational, independent experts will
study it and the truth will sort
itself out," Long says.
"But then, like J.F.K., someone

will come up with a conspiracy
theory."
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■'"fiP-Earhart Doubts
■^Experts Say Piece of Fuselage Not FroB Earhart's Plane <
■^By JAMES 0. CLIFFORp=
■"•Pssociated Pr'ess Writer®

SAN FRANCISCO (AP> ■ Two former Lockheed employees who worked on
Amelia Earhart's plane said Tuesday a piece of a fuselage found on
a remote South Pacific atoll couldn't have come from the lost
aviator's Lockheed Electra.

A former airline pilot who has spent £0 years studying Earhart's
last flight agreed. ' -

Richard Gillespie, executive director of the International Broup
for Historic Aircraft Recovery, claimed Monday to have solved the
mystery of Earhart's disappearance in 1937 on a -flight around the
world. ^ j. j!

He said a search team found the fuselage fragment, parts of a
woman's shoe in Earhart's size and a medicine bottle cap on
Nikumaroro, which was called Gardner Island in 1937.

But Ed Werner of Santa Cruz, who was an assistant foreman at
Lockheed, said he compared the dimensions and shape of the piece of
aluminum with a duplicate of Earhart's plane at the Western
Aerospace Museum in Oakland. ^

• 'It didn't fit anywhere on the plane,'' said Werner, S2. *'Not
on the belly where repairs had been made. Not anywhere.''

Gillespie said the items he found prove Earhart and navigator
Fred Noonan made a navigational error, landed on the island and
died there, probably from thirst.

Earhart took off from Oakland 55 years ago Tuesday in an attempt
to become the first woman to fly around the world. The airplane
crashed while landing in Hawaii and was sent back to Lockheed for
repairs. i. j. .. ■

Two months later the pair took off from Oakland again, but this
time headed eastward. They disappeared before making it all the way

^  • .ei.

A plastic template of the l9-by—£3-inch piece of aircraft
aluminum was made from information supplied by Gillespie and was
compared against the museum's duplicate craft.

'"That fragment did not come from Amelia Earhart's airplane or
any other Lockheed Electra aircraft,'' said Elgen Long, a retired
San Mateo airline pilot who has spent £0 years investigating
Earhart's last flight.

Werner and other structural experts who checked the Oakland
plane said the rivet pattern on the Electra differed from that of
the remnant Gillespies' group found.

'•The rivet holes on the Earhart plane were three inches apart
but the ones on the other piece were four inches apart,'' he said.

Gillespie dismissed Werner's claims, saying the pattern could
have been changed when repairs were made after the Hawaii crash.

But that was contradicted by Harvey Christen, Bl, of Pasadena,
who was in charge of quality control for Lockheed when Earhart's
Electra was repaired.

' 'The repairs would have to match the engineering drawings," he
said. '"You couldn't make any changes without FAA approval.''

Long contends Earhart crashed some 23 miles northwest of Howland
Island " A20 miles northeast of Nikumaroro, or Gardner " after she
ran out of fuel.

That's also the end seen by Carol Gsborne, who wrote " 'Amelia,
My Courageous Sister" along with Muriel Earhart Morrissey.

Gardner Island was visited by a British inspection team months
after the fatal flight. It was also a navigation station during
World War II and was often visited by British and American planes,
she said.

PP-NP-03-17-9£ 1A42PGT <
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WASHINGTON, March 15 -
DSl lanializing and enduring mysteiT
aviaiion history, the fate o e p
lering pilot Amelia Earhart, has
elded one of its central f crets ac-
irding to investigators who say they
iund fragments of her plane on a
^serted pacific islsnd.
Amid the coconut palms of
ro an island about halfway between
I  " ,„ri Hawaii a search par-lew Guinea and Hawaii, a
1 from the International Group for
lisionc Aircraft Recovery found a
heet of metal that they say is from the
lane's fuselage. .gj,^

I Coast Guard cutter Fred
^iih Earhart ^er nav^ga • ^
^oonan, who were heading

pubi,dz=d
lavigate the globe ne
Nothing was ^p's hypoth-

urg.sts to disprove the group snyp
jsis - or 10 '^-^ery answer such
Nor does the dis

lingering any intrigue was
went astray whether^any^^^
involved and if £ ,,nfiinE and lived
gator survived their landing
on the island for a i ■ ^rsued the
The nonprofit 8'"° P grt's last radio

theory, based on ^^rii down at
message, ̂hat th® P ^^^^nded desti-
Nikumaroro, not at ^niles to
nation of Rowland 1 • .,g
ehe north. theory, isihe first corroborat.on^oftnthe strongest one t executive direc

Richard GiUespie, _

h

I I I"

ans and ne^s - p (^omm.„.Pd.byP«.pi.""^ e{
of the group, .. -pgared was
re the plane d.sappea
»d based on ev^ and
r fragments and
.°';S.up.™rf=bry-rs.>.«

out of fuel aluminum

he ragge shape of a
et, rough y th perforated by

ave come from the belly of the plane,
at a spot on the fuselage where Earhart
had repairs made when her landing
gear collapsed early in the trip as she
took off from Hawaii. A wire antenna
was attached to the plane's belly at
that point, and a similar wire was
found with the piece of metal retrieved
by Mr. GiUespie.
But despite the latest evidence, noth

ing has been found that can be traced
irrefutably to the plane or its crew:
nothing bearing a serial number, lor
example, such as the plane s engines or
oropellers, nor any numbered equip
ment known to belong to the aviators.
Nor has the search so far found the

aviators' remains, although there are
some indicaUons that they may have
survived the crash and lived for a ume
on the island. These indications, none of
them definitive, include the shoe, some
other artifacts, and reports from dec
ades ago that cited unexplaii^ signs
of human life on the island, which was
only sporadically inhabited over the

^^Until something more definitive is
found, contended Thomas Grouim,
chairman of the aeronauUcs depari-
ment at the National Air and Space
Museum of the Smithsonian Institution^
in Washington, it is best
skeptical and to endorse only tl« vie
that the plane was "lost at sea. heaven
knows where."

Nor could the National Transfwrta-
tion Safety Board, which will make
findings public on Monday, confirm the
significance of the find.
"The best that the safety board can

say from its examination is that cer
tainly there is nothing to conclude that
these pieces of metal could not have
come from her airplane,' one official
said. "We can't rule it in, ""j
la nly could have ruled it out. We think
In general that they have got a pretty
ctrnne case"

ed an airline and changed women's
roles in modem society.
"1 couldn't be more confident, Mr.

GiUespie said in a telephone interview
today. "The case is not bas^ on a^
one or half a dozen artif acts."
on an array of historic documen^, con
temporary records, plus the physical
evidence that has been recovered. We
have not relied in any event upon anec
dotes, stories, or recollections, al-
•though there are anecdotes that sup-
'.port the case — we have thrown them
out.-.

"Neither are we relying on «^rt
nrtininna. oilon

continued, relerring to
Transportation Safety Board, /m
proof here is apparent to any ̂ t'onal
Person who looks at 't-
^me evidence to any dispassion^e
observer and they will reach the same
conclusion. The case is so'v^-
But even Life magazine is hedging

its bets. As part of its article it published a dissent by Ejili^^^nes
expert on modem Lockheed planes,
Xhxamined photos, looked at sirni-
lar planes from the Earhart era, and
wrote: "Gillespie's case doesn t stand
up. That fragment did not come from

The GiUespie group, based in Wil
mington, Del., enlisted the services ol
a Houston company specializing in s^
nar searches for sunken debris last
vear but was unable to find the bulk of
the plane in deep waters off the minus
cule island.

The Fog Lingers

Nor do the findings confirm or refute
one of the longstanding, unsubstantiat
ed theories about the lost aviators, thaie ragged 3 they could have been captu^ by ̂ e

roughly the s ^grated by Japanese before the outbreak of W°r'<|
lard pillowcase, i . - g„ ^ifar 11. But Mr. GiUespie s accountTrivet holes and IS made^^^^^^^^
used for planes ,T '''^PLrta"oln where

course and landing near Saipan, wnere
Se Japanese supposedly arrested andexecuted _je American avia^

'  10-E Electra. Itin OctoSr on the shore notfound in O GiUespie

So there remains enough fog em
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•ves the P eventu-
i'wash^ into deep water by the
fie? ?edemT metallurgists exatn-

ag"a?inS^h"cfhas ?ust amv^
maga_z'ne. ^ will dis-

shrouding the Earhart legend to prm
sS^for a time^hat may be its quini-
llsential element, its lingenng mys
tery even if science w ̂
rfnnht — which is the ambition of Mr.
rniespie He and his wife and partnerPa Xasher^iU make their third
Uitinn to the island this summer.pilot to nym;
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PRESSREU5ASE ' October 28,1991 FOR IMMEDIATE

j  RELEASE

AIRCRAFT WRECKAGE
RECOVERED FROM PACIFIC ISLAND
MAY SOLVE EARHART MYSTERY

An expedition lOia remote, iimn.babitcd Podfic island basj rctnrnnd with aircrail
M-rcckage naspectcd of being that of Amelia Enrbavt's Locldieod "Elcctra" in lyhicli &he and
licr navigator Fred Noinan disappeared during an atLeinplod around the wOrlcl flight in 1937.
Also found ivere personal eirecta which may shed further light on the fliers' fate.

The Internatiomil Group for Historic Aircrafl. Recovery, popularly known by ifcK
acronym TIGHAR (prOnounced "tiger"), will rftleose epecincs concerning its discoveries on
Nikumnrnr'o, an atoll (.jf the Phoenix Group within the Republic of Kiribati, only aRer poct-
cxpodilion vosonrch has confirmed whothor or not the wrcckugu ie indeed from the Earhart
plane. The month-lon!g. half a million dollar expedition, which returned to Honolulu October
2B, is the latest phase lin a three-year investigation by the Wilmington, Delaware based non
profit historical foundation wliich iiopes to solve conclusively one of the century's most
enduring mysteries, 1

The orgonizat-ioji 0 resenrcli to date, oondvicted according to stringent PtnndardB and
acclaimed by tlic international academic community, has already soundly debunked the once-
popular fiction that Eprhari was a spy and that Japanese authonties were Somehow involved
in her clisappoaranco.; TIGHAK has also shown that the available clocumontod evidence in
the Earlmrt case argijoB strongly against the notion that tiie iamous aviator and her
accomplished navigator simply crashed at sea aRer failing to locale liny Rowland Island,
mstead, overyUiing p.bints to a relatively successful landing at NikumaVoro, then known as
Gardner Islond, the only alternate destination available within the aircraft's fuel range and
Aior.g the rngiil/s last known navigational line. From there the crew broadcOBt widely heard
radio distress calls fot three days, yet wlien Navy search planes Hew over the ntoH one week
after the disappcurmicc no aircraft was vj.siblc.

Iheoiii^ing that tlie airplane might be hidden in the island's thick tropical vegetation or
in the water just off the island's surrounding reef, TIGHAR mounted an cxjjcdition to
Nikumaroro in 1989 with the object of searching those areas. 3'hree weeks of operations by
.9earcher.i hacking tlirougli the island's underbrush wliilc scuba divers inspected what they
could of the .stceply-siloping roof edge revealed no aircraft. However, a search of the island's
village, first established a year and a half after Earhart vanished and abandoned in 1963,
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eurrountbi the island and dries at low tide to present an attractive landing area. Reasoning
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AIRLINES
CREDIBILITY

I've been meaning to write this letter for
the last five years — guess I've been too busy
or didn't think it was important enough.
While your publication has been the bible
for many Warbird enthusiasts, you've also
provided a forum in "Airlines" for many
of us to express our opinions. Some letters
I've agreed with, some I haven't — all were
worth the time to read.

I'd like to share a story with your read
ers. A few years ago, I was visiting a friend
and we were discussing my trip to the Far
East. One of my stops was Papua, New
Guinea. When I mentioned this fact, my

friend excitedly told me he had just read in
a newsletter that a group called Tighair was
en route to PNG that very next month to
recover a rare B-17E Flying Fortress from
a grass swamp. To say I was skeptical and
surprised was an understatement, since I
had been in PNG the week before and spent
hours with museum director Mr. Bruce Hoy
discussing aircraft and related topics. Mr.
Hoy was emphatic that no aircraft, parts,
wrecks, etc., were to leave PNG without be

ing processed through the museum and the
official government agency that oversees
antiquities. Since my conversations with
Mr. Hoy had been frank and, at times, stri
dent, 1 was sure he would have mentioned
this fact — if he had known about it.

My curiosity rose, so my friend and I
called Mr. Rick Gillespie of Tighair and
questioned him about the recovery. He de
scribed how he was taking a group to PNG
to do the deed. He went on to say that if
either of us wanted to be a part of this histor
ic event that, for a substantial contribution,
we could be included. At this point, I asked
him who he was dealing with in PNG and
he stated that he had excellent political con
nections in the US and that PNG would do

whatever they wanted. 1 asked him if he had
ever heard of Mr. Hoy — he hadn't.

At this point, 1 suspected a con job and
told him so. He became indignant and told
me that they were so well-connected that,
in the future, they would become the single
entity that anyone would have to deal with
if they wanted to recover any US aircraft.
They vvere already working with various
senators and congressmen to have Tighair

so designated through legislation. I was,
and still am, ticked.

These people took donations from
hundreds of folks by leading them to believe
they had the authority and ability to recover
this rare B-17 variant. I called Mr. Hoy in
PNG and, at that time, he had never heard

of Tighair and stated emphatically that no
one had permission to recover that aircraft.
I am told that Tighair did eventually go to
PNG, attended some cocktail parties, and
announced that the backward local govern
ment was not cooperating. The arrogance
and gall overwhelms. They had never sought
permission to recover the B-17, nor even
made the local government aware they were
coming.

Over the last few years, I have read or
have seen documentaries and press releases
about Tighair. They found a piece of wood
in a Maine forest that proves Nunges.ser and
Coli made it across the Atlantic before Lind

bergh. Bunk! They found a PBY junction
box on Howland Island in the Pacific that

is irrefutable proof that Amelia Earhart
crashed there. Bull! They have located and
recovered over a thousand rare aircraft. Not

so! They tout them.selves as being the
authority on aircraft recovery and restora
tion and are also the world's leading avia
tion archeologists. False!

Tighair has attacked the nation's leading
aviation museums, suggesting these institu
tions are inept and incompetent and if they'd
just send their staffs to Tighair's seminars
(for a fee, of course) they'll straighten their
staffs out. They have also attacked Warbird
owners in general, wanting to ground all
Warbirds. Never! Like Butch said to Sun

dance, "Who are these guys?" Folks, I be
lieve this organization is not what it claims.
I don't believe they recovered a single air
craft. I know they haven't restored a single
aircraft. To suggest they are authorities
about something they have never done is
ludicrous.

What Tighair does well is manipulate the
media, press conferences, press releases,
photo ops, sound bites, and docu-drama ex
travaganzas. In the process, myth becomes
reality and hype overcomes common sense.
I would suggest that all aviation enthusiasts,
owners, restorers, museums, and archeolo

gists pay attention to what these people are
up to. If we don't keep an eye out, these
self-appointed experts may convince some
bubble-headed vermin that lives inside this

nation's capital that they are for real and
give them some legitimacy through legisla
tion in exchange for a press release and a "go
see" sound bite. Any individual or group
who seeks to be appointed to rule over the
rest of us bears close monitoring, lest one
day these self-professed experts end up in
control of our hobbies, jobs, and lives.

Keep 'em flying,
Roy L. Stafford
9102 Hurlong Rd.
Jacksonville, FL 32210

INVADERS
I am a Norwegian Warbird enthusiast

wtto has a great Interest in the Douglas
A/B-26 Invader. It is a shame that an aircraft
which tbught through three major wars has
received s^Kjittle written information. I am
currently trying to get in touch with pilots
and ground cre^ to get information on mili
tary and civilian rqyaders. I am also very in
terested in the InvMers used in the Congo
and Biafra during thh,1960s. The 50th an
niversary of the first flight of the Invader will
be on 10 July 1992, and\hope something
will be done to commemorate the event.

Trygve Johansen
Mindes Vei 16

3500 Honefoss

Norway

J. DON'S FANTASTIC
FLYING MACHINES

The article in the November 1991 issue

really piqued my interest, especially the
photograph of the Laird Swallow used by
Alexander Industries of Denver, Colorado.

It is interesting to note the role Wichita. Kan
sas, played^ early aviation — from design
ing aircraft to the aviation pioneers who got
their start there.

In April 1920, ̂ tty Laird (builder of
the Swallow) first twt^ his three-place
OX-5 biplane built in a slwd^ Wichita. The
plane earned the nickname "Strallow ' from
one of the Wichita hotel men whlvwitnessed
the flight, commenting, "It flies lilcfe^ .swal
low." The Laird Swallow became the first
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AIRLINES
TIdHAR

From Mr. Roy Stafford's letter, published
in "Airlines" of your February 1992 issue,
it is clear that he is very fnghtened about
something he calls "Tighair." He asks,
"Like Butch said to Sundance, 'Who are
these guys?' " Perhaps the answer will calm
his fears.

TIGHAR, pronounced "tiger;' is the
acronym for The International Group for
Historic Aircraft Recovery. The non-profit
foundation is a recognized public charity
dedicated to responsible aviation archeolo
gy and historic preservation and is made up
of a growing membership of "guys" and
women all over the world. Where Mr.
Stafford got the idea that TIGHAR wants "to
be appointed to rule over the rest of us" and
to "end up in control of our hobbies, jobs
and lives" is a puzzlement. TIGHAR is a
service organization engaged in a wide range
of research, preservation, and educational
programs. Fiercely independent, as befits its
name, TIGHAR has both criticized and
complimented museums, owners, publica
tions, and governmental agencies in its ad
vocacy of aviation historic preservation, but
has never sought to control anything. In
deed, the organization's own bylaws prohibit
it from owning, selling, or brokering any
historic aircraft. Mr. Stafford's concern and
confusion about how many aircraft the or
ganization has recovered is like worrying
about how many experimental aircraft the
EAA has actually built.

Mr. Stafford also has some rather strange
impressions concerning TIGHAR's histor
ical investigations into the disappearance of
the Nungesser/Coli and the Earhart/Noonan
flights. These complex projects are conduct
ed according to rigid academic standards
and are intended not only to solve these
legendary mysteries, but to set a highly visi
ble example in research methodology.
Despite Mr. Stafford's allegations, no final
result has been announced for either project.

Mr. Stafford can also rest ea.sy that
TIGHAR does not vrant to take his "War-
birds" away from him. Ever since 1987,
when TIGHAR first pointed out the alarm
ing rate at which rebuilt ex-military aircraft
were being destroyed in flying accidents, the

organization has been accused of "wanting
to ground all Warbirds!' Let's set the record
straight, for the hundredth time, regarding
TIGHAR's position on this issue. Rehabili
tated ex-military aircraft, no less than other
types, serve a valuable purpose in preserv
ing the sights and sounds of the past, not to
mention the skills involved in flying and
maintaining the aircraft. TIGHAR is not out
to ground any "Warbirdsl' As catalogued
each month in "For the Wreckord" in Air
Classics, the "Warbird movement" is the
one doing that, with real ground.

Mr. Stafford's fear of TIGHAR is un
founded, but his letter contains one excel
lent piece of advice. "I would suggest that
all aviation enthusiasts, owners, restorers,
museums, and archeologists pay attention to
what these people are up tol'

Richard E. Gillcspie
Executive Director

1121 Arundel Drive

Wilmington, Delaware 19808

ROY STAFFORD REPLIES:
After having read Mr. Gillespie's letter

— more dribble — now I have even greater

doubts, to wit;

1) He states Tighar is a "non-profit foun
dation and recognized charity"\ Mr.
Gillespie, the Salvation Army is a charity!
What needy group receives charity from
Tighar?

2) He states they are dedicated to respon
sible aviation archeology and historic
preservation and adhere to rigid academic
standards. Was the PNG B-17 project an ex
ample of the rigid standards at work?

3) Where did I get the idea that they want
to rule over the rest of us? From Mr.
Gillespie.

4) How many historic aircraft has Tighar
located, recovered, or preserved? Is zero a
whole number?

5) Am I confused about the Nungess
er/Coli claims? Is anyone else out there who
saw the docudrama extravaganza confused
about what claims were made?

6) Don't want to take my Warbirds away
— look at their letters on the subject! No one
has been more critical of his peers' attitude
toward safety in the Warbird movement than

myself. See my past letters in this magazine.
But I'll tell you what, I have and will defend
any person's right to use their own property.
And there's a great movement toward
responsible operation led by the EAA, T-34
Association, North American Trainer As
sociation, Lone Star Flight Museum, The
Air Museum, etc.

7) I still want to know, "who are those
guys?" and how much and where the chari
ty goes! I

Roy Stafford
9102 Hurlong Road
Jacksonville, Florida 32210

I heartily applaud Mr. Roy Stafford for
taking the time to share his perception of
TIGHAR and Rick Gillespie with your read
ers, and Air Classics for the service you
provided by printing it. It would be a travesty
if Gillespie and/or his wife, Pat, or their bus
iness enterprise (masquerading as a philan
thropic organization) should achieve any
official Congressional appointment or
status.

One only has to attend (for $250 — re
quired of all prospective expedition par
ticipants, in addition to the healthy contri
bution to the project of their interest) one of
his third-grade level "Aviation Archeology
Courses" to detect the scam they perpetrate
with their self-made "expertise:' Neither
Gillespie nor his wife, Pat, have any formal
education in the field or science in which

they promote themselves as experts. They
have skillfully charmed (conned?) their way
into legitimate scholarly international avia
tion and scientific circles around the world

by picking up technical terminology from
metallurgists, crime lab staff, aircraft de
signers and manufacturers.

They had been trying for years to estab
lish their business into a lucrative livelihood,
operating on 0PM (other people's money),
when they hit Upon the popularity of the
Amelia Earharf mystique. Using AE as a
"hook;' they succeeded in more than dou
bling their membership, and through one of
their affluent members with media connec
tions, are thriving on the sensational pub
licity they receive in the press. According
to TIGHAR's own published accounting.
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AIRLINES
fully one-lhiid of the $300,000-t- budget
from contributions they received for their
first expedition to Gardner Island went into
their pockets as Project Directors and
consultants!

Gillespie is articulate and charming! He
could sell ice cubes to Eskimos! But a Con
gressional appointment and agency of his
own? Without a doubt, his first act would be
to have it Constitutionally mandated to pro-
hibitevery owner of a rare aircraft from fly
ing it!

PLEASE! We could recreate the entire
WWII air fleet for a tenth of what it would
cost the taxpayers to maintain TIGHAR, al
ways chasing its own tall tale!
Name withheld at writer's request

ALASKAN COMMANDOS
I have one small correction to the arti

cle about the "Alaskan Commandos in a re
lent issue. As Director of Maintenance. I,
)ong many others, had a hand in the work

on^e Nine Zulu. The correction is that she
did^i^ork when she got here. She just sat
basking^ what sun there was until last year
when wonSsStarted in earnest on getting her
going. We nWly convinced her this sum
mer that it was^e to fly again. And when
she did, when slKat last was no longer
earthbound, she decided that her approxi
mately thirty years as a rWp weight was just
so much wasted time that stw was not going
to do it anymore! The first nronth or so went
by getting the bugs out and theliit was time
to roll up her sleeves and get to'^wrk. We
haw recently completed the third R)0 hr in-
specljon since then and she had very little
wrong."And she is fast for a C-46. Of course,
when yoWe a YOUNG 47-year-old with
only 6(X)0 TtDurs, this flying stuff ain't
nuffen! The oth8i;^s may have more sto
ries to tell, but tiifeicWe been working all
these years while she'sb^n resting. "Now,
she says, "it's my turn!"

Of course, all this workMjd not come
fiee. She now sports nose art as^a^ur other
flyable 46s. I'll bet you can tell whi^ one
\she is. We have Salmon-Ella, Dumb^&nd
''Maid-of-Money. The first one is our main
fî hauler in the fishing season, the second
our prime 46 fuel hauler year round and. you
guessed ifi ,the last is One Nine Zulu.
Marty Hall
Fairbanks, Alaska

\

HOLLYWOOD LEGEND
Enjoyed the article otL^^B-l?: The Holly

wood Legend!' The author fftajtes reference
to the movie Bombardier. I was at Kirtland

(Continued on page 64)
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Aviation Buffs Claim Stirs
Controversy Over Earhart
Richard Gillespie recovers and restores aircraft of historic

-significance. But he is now being called a charlatan.
, fi;

By LEWIS BEALE
SPECIAL TO THE TIMES

WILMINGTON, Dei.-Richard Gil
lespie admits he didn't set out to find
Amelia Earhart's airplane. All he want
ed was to take his interest in the
discovery and recovery of historic air
craft, to move the whole field out of its
"grave-digger-treasure-hunter stage,
and develop this fledgling science of

:  aviation archeology as a genuine aca
demic discipline."
So, eight years ago, Gille^^ie, a former

commercial pilot and aviation insurance
investigator, founded a nonprofit organ
ization, the International Group for His
toric Aircraft Recovery. He and his wife,
Pat Thrasher, set up shop in a Wilming
ton suburb and began, he sayis, frying to
create and professionalize a whole new
discipline—that of researching, finding
and recovering aircraft of historic sig
nificance.
But people kept saying to him.- "When

are you going to look for Amelia Ear-
hart's plane?"

Gillespie didn't consider the Earhart
plane itself historically significant,

but he knew the legend of the missing
aviator, who disappeared somewhere in
the Pacific In 1937, had a chokehoid on
America's consciousness. When two
members of the aircraft recovery group
came up with intriguing theories about
navigational techniques that GlUespie
thought might lead to Earhart, he raised
more than $700,000 and mounted two
expeditions to a deserted island in the
Pacific.
On March 16 this year, Gillespie stood

before an army of reporters in Washing
ton and announced he had found a piece
of Earhart's plane on the atoll of Niku-
maroro! "We're very confident that the
Amelia Earhart case is solved," he said.
Then the you-know-what hit the

you-know-what, Gillespie's find was
reported in every paper in America, and
he was invited to appear on everything
from the "Today" show to Italian TV. He
was also accused of shoddy research, of
.being a seif-aggrandimng charlatan and
ot deciaring the Earhart find solely to
get publicity for his group.

Gillespie, 44, is still recovering from

the avalanche of press attention. In the
crumbling ranch house he and Thrasher
rent in a middle-class area of Wilming
ton, boxes fiUed with faxes and newspa
per. articles about the find are stashed
away in one room while Gillespie,
Thrasher and a paid assistant work away
in the living room.
"Why bother to speak the truth?" he

asked rhetorically, in response to yet
another question about the Earhart
controversy. "Because we found that the
public in general, once they see the
evidence, accepts the truth; 99% of the
squawks are coming from people who
Mve a financial interest in the (Amelia
Earhart] legend."

Gillespie's background didn't exactly
prepare him for this kind of controversy.
Born and raised in Upstate New York, he
learned to fly at age 16, and helped pay
his way through college, where he
majored in history, by piloting commer-
ci^ charters. After a brief stint in the
military—where he was not allowed to
fly because of his contact lenses—he got
a job with a large Philadelphia insurance
agency, where he serviced airport ac
counts and investigated accidents.

Gillespie was always something of an
aircraft buff, but it wasn't until his
brother sent him a magazine article
about I'Oiseau Blanc (the White Bird)
an attempted Paris-to-New York flight
months before Charles A. Lindbergh's
famous journey, that he jumped into the
aircraft recovery game with both feet.
The White Bird had vanished on its
flight, and when Gillespie read that it
was rumored to have crashed in the
Maine wilderness, he suggested to his
brother that they spend a weekend in
New England looking for it.
Twenty trips later, Gillespie and TIG-

HAR still haven't found the White Bird.
But that first trip spurred his interest in
finding old planes, what he calls "a
marriage of my interest in history and
airplanes, plus my training as an acci
dent investigator,"
Today, his group has 814 members in

15 countries, with an operating budget of
$120,000- In addition to membership
fees, money comes from sales of coffee
mugs, T-shirts and posters, as well as
Gillespie's lecture fees and writing .

ALSTEPHEMSOn / f'orThflTlmt?

^Ninety-nine percent
pf the squawks are
coming from people who
have a financialinterest
in the legend.'

-RICHARD GILLESPIE

Gillespie and Thrasher are paid $30,000
^^_cach*to run the organization. -

group's goi,.says Gillespie, is not
so much solving aviation mysteries as
"saving historic aircraft for permanent
preservation."
With that in mind, it has written!

criteria for historic aircraft preservation
and restoration, has sponsored courses in
aviation archeology, raised funds for
search expeditions, established a com
puterized data base of historic aircraft,
and acted as a general scold.
'^T^hings we've had to say have not

J- been popular," Gillespie says.
"Like telling museums that they're
over-restoring their airplanes, or saying
to people flying one-of-a-kind airplanes
that they shouldn't be flying, it's irre
sponsible to risk a Crash. We're talking
about a stewardship reaponsibUity."

Gillespie defends criticisms about
publicity and his methods. "We're a tiny
nonprofit . . , And we have to let the
public know what we're doing," he says,
adding that "you're taking eight years of
an organization that has literally written
the book on technique, focused issues,
practically invented a whole discipline
trained ourselves and, ultimately, solved
the greatest mystery in air history."



Sf nuclear wei^)ons rel
search, U.S. offidaJs believe that
Iran is engaged in a determined,
long-term effort to develon/diucle-
ar weapons with the help^f tech
nology from China.
Over the last few jfears, China'

has provided Iran \^h technology
similar to that /ed by Iraq's
addam Husseinyh his program to

develop nuclea/ weapons. Beijing
also furnisheiMran with a mini-re-
actor and o^er items useful for
nuclear we^ons research.

I don ythink the Iranians are
ping aUut it in such a brutish
fashion/s Saddam Hussein," one

official said,ibeif program is much more Bub-
ue and long-terin."

Nn^rth" ranks, alon^ with;^mmon-wealth of Independeijt States
among the top concerns of Us'
afficia s worried a^t the spread
3t nuclear weapo

M. Gatesestified in C^gress last month
up its special^ppons cpability as part of a

apsive . /. effort to develop its
nhtary^d defense capability."

looking to
r  2"ti nude-1 ^sciyiology.
Chiria contends that all of its
uclear help to Iran has Len
Ts helm
i h tS ^°mplyith the legal safeguards of the

ACo^.c E„„g;
A Chinese Foreign Ministry

rr.sr'soufc'es said the Bi
- Administration recently has urc
China at "very senior '
stop helping Iran's iwtflear nr
gram.

"We're^;yHT|m tell the Chine
V, ll'°"'ve got tobeyeifd the letter of the law ft

safeguards],;' an Admini
Please see IRAN, A:

Earhart Evidenc
Oifered: Metal,
Sole, Bottle Cap
By paulrichter
times staff writer

WASHINGTON-Tiny stitchin
on a woman s shoe, the cap of
medicine bottle and letters on
scrap of metal were held out Mon
day as proof that legendary aviato
Amelia Earhart died on a waterier
South Pacific atoll, rather than i":
the ocean or at the hands o
Japanese soldiers.
At a packed press conferenci

here, an investigator for a nonprof
it group asserted that his organiza
tion's four-year search had solvec
a mystery that has puzzled anc
fascinated the world since Earhart
and her navigator disappeared
during their 1937 attempt to circle
the globe.
"For 55 years her fate has been a

mystery," said Richard Gillespie,
Please see EARHART, A13
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Theory Still
Has Skeptics
iContiniied from A1
^executive director of the Interna
tional Group for Historic Aircraft
iRecovery of Wilmington, Del., as
;he stood near a glass case contain
ing the group's evidence. "Today
;that mystery is solved.",
i  Other experts remained uncon-
ivinced, however. Gillespie's group
:turned its evidence over to the
National Transportation Safety
.Board, the agency that investigates
[plane crashes. While it found noth-
;ing inconsistent with Gillespie's
theory, officials also found no abso-

jlute proof among the debris,
j  And Thomas Crouch, chairman
,of the aeronautics department of
'the Smithsonian Institution's Na-
itional Air and Space Museum, said
[jfiS"doubts that Gillespie's evidence
|WJ11 end the long-running contro-
lyersy. The proof is circumstantial
lafid lacks any Irrefutable evidence,
[Syth as the serial numbers that
.ajjpear on so many aircraft parts,
[He said.

You don't have AE's signature
:  SnywHerej you don't have any
j  [Serial numbers," said Crouch. "This

slill requires a great leap of faith.
Il'fti a skeptic."
: Gillespie's theory is based on a
presumption that after leaving
;Lae, New Guinea, Earhart failed to
[find her destination of Rowland
llsland and inkead headed for Nik-
]umaroro Island, 1,600 miles south-
■west of Hawaii. i

When they reached the atoll,
Earhart and navigator Fred

JNoonan made a safe landing on a
Ijflat, dry reef that was temporarily
I,exposed because of low tide, he
.['said. For three days, they sent out
iiradio distress calls. •
I  Then a punishing storm smashed
[ their Lockheed lO-E Electra air-
iicraft and swept it over the edge of
[[the reef into deep water. Within
.[days, the pair probably died of
(.exposure and (lack of fresh water,
j[Gillespie theorized,
it Perhaps the most important
■.[piece of evidence, said Gillespie,
[{was a 23-'oy-13-inch scrap of alloy
ijfuselage "skin" that the investiga-
[jtors believe was ripped from the
jjbeily of the aircraft when it was
iipounded by the storm,
ji The scrap, recovered last year
'iamid beachfront vegetation, is
.'[made of the same aluminum alloy
[[that was used to repair the Earhart
.(plane's underside after it was dam-
j.'aged during an abortive takeoff
jjearlicr in the journey. Two letters,
(|"AD," that appear on the scrap
[[identify it as coming from the
[[manufacturer's lot that was used
i[on the aircraft.
i| The letters also establish that it
[rwas made before World War II,
.[and thus did not come from any
[[wartime military aircraft. Ear-
■[hart's craft was one of only three
I,'planes that are known to have
[■flown in the region, Gillespie said.
•[ He said that a Si-inch copper
[•antenna wire also found on the
[island was of the type used on the
.Electra aircraft. The antenna was
[attached at one end to the aircraft
[jskin and at the other to the engine.

"The match is perfect with ev-
:[ery doeumentable aspect of that
j[skin," Gillespie said.
.1 He said that examination of a
.[Cat's Paw brand rubber sole found
;[on the island showed it to be a
i.replacement for a woman's shoe
[.sole, probably a Size 9. The exami-
•[iiation was made by employees at
iiBiltrite Corp., which now owns the
,;Cat's Paw company.
;1 Although Pacific islanders called
,the Gilbertese occupied the island
[from 1937 until 1963, their women
never wore shoes, Gillespie said.
[He showed 1937 photographs of
[[Earhart wearing a blucher-style Ts
[ oxford of a kind that he said would
■use such replacement soles.

He said that while Nikumaroro
'has all the beauty of a South Seas
island. It also has the harsh condi-

,.tions that probably would have
'.killed Earhart and Noonan within
days. Temperatures on the beach
rise as high as 120 degree Fahren-
,hcit, he said, noting that the island
got less than three-quarters of an

[ inch of rain that year.
Gillespie said that his group is |

^ attempting to raise money so it can
' return to the site in mid -1993 to try
to recover the aircraft, which it
believes lies in deep water off the^
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AL'k'aiiiiii^ silver Lockheed Electra crouches on an airstrip in the
Xew Guinea jungle. In the cockpit sits a botishly lankt- woman with
bright, bold eyes, a tousle of .short curls and a startling facial resem
blance to the young Charles Lindbergh. With a nod to her natiga-
tor, a lean, dark-haired man in his forties, she edges the twin throt
tles forward. As the engines crescendo to a scream, tropical birds
burst from the bordering trees in screeching clots of color. Loaded
with more than three tons of gasoline, the Electra trundles down
the runway toward a cliff that falls sheer into the sea. With only

yards to spare, it lurches off the ground, sails over the brink, then swoops al
most to the wavetops before easing into a slow climb. In his logbook the natiga-
tor notes the time: 10 a.m., July2,1937. At 39, Amelia Earhart has begun her
final flight. Within 24 hours she will vanish into silence and mc^sterj', a mystery
that has haunted the world's imagination for more than half a eentuiy, a m.vs-
tery that is now solved.
" Earhart is the most famous female a%'iator of aU time. Second person after

Lindbergh to fly the Atlantic solo, first to fly from Hawaii to the U.S. mainland,
she had set speed and altitude records, wTitten books, cofounded an airline, lent
her name to a line of luggage and designed practical fashions for w'omen. In a
profession dominated by men, Earhart inaugurated a struggle that w ould one
day open aerospace careers to women.
" On March 17,1937, E arhart took off from Oakland on her greatest adven

ture: a 28,595-mile flight that would make her the first pilot to circle the glohe
near the ecpiator. But on takeoff from Hawaii for the second leg of the trip, her
landing gear coUapsed and the plane belly-flopped in a shower of sparks. Back
at the Lockheed faetoiy in California, where the Electra was repaired, new alu
minum was riveted to the mangled underside. These changes, which made Ear-
hart's aircraft subtly different from eveiy other Electra, would ultimately help
to unravel the riddle of her disappearance.

Sixty-two daj's after the accident, Earhart started off again. But this time,
still accompamed hv navigator Fred iNoonan, she fletv east instead of west
across the U.S., the" South Atlantic, Africa and India, then through the Dutch
East Indies to Australia, and on to Lae, New Guinea, where she took off across
2,500 miles of trackless ocean toward a speck of coral called Howland Island.

At Howland the U.S. Coast Guard cutter Itasca was standing by to guide
the Electra in. At 6:15 a.m. Earhart reported that she was ahout 200 miles out
and asked the cutter to take a bearing on her signal. The
Itasca explained that she was using too high a frequency
and requested a Morse code signal on a lower frequency.
No reply. The Itasca did not know that Amelia had re
moved her low-frequency antenna to save weight, and
that, incredibl}', neither she nor Noonan knew Morse
code. Then at 7:41 a.m. Earhart's voice came through
loud and clear: "We must he on you but cannot see you
hut gas is running low. Been unahle to reach you by ra
dio." At 7:50 a.m. Earhart called again: "We are cir
cling hut cannot hear you." She then asked for a signal
on a very high frequency. The Itasca sent the signal. She
received it, hut her radio was unable to home in on high-
frequency emissions. Her last message came at 8:45
a.m.: "We are onthe line 157/337.. .We are running on
line." The/fosca called and called. Silence.

What happened to Earhart and Noonan? In the 55 years
since that grim morning, their disappearance has
spawned a mini-industry of speculation. Hundreds of
articles, a feature film, a number of television specials
and more than 30 books have worried the mystery and
dreamed up solutions. Many assume that Earhart ran
out of fuel and crashed at sea. Others claim she was a
U.S. spy who was captured by the Japanese and died on
Saipan.

The puhUc was fascinated. I wasn't. As an aviation risk manager, and later
as executive director of The International Group for Historic Aircraft Recov
ery (TIGHAE), a nonprofit foundation, I had investigated hundreds of air
plane accidents and was well aware of the difference between anecdote and evi
dence. I told Pat Thrasher, my wife and partner in TIGHAE, that "the
Earhart thing is a sensationalized circus, and we should stay out of it. And
then, on July 17,1988, a couple of retired militaiy aviators named Tom Gan
non and Tom Willi walked into my office in Wilmington, Del.

In 1937 Earhart and

her navigator,
Fred Noonan. took

off on a round-the-

world flight that may
have ended on

Nikumaroro's reef

flat (right).

YOU MEAN,

NOBODY

REALLY

LOOKED IN THE

IBOST LIIvELY

PLACE?'

Instead of anecdotes, they presented evidence. Step by
step they re-created the exact navigational situation faced
by Noonan as fuel ran low, radio navigation proved useless
and no island appeared ahead. On a chart of the central Pa
cific they showed how, even without radio bearings, he
could follow a standard procedure: aim his octant at the ris
ing sun and plot a "line of position." Using celestial tables,
Gannon pointed out that on the moniing of Julj' 2, 1937,
the rising sun would have provided the precise line of posi
tion Earhart said she was running. By flying southeast
along that line, Noonan could be sure that, even if he missed
Howland, he would reach an island in the Phoenix group in
about two hours. Clearly, it was the safest, sanest course to
follow. I traced the line on the chart and read the name of

the island: Nikumaroro.

Gannon then supplied a stumiing piece of information: During the Navy's
hunt for Earhart, no search party was ever landed on Nikumaroro (then knovvm
as Gardner Island), and only a brief inspection was made from the air—a full
week after Earhart vanished. The planes were launched from the battleship
Colorado, the only large U.S. warship in the central Pacific, which had to steam
2,000 miles before the search could begin.

"You mean nobody really looked in the most likely place?" Gannon's silence
spoke volumes. I knew then that we'd have to go after Amelia Earhart.

70
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e checked Gannon's ston- against official reports fi-om the
1937 search, and what we found floored us. The Na\y had
even stronger reasons than Gannon and Willi to believe that
Earhart had landed on an island in the Phoenix group. Al
most 24 hours after her last message to the Ifasca, a Na^^-
flying boat reestablished radio contact. Earhart's signal,
barelj' audible but persistent, was also picked up by HJIS
Achilles and by stations all over the Pacific. Locklieed ad-
^^sed the Naw that, given the continuing signals, the plane

must be on land and able to operate an engine to recharge its batteries. Pan Am
stations at Hawaii, Midway and IVake Island also took radio bearings and told
the Na^y that triangulation "places plane [in] PhoenLx group." After three
days, Earhart's signal stopped.

Four da^-s later, on July 9, tlu-ee biplanes from the Colorado flew over Xiku-
maroro. They saw no aiiplane on the atoll, but Lt. John Larabrecht's report
noted that "signs of recent habitation were clearly Hsible." However, "repeat
ed circling and zooming failed to elicit any anstvering wave from possible inhab
itants." Lambreeht decided "none were there" and flew off. unaware that those
signs of recent habitation were hugely significant: Prior to 1937, Xiluimaroro's
last known inhabitants belonged to a work party of islanders that had depa rted
in 1892. The searchers had gone to the most likely place, seen something that
shouldn't have been there, and left without investigating. Clearh", the .\a\y"s
■search, though extensive, bad been tragically inadequate. \Miat had not lieen

done in 1937 had to be done now. We would have to search Nikumaroro.
It took a year to raise $250,000, assemble a team of volunteers and arrange

a thousand logistical details, but on September 17, 1989, after a 1,300-mile
trip from Fiji byway of Pago Pago, we peered over the bow of a converted Japa
nese tuna trawler at a thin green line on the horizon: Xilnimaroro. Three and a
half miles long and a quarter-mile wide at most points, the atoll is only margin
ally habitable, a slender ringlet of jungle that surrounds a tranqidl lagoon.
Fresh water depends entireh' upon rainfall, wliich sometimes adds up to less
than one inch a year. Nevertheless, in 1938, 17 months after Earhart disap
peared, the British settled 10 Gilbert Islanders on the atoll and started a coco-
nut plantation. In 1944, the U,S. Coast Guard built a radio outpost on the is
land's southeast tip. But in 1946 the station was dismantled, and in 1963 the
Gilbertese left.

Deserted since then, the island is covered with seaevola, a writliing entan
glement of iron-hard stalks that towered before us. We waded in uith machetes,
ignoring bees, spidere, rats and giant coconut crabs tliat have claws as big as a
man's bajid and can husk a coconut like you'd peel an orange. But the real ene-
inv is heat. Temperatures in the shade exceed 100° F, and the noonda.v sim can
literally ftT.- an egg.

IMiile 12 of us hacked through underbnish, four scuba divers scoured the
shark-infested fringes of the reef. Nikumaroro is surrounded bv a level table of
bard coral that e.xtends out\vard from the beach about 600 feet before dropping
almost verticall.v to the ocean flooi- 2.000 feet below. For tAvo scorching week.s
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as ha^^n^ come from the Earhart aircraft.' And at Purdue Universitj'',
TIGKLAR member Garj' Quigg found a snapshot shouing Earhart and Noonan
standing beside the open door of the Electra just days before they vanished. In
side, under the na%igator's chart table, was an object that looked like our book
case. Was it the same box? No way to be sure.Richard Evans, a former Coast Guardsman stationed on Nikumaroro

during World War n, opened another promising line of inquirj^ Ev
ans said he had seen "a water coUeetion device" on the island's
northern shore in 1944. The GUbertese told him they had not built it.
Evans sketched a rectangular tank that bore a remarkable resem
blance to the 149-gallon fuel tanks shown in photographs of the
Electra's cabin—photographs Evans had never seen. He also
sketched a strip of heavy cloth mounted on poles and rigged to funnel
rainwater into the tank below. The dimensions of the cloth match

those of custom-made engine covers carried aboard Earhart's aircraft. Is this
structure what Lieutenant Lambrecht meant by "signs of recent habitation"?

A grim new piece of the puzzle was prowded by Floyd Kilts, another retired
Coast Guardsman. In 1960 Kilts told the San Diego Tribune a ston- he had
heard on Nikumaroro in 1946. The islanders reported that in 1938 newly ar
rived Gilbertese laborers had found "the skeleton of a woman and the skuU of a
man." Beside the woman's bones lay "a pair of American shoes, size nine nar
row." Kilts's storj' was corroborated by a Tarawa resident named Bauro Ti-
kana, who in 1939 clerked for Nikumaroro's British administrator. Tikana
said natives had told him about bones found on the other end of the island.
And it was on "the other end of the island" that we had found a grave. Could
this be the grave of AmeUa Earhart?

We had to find out. We had to get back to Nikumaroro ̂ vith the right equip
ment to excavate that grave and the right technology to explore the deep water
around the island. That would require a bigger expedition and a much bigger
budget. We decided to go ahead.

For the underwater search we hired Oceaneering International, the same
company that found debris from the space shuttle Chal
lenger. Oceaneering would provide side-scan sonar and a
small robot submarine equipped i,vith a video camera. To
transport the expedition we leased the Acaufa, a 250-ton
research vessel. The operation would cost $483,000, most
of it contributed by the general public. A week before D-
Day we were $200,000 short. But at the last minute,
friends of TIGHAR offered interest-free, unsecured loans
that covered the shortfall.

Gillespie examines
a torn sheet of
aircraft aluminum,
the central piece
of evidence In his
case, just after
It was recovered

we hacked scaevola and combed beaches with metal detec
tors. But we found no trace of a flying machine. Suddenly it
hit me; We were looking in the wrong places. Earhart would
have inurlpH on the reef flat, at low tide an ideal runway, and
her plane must have washed off the reef into the abyss. To
search those depths, we would need side-sean sonar. For
now, we had to make do with the tools we had. After 21
days, we had found only a few interesting metal objects, in
cluding a cut-up aluminum box ivith a number stamped
into it. But on a final sweep, three members of the expedi
tion came upon a small grave in a remote jungle clearing.
They snapped a photo and hurried back to the ship.

As Nikumaroro dropped astern, it was sobering to con
template how little we had garnered for our quarter of a
mfilion dollars. Yet nothing that had happened—or hadn't
happened—diminished the power of the evidence that had brought us to Niku
maroro. Convinced that the atoll held the key to the Earhart mysterj', I resolved
that TIGHAR would come back and find that key. I was unaware that a piece of
it was already in our hands.

The aluminum box, like Aladdin's lamp, was full of surprises. The numbers
stamped into it, 28F 4023, confirmed that it was an airplane part—a naviga
tor's bookcase. The numbers also established that it had been designed for a
Navy flying boat, the Catalina. But closer inspection produced an unexpected
discove'ry: The holes drilled for screws that attached the box to the airplane
were in the wrong places. This box was not suitable for mounting on a Catalina.
Could it have been mounted on an Electra? The FBI's forensic experts studied
the box and reported: "Nothing was found which would disqualify this artifact

THERE

IS NO

CONFLICTING
EVIDENCE.

THE CASE IS
SOLVED'

On October 1,1991, the Acama sailed from Honolulu ivith
10 TIGHAR members aboard—including seven who had
taken part in the first expedition. Nine daj^ later Nikuma
roro surfaced on the horizon. From a distance the island
seemed unchanged, but we got a shock when we went
ashore. Fifty feet of oceanfront jungle had been ripped out
by giant waves and hurled inland.

Two da}^ later a base camp had been established and
search operations were underway in stunnmg heat. Kns
Tague, John Clauss, Veryl Fenlason, LeRoy Knoll and Alan
Olson swept the beach with metal detectors. At the grai'c site
Dr. Tommy Love, Asya Usvitsk}', Russell Matthews and I
began a meticulous excavation. Aboard Acuiiiu, the Ocean
eering team towed a sonar "fish" that scanned forivreckage.

On the eighth day, 53 centimeters doivn into the grave,
we uncovered a box-shaped tangle of tiny roots about the size of an orange crate,
apparently the remains of a coffin made of green wood that had sprouted. Hop
ing, dreading, we gathered around the grave. Using dental tools, I parted the
tangle of roots and exposed a small broivn bone. Then another, and another. I
handed them carefully to Tommy, who inspected them under a field microscope.

"Finger? Toe?" I weis ydshing out loud.
"No. I'm afraid it's a tibia. These are the bones of a newborn baby."
We stood staring at the pathetic httle bones as tbe irony of the moment sank

in: We had traveled halRvay around the world and spent half a million dollars—
to dig up the remains of an unknow infant.

Finally I said, "We need to put this grave back the way we found it." So we
carefully replaced the bones, reset the stone markers and brought fresh sea-
sheUs to lay on the bare earth. Then Kris said, "Ric, I think it's important m-
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that we sav .sonietliing," I said wliat I felt. "We're sorrj-, little one, to disturb
your rest. We've tucked you in as best we can. Sleep well."

Bv the middle of Day Eight, only two days before we would have to leave, we
were all depressed. Despite costly preparations, the second expedition bad
proved even less successful than the first. All we bad to hang onto was a curious
find. Not far from the grave. Tommy bad discovered the heel of an old shoe uith
the trademark: "Cat's Paw Rubber Co., USA." A little later we retrieved the
remains of what appeared to be a woman's size nine shoe sole, along with a
small brass eyelet and another heel, unlabeled—perhaps the same pair of
"American shoes, size nine narrow" that were
spotted on the island back in 1938.

The next afternoon Pat made the discoverj'
we had all been hoping for. In a welter of fallen
pahn fi'onds and coconuts lay a sheet of torn
alumimun about two feet long and 18 inches
wide. It was stitched with rows of rivet holes,
and one rivet was still in place. Prom a comer of
the sheet hung a tangled, 30-inch length of thin
copper wire with some of its rubber insulation
intact. This was clearly airplane wreckage. Had
it lain hidden in the sand for years, perhaps
since it was washed ashore from the WTeck of
the Eleetra, only to be churned up by the recent
storm? There was reason to think so. The wire
was so dehcately finked to the aluminum that
the connection could not have survived 10 sec
onds in an unruly sea. And what a wonderfully
complex sheet of aluminum it was. Everything
about it—the rivet, the wire, the faintly visible
letters AD on its surface—told a storj'. We had
to leam how to read that story.

Rousing our last energies, we tore that
beach apart. Alan found what looked like the
broken faceplate of an aircraft radio. And
Veryl found a metal ring attached to a rusty
four-inch steel pin. As the throb of the ship's
engines announced our departure, we assem
bled the fraits of our labors; two dozen plastic
bags, each containing an artifact. Mere de
bris—or aviation historj^'s Holy GraU?After four months of rigorous analy

sis, the contents of our plastic bags
proved more eloquent than we had
dared hope.

Artifact 2-2-G-7 (Shoe

Parts): The Cat's Paw heel and
shoe sole were evaluated with the

help of William P. Poshage Jr. £md
Robert L. Oginz of the Cat's Paw

division of the Biltrite Corporation in Wal-
tham. Mass. They reported that these artifacts
are the remains of the left shoe of a pair of
women's 10-eyelet blucher-style Oxfords,
about size nine. The heel is a Cat's Paw re
placement heel, somewhat worn. The style was
made in the U.S. in the mid-1930s. Photos of

AN OPPOSING VIE\^

G'
:

Richard Gillespie's bold claim that he has solved the Earhart

mystery will not go unchallettged. If he Is right, most other Ear-

hart experts are wrong, tinderstandably disturbed, one expert,
Elgen Long, asked a well-qualified aeronautical engineer to ex
amine Gillespie's photographs and documents. Frank Schelling,
head of the P-3 Aircraft Structures Branch at the U.S. Navy Avia
tion Depot In Alameda, Calif., said this:

I illesple's case doesn't stand up. After studying the Lockheed
■ repair orders and inspecting a photograph of the aluminum

I fragment found on Nikumaroro, I examined the beliy and oth
er surfaces of an Eleetra that was manufactured one year before
Amelia Earhart's. During that year no structural changes were
made. I saw no area of the aircraft where the fragment would flL
That fragment did not come from an Eleetra.

For one thing, the rivet patterns don't even come close to
matching up. Rivets attach the fuselage skin to long structural
members called stringers, which run the length of the fuselage.
In the standard aircraft examined, these stringers are 3.5 inches
apart in the area the fragment is supposed to have come from.
But on the fragment, the rivet lines, corresponding to the location
of stringers, are 4.25 inches apart. In addition, the rivets on the
Lockheed 10 are spaced 1.5 inches apart; on the fragment the
rivets are spaced one inch apart. The aluminum sheets on the
belly of a Lockheed 10 are fastened to the keel by a double row of
staggered rivets. But on the protruding flap, which would have

extended across the keel, there is no trace of a second row.

Gillespie maintains that the rear antenna post was mounted
where the flap protrudes. I disagree. An antenna post must be
mounted on a flat surface, and the keel is V-shaped at that point.

One further point: Gillespie claims that when the aircraft was
repaired by Lockheed, the stringer locations and the rivet spac
ing were changed. He believes that this accounts for the differ
ences between the fragment and the structure of a standard

Lockheed 10. Not so. If Lockheed's engineers had intended to
change stringer locations and rivet spacing, they would have so
specified in their work order. Lockheed would have repaired the
aircraft as close as possible to its original configuration to main
tain structural Integrity.

Experts consulted by Gillespie disagree with this critique.
Their observations appear In the text.

Earhart in Lae confirm that this is a precise
description of the shoes she was wearing when she disappeared. Footgear worn
by British administrators or American servicemen was completely different,
and the Gilbertese settlers always went barefoot. Conclusion: There is a liigh
probability that Artifact 2-2-G-7 came from one of Earhart's shoes.

Artifact 2-2-V-l (Aluminum Sheet): The sheet was examined by Joseph
Epperson, a metallurgist at the National Transportation Safety Board, and by
Richard Horrigan, head of aircraft restoration at the Smithsonian's National
Air and Space Museum. Photographs of the artifact were studied by Delbert
Naser, an official at Alcoa, and by Herman Stevens, a retned Loeklieed shop
foreman. Using scanning electron microscopy, Epperson confirmed that the
sheet is made of an alloy known as 24ST. Microscopic examination confirmed
that the sheet was given a surface treatment called ALCIiAD. Lockheed states

that Earhart's aircraft was made of 24ST ALCLAD. The sheet is .032 inch

thick and roughly 18 inches wide by 25 mches long. Since none of the edges is
finished, the original sheet must have been larger. Skin #35R, which covered the
area on the belly of an Eleetra where the rear antenna post was normahy placed,
is .032 inch tliick and measures 38 inches wide by 72 indies long. Conclusion:
Skin #35R and tliis sheet are compatible.

Alcoa's analysis of the last two letters of ALCLAD, which appear on the
sheet, presented data that proved it was made before World War H. Identical
labeling appears on an Eleetra built at the same time as Earhart's. Horrigan

identified the rivet as tjTie AN455 AD 3/3.
Common in the mid-'30s, it was replaced by
tjTie AN470 during WWH. Lockheed specs caU
for AN455 AD 3/3 rivets on skin #35R of the
Eleetra. The single-strand copper wire at
tached to the sheet has been identified as an

tenna lead wire that was standard in the '30s

but discontinued before WWH.

Stevens compared the sheet and Lock
heed's repair orders. These repairs, he states,
would have been carried out according to stan
dards unfamihar to modem mechames, and
the repaired beUy would differ markedly from
the beUy of a standard Eleetra. It would, how
ever, display a rivet pattern identical to the pat
tern on the sheet found on Nikumaroro. "It's

the only waj'you could do it," Stex'ens says. Ep
person also compared the repair order and the
rivet pattern. His comment: "Looks like you've
got it nailed."

Epperson further noted the singular man
ner in which the sheet ripped along a rivet line,
then met resistance that caused the tear to
jump sideways. Epperson says this indicates
the presence of a reinforcing object on that line.
Sex'eral photographs show clearly that the rear
antenna mast on Earhart's Lockheed was
mounted near the fuselage eenterline in pre
cisely the same position as the reinforcing ob
ject Epperson postulates.

When the anal^is of the sheet was com

plete, every feature matched the Earhart air
craft. Might the same be said of some other air
craft? Most unlikely. The rivet, the labeling
and the antenna wire aU confirm that the alu
minum sheet came from a prewar aircraft. But
before World War H only three planes flew any
where near Nikumaroro: Sir Charles Kings-
ford Smith's Fokker, now in a museum; a U.S.
Navy Grumman Duck, which completed a
1939 mapping flight without incident; and
Earhart's Eleetra.

WTiat if an aircraft built before the war had

been lost there during the war? No aircraft was
ever reported lost near Nikumaroro. MTiat if a
prewar aircraft was lost during tlie war on an
other island, and pieces of it were brought to
Nikumaroro? In ah of World War H only four
aircraft were known to be lost within 500 miles

of the island. None was built before the war.

Eveiy possibility has been checked, ever>' alternative eliminated. There is
only one possible conclusion: We found a piece of Amelia Earhart's aircraft.
There may be conflicting opinions, but there is no conflicting ertdenee. I submit
that the case is solved.

Yet mystery remains. How long did Earhart and Noonan smvive? Did they
die of dehydration? Do their bones rest in the scaevola, picked clean by crabs?
Somewhere on Nikumaroro—buried in its burning sands, hidden in its unfor-
girtng jungle, lost among the sharks that shadow its shores—lies more wreck
age, another shoe, and who knows what other silent witnesses to the last da.TO of
Ivvo brave people whose luck had run out. The storj- is there. The departure date
forExpeditionlllis July2,1993. CH
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IS

A,Lmelia Earhart and Fred Noonan

left Miami, Florida, on 1 June 1937,

headed around the world. On 29 June,

they landed at Lae, New Guinea.

Three days later they

disappeared in the vast

reaches of the Pacific.

Navy searchers looked for

them in vain but now a re

search team is convinced

it has found their final

landing site.

{Proceedings; February 1993)
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Where Is Amelia?

Finding Her & Noonan
By Richard E. Gillespie

K  ■ has become something of anational obsession—and for many of the same reasons In
each case widespread dissatisfaction with the official ex
planation for the demise of a public figure J
a carnival of competing theories With sn "'"^ged

f-. a.Lsra'„' L™to the nddle that is sympathetic to his or her own S
view If not. there is always room for a new theowZS
another book. Finally solving the mvsterv meni!!
rating the facts from a well-established body of folklore
and overcoming entrenched resistance to the loss of
chenshed legend. As Galileo Galilei Charles D-?™ 5
Billy Mitchell could attest, the folmer taskk^'"'
easily accomplished than the
latter.

In historical investigation,
separating fact from folklore
requires a recognition of the
difference between anecdote
and evidence. Eyewitness tes
timony related many years
after the event is often in
triguing and usually offered
with genuine sincerity. It is.
however, sadly true that the
sharpest memory is duller than —
the bluntest pencil. Anecdote in the absene^. nf
mentation is folklore, and .. „

—^ rvjicLuoie in the ah<jpnrA ^

mentation is folklore, and recollection is. therefore us^
ful only to the extent that it leads a researcher m
evidence. Only contemporaneous documents dataChn®
tographs. and identifiable artifacts qualify for considera-

In the Earhart case, fortunately, there is a wealth of ev
idence that meets these criteria and this, in turn permits
a logical assessment of the possibilities- '
> Earhart and navigator Fred Noonan did not land at How
and Island, and so must have come down somewhere else
> They landed at sea or on land.

'I '^'■edible evidence to indicate that the airplane landed at sea.
^ There is no evidence at all that the airrrao ^^a^other than Gardner Island, now known as NikumLro^ere is evidence that the aircraft landed at NikumaroroThe problem, therefore, is not one of choosing amon?

competing bodies of evidence, but rather one of assess-
g the credibility of the only evidence available In shorte. her Earhart landed at Nikumaroro or a 1 the evidenS

hat niakes it appear that she did is actually cLciSe
'  '^^"'Shed without a trace

a.

> The radio log of the Coast Guard cutter /lasca confirms
G

that, when last heard from Earhan
,r' paases v.s„a, ™gr„rGLrt
dakin Lmore than enough fne] lo^each Gardlr kS'""' """"

^ The official report of the II g Mo,,. -i
noitered Gardner Island from th^ ^
disappearance states- "Hpfp c. - week after thewere clearly visible " althri'^"h k habitationy visiDie . . ., although the last habitation of

the island had ended in 1892.
^ Three months later, the
diary of the first person to
visit the island following
Earhart and Noonan's disap
pearance reports "signs of
previous habitation."
► At least four separate pieces
of aircraft wreckage found on
the island in 1989 and 1991
™ f'een dated to the mid-tyJOs. are not consistent with

consistent with structurpc anH debris, and areLockheed Sm """ i"
woman°f°ste Sslterd d^"'
has been inaKhed u> ™r'Ta. die dme of her disappSce
.bie Lisre'rxSirnsf 'r™'' ""
idence have been fmnd r„ , PO'nls of ev-
inale some tndividml ni. research may yet elim*
preponderance Of evidpnpi^ - others, but theended at Nikumaroro Bevo3"thm^'
known The airrmft i, r much remains un-debris from a Se Smf °""h V" "> "eof the beJly wSthe ate, T " eeetiondje beach. Lw ild thtrCnTwhat'Sitf r
of the aircraff^ Hnw irtntr aVn c u ''seame of the rest
on the tsiand? What betlme of tJS
moreiX' >hia year may bring

PVPOUe UNfVHRSrTY C0U£CT10N
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where Is Amelia?

The Riddle

By Tom D. Crouch

More than half a century after she and her navigator,
Fred Noonan, vanished in the central Pacific, Amelia
Earhart remains our favorite missing person. Richard E.
Gillespie, executive director of The International Group
for Historic Aircraft Recovery (TIGHAR), spelled out the
latest "solution" to the mystery of her disappearance in
February's Proceedings, noting: "Expeditions to the Is
land of Nikumaroro in 1989 and 1991 have recovered air

craft wreckage consistent with Earhart's Lockheed, as well
as personal effects, including the remains of an American
shoe identical in style and size (9) to that worn by Earhart
on her last flight."
TIGHAR has failed to persuade me that the objects dis

covered on the island have any connection with Earhart
and Noonan. Consider the physical evidence mentioned
by Gillespie. The largest bit of "aircraft wreckage" is an
18- by 25-inch piece of St ALCLAD aluminum. The
vast majority of all airplanes built in the U.S. from the
mid-1930s to the mid-1950s were skinned with virtually
identical sheets of aluminum alloy.

After comparing the object to the skin of a Lockheed
lOE like Earhart's, Frank Schelling, an authority on air
craft structures, concluded that "the TIGHAR fragment
did not come from an Electra." Lockheed employees who
repaired Earhart's machine following a crash are of the
same opinion. The pattern and spacing of the rivets on the
TIGHAR object do not match the structural members to
which they would have to be attached on an Electra.
TIGHAR claims to have found "the remains of an

American shoe identical in style and size (9) to that worn
by Earhart on her last flight." Wrong again. If this episode
has proved anything, it is that Amelia Earhart wore size
6 shoes. Her sister, Muriel Morrisey, comments that
Amelia "... wore a hard to find, very narrow, size 6
shoe." A close family friend still has a pair of Amelia's
size 6AA shoes. The Atchison [Kansas] Historical Soci
ety has another pair of her size 6AA shoes on display. 1
have no idea who wore the shoe found on Nikumaroro,
but it was not Amelia Earhart.
The circumstantial case against Earhart's presence on

Nikumaroro is very strong. This tiny atoll measures four
miles long by a mile-and-one-half wide—and most of that
is water. The thin strip of dry land encircling the shallow
central lagoon varies in width from 200 yards to three-
quarters of a mile.
On the morning of 9 July 1937, just one week after

Earhart disappeared. Lieutenant John 0. Lambrecht, U.S.
Navy, led a flight of three 03U-3 float planes from the
battleship USS Colorado (BB-45) on an aerial search of
the island. Lambrecht reported that, "Signs of recent habi
tation were clearly visible but repeated circling and zoom

ing failed to elicit any answering wave from possible in
habitants and it was finally taken for granted that none
was there."

Those "signs of recent habitation" should be read in
context. The Colorado had undertaken the considerable

voyage from Hawaii on very short notice for the sole pur
pose of enabling the airmen to search a specific area. If
any of the aviators had the slightest suspicion that the
"signs of recent habitation" were in any way connected
to Earhart, they could have landed and taken a closer
look. If that seemed dangerous, they certainly would have
said something to their superiors on the Colorado. After
all, their only reason for being there was to look for
Earhart.

British administrator H.E. Maude did not find any
sign of Earhart or Noonan when he came ashore in Oc
tober 1937. He was, however, impressed by "the most fer
tile island in the Colony." Maude counted 111 live co
conut palms, and noted that the ground was "piled high
with nuts." There were pools of potable surface water, ed
ible plants, an abundance of fish in the lagoon, and "thou
sands of enormous coconut crabs, which formed a wel
come addition to the diet." If Earhart and Noonan had
reached this Island alive, they could have lived on co
conuts alone for the seven days until the Navy arrived.
They would surely have used that time to devise a means
of signaling passing ships or aircraft.
The British established a native colony on the island in

1938, complete with a village, a government station for
the officer-in-charge, a church, a wharf, gardens, and a
system of paths. Nikumaroro was continuously inhabited
from that time until the early 1960s.
From 1943 until the end of World War 11, a contin

gent of U.S. Coast Guardsmen operated a Loran station
on Nikumaroro. It was not a lively duty station. One of
ficer has remarked that if he had stepped in whitewash,
the entire island would have been white. Another recalls
that the members of the group with whom he travelled to
the island were told that the Navy had searched for Earhart
and Noonan on Nikumaroro. They were curious about any
thing that might shed light on the mystery. In so far as we
know, however, none of the island residents, military or
civilian, ever reported finding anything remotely connected
with the missing aviators.
Having failed to locate Howland Island, Earhart and

Noonan may have flown toward the South Phoenix group,
where they could expect to find a variety of targets, in
cluding Nikumaroro. If so, 1 do not think they made it.
"When 1 go," Amelia once remarked, "1 would like to go
in my plane. Quickly." Wherever she is, we can only hope
that she got her wish.

Dr. Croucti is Cliairman of the Department of Aeronautics at the Smith
sonian Institution's National Air and Space Museum. He will also par
ticipate in the Naval Institute seminar on 28 April in Annapolis, MD.
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Above^Beyond

Looking for Earhart
I didn't decide to become an aviator until
after graduation from the Naval Academy.
At the time, I was serving aboard a cruiser
and the skipper was very reluctant to see
me go. Not that I was that good an
officer—he just didn't care much for
aviation. But when his daughter married cui
aviator he relented and approved my
transfer to flight training.
When 1 finished, I was assigned to a

Scouting Squadron aboard the aircraft
carrier Ranger. I flew the Vought SBU
Corsair, a rugged and reliable fixed-gear
biplane the Navy used as a scout-bomber.

It was while I was stationed aboard the
Ranger that I became involved in the
search for Amelia Earhart, who was lost on
her attempt to fly around the world. She
was an experienced aviator with a number
of risky flights and firsts to her credit,
including the first flight from Hawaii to the
U.S. mainland and another solo flight across
the Atlantic. For her world trip, she and
navigator Fred Noonan were flying west to
east, roughly along the equator, in a twin-
engine Lockheed Electra.
They set out June 1,1937, from Miami.

On June 29 they arrived at Lae, New
Guinea, and were poised for the longest
nonstop leg of the trip, 2,556 miles across
the South Pacific to a refueling stop at tiny
Rowland Island.

This leg would demand the most of
Noonan's navigational abilities. Once a
navigator for Pan Am, he had helped that
airline establish routes in the South Pacific,
so he was as familiar with the area as

anyone could be. To help guide them in, a
Coast Guard cutter named the Itasca had
been stationed near Rowland and Baker

Islands.

Earhart and Noonan never made it to

Rowland, though they apparently came
heartbreakingly close. The radio operators
on the Itasca could hear Earhart calling
them, but apparently the two aboard the
Electra could not hear the Itasca. The
airplane, Earhart, and Noonan disappeared
without a trace in the broad reaches of the

Pacific.

The news of Earhart's disappearance hit
the newsstands on the Fourth of July

weekend, but by then the Roosevelt
administration had authorized the Navy to
begin preparations for a search. The
carrier Lexington, preparing for holiday
festivities at Long Beach, California, was
ordered down to San Diego. In the
meantime an air group, including my
squadron from the Ranger, was being ^
organized at the Naval station at North

nhistratiocs by Richard Parisi/BiD Burrows and Associates

Island. Because fighters had limited fuel
capability and were single-seaters with no
room for observers, the air group consisted
of scouts and bombers, supplemented by
two amphibious airplanes from the carrier.

Fourteen airplanes from each of six
squadrons flew aboard the Lexington, while
maintenance and enlisted personnel for the
squadrons arrived by small craft. Three
destroyers—the Cashing, the Drayton,
and the Lamson—were assigned to this
hastily organized search mission.
Most of us came aboard the Lexington

thinking that we would only go out a
thousand miles or so before the whole thing
was called off, so we brought along only an
overnight bag with a pair of pajamas, a
razor, and perhaps a change of underwear.
As it turned out, we stayed aboard for a
month and eventually had to buy clothes
from the ship's store.
We left on July 5, making good speed for

Hawaii. In fact, our trip was the fastest ever
made to Hawaii at the time. As we

approached the islands the destroyers
peeled off to refuel at Pearl Harbor. The

Lexington refueled at Lahaina Roads, on
the island of Maui. Normally the Lex and
her sister carrier Sara—the Saratoga—
would fuel only to 95 percent capacity
because the weight of the eight-inch guns
and the carrier's island on the starboard
side would make a fully fueled ship heel
over about three degrees. Nonetheless, we
fueled 100 percent, then on the way to
Rowland we burned the fuel from tanks on
the starboard side first until the ship was
back on an even keel.

Other ships had done some preliminary
searching in the area before the Lexington
arrived. One was the Itasca; another, the
battleship Colorado, had three Curtiss
seaplanes onboard that were launched by
catapult.
We started our search on July 13 with a

plan that had been devised by the ship's
senior officers on our trip out One
destroyer stayed with the carrier as the
plane guard, meaning it would rescue
anyone who went overboard on takeoffs or
landings. The other two destroyers were
deployed to port and starboard about 60
miles out. Each search entailed 48 aircrafL

Smoke bombs were dropped off the ship's
stem, and the first airplanes to take off
dropped two smoke bombs off the bow.
Twelve airplanes circled each smoke bomb,
and at a given signal 24 airplanes formed a
line on each side of the ship and began
flying away from each other, 90 degrees
firom the ship's course. After flying 120
miles out, each line made a 90-degree turn
and flew in one long column for 24 miles.
Another 90-degree turn brought the two
lines back toward the ship.
We kept the airplanes separated by a

mile and flew at 500 feet, and the si^t of
24 aircraft stretching across the horizon
was impressive. The line was ragged the
first couple of times out, but we eventually
got pretty damned good at it.
iWing the flights, which lasted about

three hours, the pilots all gazed toward the
center of the line and the rear-seat men
looked in the opposite direction with
binoculars, ensuring that the ocean was
covered thoroughly. Each of us was anxious
to be the first to sight Earhart and Noonan
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"Why the Navy Didn't Find
Amelia"

(See R. E. Gillespie, pp. 73-77. February 1993
Proceedings)

Rear Admiral Francis D. Foley. U.S.
Navy (Retired)—I enjoyed Mr. Gillespie's
article on the search for Amelia Earhart

and Fred Noonan, and wish him well in
his search for the long-sought solution to
this unsolved mystery.

However, as a junior participant in the
Navy's search for the lost pair, I take
issue with his criticisms of the Navy's
preliminary arrangements regarding the
flight and his failure to accord the Navy
proper credit for the Herculean search ef
fort it made once it was called upon.

The U.S. government had no obliga
tion whatsoever to make contingency
plans for the failure of the flight, but only
to cooperate with the venture of a U.S.
citizen that, if successful, would reflect
well upon the nation. Mr. Gillespie notes
the modest contribution of the Navy—
stationing a fleet tug, the USS Ontario
(AT-13), halfway along the island chain
from Lae to Howland and a small sea
plane tender, the USS Swan (AVP-7), at
sea between Howland and Hawaii—and
the U.S. Coast Guard—the USCGC
Jtasca (WPG-321) had ferried aviation
fuel to Howland and, from there, would
broadcast homing signals as a radio nav
igational aid. At the time, these measures
seemed both appropriate and adequate,
and, to my knowledge, were quite ac
ceptable to Earhart.

It is true that the Swan was capable of
carrying a small seaplane, but she had no
catapult and was incapable of making a
suitable slick for an open-sea landing and
recovery. Therefore, even if the Swan had
carried a plane, she could have operated
it safely only in protected waters.

Had a fast cruiser—with a cruiser's

usual four-to-six plane aviation detach
ment—been available in Pearl Harbor on
2 July 1937—1 am certain she would
have been called upon to search for
Earhart and Noonan. However, the re
sponse of the USS Colorado (BB-45)—
loading fuel and supplies, recalling her
ship's company, recovering her aircraft,
and getting under way in less than 17
hours—is an impressive achievement for
a battlewagon that deserves Mr. Gille
spie's praise, not his scorn.

in retrospect, it may seem incongru
ous for the Colorado to be indulging in
the crossing-the-line rituals while her air
craft were out searching Gardner's Island
for Earhart and Noonan. But there was

little else the ship could have done ex
cept to have her Marine detachment and
landing party alened for a foray ashore
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HISTORY OF GARDNER (MKUMARORO) ISLAND*

-1929: N ovember 30, S.S. Norwich Cily steamer ran aground on the reef. 11 British/Arab crew members died/buried.
1937 : July 2, Amelia (AE) and Fred (FN) disappeared in vicinity of Howland Island, about 400 miles north of Gardner.

July 9, 3 low -flying aircraft, off the U.S.S. Colorado, searched Gardner Island. No evidence on Amelia / Fred found.
^October 13, Professor Henry E. Maude and a team of British surveyors spent 3 days on Gardner, conducted a full

investigation of island and lagoon. Island christened Nikumaroro. No evidence on Amelia / Fred found.
. .. 1938: Dec. 20, Professor Maude, Gerald Gallagher and 10 Gilbertese landed on Gardner Island. On April 27, 1939

12 wives and children landed; and in June 1939 additional families, totaling an island population of 58 (16

LoAAN

families). Maude recently said, "Gardner is stich a small atoll and was inhabited for so long that every
inch of the place must have been walked over many times; anything out of the ordinary would
have been reported and be on record. Not so much happens on a small atoll from day to
day and unusual events and findings are subjects for endless gossip..."

Nothing about AE and FN was ever found on Gardner Island.

1938: November 28 through January 30,1939, New Zealand Pacific Air Survey team
remained on Gardner Island the entire time. They surveyed the island, outlined an airfield
and cleared the lagoon of obstructions so sea planes could land. This was conducted in

"  secret, for defense purposes, in preparation for WW 11.
1939 : November 27 through December 1, U.S.S. Bushnell conducted a survey of the island, including remapping / sounding

of the lagoon and surrounding reefs / they also took aerial photographs.
1943: May - 46 / 47, U.S. Coast Guard constructed a Loran Navigation and Communications Station, occupied during WW II; a

3-shift, round-the-clock operation. Both British / American planes landed at Gardner Island in PBY aircraft,
out of Canton Island, on their monthly resupply trip.

1964: Gilbertese settlers departed: project abandoned and settlers moved to the Solomon Islands. §
1982: Professor Frederick J. Hooven, of Dartmouth, did a computer sttidy of AE/FN flight, based on all known data available.

Hooven's study resulted in the theory that AE and FN landed at Gardner or McKean Island. AE researcher Fred

Goemer shared his research with Hooven and encouraged Hooven to docttment his theory and place in the
Smithsonian. This was done in 1982. Between 1982 - 1984, Hooven and Goemer studied and analyzed the tremen-
dotis amount of traffic / occupation Gardner and McKean have had and determined the theory most improbable.
Hooven died in 1985.

1989: Sept,/October, TIGHAR fmds old cigarette lighter on beach, and a Consolidated PBY Catalina flying boat, navigator's
bookcase in abandoned Gilbertese village.

1991: October, TIGHAR excavates grave of native child. They also found an "Amazing amotmt of junk" elsewhere on the island.

TO DATE NOTHING RELATING TO AMELIA EARHART, FRED NOONAN OR THE PLANE HAS BEEN FOUND!

On June 25,19821 San Mileo AE icsearcher/pilot said, "To solve this would also be a great ego trip forme." We feel it is not only important
toleam/sharethefateofAEandPN foreducation and history, but also toinspireouryoungergeneiations. Today our young people are wor^iping
the wrong kinds of heroes. We feel that until an independent, solid organization (i.e., a joint Smithsonian, Dr. Robert Ballard, NOVA and/or National
Geographic) has the money and staff to study ALL materials and research/available about this mystery, and prepare their own independent /
collective analysis, the mystery will remain just that, a mystery. This opinion is also shared by various members of OX-5, Early Birds and other
AE researchers like Fred Goemer. We would be willing to open our files and materials to this type of study. Of course, this purpose must be: "IN
THE NAME OF EDUCATION, AVIATION HISTORY AND IN THE MEMORY OF TWO BRAVE PEOPLE: AMELU AND FRED." What
do you think?

Gardner Island ia 3.5 nules wide.

• Muct) historical research courtesy of Professor Harry Maude. Fred Goemer. Jim Donahue and Mary DeWilt
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FIRST DRAFT

1-14-93 AMELIA EARHART AND RADIO

A. A. GRAY

ALMON A GRAY
PQ BOX 303
BLUE HILL HE 0A614

INTRODUCTION

Most of that written about the disappearance of Amelia Earhart
while on an around-the-world flight in 1937 attributes her failure
to reach Rowland Island to unstated deficiencies related to
radio. It appears however that very little has been written about
the nature of those deficiencies, or how they came about. What
follows will attempt to fill that gap and show what errors in
planning and execution were made in respect to radio; what failure
or malfunctioning of radio equipment occurred and the probable
reason for it; and will point out the single item or event deemed
most directly responsible for the failure of the plane to reach
Rowland Island.

Since 1937 the unit of measurement for radio frequencies has
been changed from "Cycles" (cs) to "Rertz" (Rz.), consequently
Kilocycles (Kcs.) and KiloHertz (KHz.) will be used interchange
ably, as will Megacycles (Mcs.) and MegaHertz (MRz.).

It is assumed that the reader already is familiar with the
general history of the flight.

BACKGROUND

In early 1937, several weeks before her Oakland-Honolulu
flight, and while she still intended to circumnavigate the world
in a westerly direction. Miss Earhart met at Alameda CA, with
George Angus, the Superintendent of Communications for the Pacific
Division of Pan American Airways. Angus was responsible for the
radio communication and radio direction finding networks which
supported the PAA clippers on their transpacific crossings and
Miss Earhart wished to arrange for help from those facilities
during her planned flight. She was particularly interested in
obtaining radio bearings to augment her celestial navigation. At
that time PAA had specially designed versions of the Adcock radio
direction finding system in service at Alameda, CA; Mokapu Point,
T.R.; Midway Island; Wake Island; Guam; and Manila, P.I. to
support Clipper operations. These systems were capable of taking
radio bearings on frequencies much higher than could be utilized
successfully by conventional loop type direction finders, hence
were effective over much greater distances. They were commonly
referred to as "High frequency DFs", and were the only ones of
that type in the United States and it's territories. Angus agreed
to help her while she was within radio range of PAA stations, and
details for so doing were worked out. This was somewhat compli
cated inasmuch as PAA was not equipped to transmit on either of
Earhart's communication frequencies (3105 and 6210 KHz.) and could
not transmit voice on any frequency. The solution agreed upon was
that the plane would request a bearing by voice on the frequency
in use, (usually 3105 KHz. at night, 6210 KHz. during the day) and
follow the request with a series of long dashes lasting in the
aggregate a couple of minutes. The PAA DF station would take a
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in the transmitter before going through the antenna switch to the
receiver input. It also should be noted that on this model
receiver any radio signal within its overall frequency range could
be received on the loop antenna. Because of this, some people had
the impression that radio bearings could be obtained on any
frequency within the receivers's frequency range, and the unit was
sometimes spoken of as a "high frequency direction finder". The
unit of course had no such high frequency direction finding
capability and in later models circuitry was introduced to limit
reception on the loop antenna to only frequencies in that part of
the overall range deemed suitable for radio direction finding with
a loop antenna, i.e. below about 1.80 MHz.

THE RADIO SYSTEM

When the plane left the Lockheed plant after being repaired
the radio system was comprised of the following elements;

1 Bendix Type RA-lB Aircraft Radio Receiver. Mounted in the
cabin but having remote controls in the cockpit.

1 Western Electric Model 13-C fifty watt Aircraft Transmitter.
It had three crystal-controlled channels, 500, 3105 and 6210
KHz. and could be used for voice or "CW" (radiotelegraph)
transmissions. It was mounted in the cabin but there were

remote controls in the cockpit.

1 Bendix Type MN-20 rotatable shielded loop antenna. It was
mounted on the top of the fuselage over the cockpit, with
the knob which rotated it located on the overhead of the
cockpit, between the pilots. It was used primarily for
taking radio bearings but was useful as a receiving antenna
under conditions of heavy precipitation static noise.

Provision for plugging in a microphone, headphones, and a
telegraph key at each side of the cockpit.

A telegraph key and provision for plugging in headphones at
the navigator's table.

A 250 foot flexible wire trailing antenna on an electrically
operated, remote controlled reel, located at the rear of the
plane. The wire passed to the outside through an insulated
bushing and had a lead weight, or "fish", at the end to keep
it from whipping when deployed. There was a variable loading
coil used in conjunction with this antenna to permit its use
on 500 KHz. This antenna was long enough to give excellent
radiation efficiency on all three of the transmitting
frequencies.

A fixed antenna which was a wire "Vee" with its apex at a
stub mast mounted on the top of the fuselage, about over the
center section of the wing, and the two legs extending back
to the two vertical fins. This antenna was so short that
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at Rowland Island, the ONTARIO about half way between New Guinea
and Rowland, and the SWAN between Rowland and Rawaii. One function
of these vessels was to transmit radio signals upon which Earhart
could take bearings with her radio direction finder and thus be
helped with her navigation. Suitable homing signals from ITASCA
were extremely important, in fact vital. Should Noonan's celestial
navigation not hit Rowland right on the nose, homing in on
ITASCA's signals with her DF was the only way Earhart could be
sure of finding Rowland before her fuel was exhausted.

In a message dated 23 June, 1937 addressed to Earhart at
Darwin or Bandung, Mr. Black, aboard the ITASCA, advised her of
the radio frequencies available aboard the ONTARIO, SWAN and
ITASCA, and asked her to designate the frequency she wished each
ship to use to provide homing signals for her. The same day the
Commanding Officer of the ITASCA requested that he be advised
twelve hours prior to her departure from New Guinea of her desires
in matters of radio, and warned her of the slowness of
communications via Port Darwin.

Miss Earhart received these messages while she was at Bandung,
Java, having work done on the plane. On June 27, the day before
she took off from Bandung for Koepang and Darwin, she sent the
following response:

From: Earhart via RCA Manila & NPM Navy Radio Ronolulu
To: ITASCA (Black) June 27, 1937 (Java date: June 26,

Rowland)

SUGGEST ONTARIO STANDBY ON 400 KILOCYCLES TO TRANSMIT LETTER N
FIVE MINUTES ON REQUEST WITR STATION CALL REPEATED TWICE END OF
EVERY MINUTE STOP SWAN TRANSMIT VOICE NINE MEGACYCLES OR IF I
UNABLE RECEIVE READY ON 900 KILOCYCLES STOP ITASCA TRANSMIT LETTER
A  POSITION OWN CALL LETTERS AS ABOVE ON RALF ROUR 7.5 MEGACYCLES
STOP POSITION SRIPS AND OUR LEAVING WILL DETERMINE BROADCASTING
SPECIFICALLY STOP IF FREQUENCIES MENTIONED UNSUITABLE NIGRT WORK
INFORM ME LAE STOP I WILL GIVE LONG CALL BY VOICE TRREE ONE NAUGRT
FIVE KCS QUARTER AFTER ROUR POSSIBLY QUARTER TO (signed) EARRART

A person experienced in radio direction finding would find
that message very strange. Why would SWAN be asked to transmit
homing signals on 900 Kcs., a frequency in the broadcast band,
when a lower frequency in the aeronautical radionavigation band
would be much better? And why would ITASCA be asked to send
homing signals on 7.5 Mcs. when that frequency was so high that the
possibility of getting useful bearings on it with the plane's
direction finder was nil? Perhaps some of the personnel in ITASCA
had those questions but took the attitude "She is in the Flying
Laboratory. Who knows what hush-hush gear she has aboard? If she
wants 7.5 Mcs., that is what she is going to get". No one
questioned the message and ITASCA tuned up its transmitter to send
homing signals on 7.5 Mcs. What happened after that has been well
covered in the media and in numerous books. When the plane arrived
at what Earhart believed to be the vicinity of Rowland, no land
could be found despite considerable visual searching, whereupon
Earhart asked ITASCA to send homing signals on 7.5 Mcs. ITASCA
complied. Earhart heard the signals but reported to ITASCA that
she was "unable to get a mimimum" on them. This meant she could
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uncertainty as to which ship's signals were being
received ONTARIO would transmit the Morse code

character for the letter "A" rather than the customary
Morse "M O" as its homing signal. ITASCA would transmit
the Morse character for the letter "N" as its homing
signal. These same characters (A and N) were used
to identify the quadrants of the four-course radio
ranges in the United States and Earhart could readily
recognize them. Apparently it was envisaged that there
would be an overlap of signal coverage over a good part
of the leg, and that Earhart would be able to take
bearings alternately on the two stations and thus keep
on course. The frequency chosen for ONTARIO and ITASCA
was 400 kilocycles which is equivalent to a wavelength
of 750 meters. It was a frequency assigned world-wide
for aeronautical radionavigation and was an excellent
choice. It probably was chosen over equally good
frequencies in the same band because it was easy to
remember and easy to find on the receiver tuning dial.

(b) SWAN use the frequency of 333 kilocycles which is
equivalent to a wavelength of 900 meters. Use it for
voice communication with the plane if possible, but in
any event be prepared to send homing signals on it.
333 Kcs. was in the band allocated world-wide for
aeronautical radionavigation and air-ground
communications. It was widely used in Europe, the
Commonwealth nations and other countries having close
ties with Europe, as a calling frequency and for
ground-air communications. Earhart had probably
received on it during earlier legs of her flight but
called it "nine hundred meters". It was an excellent
direction finding frequency.

3. Noonan left the meeting satisfied that the radio
navigational plans were adequate, or at least as good
as could be developed.

4. Earhart went back to the hotel and drafted and dispatched
her message of June 27th to ITASCA (Black). She did not show
the message to Noonan.

5. It had been difficult for Earhart to understand the
adviser's English and she had experienced great difficulty in
following the discussion as it shifted rapidly back and forth
among "frequency", "wavelength", "megacycle", "meter",
"kilocycle", etc. Perhaps too she was suffering from dysentery
and was actually ill. Whatever the reason, the message she
drafted suggested frequencies for the SWAN and ITASCA vastly
different from those settled on in the meeting. Specifically;

(a) The frequency for SWAN was changed from an intended
333 kilocycles (900 meters) to 900 kilocycles. One
can readily deduce that the wavelength in meters was
used but was labeled as frequency in kilocycles.
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were, for the most part, common to all bands and it was
rare that a single band would fail. It usually was none or
all.

5. The radio equipment aboard the plane was checked at Lae by
Mr. Balfour, the Guinea Airways wireless operator, and was
found satisfactory. The only unusual thing noted was a
roughness of the transmitted signal on 6210 KHz. which made
Earhart's speech difficult to understand. Two-way communi
cation was maintained during a 30 minute test hop at Lae.

6. After take-off from Lae for Rowland it appears that two-way
communication with Lae was maintained until about 0720 GCT
July 2, at which time Earhart shifted to her "night" frequency
(3105 KHz.). Several times after that, throughout the night,
she was heard by Nauru and ITASCA broadcasting at the pre
arranged times, but little of what she said was intelligible.
Nauru, and later ITASCA, called her numerous times but there
is no indication that she heard any of the calls. At 1744 GCT
she asked ITASCA for a bearing on 3105 KHz. and made a signal
upon which the bearing was to be taken. ITASCA made a response
but Earhart did not acknowledge receiving it. The same thing
happened at 1815 GCT. At 1912 GCT, Earhart said the following
to ITASCA:

"WE MUST BE ON YOU NOW BUT CANNOT SEE YOU. RUNNING OUT OF
GAS. ONLY ONEHALF HOUR LEFT (there is controversy about
that phrase). BEEN UNABLE TO REACH YOU BY RADIO. WE ARE
FLYING AT ONE THOUSAND FEET."

At this time the signals from the plane were very strong. It
is known that the ITASCA was putting out strong signals and
was on the correct frequency. (They were heard in San
Francisco.) Therefore the statement "BEEN UNABLE TO REACH YOU
BY RADIO" clearly indicated that a failure had occurred in her
radio receiving system, and that it probably had occurred
early in the flight. Inasmuch as she could still transmit it
was obvious that the fixed antenna was intact; beyond that
there was no clue as to the nature of the failure. That clue
was given very shortly however. At 1925 GCT Earhart asked
ITASCA to transmit signals "on 7500", meaning 7.50 MHz. This
indicated that she intended to take radio bearings on ITASCA
with the plane's direction finder. ITASCA complied immediately
and sent the desired homing signals. The transmitter had no
radiotelephone capability so it was impossible to also talk
with the plane by voice on that frequency. Earhart responded
immediately saying "WE RECEIVED YOUR SIGNALS ON SEVENTYFIVE
HUNDRED BUT UNABLE TO GET A MINIMUM. PLEASE TAKE BEARING ON US

AND ANSWER THREE FIVE NAUGHT FIVE (3105 intended) WITH VOICE".
This was followed by a series of long dashes on 3105 KHz. on
which bearings were expected to be taken by ITASCA/Howland.
This was the first (and only) time Earhart acknowledged hear
ing signals from ITASCA. From the fact that Earhart asked for
the homing signals it is clear that she intended to take a
bearing, which could be done only with the loop antenna. From
her report of hearing the homing signal but being unable to
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went hundreds of hours between routine replacement with no
trouble, but occasionally one would fail. This appears to have
been one of those times. In the writers judgment the odds
are about 95 to 5 that Earhart was unable to hear the ITASCA
on 3105 KHz. because she was switched to the fixed antenna
and the "send/receive" relay was defective on the "receive"
side. Had she shifted to the loop antenna she no doubt would
have heard the ITASCA very well on 3105 KHz. or whatever
frequency the ship might be using and she was tuned to. It
probably never occurred to her to do that however. Earhart
knew very little about the technical aspects of radio and
consequently operated the gear by rote. Obviously she had been
taught to turn the antenna selector switch to "FA" if she
wanted to talk, and to "DF" if she wanted to take a bearing

and that is precisely what she did.

THE HOWLAND ISLAND RADIO DIRECTION FINDER

Obviously Earhart had a misconception of the radio direction
finder installed on Rowland Island. She apparently envisaged
it as being a PAA type Adcock high frequency system, or it's
functional equivalent, which would take bearings on her 3105 KHz.
signals and send them to her just as the PAA station at Mokapu
Point had done during her flight from Oakland to Honolulu. Because
of that she repeatedly asked ITASCA to take bearings on 3105 KHz.
and transmitted signals upon which bearings were expected to be
taken. It appears that there may have been some justifi
cation for her having that concept. When the decision was made to
fly easterly around the world, and the long Lae-Howland leg was
being studied, Earhart and Noonan suggested to the Coast Guard
that a radio direction finder be set up on Rowland, ("PLANE
SUGGESTS DIRECTION FINDER BE SET UP ON ISLAND, IF PRACTICABLE.").
According to the research of Capt. Laurance F. Safford, USN, it
was at about this time that Mr. Richard Black, the Department of
the Interior representative, who was to go to Rowland in the
ITASCA, conceived the idea of "borrowing" a so-called high
frequency radio direction finder from the Navy to use on Rowland
Island. Black advised C.P.Putnam, Earhart*s husband and business
manager, of his plans and advised him when the gear had been
obtained and put aboard ITASCA. No doubt Putnam passed this
information along to Earhart.

In a message sent June 27th to Commander, San Francisco
Division, USCG, the C.O. ITASCA reported on his readiness for
supporting the upcoming flight. One item was: "DIRECTION FINDER
INSTALLED ON HOWLAND". This fact was reported to Mr. Putnam, then
in San Francisco, and he in turn passed the news to Earhart who
was then at Darwin, Australia. While the ITASCA message did not
specifically say "High Frequency Direction Finder", there
apparently had been sufficient other information, probably via
telephone from Putnam, to cause Earhart to believe that it was
such a device. She likely assumed that the DF had been installed
at Rowland in response to the suggestion made earlier by Noonan
and herself, and fully expected it to be a functional equivalent
of a PAA-Adcock system.
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(c) The probability of there being more than one transmitter
in the area exhibiting the same symptoms of over-modulation
on the same frequencies at essentially the same time is
very small.

It is the writers opinion that the signals intercepted by
Nauru were in fact from the Earhart plane then no longer in flight.

Pan American Airways

Shortly after the Earhart plane became overdue at Rowland
the Coast Guard requested PAA to use its communication and
radio direction finding facilities in the Pacific areas to assist
in the search for the plane and survivors. Instructions were
immediately issued for the stations at Mokapu Point, Midway
and Wake to monitor the plane's frequencies as much as limited
personnel would permit and be prepared to take radio bearings on
any signals heard which might reasonably be believed to be coming
from the plane. A special radio circuit was set up to permit
intercommunication among the three stations. Numerous weak signals
were heard but nothing of interest until 0948 July 5,GCT time and
date. The following is extracted from a report made by R.M.Hansen,
the Radio Operator in Charge at the Wake Island station:

At 0948 a phone signal of good intensity and well modulated by
a voice but wavering badly suddenly came on 3105. While the
carrier frequency of this signal did not appear to vary
appreciably, its strength did vary in an unusually erratic
manner and at 0950, the carrier strength fell off to QSA 2
(2 on a scale of 0 to 5) with the wavering more noticeable
than ever. At 0952, it went off completely. _____ At
1212 (GCT July 5) I opened the DF guard on 3105 KC. At 1223
a very unsteady voice modulated carrier was observed on 3105
KC appx. This transmission lasted until 1236 GCT. I was able
to get an approximate bearing of 144 degrees. In spite of the
extreme eccentricity of this signal during the entire length
of the transmission, the splits were definite and pretty fair.
------- After I obtained the observed bearing, I advised
Midway to listen for the signal (Couldn't raise Honolulu). He
apparently did not hear it. This signal started in at a carrier
strength of QSA5 (5 on a scale of 0 to 5) and at 1236, when
the transmission stopped it had gradually petered out to QSA2
during the intervals when it was audible. The characteristics
of this signal were identical with those of the signal heard
the previous night (0948 GCT) except that at DF the complete
periods of no signal occurred during shorter intervals. - -
- - - - While no identification call letters were
distinguished in either case, I was positive at that time that
this was KHAQQ. At this date I am still of this opinion.

Midway heard a signal having the same characteristics, and
almost certainly the same station, at 0638 GCT July 5. A quick
bearing of 201 degrees True was obtained, however the signal was

-13-



Those writing about the Earhart disappearance have, in
general, been very rough on Noonan because of his admitted problem
with alcohol. In some cases much rougher than was justified by the
facts. For example in one book it is related that the night before
the departure from Lae for Howland Noonan went on a binge and did
not get to the airfield until just before the plane was due to
take off, and even then was so intoxicated that he had to be
helped aboard the plane. The implication being that he was largely
responsible for the failure of the flight. The official report of
Guinea Airways Ltd. at Lae, made in response to a request from the
U. S .Government, paints quite a different picture. According to it
the Lae wireless operator made attempts all throughout the day of
June 30 to get time signals, requested by Earhart and Noonan, to
permit Noonan to check his chronometer, but owing to local
interference was unsuccessful that day. That indicates that Noonan
spent most of June 30 at the radio station.

At about this point Earhart decided to take off for Howland
Island at 9:30 a.m. on July 1st, subject to obtaining the time
signal.

At 6:35 a.m.July 1st Earhart took the plane up on a 30 minute
test hop after which the tanks were topped off and she was ready
to go, except that a time signal had not yet been obtained. This
day the difficulty was at the radio station which transmitted the
signals. Extraordinary steps were taken to get a time signal but
when one had not been obtained by 10:50 a.m. Earhart decided to
postpone her departure until the next day, July 2nd. During the
rest of the day constant watch was kept for the reception of time
signals and finally at around 10:20 p.m. an excellent signal was
received by Noonan which showed his chronometer to be three
seconds slow. Noonan obviously had spent most of that day at the
radio station.

On July 2nd at 8:00 a.m. another time signal was received,
this one from Saigon, and the chronometer checked the same as
the previous night. Both Noonan and Earhart expressed their
complete satisfaction and decided to leave at 10:00 a.m., which
they did.

Only Noonan would have checked the chronometer, so the report
seems to indicate clearly that Noonan was sober and in goods shape
at 8:00 a.m. and probably was that way when the plane took off.

CONCLUSIONS

From the standpoint of radio, Earhart's decision to rely
completely on radiotelephony, and her removal of the trailing
antenna, showed poor judgment and introduced unnecessary and
unjustifiable risks. However it cannot be denied that she got as
far as Lae without trouble with what she had. It was her mistake

in designating 7500 Khz. as the homing frequency for ITASCA that
got her into deep trouble. Even that difficulty probably could
have been overcome had she been able to communicate with ITASCA

and agree on a suitable homing frequency. Fate intervened however
and something occurred in her receiving system which made it
impossible for Earhart to hear any signals with her gear set up in

-15-
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PUIIT ON A VISIT TO THE* ■ PHOENIX

loL'vl.'DS, by U. E. Maude, Eaquli^ *

(Visit nude durine 'October, 1937.)

2. Mv orclirs were to rail first at tlmsp islniiils in the r.ilbrrt ami Ellice Groiins where the
lire n( Innil lltlliei'r Jiad lii-i'il rimnrtpil imiiiirK iiitii ilin n-.i I ' .

•  . I I i t 1 I I . . "• «"»• "iiuin ann niiice urouns where theexistence of lanit Innigu: had Ihtii renorteil, inqnire into the extent and causes of anv ovcr-iioinila-
liim found to exist,\ and emliark delegates who would investigate the suitability of the v.arious
islands visited for permanent colonization. My rejiort on the question of ovcr-pobulation has
already been submitted and the jiresent letter deals only with the actual work of the expedition
i^iili ^ furUier rcport, on the various prclilems connected with the scheme forvoluntary migration, is to follow.

'"J •«»[' September, we visited the Islands of Tabitcuea, Heru,
in thrkn « Tn^wino^^^ and Nnniimea, Nanumang.-i, Niutao, Vaitiipii, and Ininafuti
tna n obiect of 7he I nnafiiti were visited for reasons unconnected with the
Uiat s?S famnL exis on^i^ investigations were held on them, although it Is probableu at seteral families exist on labiteuea who are snfliciently impoverished to desire to cmierate
There was no evidence of any land hunger on Nantiinanga and none of the inhabitants were willing
o consider migrating to the l luenix Group. On each of the other islands a varySg ilnree ̂
hunger was found to exist, .and from two to live delegates were taken on board ff.M.C.S. " Nimanoa "
the actual number cleiiending on the pojiulation of the Island and the estimated extent of the local
land shortage. Seventeen delegates in all were taken, distributed between the islands as follows;

•  • • ., 5 Nanumea ., .. 2 •
•• Niut.io .. .. 4

Arorae .. .. If

^le^^^lnmv^^^^^ Jv concerned, with the exception of Koata,L''".' '' who was selected by myself and whusUkilled assist-.Vnce W.1S invrhia^ " assist-
as assi^St' ihutIkc*'fho 1 wa.saccmnpanicd by Mr. K. U. Hcvington, Cadet OITicer.
addser a?^Ad Vniiv^ l" H"? I-ands CommLssion, as nativefrom a'rediSi siaS^ I'ractitinner, who investigated conditions in the Phnmix Group
t  . • '^""'"siasm evinced at every isl.and in the Ciiliicrt Group for tlic scliciiic was amariiie
for ti" GovcrninS^^^ id'vl.,"'"®'"^ 'elands it would probJliIv be impossible.

I. • • pariiciilaiK )in possessed In favour of the iiroicct. I bcv were llm nirt of Mm nirH

taken on board'for xiirf'n 'rt' vi-sitcd ill tlic Idlicc (iroup, two stiirdiJ}' built canoes were
II ■?{ '■'''•'gates instead of two were taken from Niutao in order to >manap 1be.sc ranucs were nndoiibtedly a great success and bandied as they were bv

t!xpcrts no diflicultv was CXDCricnCCtl in Imulmp tlm flMnrr^ifne —r n.^ s_ * "

MckiiS' .i„ ,A ™'f ""ii '"iw. -i™.*trtf„..« V uV r-i ibiaiiu cany on iiic »tii Uctobcr, and sailed due cast forhitn ) w ^ ^'slt fii ko„/e to Canton. The following day the Inter- •11 j I 1 was crossed, which g.ave us tU-o Sunda\-.q, mucli to the astonishment of thenative delegates. Owing to the casterlv win.l .nml h diMM^ i.i

salTaohcd ai 8 a.. °lh3 SSfg'"
GAKDNCR l.'^I.ANI).

I"'""'! fiavc it the nppearniiec. from llie .sea. of pos-SC% Cral low llllls. AmiKinCnitllT frmn llin r..t _it . . a . ■spsslim eri-nrsi r, aVi iiir'* r. gave 11 iiic nj)pi<!irniiec. lioin tlic .spa. of pos-scsslng scscral low hills. Apjiroaching from the nortli-west. after an iiiisiiccc.ssfiil attempt to liiidan anciiomp the" Niiimnoa " was tied to the wtcck of ti.c " Norwich CiU'/'abm^^^^^^
to the north of the main rnliancc into tlic lagoon. The delegates were innnediatelv htuleil In

M  of Sir. E. K. Ifcvington, commenced to walk round theisisncl. Lztfntixvzis ni'tchctl nii(li*r llir* fif n nfiinirtnf " •» 1.^...^. a.. ji._ * n <Icta.iirl t ' i' '/i w. A.si. IV. i>cviiigirin, ciimincnccd lo walk round theIsland. C^p was pitched iiiulfr the shade of a cliiinp of " biika " trees to the north of the Weiifin
bassagc. It was niglitfall Ijcfnrc the ilelcgates returned, the chart having firovcd to he ooIIkInacciira e and the island far larger than ha.l hecil anticipated ® ' ' *'■
nod ilJ the following ,h.y 1 examined the lagoonn„,l fl J V;" '"""gbt through the jiassage and the following dav 1 exainincil the lagoonwrier' siTo? llm'nM''. "'F. w''ilo the deIeEate.s dug aperies of 3s al-on^M"!
iIg KMl n li.t/ir I / T"-','nM'cclions and well-iliggiuB "ere completed on the third davllic iStli October, nnd,t|ic expedition left for Canton l.sland at 4.4.5(p.in. "' ,
beads:— w"ik on Gardner are siininiari.sed under the followiiig

.. I ^ opogntphica! — llie inaji of the island conlaincd in Admiralty Chart \o IHJ u-i« (..inwito be quite unreliable. The island is of atoll formation, ai.pic .xin ate y 4 i csS bv i l l 1

fide or over. Owing to Mmre Imin tf nnit/ ill/* Itirn _ COU )C U5iC(l (it htllf .
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ferlilily and Flora.—Without licsitatiun I shouI4 judge Gardner to he the most fertile island
in the Colony, with the nossibic exception f>( Washington Island. The t)n>ical soil was a ricti
dark brown mould, resembling peat, and quite unlike tiic coral sand of the uilbcrt Group. Most
of the island was covered with groves of enormous " buka " trees (Pisonia grandis), an excellent
wood for house building and box making. These, with their large grey trunks several feet in
diameter and anything up to 60 feet in height, and their soft green foliage, are more reminiscent
of European than tropical trees. To the south of the main passage there were also some fine
groves of " kanawa " trees [Cordia subcordala), which are invaluable for canoe and boat building.
In the Gilbert Group both the " buka " and '* kanawa " trees are very rare indeed and can only
be grown on the most fertile islands and then with the gr'eatest difficulty.

A striking illustration of the fertility of the soil was seen in the growth of the " kaura "
plant {Sidajallax, Walp.), for whereas in tlie remainder of the Colony it forms a small shrub, often
procumbent and never more than a foot or two high, on Gardner, it had grown into small trees
seven or more feet in height. Unlike, I believe, all other low islands in the Central Pacific, there
is very little undergrowth on Gardner Island, and particularly on the western and northern sides
there were few of the plants and grasses typical of the Gilberts. This, however, is almost certainly
due to the dense groves of trees, for on the south-cast of the island where tlicre was extensive open
country, the flora, while growing more luxuriantly, was identical with that of any other coral atoll.

Soil profiles obtained when well digging showed the dark brown mould, which contained a
large admixture of guano, extending down to four feet, gradually becoming lighter and being finally
replaced by white coral fragments. On the south-east corner of the island the soil was of a light
brown sandy nature, more like that of the Gilbert Islands.

T'.i tt- were five small groves o( cocimut trees on the west side of the island, two lo the nmlh
of till, l.-i jcisijge and iliui; i,, iI.l si.iali. I'lirnrtuiiately many of the treea had giuvni up in
liupele..:. .itioiib sulijei I to iiiuinhiiioa dining ajiii.ig lides. hut the two groves planted in tok;..! a
good ii' iiiiu-. were doing extiaoiiinunily well, the trees hearing heavily with the ground touud
piled l.teii wall I.uis. A feature th.it stiiiek the ileleg.ites fi.rcihly was tiie fact that the trunks
of the v.ai.i.ui ireea Were in no iiniance " waisted," ilemoiistrating that during the last f't.i'n
or twenty ycais at any latc tin: isljiid has been free front drought. There were allogeiliei til
coconut iiees on the island in full bearing uik} no indicatioit could be found of others having iietii
planted and subsequently dying.

ir«/<r supply.—Eifc'ht wells were dug di)ring our three days on the island—(our to the north
of the main lagoon passage and two to the south. The water in five of the wells was of indifferent
quality, particularly those to the south of the channel. Two of the wells in the north, however,
contained water of fair quality, while one well contained drinking water nearly equal, in the opinion

expedition was fortunate in visiting the Phoenix Group just before the commencement of the wet
tT*ii MM1 in11

in October or November, there is no likelihood of the water proving undrinkablc at any time.
Tow island wells are, of course, partly tidal and contain a mixture of rain water seepage and sea
water filtered by the cural sand. As a consequence must Gilbcrtcse wells run very saltish towards
, the erjd of the dry season. The water in freshly dug wells is, furthermore, ttsually exceptionally

brackish for the first week or so and the expedition was unfortunately unable to stay long enough
to sec whether the water in the southern wells improved. The delegates apjicarcd to be satisfied
with the water on the island and were of the opinion that even better water could be found if further
wells were dug. Samples of the water were bottled and taken to Beru, where the people stated
that- it was better than they obtained from some of their own wells.

Fishing.—pish were cvcrj-whcrc plentiful, both off the reef and in the lagoon, and most
of the varieties cqmmun to the Gilbert and E.ljjt^P Groups were recognised by the delegates. If
settlers lived on Gardner Island ])erinanently the fish naturally would gradually became scarcer,
as in the Gilbert Group. Tiicre were large numbers of sharks, but those seen jn fhc lagoon were
quite small.

On the south-west corner of the lagoon a natural lake hac| formed which teemed with
■ " bancawa " fish, a s|)ccics of nond mullet much esteemed by the natives. This natural supply
would prove of value during tnc early stages of any settlement.

.Anchorages and landing Jacilities.—I'or convenience in landing passengers and gear, tlic
" Nimaiioa " was tied to the wreck of the " Norwich City " during the whole of our visit to Gardner
Island. A fairly guod B fathoms anchorage was, however, discovered by the pfiiccrs of flic vessel
about i to } of a mile south of the wreck.

There is quite good landing during easterly weather, to the south of the wreck by flic lagoon
entrance, and a small amount of blasting cuu|d make titc landing better than at some of the reef
islands in tlie Ellice Group.

Suilubilily Jur immigralion.—The delegates were quite certain that Gardner Island is suit-
able for settlement by Gilliertcse or Ellice Islanders, fhcy were overcome with astoiiisliment
at the fertility of the island and the Onutoa and Arorae natives, in particular, have made earnest

.  [ representations that they should be permitted td colonise It-jointly.
The delegates considered that practically the whole of Gardner Island was good coconut

and pandanus land, with the exception of about } mile on the east and north-cast coasts. Thi^
would largely depend, however, on whether soil well suited for the growth of " buka " trees is also,
.suitalile for coconut and pandanus cultivation. It is doubtful if the native " babai" would grow
in such rich soil but limes, tomatoes, yams, kumaras, faro, and ofher plants thaf will not readily
grow elsewhere in the Colony, should do quite well.

It is estimated that, when fully planted, Gardner Island should support a ixipulalion of
approximately |,100 Gilbertesc in comparative affluence.



The February 1993 Proceedings article, "Why the Navy Didn't Find Amelia," was an
interesting theory into the disappearance of Amelia Earhart and Fred Noonan. As an aviation
historian and coauthor of "Amelia, My Courageous Sister," I wish to tell your readership some
personal facts about Amelia and about Gardner Island:

The Proceedings article states, "...(TIGHAR) have recovered aircraft wreckage consistent
with Earhart's Lockheed, as well as personal effects, including the remains of an American shoe
Identical in style and size (nine) to that worn by Earhart..." It concludes with, "...many questions
remain unanswered. The pieces of wreckage found suggest either an explosion or catastrophic
wave damage. Where is the rest of the airplane? How long did Earhart and Noonan survive on
the waterless atoll? It is to answer these questions that TIGHAR will return once more..." May I
present a chronology of the evidence that conflict with the conclusions reached by TIGHAR:

The Aluminum Fragments Found at Gardner Island "Mvsterv"

Aviadoa Pioneer Bobbi Tront, and

friends, of the 1920's and 1930's

March 5. 1992 -- National Transportation Safetv Board (NTSB) Metallureist's Factual Report

No. 92-40 " resulted from the eleven (11) pieces of
aluminum and wire that were given to the NTSB by
TIGHAR. A senior NTSB metallurgist, in writing a
report on the fragments, did not describe them as
coming from any specific aircraft or other vehicle.
(See Table A attached).

Question: How can TIGHAR claim these fragments
of metal came off Amelia's Electra, when the NTSB
metallurgist (in his examination) could not verify that
they came from a Lockheed airplane or any of the
thousands of other airplanes constructed during that

^  Tme Cacti aboni her

e Crazy disappearance

Book Set: $29.95 soft covers

Order: 1-80O-423-2708

Amelia, Mr



•  October 1937 - Professor Harry Maude named Gardner Island "Nikumaroro" in

October 1937 (see attached photograph of Professor Maude). Professor Maude, Pacific

administrator and historian, was a member of the British Colonial Service in the Pacific

from 1929 to 1955. He claimed possession of the Phoenix Group (destined to be the last
new territory of the British Empire-1937) and undertook a plan for the resettlement of the
Gilbert islanders on the three southern Phoenix Islands of Gardner, Hull and Sydney
(1937-1938). The Gilbertese people lived on Gardner Island between 1938-1964 (26
YEARS).

•  19 November 1937 (report dated]. Professor Maude's report was written a few
months after Amelia's disappearance stated, "...There were altogether 111 coconut trees
on the island in full bearing...Fish were everywhere plentiful, both off the reef and in the
lagoon...The island was found to contain thousands of enormous coconut crabs, which
formed a welcome addition to the diet of the delegates." Maude also wrote, "...Without
hesitation I should judge Gardner to be the most fertile island in the Colony...Eight wells
were dug during our three days on the island...there is no likelihood of the water proving
undrinkable at any time...The delegates appeared to be satisfied with the water on the
island and were of the opinion that even better water could be found if further wells were

dug. Samples of the water were bottled and taken to Beru, where the people stated that it
was better than they obtained from some of their own wells."

•  In 1991 Professor Maude wrote, "Gardner is such a small atoll [3.5 miles wide] and
was inhabited for so long that every inch of the place must have been walked over many
times; anything out of the ordinary would have been reported and be on record. Not so
much happens on a small atoll from day to day and unusual events and flndings are
subjects for endless gossip..."

■lulv 24. 1944 throueh March 1946, The U.S. Coast Guard built a series of LOng
RAnge Navigation (LORAN) Communication Stations in the Pacific during WWII. The
U.S. Coast Guard in World War II, a book written by Lt. Malcolm F. Willoughby (a well
respected USCG District Historical OfTicer) reported, "...Construction Detachment D
(Unit 211) consisting of 8 officers and 130 men was formally commissioned on 7 April
1944, to build the chain...A landing party [30 men from USCG Unit #211] arrived in
Balsam at Gardner Island on 24 July 1944, to begin work at the site..." Also at Gardner
Island was the USCG Unit # 92, consisting of more than 20 men, who operated the
LORAN Station around the clock. The Gardner Island LORAN Station remained on the
air until the end of the war. It was not dismantled until March of 1946.

•  The Gardner Island LORAN Station also received supplies, on a monthly basis,
from PBY aircraft flown out of Canton Island (USCG Unit #94). It is understandable that
the island had a fair an\ount of American-manufactured debris left on the island when the
LORAN Station was dismantled and the U.S. Coast Guard personnel departed.

Question: What else was left behitui by the occupants of Gardner, i.e., other cigarette
lighters, scraps of metal, old slwes, etc...what will the next expedition find?
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Muriel Earhart Morrissey, In Atchlson, Kansas, holding artifacts
that once belonged to her sister, Amel ia.

Photo taken 17 July 1986. The shoes are size 6 AA. The jacket
and Hawai ian leis were once worn by Amel ia.

Photo by Carol Osborne
© 1989



Carol L. Osborne Home Phone 408-244-6114

2464 El Camino Real, # 99, Santa Clara, California 95051

March 23,1993
Paul Stiilwell, Director
U.S. Naval Institute

118 Maryland Avenue

Annapolis, MD 21402-5035

Subject: Addendum to Amelia Earhart Proceedings article dated February 1993

Dear Paul:

I have been in communication with Eve Secunda about the upcoming Annapolis Seminar this
April 28,1993, and on the above Subject I hope you will be able to print this letter in your May
1993 Proceedings'.

The February 1993 Proceedings article, "Why the Navy Didn't Find Amelia," was an
interesting theory into the disappearance of Amelia Earhart and Fred Noonan. As an aviation
historian and coauthor of Amelia, My Courageous Sister," I wish to tell your readership some
personal facts about Amelia and about Gardner Island:

The Proceedings article states, "...(TIGHAR) have recovered aircraft wreckage consistent
with Earhart's Lockheed, as well as personal effects, including the remains of an American shoe
identical in style and size (nine) to that worn by Earhart..." It concludes with, "...many questions
remain unanswered. The pieces of wreckage found suggest either an explosion or catastrophic
wave damage. Where is the rest of the airplane? How long did Earhart and Noonan survive on
the waterless atoll? It is to answer these questions that TIGHAR will return once more..." May I
present a chronology of the evidence that conflict with the conclusions reached by TIGHAR:

The Aluminum Fragments Found at Gardner Island "Mystery"

• March 5. 1992 -- National Transportation Safety Board (NTSB) Metallurgist's Factual Report

No. 92-40 — resulted from the eleven (11) pieces of

aluminum and wire that were given to the NTSB by
TIGHAR. A senior NTSB metallurgist, in writing a
report on the fragments, did not describe them as
coming from any specific aircraft or other vehicle.
(See Table A attached),

Aviutiou I'iuiieerUobbi Trout, and
frienda, of the 1920's and X930'8

AineUa,

Courageous Sister

Question: How can TIQHAR claim these fragments
of metal came offAmelui 's Electra, when the NTSB
metalhwgist (in his examituition) could not verify tluit
they came from a Lockheed airplane or any of the
thousands of other airplanes constructed during that
era?

Just Plane Crazy
True (acts about her

disappearance
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The Shoe Heel

dress shoes,' said her sister, Muriel Morris^ey." difficulty getting

• July 17, I9S6 - Father Angelas Lingenfelser of th^ a^ h
viewed niuseun, artifacts that once belonpedTn / bounty Historical Society,
Father Angelas and Muriel took most of tL artifaT
some, in case the photos would be useful in the nr 'i" of the showcases. Muriel posed with

(see enclosed photo)

This was also printed inside both shoe^Thoe siTeThal" analyzed. They were size 6 AA.
certainly not 3 whole sizes. varied much since the 1920's, and

s!12£ bit really hit me^beMt^tknerAEdWnTto "•••^'" 2^9

s t ~r.;£

Amelia Earhart y^re size sil^eUhoes ^^rifiedfact that
lier final flight? TIGHAR kno w Amelia wore size 9 shoes on

The Garrln,r

compnetlIon,'dato\TkI,.Vn''roardto -According lo, Ge, V,ulerm,y!,Gusl Nlchandros and L>lc F. Richards durino ih ' "'"'"hers by
seen very clearly from llie ship during the day 'a '"'"'"I •»os
steamer had piled onto one of the reefs and coui°rtin hcT '?k' " «»" h-anip
aviators reported the area to he dense with tronfc^ v. , v " The
entire western end Is covered with groves of coLnt3 Ta """ '® ">«
only Gardner but McKean Island as well " fArr of birds populate not

days on Gardner and conducted a full survey the''hranVand surveyors spent 3

■ 1
-fm



•  October 1937 - Professor Harry Maude named Gardner Island "Nikumaroro" in

October 1937 (see attached photograph of Professor Maude)^Professor Maude, Pacific
administrator »nd historian, was a member of the British Colonial Service in the Pacific

from 1929 to 1955. He claimed possession of the Phoenix Group (destined to be the last
new territory of the British Empire-1937) and undertook a plan for the resettlement of the
Gilbert islanders on the three southern Phoenix Islands of Gardner, Hull and Sydney
(1937-1938). The Gilbertese people lived on Gardner Island between 1938-1964 (26
YEARS).

•  19 November 1937 [report datedl. Professor Maude's report was written a few
months after Amelia's disappearance stated, "...There were altogether 111 coconut trees
on the island in full bearing...Fish were everywhere plentiful, both off the reef and in the
lagoon...The island was found to contain thousands of enormous coconut crabs, which
formed a welcome addition to the diet of the delegates." Maude also wrote, "...Without

hesitation 1 should judge Gardner to be the most fertile island in the Colony...Eight wells
were dug during our three days on the island...there is no likelihood of the water proving
undrinkable at any time...The delegates appeared to be satisfied with the water on the
island and were of the opinion that even better water could be found if further wells were
dug. Samples of the water were bottled and taken to Beru, where the people stated that it
was better than they obtained from some of their own wells."

•  In 1991 Professor Maude wrote, "Gardner is such a small atoll [3.5 miles wide] and
was inhabited for so long that every inch of the place must have been walked over many
times; anything out of the ordinary would have been reported and be on record. Not so
much happens on a small atoll from day to day and unusual events and flndings are
subjects for endless gossip..."

•  .lulv 24, 1944 through March 1946. The U.S. Coast Guard built a series of LOng
RAnge Navigation (LORAN) Communication Stations in the Pacific during WWII. The
U.S. Coast Giuird in World War II, a book written by Lt. Malcolm F. Willoughby (a well
respected USCG District Historical Officer) reported, "...Construction Detachment D
(Unit 211) consisting of 8 officers and 130 men was formally commissioned on 7 April
1944, to build the chain...A landing party [30 men from USCG Unit #211] arrived in
Balsam at Gardner Island on 24 July 1944, to begin work at the site..." Also at Gardner
Island was the USCG Unit # 92, consisting of more than 20 men, who operated the
LORAN Station around the clock. The Gardner Island LORAN Station remained on the

air until the end of the war. It was not dismantled until March of 1946.

•  The Gardner Island LORAN Station also received supplies, on a monthly basis,
from PBY aircraft flown out of Canton Island (USCG Unit #94). It is understandable that
the island had a,fair amount of American-manufactured debris left on the island when the
LORAN Station was dismantled and the U.S. Coast Guard personnel departed.

Question: What else was left behitid by the occupants of Gardner, i.e., other cigarette
lighters, scraps of metal, old shoes, etc...what will the next expedition find?



Comparing the above facts with TIGHAR's reported findings (i.e., a cigarette
ligiiter, a Consolidated PBY navigator's bookcase, pieces of aluminum and wire, and of
course the size 9 shoe heel), 1 turn to the explanation offered by Muriel Earhart Morrissey
in our 1987 book, AinelUi, My Courageous Sister, "...It seems to me most likely that [the
Coast Guard Cutter Itasca's] Commander Thompson's conjecture is correct, and that
Amelia's plane was submerged within minutes after her last radio message and probably
within one hundred miles of Howland Island."

Carol L. Osborne

Aviation Historian

P.S. THESE QUESTIONS HAVE NEVER BEEN SATISFACTORILY ANSWERED;

Perhaps there is a reader who would like to investigate and write about:

1. "Radio signals were heard for three days" after the disappearance. Why do
reportei"s and writers accept this as gospel?

2. What did these signals say (i.e., how do we know they came from Earhart's plane
and not from a radio ham operator in Iowa)? What did they say about the location,
and physical condition of Earhart and Noonan?

3. Who heard these signal? Were they voice, Morse code or what?

4. When the signals were heard, what did the people hearing them do next? Did they
notify the Coast Guard / Navy, which was busy searching for Earhart? If not, why
not?

5. What aircraft authority, if any, believes that an Electra that crash-landed in shallow
salt water (because it was low on fuel) remained in good enough condition, and with
enough fuel, to run one of its engines during a three-day period after the landing?

Attachments;

1. (2) each - 8 x 10 photos of Muriel Earhart Morrissey, in Atchison, Kansas, holding
artifacts that once belonged to her sister, Amelia. Photos taken July 17,1986. The
shoes are the size 6 AA shoes. The Jaeket and hawaiian laes were once worn by
Amelia. After copyint! please return.

2. (1) copy of National Transportation Safety Board Report (7-pages).
(1) each - 4 X 6 print (MY ONLY COPY) of Prof. Henry Maude and wife Honor-on
62nd anniversary. PLEASH^EA^ l^ETHRN:—3 ̂ 2;^ ̂

4. Copy of pages 37-39 of a memeographed book; Get Uiuierway! copyrighted in August
1937. We also referenced this document on page 254 ot Amelia, My Courageous Sister.
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Harriet Quimby, the "Dresden China Aviatrix,'

receives a triumphant welcome on the French
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the English Channel, on April 16,1912.



Tlying is more thrilling than love

for a man and far less dangerous."

—Thea Rasche
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"When a great adventure's offered you,

you don't rejuse it—that's all."

—Amelia Earhort
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Carol L. Osborne "o-
Aviation Historian Consultant Fax Phone 408-244-6114

2464 El Camino Real, # 99, Santa Clara, California 95051

Professor Harry and Honor Maude
42/11 Namatjira Drive
Weston, A.C.T. 2611 (Canberra)

Australia

Dear Honor and Professor Maude,

How delightful to hear your voice
tonight. I had been out looking at CD ROM
technology and checking on pricing vs my
budget...and what a wide range there is!

I was glad you received the U.S. Naval
History magazine. There will be several other
things happening in 1994...they just cannot
leave Amelia alone. Last Thursday night one
of the news shows, hosted by Connie Chung,
a CBS anchor woman, presented a new piece
on Amelia. We have so many tabloid TV
shows (i.e. Hard Copy, EYE TO EYE, 20120,
Entertainment Tonight, Inside Edition) and I
am ashamed to say that Thursday's show was
most representative of tabloid TV. The
program, EYE TO EYE , presented a 10-
minute piece about a new book authored by
Randall Brink (I will enclose a publicity
announcement that was made last September).

Brink has come out with U.S. Treasury
Secretary Morganthau's telephone
transcription as new evidence that AE was a

spy. i wrote a note to tiie producer of the show
(who was courteous enough to fax me an
advanced transcript of the upcoming
program so I could share with Muriel). Along
with thanking him I said, "By the way, seven
years ago Muriel and I wrote a complete
account of Treasury Secretary Henry
Morganthau's telephone call transcript that
was reported as a new revelation by Randall
Brink's new book. You might share the

attached pages (pages 267-281) from Amelia,
My Courageous Sister, with your
re^archers."! really don't expect any
comment but at least I made my voice known

to him. (^See next columi^

Brink took the CBS crew to the
Marshall Islands and states he is 95-100%

certain AE was a spy. THERE WAS
ABSOLUTELY NOTHING NEW OR

REVEALING THAT IS WORTH

TALKING ABOUT. Brink make statements

that NO one can disprove, so there we are.
Brink said, "holes were cut, brackets were
mounted on the inside of the fuselage skin
and the cameras were then mounted in that

area between the cabin floor and the lower

fuselage skin." I certainly do not know
where he picked this up.

Brink also stated, "for at least part
of her trip. President Roosevelt ordered her
to take aerial photographs of the Japanese
military build-up in the FaciHc—a build-up
taking place in secret, in violation of all

international treaties." Brink continued,

"...this was an opportunity to get some
intelligence information by a person who
was traveling in that area anyway and who
was probably of the stature that would be

safe from all of the perils that would confront
an average American or a military individual
going into those areas."

(^See page 2, Col.
Aviation Pioneer Bobbi Trout, and

friends, of the 1920's and 1930's

Just Plane Crazy

Amelia, My
Courageous Sister

True facts about her

disappearance

Book Set: $29.95 soft covers
Order; 1-800-423-2708



CFrom Page 1, CoL 2^

Then the reporter interviewed John
Heine, who lives on the island of Mili (I think).

Heine said, "our teachers told us we were to

go the end of the island and wave a small

flag...Japanese flag made from paper. Tiny
flags, welcoming a ship that was coming

through the pass. It was towing a barge
behind it and on the barge was a plane. I saw
a plane on the back...It did not look like a
Japanese plane at all. It had two props and
kind of shiny. It was shiny...

Heine remembered, "looking at this
picture, this is the first time I've seen a clear
photograph of the plane. I think this is the
plane I saw. Right now, I have formed my

own thoughts and I think it was Amelia

Earhart's plane." Do you know the
Marshall Islanders or have any

comment about Bilamon Amaron?

About .John Heine? I would value your

oninion because you KNOW the people

and are lust another American looking

for a sensational story! Let me know

what you think?

Because EYE TO EYE was such a
sensational story, CBS did their best to
promote Brink's book by showing it several
tims, ON SCREEN, so I am sure it will be a

best seller...

New subject...Monday I begin classes
in desktop publishing, with my ultimate goal
to be able to produce presentations on
multimedia.

IN^ultimedia is the integration of
computer graphics, text, animation, sound,
video and interactivity into a presentation.
Multimedia allows the user or viewer to have

control of the presentation in an easy way and
can be used for education and entertainment.

Some parts of graphics and multimedia
require hours and hours of computer time to

(^From Page 2, Col. 2^

draw or "render" the end illustration or

demonstration. It takes many hours to do
this.

When you called I was out trying to
learn which computer software programs I
need to purchase to create multimedia on my
own computer. Little by little I am acquiring
the software. I recently upgraded my
Macintosh Ilci computer, to 20 Megabyte
RAM (random access memory) but need
more.

I will be anxious to know if you located
any more photos of Gardner Island in 1937,
photos or history of Nikoromoro or the
Gilbertese people you settled on the island. If
you find other photos and documents that
will help me keep "Groups" on the straight
and level, please let me know.

When I heard about the terrible fires

in Australia I thought of you and remembered
that you called me for the first time as we were

witnessing the burning of Oakland on TV.

How sorry I am to learn of the fires and the
sad fate of the dear animals. It wasn't too long
ago that Los Angeles had a couple of arsonists
and I think I heard you did too. I send my love
to both of you and your friends.

Before I forget, I will try and get a
good copy of the Connie Chung's report as
well as a copy of the TNT movie when it airs
in June. TNT is a Ted Turner owned broadcast

station out of Atlanta, Gorgia and they are
making the movie tentatively titled, "Amelia's
Last Flight." I went to Half Moon Bay,
California on November 15th when I learned

they were turning the local airport into a
Hawaiian setting and were going to ground
loop a plane. That is when I met the TNT
producer, director, publicist etc. I also met
Diane Keaton that evening after all the
shooting was completed. The publicist did
not want to introduce me until the plane crash

(See next column^ (^See page 3^



^From page 2j

scene was completed cause they could only
shoot the scene once and did not want to

distract her.

I had better start working on some of
my preparation for school. We have a NOVA
(NOrth VAlley) Private Industry Council who
was awarded a $4 million grant for use by laid
off aerospace workers. Since I fell into this
unfortunate group, I have decided to go back
to school under the grant and try to get a
certificate in the new field of multimedia. I

believe this is the thing of the future and now
is the time for me to train in the new field. By
Christmas I hope to have most of my education
behind me and in a job producing multimedia.

Thank you again for the phone calls
and delightful conversation. When you have
a chance, tell me if you can use a VHS video
tape if I were to transfer the Connie Chung
video program, and eventually the TNT

program for you? I will send a copy of
Brink's book...when it is available. I will be

purchasing a couple of copies for history,

NOT THAT IT IS WORTH ANY

HISTORICAL SIGNIFICANCE. In one

way I want to encourage people NOT to
buy...he was so lucky to get prime time
coverage of his book. You know that would

be worth millions if one had to buy the
coverage. Not to worry though, we can live
with ourselves and know we have left

something of value to future

generations...money isn't everything!!!

Thank you again and within the next
2 months I will try to put the video and book

in a package and mail. Oh, I almost forgot,
there will be three more expeditions within
the next year or so...so I understand.

Supposedly Gillespie (TIGHAR) is returning
to Nikumaroro and Prymak is going to get an
expedition together for the Marshall's. There
are two other groups who are talking about
the Pacific, but I do not know where...and so

it goes, they just cannot let Amelia rest in

peace.

Thank you and stay well.

]VIuch love to you both.

How I wish we could get an interview of
you talking about your trip to
Nikoromoro and the activity you wit-
nessed—FIRST HAND! If you know
anybody with a camcorder who could help
me accomplish this, please let me know...
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TIGHAR.

1121 Arundel Drive • Wilmington, DE 19808 • USA

TIGHAR Home Fund

TTGHAR

1121 Arundel Drive

Wilmington, DE 19808

Dear Mr. Sawyer,

Enclosed is my contribution to the

TIGHAR HOME FUND

in the amount indicated below:

$25 $50 $100 $250 $1,000 or more
(Check should be made payable to TIGHAR Home Fund)

Please DOUBLE MY MONEY with a matching contribution.
Thank You,

Name TIGHAR#

r"' •
>



John Sawyer

Chairman of the Board

mmi

1121 Arundel Drive • Wilmington, Delaware 19808 • USA
(302) 994-4410 • FAX (302) 994-7945 ' * -

''■W

April 24, 1992

Dear Fellow TIGHAR Member,

These are exciting days for all of us who are TIGHAR members. We've
seen our organization win international acclaim for our success on the Earhart
Project, and the rock-solid results of our research have withstood the best efforts
of the few (but vocal) detractors. Now, as Chairman of TIGHAR's Board of
Directors, I'd like to ask you to join me in helping TIGHAR with another very
important project.

As you may or may not know, the foundation now operates out of a
home/office in a suburban neighborhood in Wilmington, Delaware. The present
rented facility is in very poor repair and may soon be sold by the owner. It is vital
to the organization's continued growth that TIGHAR move into more stable and
suitable quarters as soon as possible, and that means raising $50,000 by July 1st.
Enclosed with this letter you'll find a card and a return envelope which I hope
youll send in with your contribution to the TIGHAR Home Fund. And here's my
offer tn you. FU match every doUar you and every other TIGHAR member
contributes to this fund, dollar for dollar, until the goal is met.

At present, our full-time husband and wife management team of Richard
Gillespie (Executive Director) and Patricia Thrasher (President), live in three
rooms of the house at 1121 Arundel Drive in Wilmington and run TIGHAR out of
the other five and the basement. Both are salaried employees of the foundation.
TIGHAR is deeply in debt due to the loans that were necessary to complete the
funding for the Earhart Project. These are no-interest loans with no due date so
they are not a drain on the foundation's day to day operating expenses. However,
because they must be shown as liabilities on the foundation's financial
statements, they preclude the possibility of TIGHAR itself getting a mortgage in
the immediate future. At the same time, TIGHAR owes Ric and Pat a
considerable amount in back wages from years when the foundation could only
afford to pay a fraction of their approved salaries. (Example: In 1988 they should



,  ?

have received $25,000 each; Ric actually received only $14,879.61 and Pat
$13,603.77.) As a solution to both problems, the Board has unaninwrusly approved
a funding plan whereby money raised v/ill be used to pay Ric and Pat their back
salaries. Ric and Pat will then buy a suitable house in which TIGHAR can
establish its headquarters and Ric and Pat can live. That will give TIGHAR the
secure office base it needs at a very low rent while enabling Ric and Pat to receive
the compensation they have earned. But we need to act soon to take advantage of
the current low interest rates and low house prices, hence the July 1 deadline.

The TIGHAR Home Fund is the first step in a major expansion plan which
will greatly increase the foundation's membership base, research capability,
educational activities and member services. But the first step is up to you. Fill
out your card and send it in with your check. Then I'll double your contribution.
It's the best way I can think of to thank you for your support and say, "Go get 'em,
TIGHAR!"

j

Very truly yours.

John Sawyer
Chairman of the Board

JS/am
end.

IGHA
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Amelia Earhart's
plane found on atbll

/ CtvKi-i 5.57.
BBiaBaaBassa

AVIATION historians claim
to have solved one of flying's
great mysteries: the disappear
ance of Amelia Earhart, Ihe
American pilot, over the
South Pacific 55 years ago.

A team of researchers using
sonar technology has found
part of the wreckage of her
plane and one of her shoes on.
the remote island of
Nikumaroro.

They believe the aviator
and Captain Fred Noonan,
her navigator, may have sur
vived a crash-landing and
lived on the S'/z-mile-long
atoll for a year before dying
during a severe drought.

The International Group
for Historic Aircraft Recovery
(Tighar) plans to reveal details
of its discoveries in Wash
ington tomorrow.

The shoe, found in jungle
undergrowth on the island,
has t«cn identified as Ear-
hart's by the US National
Transportation Safety Board.
"We will present proof that
the Earhart mystery has been
solved," Robert Gillespie,
Tighar's excutive director,
said last night. "It's been a
long, difficult, expensive
project."
Earhart and Noonan van

ished on July 2, 1937, after
taking off from Lae, New.
Guinea, during their jttcmpt

by Maurice Chittenden

to be the first to fly around the
world.

The mystery of their fate
has since l;ecome as much an
aviation legend as the Ber
muda Triangle and the death
of bandleader Glenn Miller.
Among the wilder theories ad
vanced were that the pair were
on a spying mission, that they
were captured by the Japa
nese, and that Earhart faked

S Phoenix:
'^Islands;:

ff<IKUMAR0fi0^''!i,^

Pacific-
Ocean

f New Zealand^'
■iBi

her disappearance because she
wanted to opt out of public life
and assumed a false identity
in America.

Gillespie's theory, however,
is that the pair got lost, ran out
of fuel and crash-landed on
the coral shelf surrounding
Nikumaroro.

When their plane dis
appeared, Franklin Roosevelt,
the American president,
ordered a search and navy

ships reported hearing distress
signals for three days.

Records of those signals
were used in 1986 to plot the

I possible location of ihe wreck.
Four years ago . Gillespie's
team found ■ an aluminium.
box used by navigators to
store maps that appeared
similar to one in a photograph
of the ill-fated plane. Since
then Tighar has biought in
underwater sonar devices to
scan the ocean bed for
remains.

However, the lack of hu
man remains on Nikumaroro
leaves another part of the Ear
hart mystery unanswered: was
she pregnant when she started
her last fl ight? She had noted
that she was feeling sick sev
eral times in her log during
earlier parts of the fl ight.

The Kansas-bom aviator
had already become the fi rst
woman to fly the Atlantic,
fi rst as a passenger and then in
a solo fl ight with nothing but a
soup Thermos and a map of
the stars. In 1935 she made a
solo fl i^t from Hawaii to
California.

Shortly before her last fl ight
she wrote home to her hus
band, the publisher George P
Putnam: "Women must tty to
do things as men have tried.
When they fail their failure
must be but a challenge to
others."

m

m

Air acc: Earhart with pilot Bill StiUlz after becoming the fu-st woman to cross the Atlantic by plane
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From Charles Bremner in new york
AMEUA EARHART. the
dashing pre-war flyer and
celebrity, apparently sur
vived for some time on an
uninhabited Pacific island
^  on herfinal flight, provoking one of
the greatest flying myster
ies, according to a team of
Amencan investigators.

Richard Gillespie and his
Houston-based team are tO;
present evidence in Wash-
ington today which they say •
confirms that Earhart and
Fred Noonan, her navigator
and lover, crash-landed on
Nitomaroro, formerly the
British possession of Gard
ner Island, after losing their
way Md running out of fuel .on their attempt to fly the. •
Paafic on July 2. 1937. a, ..

Tests have comlrmed that''
a piece of aluminium found
on the island last October

came from Earhart's twin-
engined Lockheed 10-E El-
ectra, Mr Gillespie said. An
Amencan size-nine shoe
had been, proved to have
belonged to her. he added..

disappearanceat the age of 39 prompted

ti

■ Roosevelt': launched a "'
navai and air search

Franklin • Roosevelt to
launch a naval and air

of the central Pacific, iWeak radio distress signals [
were picked up for three i
Mys after the Lockheed's ifuel would have run out A •
navy plane flew over the is- •
land days after the disap- '
pea^re and saw signs of
habitation but no peonle.

Fuel exhaustion and faulty navigation provided the
mo« p&usible explanation
for Earhart's failure to com
plete her flight In the years
that followed, however

suggested^t ^e frec-spiritcd.. but
married- Earhart - had:
staged her disappearance to
start a-new life, with
Noonart There were also

legends that she "had b«n spying for Ameri
ca on Japanese operations

-• •. • • • •. ■ • .•••. ■ A -Apr...-.--.-....:-.---.- ■ --- i. . ■ ;v A- .V •' < '•'aV - •/'



Aust-Wide reconsiders listing flagship
By GRAHAM LLOYD

AUST-WIDE Property
Trust was reconsidering
plans to list the group's flag
ship vehicle as a redeemable
trust on the Australian stock
exchange, the joint chairmen
said in Perth yesterday.
The joint chairmen, Mr Ron

Kerr and Mr Graham Jones,
were at the start of a national

roadshow designed to restore
confidence in the group as
unitholder opposition to
management escalates.
Mr Jones conceded there

were problems with the
redeemable listed trust ar

rangement which, in its pur
est form, was a slow winding
down of the trust.

Under the arrangement, a
total of 10 per cent of units
can be redeemed each year
after unitholders have given
12 months' notice.

Mr Jones said the trustee

had received redemption re
quests representing 13 per
cent of the units or $13 mil
lion. The problem was that
property assets may have to
be sold to meet the requests.
He said the Australian

Securities Commission time
table made it impossible for
the trustee to withdraw from
listing as planned at the end
of March.
But he said it was possible a

meeting of unitholders could
be held at a later date and
possibly vote to overturn the
redemption provisions.
Aust-Wide unitholders have

previously voted by an over-
whehning margin to approve
the listing as a redeemable
trust.

A group of 300 angry unit-
holders were at the Perth
meeting during which a pub
lic straw-poll of 20 investment
advisers was held with the
blessing of Mr Jones. The poll

0m

Mr Kerr in Perth yesterday ... kicking off national roadshow to rally Aust-Wide troops as opposition to management mounts — Picture; KEN MATTS

could not come up with one
willing to express confidence
in the long-standing direc
tors.

A public straw-poll of all 300
present immediately after
wards received exactly the
same result.

After four days in the job,
Mr Jones was roundly critic
ised by unitholders for not
giving enough notice of yes
terday's meeting.

They said they had received
notice less than 24 hours be

fore the meeting started. Mr

Jones said he was responsible
and was sorry.

Mr Jones, who has been in
stalled at Aust-Wide as a

financial troubleshooter and

corporate planner, had to de
fend his record as financial
controller at the Capita
Group and most recently the
UK-based Harrods Group.

At Harrods, Mr Jones had to
face Mr Rowland (Tiny)
Rowland who felt he had
been cheated of the Harrods
empire.

In Perth, he faced a thicket

of "Tiny Rowlands", hostile
towards Aust-Wide directors,
not happy with the answers
they had been given and not
much liking elements of the
recovery plan that had been
put in place.
The most obvious "Tiny

Rowland" was Dr Robert

Russell who said he intended

to petition the trust manag
ers to call a meeting of unit-
holders to vote on the re

moval of directors.

Dr Russell said he had been

frustrated in efforts to obtain

a complete list of Aust-Wide

unitholders to issue a circular
explaining why directors
should be removed.

He expects to receive a copy
of the circular today. Then,
armed with the support of
the necessary 50 unitholders,
he will petition that a meet
ing be called.
Dr Russell is unhappy with

decisions of management and
is opposed to the trusts deci
sion to list as a redeemable

listed trust.

Most unitholders also wan

ted answers on why the trust
had done so badly out of its

investment in the No 1

O'Connell St building in cen
tral Sydney.

They were promised a
speedy circular explaining in
detail the financial arrange
ments for the building.

But one unitholder put it
bluntly when he said: "You
got into bed with lEL.

"You had to put up all the
money and they did the bor
rowing and ... we are down
the drain. You know it and
you haven't got the courage
to say so."
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Thomas F. King, PhD, SOFA
Historic Preservation, Archaeology, Anthropology

410 \\^dsor Street

Silver Spring, MD 20910-4242, U.SA.
(301) 585-9572

January 10, 1990

Mr. H.E. Maude
c/o The Journal of Pacific History
Research School of Pacific Studies
Australian National University
GPO Box 4

Canberra, A.C.T.
AUSTRALIA 2601

Dear Mr. Maude:

I hope you will forgive this doubtless quite unexpected communication and request for your
assistance. I'm an archeologist in private practice in the United States, who recently fled
government service after some 15 years work in the historic preservation programs of the U.S. and
the Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands. One of the first things I did upon leaving the government
was to serve as volunteer archeologist on an expedition to Nikumaroro in the Phoenix Islands in
search of the famous aviatrix Amelia Earhart, who vanished in the area in 1937. We didn't find
her, but we did, as you would expect, find the remains of the colony that you and the late Gerald
Gallagher got started there in 1938.

I'm now beginning work on a monograph describing the non-Earhart-related archeological aspects
of the project, which of course will include a considerable discussion of the Phoenix Islands
Resettlement Scheme and its physical remains on the island. I also have become fascinated by the
poignant story of Gallagher, the remarkable village that bore his name, and the reasons behind the
decision in 1949 to prevail upon its occupants to relocate to lands farther southeast in Ritiati. Quite
above and beyond the needs of the archeological monograph, I'm interested in learning more about
Gallagher and the colony, with the as-yet rather vaguely formulated notion of doing some kind of
book on the subject.

I have of course read your article in Of Islands and Men, as well as P.B. Laxton's 1951 JPS
article. I'm hoping that you will be willing to help me get beyond the published literature by
sharing with me your recollections of, and insights into, the colony and its history as well as
Gallagher's background, character, and aspirations.

If you would be willing to correspond with me about these subjects, I hope you'll let me know,
and I'll begin burdening you with more questions than you probably want to receive. I'd also
appreciate it if you could tell me if you know what ever has become of Laxton and of Aram Tamia,
Gallagher's erstwhile houseboy and acting magistrate on Nikumaroro in 1949.

Incidentally, we found Nikumaroro to be quite a lovely place, still exuding much of the sense of
promise and fascination that one can read between the lines in your published recollection of your
first night ashore there. The coco plantations, gone wild, are overwhelming the buka trees in many
areas, b^ut substantial stands of buka survive on Nuziran and down the northeast side. The
colony's cistern is still full of perfectly good fresh water, and its roads and building sites can still



be found, with varying degrees of difficulty. I'm enclosing a couple of draft sketch maps that you
may find of interest. Coconut crabs and land crabs are still plentiful and fearless, and there is still a
large bird population, though nothing like that of McKean Island, which we also inspected. It is
easy to understand why you and your colleagues were so hopeful for the success of the colony
there, and to appreciate the disappointment you must have felt in its demise.

In any event, it is still a fascinating place, and I hope to be able to tell something of its story.
Hoping that you will be willing to help me, I look forward to hearing from you.

Respectfully,

'Thomas F. King
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KEY: SKETCH-PLAN OF KARAKA VILLAGE

1 - Gallagher's house and cookhouse
2 - Rectangular sunken area (babae pit?)
3 - Babae pit
4 - Wireless station

5 - Remains of structure: 4 standing posts
6 - Possible house site: cleared area, fallen posts
7 - Carpenter shop? House remains, collapsed shelves with engine parts,

tools, etc.; generator parts, wood, etc.
8 - Pile of cement bags.
9 - Boathouse site? Cleared area, fallen posts, good access to beach; approximate

location indicated by Laxton.
10 - Collapsed house.
11 - House site: 3 standing posts.
12 - Structure site: 4 standing, 2 fallen coral slabs. Hospital?
13 - Large 2-level concrete foundation. Dispensary?
14 - Babae pit.
15 - Stone wall

16 - Babae pit
17-Babae pit
18 - House site? Contains pieces of crosoted post from LORAN station.
19 - House site: 6 standing posts.
20 - Concrete structure platform.
21 - Concrete structure platform with steel safe, collapsed green-painted walls.
22-Flagpole (fallen)
23 - Gallagher's grave and monument.
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42/11 Namatjira Driue,
Ueston, A.C.T.2611,

Australia,
19 February, 1990.

Or Thomas F. King,
410 Windsor Street,
Silver Spring, MO 20910-4242,
U. S. A.

Dear Or King,

Your letter of 10 Oanuary has been foruarded to me by the

ANU but things have been hectic of recent ueeks and my correspondence
as a consequence got into arrears.

I  retired from the ANU some years ago to finish my oun uriting

and have only tuo more books and a feu articles left to complete out
of a fairly lengthy list.

This should have enabled me to finish my life's uork on the

ethnohistory of the central Pacific stolls by my 85th birthday, i.e.

in a couple of years, but alas I can no longer see to read or write
which is delaying my schedule somewhat; at least until the Blind

Society has been able tof.i'x me up with enough gagetry to overcome

this handicap.

I  agree with you that Nikumaroro is a love.l.y atoll - it is

so petite and self-cBntained, and one can sit on the edge of the
lagoon and really feel at one with all the teeming life which it
mothers.

I  agree too that the Phoenix Islands would make a superb book 1

"■ and one which would sell if you could bring alive the marvel of
the lovely islands and the dreams of those who knew and loved them:
3ohii Arundel, Albert Ellis, Gallagher and myself, to name four.

Arundel was the owner and manager of his guano empire stretch

ing from Raine Island on the Barrier Reef to Clipperton off the US coas'^
He exported the guano and planted the coconut trees. 'Bertie' and
the other members of the Ellis family supervised the work.

For a time Arundel set up his headquarters on Sydney Island j
1

(flanra) and his daughter, Sydney Aris, left me all his extensive
papers and his 47 diaries to write a biography of him. They are
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nou in the Rare Book Room of the National Library here and are

auailable on microfilm through the Pacific Manuscripts Bureau.

Both Sydney Aris and her son John, uho died last year, uere

close friends of ours, as uas Bertie Ellis, later Sir Albert Ellis,

all being louers of the equatorial islands (Mrs Aris uas born on

Manra, hence her name). I haue also Aimee Bright's MS biography of

John Arundel.

I doube if I can help you much ouer Gallagher. Ue uere good

friends but both essentially Loners, or ue uould not haue taken jobs

in the remotest islands in the Empire. Being loners ue kept our

personal and private lives to ourselves, our conversations being

concerned uith the islands, the people, the uork done and to be done.

I met his mother in England, but she uould be long dead nou,

I  guess.

Again, I could tell you little about the progress of Niku-

maroro or the Phoenix Islands Settlement Scheme after I handed over

to Gallagher as I moved to other uork. The uar intervened and ue

uent to live on Pitcairn Island for a year or so and then to the

Kingdom of Tonga and after the uar ended I took over as Administrator

or the Gilbert and Ellice Islands Colony. Later on I uas Secretary-

General of the South Pacific Commission and finally became Professorial

Fellou in Pacific Islands l^istory at the ANU. So I had little

opportunity to keep in touch uith the progress of the Settlement

Scheme.

Uhere I could help youjis on source material, for after sixty
years of documentary research on the central Pacific I should knou

all the published material and anything uorthuhile in the manuscript

line.

Dr Angela Kay Kepler, an environmental ponsultant (ornithology

and botany), of Athens, Georgia, is particularly^in Nikumaroro and
16 other central Pacific islands, and is leaving for them this month

or next in a chartered vessel.

In addition to the tuo documentary items uhich you have seen,'

the follouing uould seem to be of relevance to your proposed
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monograph:

(1) naude, H.E., 1937. Report on the Colonization of the

Phoenix Islands by the surplus population of the Gilbert and

Ellice Islands. 5Ap. Suua, Government Printer. (Printed

but not published for sale).

(2) A detailed monograph on Nikumaroro in 1949 by P.B. Laxton.

I^IS.

And possibly:

(3) Report on the Expedition to Nikumaroro , 1978. Tarawa,

Government Printing Division. 34p.

This last is a report on the proposed resettlement of Nikumaroro

printed but not, I think, published by the Republic of Kiribati

administration. There are several large folded maps which might

add to the expense of copying.

I  enclose a copy of Section iP'of the flaude archival deposits
in the Adelaide University Archives, relating to the early days of

the Settlement Scheme; but there are others scattered through the

relevant years of the Correspondence Section. khKxaKKb^iKajkxcaaiExiai:^

Any of the above, bar the archival material, can be copied

in Canberra if you like, but it may take a bit of time. For

the items in the archives you would have to write to Susan Uoodburn

the Archivist, at the Barr Smith Library, University of Adelaide,

South Australia 5QQ1, who could give you an estimate of cost.

As to your book I fancy that it could best be worked out as

a struggle between the romanticists or idealists - Maude and

Gallagher - and the pragmatists or realists - Cartland and Bedford.

Uhen the_fflritish Government lost interest in colonizing the Phoenix

because it was no- longer required for commercial aviation and

Gallagher had died, and I had moved elsewhere, the pragmatists

won and the colonists were moved to the Solomons, where they have

had a mixed receptuon. But they have probably benefitted from

an economic viewpoint.
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To understand all this you would need to study Cartland's
Report and correspondence as Chief Lands Commissioner in the Tarawa
Archives, and his personal correspondence and other material in
the Colonial Service Archives at Oxford; and Bedford^1961 Auckland
University I^A thesis on 'Resettlement: solutions to economic and
social problems in the Gilbert and Ellice Islands Colony'.

For the Solomons resettlement you will need to read Knudson,
Brett Milder and Stuart; while for the more recent period since
the independence of the SolDmons in publications by the USP
(l would need to mske a detailed list).

Thanks for the maps - knowing the areas enables me to form
a mental image of what they are like today.

This rambling discourse may hopefully give you an overview

of what source material is available to prepare the monograph and the
book. For the latter, however, it would save you a heck of a
time if you paid a visit to Australia where everything bar the
Cartland Oxford Papers is readily available and you can ask me
questions and record the answers on tape. But you would need to
come fairly soon for in the nature of things I am not getting any
younger.

Uith best wishes for the success of your fascinating projects.

Yours sincerely.

P3. Please forgive the excrable typ ing ,--brrtr'l cannot see what I
have typed. Re Laxton, when I last saw him we were on the
island of Guernsey, where he used to live - and quite possibly
still doew, in which case you could look him up in the local
Telephone Directory.



Thomas F. King
Consultant in Historic Preservation,

Archeology, Anthropology, and Preservation Education
410 Windsor Street

Silver Spring, MD 20910-4242
(301) 585-9572

FAX (301) 589-5049

Mr. H.E. Maude, O.B.E. .
42/11 Namatjira Drive ^
WesTon, A.C.T. 2611
AUSTRALIA

Dear Mr. Maude:

Thank you very much for your letter of 19 February. I'm delighted to
hear from you, and very much appreciate your encouragement
regarding my efforts to write something about Nikumaroro.

I'd certainly love to take you up on your suggestion that I come to
Australia to interview you and go through the files; 1 wish I could, but
finances don't look like they'll allow this in the very forseeable future.
So for the moment, l fear, all l can do is contact the sources you've
given me and pester you with letters, which I'll try to keep to a
minimum in view of your more pressing commitments. Your
ethnohistory of the central Pacific atolls is certainly something for us
all to look forward to with anticipation.

Just a couple of quick questions at this point. First, do you know where
in the Solomons the Nikumaroro settlers were settled? Knudson tells
us about those from Manra, but I haven't been able to find anything
about those from Nikumaroro. I'm developing some contacts in the
Solomons who may be able to do some follow-up research, and it
would naturally help to point them toward a specific island or area.

Second, do you know where Gallagher lived before coming to the
Gilberts and Ellices, and where his mother lived? My sister, who lives
lives much of the time in England, has volunteered to try to track down
information on his background, and I'm trying to get her something to
start with.

Thanks for your help, and good luck with your own project; I'll look
forward to the results.

Sincere!
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42/11 IMamatjira Drive,
Ueston, A.C,T.2611,

Australia,
9 nay, 1990.

-f'k. y..-.
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Or Thomas F. King,
410 Uindsor Street,
Silver Spring, nO 20910-4242,
U. S. A.

Dear Dr King,

Sorry for the delay in replying to your letter. It is
difficult to keep up uith the correspondence as well as my pub
lishing schedult, when blind.

I  quite understand your difficulty in financing a trip
to Australia. I suppose that even in the States research grants
get harder to find as one gets older.

Re your queries. I have no idea uhere the Nikumaroro
people have settled in the Solomons. Presemably I kneu once but
after I passed the 80 mark my memory for details that I have no
particular use for has declined. But your contacts in the Solomons
should be able to find out without any trouble simply by asking
a Gilbertese in Honiara.

I  have also no idea uhere Gallagher or his mother lived,
I met his mother not far from London (in Surrey I think)and travel
led to see her in a Green bus from London.. But I fancy she was
then staying uith Gallagher's brother uho was a clergyman in the
Church of England..

The information uhich you want uould be in Gallagher's
personal file in the Colonial Office archives. But whether they
would give your sister access I don't know. flaybe they would
under the 30 years rule.

She could also check through Crockford for Church of England
clergy called Gallagher/land ring each of them up. There should
not be many for surely the tribe as a whole would be Roman Catholic,

fly latest monograph on The History of the Karonqoa clan
should be out later this year but I do not think that it would
interest you, or any other European. I specialize in publications
on the islanders, for the islanders, and whenever I have a good
manuscript by the islanders.^ But they are only on sale in the
islands, the distribution (and often the publishers) being the
Institute of Pacific Studies, University of the South Pacific, PO
Box 1168, Suva, Fiji.
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really interested in island history, as opposed

"ir,"v " to Pacific history (uhich is mainly interested in the doings of
'  . Europeans in the Pacific) write to the Institute for their catalogue
--ni^ It would be best to start with The Evolution of the Gilbertese

Boti and The Gilbertese flaneaba, which are obtainable at about $5
each (being subsidized).

ro- .

The University gave me an Hon. Doctorate recently for
pioneering the study of island history, and now I have a friend
Kambati here at the ANU doing a post-graduate thesis on Oral History

' • ' . Wishing you all the best with you proposed Saga of Niku-
"  . *■ maroro.It takes me back to the early days when the Old Hen and I
;  t were lying under the trees and smoking our pipes, after a heavy

day's work exploring the atoll. I said, 'Well, what should we
;  '/' call this island?'; and the reply was 'Why, it is surely Niku-
''■'4^.' maroro, for when Nei Hanganibuka lived there it was said to be. "vrv. .

4 ' under the lee of Samoa and covered with Buka trees'.
f

Sincerely,
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Thomas F. King, PhD, SOPA
410 Windsor Street, Silver Spring, MD 20910-4242 U.S.A.
Telephone (301) 585-9572 Facsimile (301) 589-5049

Historic Preservation, Preservation Education, Archaeoiogy, Anthropoiogy

July 6, 1990

Mr. Henry E. Maude
42/11 Namatjira Drive
Weston, A.C.T. 26111
AUSTRALIA

Dear Mr. Maude:

Thank you for your letter of 9 May. I appreciate the difficulties that you must
experience in correspondence, and will try not to burden you. I do have a few
questions that I need to put to you, however, if you don't mind.

Susan Woodburn has been kind enough to provide me with copies of material from
your archival deposits relating to Nikumaroro, and my colleagues at TIGHAR were
able to get some additional material at Kew Gardens. As I've organized and read
through this material, and our own notes, several questions have come to mind.

1. In your letter of 19 February you mentioned a "detailed monograph on
Nikumaroro in 1949 by RB. Laxton." Ms. Woodburn advises that the only
document she's aware of that would fit this description is the paper that Laxton
published in the, Journal of the Polynesian Society in 1951. Was this the paper you
had in mind, or is there another that I should be searching for?

2. In Gallagher's quarterly reports, he refers to clearing land for, and constructing,
the "Government Station." Would he mean by this the entire area of residences,
administrative structures, parade ground, wireless station, infirmiry, etc., or would
he mean a specific structure? I tend to assume the latter, since he refers separately
to the "Rest House," which seems to be the house in which he resided and which
was subsequently occupied by Laxton.

3. In his IPS article, Laxton mentions a couple of times that the colonists were
preparing to construct a new maneaba, to be called "flower to the memory of
Gallagher." We located what we take to be the site of this structure, at the point
indicated in Laxton's article, some distance southeast of the Gallagher-era village.
The maneaba is represented today by standing corner posts painted red, white and
blue and some rather intriguing collapsed roof members. These latter, also painted
the colors of the Union Jack, are made of milled lumber, not of local origin, and
seem to have been steam-bent to form shallow arches. Mr. K. Kaitara, the
representative of the Kiribati government on the expedition, suggested that they
resembled architectural elements typical of a Samoan fale. I'm wondering,
speculatively, if it's possible that Laxton brought these with him as part of his effort
to prevail upon the colonists to move ouTof the village they had built under
Gallagher's supervision. Do you suppose this is possible?



4. The above question relates to a larger one: why did Laxton insist that the people
move out of the old village? He doesn't say in his IPS article (which is really rather
rife with unanswered questions); he just takes it as a necessary part of their
agreement to remain on the island and work the land. Again speculating, my
tendency is to think that he insisted on the move for two reasons. One of these
might be simply to get the people living on and feeling that they had investments in
kainga land that could be worked to produce copra. At the same time, though,
reading between the lines, one gets the impression that he felt the people were
involved in maintaining the village, in the memory of Gallagher, to the detriment of
their copra production activities. One has to wonder if he didn't want them to
abandon the old village in order to diminish the power of Gallagher's memory.
Does this seem possible to you, or am I barking up the wrong tree?

5. Finally, speaking of trees, two questions. First, I notice in both your notes and
Gallagher's that it was expected that the island would eventually be cleared entirely
of buka trees in favor of coconuts. Considering the association of the buka with
Nei Manganibuka, did Teng Koata and the others have any negative feelings about
doing this? Second, can you shed any light on why no breadfruit are present on the
island? Mr. Kaitara and I were both surprised that the colonists don't seem to have
planted any; not only are there none there now, but I don't see anything in the notes
to suggest that they were ever tried.

Again, please accept my apologies for troubling you. I will look forward to the
publication of your History of the Karongoa Clan. Although I'm perforce currently
involved in studying the European history of the Phoenix Islands, my basic
interests are in island history per se, and the archeological and ethnographic work
that my wife and I have done in Truk and elsewhere has been oriented in this
direction.

Thank you as always for your kind assistance.

Sincereh
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42/11 Namatjira Driue,
Ueston, AoC,T.2611,
12 August, 1990.

Dr Thomas F. King,
410 Uindsor Street,

Silver Spring, Fid 20910-4242, -v.
I  I C n " ■ *-V r-'U. S. A. ■ jk k' iS' ■ ' " ■ "

Dear Dr King,

The Karongoa FIS has left our hands so I have a break

before starting uork on the 'Golden Treasury of Gilbertese Oral
Traditions', arranged by subjectjin Gilbertese with an English trans
lation.

(1) The Laxton Flemorandum that I referred to is dated

April 6, 1949, and after a day and a half of hunting for it Honor
discovered it. I kneu uhere it should have been but not where it

was, as it had been borrowed and not replaced in its proper file.

Anyway, we have photocopied it and send the copy, which is

a good deal clearer than the original. There are also 12 photographs
(9'of the Noriti and 3 of the Nutiran areas): these I could also send
if they are of any use, so that you could have them copied and the
originals sent back in due course.

(2) 'The Government Station' is the term used in the

Gilberts to designate the area leased by the central government to
house all the homes, offices, etc., required for the island governmen

i.e. on a typical island for the houses of the Flagistrate, Chief of
Kaubure, Chief of Police, Scribe, also for the male and female gaols,
the Scribe's office (which usually includes the post office), the
court house, homes for the warder and wardress and usually a govern
ment maneaba.

The hospital (or infirmary) is usually some way off on

other leased land; and the Rest House for visiting UIPs , which may

or may not be on the Government Station: more usually it is on the

weather side of the atoll or island to.get the benefit of the cool
trade winds.

TV'
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You uill appreciate that as all land in the Gilberts is

Quned by some Gilbertese, if the government requires to use any for
'■K
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administrative purposes it must lease it from the ouner or ouners.

The small population of Nikumaroro uould not require all the resident
officials I have mentioned (probably only a Magistrate, Chief of
Police and a Scribe, uho could also run the co-operative store and
uork the wireless). I imagine that part of the area you have shown
on your map of Karaka village would constitute the Government
Station on Nikumaroro and that it would include Gallagher's house
(later the Rest House).

(3) I have no idea who produced the painted corner posts
■  which you mention but doubt if Laxton brought them as an inducement
\  to the islanders to move to their kainga lands because I cannot

■Nf

t-•i-srv?:?:.;?.■  conceive why any inducement would be necessary.

(4) Perhaps I have not quite understood about the reason
"  ■ * for the move to the kainga lands. The islanders had always looked

forward to the day when they could move from their labour camp
location to their own kainga which, with its associated buakonikai

*  Hi. . -'i

land, would belong to them and their children in perpetuity.
But they could not move until the lands had been allocated

r,

•4 , to them: and this Laxton did, with everybody being present and helpin
■■'S' ■

•• They were no longer paid labour but independent landowners, and the
-i-

?. -

V

next day they started work on their kainga before dawn,
women and children helping, and kept at it until they were

comfortably installed - when they had a celebration picnic. It was
the people who wanted to move and Laxton who co-operated.

(5) I think that buka area would have been the last to be
cleared for allocation as Kainga or buakonikai lands or for babai

pits; and probably the Island Lands Court (all local islanders)
would have left a stand of buka trees, with a plaque stating that it
was a memorial to honor Nei Manganibuka. The islanders certainly
believed that the atoll was her former home; but formerly secret oral
tradition makes it certain, in my opinion, that Nikumaroro was actual
one of the Samoan Group (most probably Upolu).
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(6) The breadfruit is very hard to grou in the drier
southern Gilberts, uhence the settlers came, requiring careful cultiT-
uation for seueral years. Had the Nikumaroro colony suruiued I
expect that the settlers uould have planted some on the atoll:
certainly they uould haue tried to grou a feu jackfruit, uhich
requires less tender loving care., but it uas natural that in the
early days of settlement they concentrated on easy to grou plants
and trees. Your friend Kaitara probably came from one of the northe:
islands uhere breadfruit can be easily groun - especially on Butarita:
and flakin.

For a discussion of kainga, utu, boti, etc., see The Evolut:

of the Gilbertese Boti, uhere there is also a map of a typical kainga
group facing p.28, There are other maps in John Hosking's Tradition^
Architecture in the Gilbert Islands (Brisbane, University of Queens
land Press, 1989). The best account of the Gilbertese uay of life
is in Arthur Grimble's Tunqaru Traditions (Honolulu, University of
Hauaii Press, 1989), uhich is readily obtainable and should be in
most university libraries in the U.S.

Laxton uas one of the best administrative service cadets

sent to us by the Colonial Office in England after World War II, in
uhich he served in the Army and rose to be a Flajor. If it uere not
for an alcohol problem he uould have risen rapidly; I remember him
best for his translation of Shakespear's Julius Caesar into Gilbertesi
- none of us old-timers could have done that.

Hoping I have ansuered everything,
Yours sincerely.

H

'
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A2/11 Naraatjira Drive,

Weston., A.C.T. 2611,

Austra1ia,

1 March, 1992.

Or Thomas F. King,

AlO Windsor Street,
Silver Spring,

MD 20910-42A2, U.S.A.

Dear Dr King,

Yes, Eric Bevington was with me on the first Phoenix
Islands Settlement Scheme expedition in 1937 as my assistant

but then went on to other administrative work in the

Gilberts and Colony headquarters on Banaba, and Gallagher
took his place and eventually succeeded me in charge of what
was known as PISS, the Officer in Charge being known as OIC,
Piss, much to everyone's amusement.

'Erb', as he was called, wrote the book you mentioned some
years ago and had it published privately in 1990. One can
buy a copy by writing to him at Holmans Cottage, Hurley,
Hants BH24,/iAZ, the published price being £5.10.0, which is
very reasonable I think. But unless you send him enough to
cover the airmail postage he may send it by seamail which
could result in it not reaching you for weeks. The book
will give you in detail an accurate account of what Erb did
on Nikumaroro.

Gillespie, in one of his TIGHAR reports, mentions that he
in possession of Erb's Diary but that I know nothing of.
Maybe you could ask Erb whether he has given it to him.
any case I doubt it containing much more information than
in the book.

In

i s

I was glad to hear that Mrs Groves has settled down happily
in Virginia. I should like to publish her excellent long
poem on the traditional history of the I-Kiribati in the
series of works on the Gilbertese of which I enclose a copy.
The trouble was that I did not know her address and the fact
that she has not written it in the official orthography^ and
I have not got the skill, time or permission to transcribe
i t.



Books on the I-Kiribati, published for the I-Kiribati

General Editor: H.E. Maude

(1) The Evolution of the Gilbertese Boti, by H.E. Maude. Suva,
University of the South Pacific, 1977.

(2) The Gilbertese Maneaba, by H.E. Maude. Suva, University
of the South Pacific, 1980.

(3) Tungaru Traditions, by A.R Grimble. Honolulu, University
of Hawaii Press; Melbourne, Melbourne University Press,
1989.

(4) Traditional Stories from the Northern Gilberts, by Ten Tiroba.
Translated by Reid Cowell. Suva, University of the South
Pacific, 1990.

(5) The Story ofKarongoa, told to Tione Baraka by an Unimane
of Karongoa n Uea. Translated by G.H. Eastman. Suva,
University of the South Pacific, 1991.

(6) . The Atoll ofNui: its Settlement and People, by Anetipa of Nui.
Translated by Reid Cowell. (In preparation for 1991).

(7) Gilbertese Oral Traditions: arranged by subject. Gilbertese
texts, with English translations. (In preparation for 1992).

(8) The People of Kiribati: an ethnohistory, by H. E. Maude.
(Due in 1993).
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I'm working on Item 6 on my list right now but alas my great
friend and colleague died of cancer a fortnight ago, having
finished the translation of the traditional material on

which it is based. But I expect that the next publication
will actually be a new entry, Kambati Uriam's superb ther.is

on "The Nature, Function, and History of Oral Tradition in
Gilbertese Society', which he finished last week in the
post-graduate school of the Australian National University.
As I rather feared, I am his external examiner, for I am too

old by at least 15 years for such drudgery - normally they
never ask anyone over 70.

I'm glad that your novel goes ahead and wish you all
success: we have far too few novels on the central

equatorial atolls, though I fancy that Melville's Mardi was
based on the Gilberts (several old timers in the islands

corusider it to be his best book).

Like you I have absolutely no interest in where Amelia
Earhart was buried or not buried. I just answer as
factually as I can all the queries which Gillespie, Goerner,
and others, put to me. Its all a frantic waste of time for
at 85 it takes ages to draft answers when one's memory is
inevitably fickle about details of one's life half a century
ago which were quite unimportant even at the time and which

one has never given a thought to since

I  often wish that Gillespie could find Amelia and her

colleague on Nikumaroro because 1 believe that it would make

him happy, and as far as I am concerned I would merely hope
that she died a quick and not a lingering death; where it
happened does not seem to me of the slightest importance.

With all good wishes, and may your novel be a
best-seller.

Yours,



Dr Harry Maude
42/11 Mamatjira Drive
WE5T0H ACT 2611

6 November 1996

Dr Tbomas F. King
410 Windsor Street
Silver Spring MD 20910-4242 USA

Dear Dr King

Your letter of 20 October has duly arrived, and I am glad to
find you still interested in the Central Pacific Coral
Atolls.

in reply to the first of your two queries: Yes, curiously
enough I do seem to remember the low pile of rubble that you
mention. As far as my fickle memory of small events 60
years ago, it was in an open space at the other end of the
lagoon to the village. I would describe it as a little pile
of'debris, not much higher than the surrounding earth, and
after scratching around and. on it I came to the conclusion
that it was a rubbish dump used by Arundel's labourers when
they spent some years on Nikumaroro planting coconuts for
him.

On your second question, Gallagher spoke simple Gilbertese
but he certainly had not had either the time nor opportunity
to become fluent in the language. As regards using an
interpreter he certainly did but so did all Europeans in the
Government Service with the single exception of Arthur
Grimble; we were advised to use interpreters by the
Government, as saving the Gilbertese from going away with a
number of misconceptions owing to our using the wrong
terminology. I was the Chairman of the Gilbertese Language
E.Kamination Committee, but I still used an interpreter for
formal occasions.



I  took my Honours DggrGs in Anthropology and Archaelogy at
Cambridge university so I can appreciate your desire to
preserve what is left of interesting sites. which reminds

/  me that I had a detailed plan to scale of the village on
Nikumaroro, including the sites of the various houses and
what they were used for. But it has gone to my archive for
deposits with the Archival Section of the University of
Adelaide owing to my blindness and being past 90 years of
age.

I have been spending my retirement in publishing a series of
monographs on Gilbertese ethno-history, partly to return to
the islanders what my predecessors and I had learned from
their grandfathers and which in the hurry to Europeanise
themselves they have forgotten and are now most anxious to
regain. They have also been found useful by the very few
anthropologists and historians who are interested in the
traditional past of the islands peoples.
If you should want any yourself you can obtain them from me,
or if I am then dead, from the Publications Fellow,
Institute of Pacific studies. University of the South
pacific, PC Box 1168, Suva, Republic of Fiji.

Wishing you all the best in your valuable work.

Sincerely yours.

Dr H. Maude



Tilomas F King, PlnD
410 Windsor Street
Silver Spring
MD

20910-4242

Professor H E Maude

Unit 42

11 Namatjira Drive
WESTON ACT 2611

AUSTRALIA

15 January 1997

Dear Dr King

Sorry not to have answered your letter
bit of a jam-up here as we are trying
article off and it is a bit hard when

In answer to your questions -

before but we have a

to get a Festschrift
one is blind.

■) . we have written to Fiji to send you the
monographs direct as it is easier than
having to send them from here. The last number
on the Atoll of Nui will not be ready for a
month or two, but we will send it as soon
as possible.

2, The contact name and address you require for
Adelaide is -
Susan woodburn
special Collection Librarian
Barr Smith Library
university of Adelaide
ADELAIDE SA 5005

Stating that the manuscript you want is in the
Maude Library



3. AS far as I remember the debris you speak of
looked like a pile of coral sand. I concluded that it would
be from Arundel's workers because they were the only people
to live on the island prior to our arrival. If you want
further information on the history of the occupation of
Gardner island you could also ask Susan from Adelaide to
photocopy the section on Gardner island in my monograph
titled Report on the Phoenix and Line islanda with Special
Reference to the Question of British Sovereignty. Suva 1940 .

Yours sincerely

H E Maude



Thomas F. King, PhD
410 Windsor Street
Silver Spring MD 20910-4242
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Dear Dr King

Mr Harry Maude

42/11 Namatjira Dr
WESTON ACT 2611

AUSTRALIA

26 June 1997

Thanks for your letter of 6 April, 1997. I should have
replied long before this but, as you know, my blindness is a
handicap and it was constantly being postponed by urgent
work connected with our biographical project, which I am
anxious to get completed before I depart this life.

To answer your questions -

Question i

I  know nothing about these New Zealanders supposedly on
Nikumaroro at the same time as we were; and
how the two parties (ours and theres) could
such a small atoll at the same time without
each other. I can only suggest that you get
E.R. Bevington on the matter.

I  cannot see

have been on

coming across
in touch with

Question 2

No, I don
whaieboat;

much had i

visit, i.e.

GiIbertese,

its capacity
plants.

t

do

 remember seeing the hut or the overturned
although they would not have interested me very
ne so as my mind
the potential of
including details
to grow coconut

was full of the reason for my
the island for settlement by

of the well-water supply and
palms and other food bearing

My interest in Arundel's workers was mainly due to my great
friend Sir Albert Ellis, who as a young man was associated
with them. He mentions his work on the three southern
Phoenix Islands in one of his books; I think it was called



Adventuring in coral Seaa. I was also a friend of Arundel's
daughter, Mrs Sydney Aris, so called because she was born on
Sydney island, later known as Manra to our settlers. i
deposited all of the many volumes of Arundel's Diaries in
the National Library of Australia here in Canberra.

wishing you all the best.

Yours,

Harry Maude



THOMAS F. KING. PHD
410 WINDSOR. STREET

SILVER SPRING MD 20910-4242. USA
301- 585-9572. FAX 301-589-5049

E-MAIL TEKINGl06@AOL.COM

September 12, 1997

Mr. Harry Maude
42/11 Namatjira Drive
WESTON ACT 2611

AUSTRALIA

Dear Mr. Maude:

It is my turn to apologise for my long delay in replying to your letter of 26 June.
Quite a lot has been happening here, but that's no excuse for failing to
express my gratitude for the information you've shared with us.

I hope this letter finds you and your wife in good health. I've recently received
all of your recent books and monographs, and am reading them with interest.

I would very much like to come visit you, both to pay my respects and to solicit
some first-hand observations from you, but finances don't permit this. As it
happens, though, one of our colleagues on the Earhart search will be in your
vicinity in late November, and I wonder if it might be all right for her to visit with
you awhile. Catherine Holloway is an Australian marine biologist and diver
who works on the Nai'a, the vessel that transports us between Fiji and
Nikumaroro on our occasional peregrinations. She'll be visiting her home
and family toward the end of the year, and would very much like to stop in and
chat with you awhile if you're willing. You'll find her a charming young woman
with an extremely quick mind and a strong historical bent. I hope you will be
able to meet with her.

Incidentally, one of the things that has generated some excitement lately has
been the discovery, in the archives on Tarawa, of a file of wireless messages
between Gallagher and various authorities on Ocean Island, Tarawa, and in
Suva in 1940, in which Gallagher reports the discovery of human bones
associated with women's shoes, remarkably confirming a story that was
reported in rather garbled form by an ex U.S. Coast Guardsman to a California
newspaper in the early '60s. Ms. Holloway will be able to bring along a copy
of this file and read it to you; we'd be most interested in your reaction. Eric
Bevington was quite astonished when we sent him a copy. We think that the
file represents material that remained on Nikumaroro and hence survived the
War, probably being recovered by Laxton or another post-war visitor and



taken to Tarawa. The correspondence indicates that Gallagher at the
direction of the Secretary of the High Commissioner (Henry Harrison Vaskess
according to Eric Bevington), and under orders to keep the matter confidential,
dispatched the bones and associated material for Suva aboard the Nimanoa.
They were empounded on Tarawa by the medical officer, Isaac. There follows
some peculiar correspondence between Gallagher and Isaac, who
pronounced the bones to be those an elderly Polynesian and then dispatched
them on to Fiji. Eric Bevington recalls Isaac well and has evinced no
confidence in his opinion, so we are very interested in tracking down the
bones -- which Gallagher himself thought might be those of Amelia Earhart.
Thus far, however, we have been unable to find them in a search of the Fiji
Museum's skeletal collections. In any event, I think you'll find the wireless
messages interesting, if only as reminders of departed colleagues. We will be
returning to Nikumaroro next fall, incidentally, and this time plan to replace the
memorial plaque on Gallagher's grave marker.

Please accept my best wishes, and thanks for your continuing patience with
my inquiries.

Sincerely,



-dubj; Da knee bone's connected to da...thighbone
Date: 98-02-26 17:45:26 EST

From; naia@is.com.5 (Cat Holioway)
To: TFKing1G6@aol.com
CO: T1GHAR1 @aol. com

Hi again Tom/Ric,

I'm about to go to sea just thought I'd send this message again incase
you didnt get it the other day. We've been having a few email hiccups so
I thought I should play it safe - so sorry if you did get it already. Let
me know if it arrived OK. Thanks

LuvCat

Bula, G'day and warm greetings to you deflected but not defeated souls
searching for some cute dumb wacky broad who flew around the world
without knowing how to use a radio...

Maybe, just maybe, I have some heartening news. Then again, maybe all I
^ lave is enough to inspire more international wild goose chasing, I'll
leave that decision up to you.

Well, to set the scene a bit, Harry and Honor Maude are living in a very
new, very nice apartment in a large retirement complex in Canberra.
Nurses and doctors are mere seconds away if they need anything but they
have almost all the privacy of a regular residential apartment block.
Despite being hampered by fatigue, severe eyesight and hearing problems,
both are in fine health considering they are both in their 90s, very
lucid in conversation for the most part and still openly showing enormous
enthusiasm and fondness for their time in the Gilbertese Islands and
throughout the Pacific. You will notice a few inconsistencies between
your historic details and Harry and Honor's version of things. Books,
handicrafts and memorabilia from this era is neatly In place on the walls
and display cases of what will quite likely be their final home.

The conversation was pretty casual in tone but revolved almost entirely
around the questions you, Tom, prepared, and with the political insight
that you, Ric, provided. Thanks! I recorded most of our intervew as well
as taking notes, however Harry's weak voice is especially difficult
(almost impossible) to decipher from tape so I have not sent the (very
poor) recording. Every so often Harry would fade a little from fatigue
and Honor would rouse the poor old bloke again and remind him what part
of the story he was up to. I have edited out the side tracking, pausing

'and repetition to include just what I figured might possibly be relevant
to your search.

Monday March 31,1997 Amarica Onlina; TFKinglOe Paga; 1
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Tom, they spoke highly of you and your correspondence with them. They
appeared honored that you paid such keen attention to the detail of the
islands and the people and were pleased to be of assistance to you again.
I explained that I was sent as your proxy and asked to be excused for
lacking the historical perspective you have but that didn't seem to
bother them at all. - it only gave them more opportunities to talk about
times and places they obviously regard as remarkable by anyone's
standards.

The thought, however, that Amelia Earhart could have crashed on
Nikumaroro seemed rather ridiculous at the beginning of our moming
together. They are followers of the Majuro theory which, Harry said, was
obviously valid as "several hundred people had seen her there" during the
war. On the other hand, after the intriguing telegrams were read to them,
they both conceded that "it could be Amelia". Anyhow, Harry and Honor
Maude's private Amelia Earhart theories aren't going to get you
TIGHARITES wry far so lets get on with summarizing the relevant bits of
our meeting...

(Incidentally, they also asked if you are able to put them back in touch
with a Carol Osbome, a Lockheed Historian from Santa Barbara who they
say is a friend of Amelia's sister. What's her connection here - and with

j^^arry Maude? I wasn't able to get an unambiguous answer to this. He said
Carol was a rival of yours? Regardless, I said I would ask you for her
contact details and pass them on if you had them.)

So, the world according to Harry Maude. I have put direct quotes with
quote marks and either paraphrased the rest in the first person or
summarized in the second person.

<bold><underline>What were your feelings about the PISS? Confident or
worried? Did the scheme have detractors? How did you counter them?

</underiine>

<ybold>"l knew the islands very well and was completely confident of the
scheme"

I had ten years in the Gilberts. Most people but not everyone was
enthusiastic about the scheme.

"I don't know that there were detractors txjt there were many who were
indifferent." No real detractors. Political rivalry within the colonial
hierarchy was the only real distraction from a good solution to the
terrible problem of overpopulation and "grievous impoverishment of the

"'^3landers". The islanders were especially keen to make it work. "They
**hiadly needed elbow room to develop." It was considered that their talent

for fine Gilbertese handicraft production would be a effective way for
the settlers to earn an income.

Monday March 31,1997 America Online: TFKlng106 Page: 2



=bolci><underline>Why was the settlement scheme approved by the higher
authorities?

</underiine></bold>

Apart from the issue of overpopulation and impoverishment, there was
enormous rivairy between the American and British for control of the
Phoenix islands. "As far as the government was concemed, the main thing
was to keep the Americans out."

"But there was a snag."

Both nations were seeking a stopover point in the Pacific for refueling
en route from LA, San Francisco or Vancouver to Australia/New Zealand.
For the British representatives in power the primary goal was to treat the
Americans to Canton. In fact the Americans (unwittingly) helped the Brits
beat their countrymen to Canton. The Brits, without any means of
transport of their own, called up the private shipping company, the
Matson Line, already working the region, and simply asked them as a favor
to deviate from their route slightly in order to give a few men and some
supplies a ride to Canton Island. Matson happily and innocently agreed
(not knowing what a political feux pas they were making) and so with the

^;|^elp of Americans, a team of four Brits "beat the Americans to the game"
on Canton. But they were later "on Canton at the same time as the
Americans."

<bold><underline>How was the government organized? What were the key jobs
in the 30s and 40s?

</underfine>

</boid>Maude had been transfen'ed from Fiji to Zanzibar "on health
grounds" by the Colonial Secretary of Fiji, Justin Barton, who Maude
believed "saw a rival in me".

In Honor's words: " Health grounds was a meaningless excuse - so they
sent us to Zanzibar where there was very bad malaria! Hah..."

However, in the Census Report of 1931, Maude had suggested the settlement
of several islands, it attracted the positive attention of the Colonial
Office in London (in charge of 37 colonies) - and in particular Professor
Haddon (of Anthropology at Cambridge University)and the Resident
Commissioner of the Gilbert Islands, Jack Barley, who wanted Maude back.
So, after just six months work in Zanzibar, Maude was brought back to the
Pacific for the position of Chief Lands Commissioner and sent on the
'-rst expedition to Nikumaroro/Gardner Island. His assignment was to

^"^upervise the settlement of several islands - Gardner, Hull and Sydney.
Apparently, the High Commissioner for the Pacific (in Fiji but cannot
remember name) was also a "great supporter" of Maude. Justin Barton
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'sought the High Commissioner's aid in vetoing Maude's retum but he
refused to help Barton and told Maude (of Barton), "My word, he was
wild!"

<bold><underline>What was your first impression of Nikumaroro? How did it
compare with the other islands?

</under1ine></bold>

"Niku was the best of the three in my opinion - and in the opinion of
Gallagher, who was my assistant."

"Nikumaroro was green and beautiful, a lovely Buka forest, beautiful
lagoon..."

"Tfiere was good water too. We dug at all the islands and Nikumaroro was
the best. For three days the water would run salty and then real water
would come."

"There were a lot of birds - boobys, noddys - and a lot of coconut crabs
all over the place. They would climb the trees, the buka trees, coconut
trees and the pandanus and they would drop down on top of you - at night
particularly. And these crabs are strong enough to break a man's arm,
very strong."

<boid><underline>What did the islanders in your party think of Gardner
Island?

</underline></bold>

"Oh, they thought it was a wonderful place, they thought it would be a
good home."

"We built our first encampment in a forest of Buka trees."

"Sitting around the fire at night they discussed the island and decided
it was definitely the home of Nei Manganibuka." Nei Mang. was a

Gilbertese goddess with special navigational powers and the
responsibility for teaching the islanders to navigate. Her mythical
homeland was a coral atoll covered in Buka trees called Nikumaroro. Hence

Gardner became Nikumaroro.

"I knew these old men well and loved these men - we talked long into the
night."

<bold><underline>You tied to the stem of the Norwich City and then made
your way to shore. What do you recall of this wreck? Was there a lot
'ntact? Were there materials or items the settlers could have salvaged
and used?
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underiine></bold>"No, there was nothing they could have used."

aude goes on to talk about how the ship was wrecked but maintains that
there were no useful parts or materials for salvaging by the settlers.

<bold><underline>You and Bevington saw signs of previous settlement. You
told Dr King you recalled piles of sand. What else do you recall? What
did the piles look like?

</under1ine></bold>

"Oh Yes, Albert Ellice and his crowd had been there for months in 1860
planting coconuts."

<italic>(Wasnt it later, like the 1890s and wasn't it John T Arundel?
Cat)

</italic>The piles of sand were about "the size of this room"
<italic>(approx 25sq metres)</italic>

"They could have been anything I suppose. I assumed they were from the
planters digging rubbish deposits."

Harry and Honor discussed the previous guano digging projects on
:^Nikumaroro and agree that none was found.

<bold><underline>ln correspondence with Dr King, you do not recall the NZ
sun«y party on the island when you and Gallagher arrived in 1938.
According to their report...camped on Nutiran. Could you have missed
seeing them and not known they were there?

</underline></bold>

"NC. it's impossible! It's only a small island, there's no way we could
have missed them. The only missed us by a few days."

Honor raises the fact that Bevington walked around the island. They agree
again that they would certainly have seen the NZ survey party if they
were there.

<bold><undetiine>What was Gerald Gallagher like? Was this somewhat of a
culture shock for him?

</underfine></bold>

"Gallagher was a great enthusiast, a wonderful man.

"He jumped straight in the sea and ran ashore over the coral and
stones."

Gallagher was apparently sick for a very long time before the request
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Kame for emergency medical help. Maude recalls a Dr Macpherson attending
to Gallagher in his last days but being unable to sa\« him.

"He was too far gone with pneumonia and a bad appendix."

<bold><underline>And Bevington?

</underline></bold>

"Bevington was not a great enthusiast. He was a ciwl servant and
unsuitable for this assignment as he lacked tolerance."

<bold><underline>Do you remember a medical officer in Tarawa named Isaac
who changed his name in 1941 to Verrier? He Died in Suva in the 60s.

</underline></bold>

"Yes, I remember him well. I believe he later lived on Taveuni (Fiji) and
worked there as a doctor."

"He built his house there over a stream, so a stream ran right through
his house."

^"iSaac kept some kind of listing of Fijians. I am unsure exactly what
Maude meant by a listing but it seemed to me he meant some kind of
genetic listing of the various types or tribes of Fijians and their
descent.

During the japanese occupation of Tarawa, Isaac was a doctor there. After
the Japanese departed, they left behind a stamping machine. Isaac made a
lot of money as a philatelist by addressing envelopes to himself by
courtesy of the Japanese Emperor. <italic>(rm sorry Tom, I didnt fully
understand this and was unable to get a clear explanation from Harry.
Please excuse my ignorance on the workings of philatelists -1 hope it
makes more sense to you.)

</italic><bold><underline>The reading of the Tarawa Telegram files...

Showed Bevington and he was amazed. What are your thoughts?

</underiine></bold>"Well, the benedictine bottie was probably miner
(Laughter)

Harry and Honor were both intrigued by the telegrams and seemed genuinely
surprised to hear of them. They had not known any such bones or artefacts
were found. They showed recognition of the various characters and of the

■s-'timanoa. They both chuckled loudly when I read the telegram from Isaac
''^bout assuming the package was meant fo r him. However, they had no real

insight into why Gallagher might have crossed out the section of the
following message. Although Maude did concede that Isaac was a "difficult
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/nan". Maude did not know if Gallagher and Isaac knew each other well or
how they got along.

They believe that with the Earhart disappearance being "in the air",
Gallagher would have badly wanted the bones to be Amelia's. Maude said he
would not have had any more authority or knowledge "than you or I" about
physiology to be able to discern the sex of the skeleton or the age or
nature of the bones found.

It did not seem strange to Maude that such a find was not mentioned to
any foreign power, especially America, at the time. They would want to
keep it top secret until they really knew for sure the truth and could
claim the significant discovery as their own. They would not have wanted
the Americans stepping in to take over a potentially important
investigation. Maude could not remember who the US representative in Fiji
would have been at the time. He said though that there probably would
have treen one.

Harry said that he had "not the faintest idea" who had the fateful
camping trip at Nikumarororo. The bones could be "anyone's" but most
likely a laborer from the coconut planting party of late in the previous

.century. He also said that several yachts passed by or stopped at
^^''likumaroro and left trehind various items that could account for the

sextant box, bottle and shoe - maybe even the Ixines too. Harry and Honor
also discussed the Loran station but decided the timing was wrong. Then
they both admit with a smile, "well, it could be Ameliaf

<bold><underline>What do you think might have happened to these bones and
artifacts after they reached Fiji?

</underline></bold>The Secretary for the Western Pacific High Commission,
the person who sent the second last telegram which confirms that the
txines etc did arrive in Fiji, was a man named \/ascus<italic> (TOM, I am
unsure of this sp€lling!)</italic>. Maude was Vascus' assistant for seven
years and believed he knew Vascus and his style of work very well. Vascus
would have decided the issue would go nowhere useful and would have
stamped "NFA" on the box of bones and bits - meaning No Further Action.
He, or his assistant in Fiji, would have then filed them away somewhere
with the rest of the colonial records. When the colony closed down, these
items would ha\« been transported in High Commission containers for
government property to the High Commission headquarters in England.

"Probably to the Public Record Office repository in London."

"I bet your bottom dollar they are preserved - if they made it to
^j^-ngland."

"It should be an easy thing to find outr
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"Vascus, meanwhile, went to Hawaii to work for the American Intelligence
sendee at Pearl Harbor. He was liaison with the US forces (4th
amphibious corps USS Maryland, Maude thinks). He wrote a brochure on the
Gilbertese people to help the troops understand local conditions in
preparation for the Battle of Tarawa. Vascus then went on to Pitcaim
Island (???Maude is not sure about what happened there.)

Aiso, Maude beiieves that IsaacA/errier, would almost certainly have
souwsnired some of the pieces from bones and artifacts shipment. Maude
believes he would not have been able to resist the possibility that the
bones could be valuable and he would have kept any items he took for a
long time. Maude suggests we investigate IsaacA/errieris
belongings/remains in either Suva or Taveuni.

<bold><underiine>So, could Amelia Earhart and Fred Noonan have landed on

Nikumaroro?

</underline></boid>

Weil, I wouldn't have thought the extensive aerial search following their
disappearance could have missed them if they did?

^•^tboid><underiine>What would you like the PISS to be remembered for?

</underline></bold>

"It was a great success for both the British government and the
Gilbertese people at a time when those distances were so great."

And there you have it. I do hope i have been clear enough. Please contact
me with any questions you have. In two days I leave for a 10 day trip.
But any queries that come in while I'm at sea, I will be sure to answer
during our three day turn around period then.

Luv & Fishes to ail - and to your mothers

Cat

Headers

Return-Path: <naia@is.com.fl>
Received: from rly-za01.mx.aol.com (rly-zaOl.maii.aoi.com [172.31.36.97]) by air-za03.mail.aol.com (v39.9) with SMTP: Thu,
26 Feb 1998 17:45:26 1900

Received: from homer.is.com.^ (homer.is.com.^ [202.62.124.238])
by riy-za01.mx.aol.com (8.8.5/8.8.5/AOL-4.0.0)
with ESMTP Id RAA18420;

Thu. 26 Feb 1998 17:45:18 -0500 (EST)
Received: from naia.is.com.5 (dialup12.is.com.fl [202.62.124.12]) by homer.is.com.^ (8.8.7/8.7.1) with SMTP id KAA22163;
Fri, 27 Feb 1998 10:38:56 +1200 (FJD
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Thomas F. King, PhD
410 Windsor Street, Silver Spring, MD 20910-4242
Telephone (301) 585-9572 Facsimile (301) 589-5049 E-mail tfking106@aol.com

Cultural Environmental Planning and Assessment, Education and Training

March 13, 1998

Harry E. Maude
Rooms 40-42

Mountain View Hostel

PO Box 61

Narrabundah ACT 2604

AUSTRALIA

Dear Mr. Maude,

Thank you so much for the kindness that you and Honor showed to my
colleague Cat Holloway when she visited you recently. The information
you gave her is invaluable, and we all veiy much appreciate your
generosity and hospitality.

Our work goes on. We recently visited Kanton Island in search of an
aircraft engine that was found elsewhere in the Phoenixes in the early
1970s and brought to the American base on Kanton; it might have been
one of Earhart's, but unfortunately our Air Force did a pretty effective job
of burying all its left-overs when it pulled out in '78. They didn't do a
very good job of cleaning up the pollution, however, which worries us
considerably given that there are now about 60 I Kiribati citizens living
there. They invited us into their veiy fine mcmeaba and were as gracious
as they always seem to be, but we fear that they're all being slowly
poisoned by the stuff that's seeping out of old transformers and paint cans
all around them.

I should mention that I passed on your new address to Dr. Ward
Goodenough of the University of Pennsylvania, who you may recall from
his work in Kiribati in the 1950s, and his long involvement in Pacific
anthropology. Dr. Goodenough was my wife's dissertation advisor, and is
a long-time fiiend. Teng Koata was one of his major informants when he
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worked on Onotoa, so I shared Gallagher's 23 Sept. 1940 wireless
message about Koata with him. He spoke highly of Koata, and asked to
be remembered to you.

I have a few questions that I'd like to ask, if I may, in follow-up to Ms.
Holloway's interview.

In the wireless messages found on Tarawa, the messages of 15 Oct. 40
and 26 Oct. 40, from the Secretary for the Western Pacific High
Commission, are signed "Secretary." We understand this to have been a
Mr. Vaskess. On 28 April 40 a message from the same source is signed
"Secoma." Is this some kind of acronym, or is it an actual person's name?
We're trying to track down everyone who may have had anything to do
with the infamous bones. It would be terribly embarrassing to spend time
chasing someone named Secoma, only to find that it means "Secretary of
Medical Affairs" or some such thing.

We're still trying to understand the political currents that surrounded the
PISS and Gallagher's time on the island. In this context, I'm puzzled by
the fact that you weren't made aware of the bones discovery seems
curious. In view of the competition for landing sites in the Phoenix group
during the '30s, and (1 surmise) concern about relations with the U.S. in
1940-41, during the Battle of Britain and the debate on the Lend-Lease
Act in the Congress, 1 can appreciate the government's reluctance to share
information about the discovery with the Americans, but why not with the
father of the PISS himself?

Dr. Jock Macpherson accompanied Gallagher to Nikumaroro when he
retiuTied there from Fiji and died, despite Macpherson's best efforts. We
understand that Macpherson specialized in forensic medicine, so we
naturally wonder if his trip had anything to do with the bones discovery.
Does this seem likely to you, or was it ~ as we've assumed ~ standard
practice for him to travel around the colony? And do you have any idea
where Macpherson's papers might have wound up? We'd dearly like to
find out what he did on the island in the days after Gallagher's demise.

We're still deeply puzzled about the New Zealand survey party.
According to their official report, they sailed from Suva on 24 November
1938 aboard M.V. Ycmawai, and arrived at Nikumaroro on 30 November.
They were joined the next day, apparently, by H.M.S. Leander, whose



/
crew helped them ashore. They completed unloading by 6 December and
began survey work on 8 December. They accurately report the arrival of
yourself, Gerald Gallagher, and the ten-man working party on 21
December. They remained on the island, according to their report, until 5
Februaiy when &ey departed aboard Ycmawai. Yet you never
encountered them, and you apparently had no forewarning of their
presence on the island. Of course, you sailed out of Ocean Island on 8
December, so you wouldn't have had personal knowledge of the New
Zealanders' departure from Suva two weeks earlier, but I'm left wondering
about relations between your government and New Zealand. Would the
New Zealanders ~ or the Royal Navy ~ not have kept you informed of
the movement of their people through your jurisdiction?

The New Zealanders camped on Nutiran (hence the name), so they were
not physically on the same site where you and your party set up camp, on
the land subsequently called Ritiati, but it's hard to imagine that they
would have been so inconspicuous that you wouldn't have noticed them. I
realize that since you DIDN'T see them, there's no way for you to know
WHY you didn't, if they were there, but I just wonder what kinds of
speculations you might have about this. When you spoke to Ms.
Holloway it appeared that you got the impression that the New
Zealanders' visit overlapped wiA yours and Eric Bevington's inspection in
October, 1937. This is not accurate; it was your arrival with Gallagher
and the first working party in December 1938 that came in the midst of
the New Zealanders' work.

It now looks like we will not get back to Nikumaroro until the fall of
1999. We hope to get to Tarawa before then to spend time in the
archives. I wish I could make it to Australia to visit you, but funding,
alas, doesn't permit it at the moment.

Thanks again for your kindness to and cooperation with Ms. Holloway. I
hope this finds you and your wife well and as busy as always. I'm very
much enjoying the literature that you've added to my libraiy.

Best regards.



Harry Maude

Rooms 40-42

Mountain view Hostel

NARRABUNDAH ACT 2604

3 April 1993

Dear or King

Your letter of March 13 1996 has arrived at our new address,
where we have settled in comfortably now and have got the
correspondence more or less under control.

I am glad to hear that l was able to give Mr Holloway some
information of use to you, but i do not now recollect much
concerning what it was.

It is curious how the mind of an old man in his nineties is
fairly good on past events, but has little recollection of
the immediate present.

I am upset to hear of the pollution left on canton island,
though it does not surprise me; people engaged on a war
footing in foreign lands have notoriously little concern
with the preservation of the environment.

Thank you for passing on information to ward Goodenough; we
are good correspondents when occasion demands it, but allow
years to pass without a communication when it doesn't.

Here are my answers to your questions, in so far as i know
them.

The New Zealand run activities in the Phoenix are an
interesting sideline and I have some correspondence on the
subject, though their activities came rather too late to
have any affect. In the first place, the High Commissioner
for the Western Pacific had already bought the freehold
rights to the group from Burns Philp, leaving them little
room to manoevre; then the war intervened and the
preparations for it postponed all further activities for
thern. After the war, they became unnecessary, as planes
could now fly across the Pacific without stopping.



I give my replies to your queries herewith, insofar as I
know thern:

(1) I do not remember the word 'secoma' being used in

the High Commission Office, but if it was it would almost
certainly have been by Vaskess, as secretary.

(2) When I took over as Officer-in-Charge of Phoeni,«.
Islands Settlement Scheme, it was agreed that i should not
be worried by matters not immediately connected with my
work; and the 'bones' would have come under that category.

1 .3) Macpherson was for several years my best friend
and I do not think that he was interested in the question of
the 'bones'. Macpherson's papers would be in the Medical
Department files, in the Fiji Government Archives. So far
as I know, Macpherson spent his time in reading and writing.

(4) I was fully engaged in the work of colonising the
Phoeni)^ islands found to be suitable, and not concerned with
the visits of New Zealand, American or any other shipping.
The New Zealanders, however, were concerned with my work,
which largely mull if led their efforts, and certainly would
have contacted me had they been on the same island. As i
have already stated, this was not the case.

(&; I certainly saw the notices put up by the New

Zealand party on Orona, reserving all the land planted with
coconuts for an aerodrome and landing ground, and may have
seen similar signs on Nikarnaroro.

I paid no attention to them, but I proceeded to mark out and
erect my village and partitioned the land among my settlers
according to my instructions. I never heard any demur at my
actions, nor in fact was there any as far as I am aware.

I hope that all goes well with you and send my sincere good
wishes for the success of your work.

Yours very sincerely

jrl

Harry Maude



Thomas F. King, PhD
410 Windsor Street, Silver Spring, MD 20910-4242, U.S.A.
Telephone (301) 585-9572 Facsimile (301) 589-5049 E-mail tfking106@aol.com

Cultural Environmental Planning and Assessment, Education and Training

December 20, 1998

Dear Mr. Maude,

With best wishes for the holidays, I wanted to let you know that we've recently been
pouring through the archives of the Westem Pacific High Commission, and come upon
your correspondence with Sir Harry Luke after the death of Gerald Gallagher. It was good
to leam that you were responsible for the plaque honoring Gallagher, which we plan to
restore to his grave on our next trip to Nikumaroro (now planned for fall of 2000).

The archives also provided a wealth of information on the Phoenix Islands Settlement
Scheme in general, and on Gallagher's life and death ~ plenty to serve as the basis for the
book 1 still intend to write on the subjects. I appreciate the opportunity that you've given
me to participate vicariously in a remarkable piece of history.

Best wishes to you and Mrs. Maude for a comfortable and productive new year.

Sincerely,



18.1.99

Harry Maude
C/- Mountain View Hostel
PO Box 61
Narrabundah ACT 2604
Australia

Thomas King PhD
410 Windsor St

Silver Spring MD 209010-4242
USA

Dear Dr King,

Thank you for your letter of 20.1.98 which has arrived at a propitious time since, for a
wonder I am able to acknowledge it. My wife and I, both over 90, are now living in the
Mountain View Hostel for the Aged and I doubt either of us lasting much longer, as we are
both getting very frail.

It was a pleasure being able to help you with your queries, and I wish you the best of good
fortune producing something of permanent value out of them.

Wishing you all the best,
Y ours ever.

i ̂

Harry^ude.



Alaric Maude

26 Blyth Street
Parkside (Adelaide)
South Australia 5063

Australia

15 July 1999

Dear Dr King

I am replying, on behalf of my father, to your letter to him of 16 September last year,
which I discovered on a visit to him last week. He is reasonably well physically, but
unable to read or write, and is less and less able to cope with correspondence. I am
unsure as to whether you have received a reply. I will send this letter to someone who
can see if my father is able to answer your question, as his memory is still prodigious,
but if nothing happens I am sure you will understand.

Yours sincerely

Alaric Maude

Telephone: National: 08-8271-7673; International: 61-8-8271-7673
Email: alaricm@camtech.net.au



/
Dear Mr. Maude:

Thank you for your letter on behalf of your father. Your father did, indeed, respond by my September 16. 1999 letter, and I've
en reluctant to tax him by writing back. I'm delighted to hear that he is still in reasonably good health, and hope your

mother is as well. They are both treasured by all of us involved in Pacific studies, and I'm sure I speak for hundreds of others,
at least, in wishing them both all the best in this life and whatever may come after.

Your father might like to know that I have just retumedfrom Fiji, where I fell in with Foua Tofiga of Tuvalu, who worked in the
Western Pacific High Commission offices when your father was organizing the Phoenix Islands Settlement Scheme, and who
asked to be remembered to him. He may also like to know that I'm finally starting work on a history of the Phoenix Scheme,
built around a biography of Gerald Gallagher.

I'm deeply grateful to your father and mother for all the help they've given us. as well as for their great contributions to Pacific
studies. Thank you very much for keeping me apprised of their situation.

Sincerely
Thomas F. King

Sunday, July 25,19d9 America Online; TFKing106 Page: 1
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Dear Dr Gillespie,

Sorry about the delay in replying to your letter of 15 narch.
Blindness is not helping me to cope uith the correspondence, as it
means that I cannot see uhat I am typing; so I must ask you to excuse
the numerous errors. Things uill be, I hope, a lot better uhen
my neu gadgets arrive from the Royal Blind Society, uho are truly
marvellous people. At 83 one cannot afford to give up, or one dies
very rapidly, so I have a book just published, one at the publishers
and one on the eve of completion.

I must admit that the sensational reports in the press on
your recent expedition to Nikumaroro were greeted uith a good deal
of incredulity and mirth: an Irish magistrate working for New Zealanc
embarking on a rowing boat from the Phoenix Islands for Fiji and
clutching a sacking bag full of bones. 'Such stuff as dreams are
made on'.

Our opinion was not changed by the arrival a bit later of an
article called 'Tracing Amelia's footsteps' in a Oournal entitled
This Uorld. To comment on some of the statements in this gem of
journalese would take pages.

I  am bound to say, however, that my strictures do not apply
to your own article entitled 'Bones' for here you have detailed the
earlier versions of the Nikumaroro story|Which appeared in the news
papers, but end with a critical appraisalwhich I find unexceptionablt
except for one or two minor points.

Dr D.C.n. dacpherson was our best friend (l speak for my
wife. Honor, as well as myself). Ue came out from England together
in 1929 and our close friendship continued until he died. I
visited him frequently when we were both lonely in Suva during the
war: his wife lived in Scotland and mine was evacuated to Rotorua
when the Oapanese were expected. I find it difficult to understand
therefore, why he never once, in our interminable reminiscences,
spoke of Gallagher's 'Bones'. Incidentally, dac was the Assistant
Director of dedical Services for the Colony of Fiji^and not Chief
Pathologist for the Uestern Pacific High Commission.



Gallagher uas presumably an Irishman by descent, as you state,
but he uas English to his fingertips. I doubt if he had ever been |
to Ireland; his mother lived in England and his brother uas a
Clergyman in the Church of England,.

I took a prospecting group of Gilbertese to Gardner Atoll,
uhere ue stayed from 13-16 October, 1937, our task being to
explore tfie island thoroughly, dig uells and evaluate its potential
for colonization. It seems curious that nobody sau anything uorth
reporting uhen going round the island so recently after Earhart's
landing, or on my subsequent visits to land the first settlers,
and later still to see hou they uere getting on and arrange uith
them to return to the Gilberts and bring back their uives and
children,. 1

You might think it advisable before embarking on your
second expedition to send someone reliable to intervieu any
ex-Nikumaroro settlers nou resident in the Solomon Islands.^ Uith
any luck he ought to obtain some information of value; and it is
possible that he might even find someone uho remembered uhere the
bones uere buried. For a reasonable recompense he might even be
induced to accompany the expedition and point out uhere to dig.

Uhat baffles me is uhy Ameria Earhart or her companion should
have died. There uas plenty of food on the atoll, jany amount of
fish on the reef and in the lagoon, and coconuts to drink or eat
on the ground or on the trees. The succulent leaves of the boi
(Portulaca) makes a very nutritious vegetable salad and can be
sucked for moisture.. The mtea, the ruku and the uao are also, I
believe, grouing uild on the atoll. The uater is brackish, but
drinkable for a period in an emergency.. The climate of Nikumaroro
is excellent, despite Linda Puig,; not hot like Enderbury and
indeed cooler than some of the Gilberts, uhere I lived for some
20 years and found the temperature delightful.

One uonders too uhy, as she apparently sent radio messages
for three days, she did not say uhere she uas. Presumably she had
a chart. Taking all factors into account it uould seem that if
Earhart and her companion crash-landed on the Nikumaroro reef one
uas killed on landing and the other too injured to do more than
send a feu messages before dying.

I  enclose a copy of some historical notes on Nikumaroro
uhich I urote in the late 193Ds or early 1940s. You uill see
from these that|fefe«% the skeleton found on the atoll if pre-1937
uas almost certainly that of a Polynesian man, as Goerner states,
for the islanders knoun to have resided there uere^ Polynesian
uorkers from Niue Island.. I also send a list of|documentation on
the early days of the Settlement Scheme, including a number of
letters from Gallagher, in case you uant to check everything for
a mention of a skeleton (or bones). The only correspondence ue^
sent to the Resident Commissioner on Ocean Island, for transmission
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to the U.P.H.C. and euentually to London uere formal Progress
Reports, thus uhat you uere looking for would not be among the
material in the Colonial Office archives, but might quite possibly
be contained in one of Gallagher's chatty letters - which were
anything but formal.

This Phoenix Islands Settlement Scheme material is in the
archives of the University of Adelaide, Adelaide, South Australia,
5GQ1, and the archivist in charge is Susan Uoodburn. Access is not
restricted.

Yours sincerely.

-  'J

H.E. naude.
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March 15, 1990

Dr. Harry Maude
42/11 Namatjlra Drive
Weston, A.C.T. 2611
Australia

Dear Dr. Maude:

Our colleague Dr. Thomas King was kind enough to send us a copy of
your receiit (19 February 1990) letter to him regarding Nikumaroro. WTiile
we share Tom's broad interest in the island and its past, our knitting is
specifically aviation histoiy, and our primary concern must be the evaluation
of Nikumaroro as the possible landing site of the Amelia Earhart aircraft.

You may be able to help us in that evaluation through your extensive
experience with the Gilbertese people. Included in the enclosed newsletter
is a short article entitled "Bones" in which we have laid out a thorny bit of
conflicting testimony concerning human remains allegedly found on
Nikumaroro during the early days of the Settlement Scheme. Although you
have said you have no direct knowledge of such a story, your opinion of our
hypothesis concerning what may have actually happened would be of great
interest to us. Thank you.

Sincerely yours.

Richard E. Gillespie
Executive Director

REG/am
end.

cc: Dr. Thomas F. King

TIGHAR

1121 Arundel Drive

i A Non-Profit Foundation

Wilmington, Delaware 19808
(302) 994-4410

USA
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PROJECT MIDNIGHT GHOST

EXPEDITION XVIII: April 16 — May 16, 1990

Spring comes late to Washington County,
Maine. When most of us are enjoying the
blooming of dogwood and azaleas,
Downeasters are watching the ice finally
leave the lakes and the last of the winter

snows shrink in the shadow of the wooded

hills. In late April the loons return — not
just the feathered variety but, for the past
five years, another kind known locally as
"those people from away looking for that
French airplane."

Seventeen TIGHAR expeditions have made
the search for I'Oiseau Blanc so much a

fixture of the local scene that the thrill of
nearing the long sought resolution of the

mystery is tempered by a paradoxical sadness
that soon it may all be over. But before
Project Midnight Ghost becomes a matter of
monuments and reunions, there must be

more hard logic and hard work, more cold
searchers swinging cold steel, and more cold,
hard cash to fund the effort.

TIGHAR members are encouraged to
participate in Expedition XVIII as volunteer
searchers (see box on page three). This
special double issue of TIGHAR Tracks will
review the new developments and
discoveries which make this spring's
expedition one we're looking forward to with
great excitement.

March 8, 1990 Volume 0 Number 1



Reviewing the Evidence, Paris, Jan. 1990. L to R: Clement-Pascal Meunier,

author of the French government report; Jean Taquet, Director, TIGHAR Europe;

Richard Gillespie, Executive Director, TIGHAR. tighar Phow by p. Thruher

The Strange Case of the

Strange Case

It was during Expedition XI (April-May 1987) that
Thomas Lynch of Wakefield, Massachusetts read of TIGHAR's

work in the Boston papers. He called to say that he had a
cigarette case allegedly found in the late 1920's "in the

woods near the lakes north of Machias, Maine." What

prompted his call was the opinion of an antique dealer who
had told him that the case was probably either French or
German, manufactured during the early years of this
century, and of a style popular with aviators during World
War I. Mr. Lynch generously donated the case to TIGHAR's

investigation.
Upon examination it was apparent that this was, indeed, a

very strange item to come out of the Maine woods. Attempts
to confirm its origins only added to the mystery. The birds
on the cover are storks, commonly associated with World

War I aviation in France through the famous Stork Squadrons
{Escadrilles Cigognes); however, the motif is distinctly
Oriental with tiny, crudely rendered markings on the inside
of the case, corresponding to Japanese phonetic characters of

no discernible meaning. As for the case's probable place of
manufacture, the Smithsonian and a number of other art

conservation laboratories came up dry. So we sent the case

to France to see if any help could be had there.
Through the efforts of the Committee for the Memory of

Nungesser and Coli of the prestigious Aeroclub de France,

the cigarette case was recently identified by M. Maurice
Gruson (whose credentials fill up half of his stationery) as
being "surement un article de fabrication franqais" made
between 1900 and 1920. Because the chain of possession of
this artifact is not documented, it can never be diagnostic;
that is, proof in itself that I'Giseau Blanc crashed in Maine.
Confirmation that it is, indeed, French and of the correct

period was, however, enough to prompt the Committee for the
Memory of Nungesser and Coli to commission a thorough
review of TIGHAR's work to date. ^

Over the Coals

France takes her heroes seriously. Imagine,

if you will, the United States government using
federal funds to conduct a two year, in-depth
study of the disappearance of, say, Amelia
Earhart, more than fifty years after the fact.
And yet that is precisely what the government
of France did in 1981. Prompted by

allegations that the flight of the White Bird
ended in an ignominious crash in the English
Channel soon after takeoff, the Bureau of Civil

Aviation of the Ministry of Transportation
(equivalent to the U.S. FAA or British CAA)
launched a full investigation headed by
General Engineer Clement-Pascal Meunier. In
1984 an exhaustive 96 page report concluded
that the aircraft was last seen departing the
west coast of Ireland, on course and in good

weather, and that subsequent research into its
fate should focus on North America.

It was M. Meunier, author of the French

government report, who met with TIGHAR
representatives in Paris, January 16, 1990, to
evaluate the evidence Project Midnight Ghost
has gathered over the last five years. On his
recommendation the Committee for the Memory

of Nungesser and Coli has now officially
endorsed TIGHAR's work, pledged to conduct
fund-raising in France on TIGHAR's behalf,
and plans to send its two senior officers,
Fernand Andreani (Legion of Honor holder,
retired Concorde captain, holder of the
Paris-New York speed record for scheduled
commercial flights) and Roland Nungesser

(nephew to Charles, prominent French
politician), to Maine during Expedition XVIII.

TIGHAR Pbolo by P. Thrubcr.

"Votre modele esl surement un article de fabrication Frangais



The Significance of the

Magoon Sightings

Sometimes all it takes is one piece of a jigsaw
puzzle to make a confused and contradictory picture
suddenly make sense. The sighting of a "strange
looking white airplane" by Evelyn and Robert Magoon
as it circled their parents' farm in 1927 (see TIGHAR
Tracks Vol. 5 Nos. 3 & 5) has had that effect on

TIGHAR's search for the crash site of TOiseau Blanc.

Prior to the Magoon's testimony, the line of

witnesses seemed to correspond with Coli's planned
route and indicated an impact on one of the eastern
sides of the three Round Lake Hills. However, a

thorough search of those areas revealed no airplane
wreckage. Woodsman Anson Berry who heard the

plane crash in 1927 is reported to have initially
thought that the impact occurred "somewhere between
the second and third hills." That area was searched

with no result.

But the Magoon sightings revealed a comse change
dictated by terrain and weather which would bring
the airplane into the fog shrouded hills on a
significantly different line. This more northerly
approach opens up large areas of the western or
"back" side of the third and largest of the Round Lake
Hills as forest likely to contain the impact point.
Previously considered illogical as a search area, this
region of dense spruce and hemlock growth is
unexplored country to Project Midnight Ghost.
Adding to the anticipation of this spring's search of
the area is a 1984 recording of an interview with
Anson Berry's youngest brother Clarence in which he

says, "Anson always said that airplane come down up
in back of Third Round Lake Hill somewhere."

Possible impact areas assuming collision

with ground from level flight at 340 to

400 altitude msl ||j|||||||
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by Magoon sightings:
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Participation in Expedition XViii is open to oii
TIGHAR members.

Completion of the Introductory Course in Aviation
Archeology is recommended but not required.

This is a Category li TICHAR Expedition: Moderate
difficulty; participants shouid be in good physicoi
condition with good stamina.

The expedition base is Machias, Maine. By car:
about on hour and a half north of Bar Harbor on

U.S. I. By airline: major carriers serve Bangor;
from there Machias is about 2 hours by rental car.
By general aviation: Machias has an excellent
3,500' paved and lighted airstrip with avgas (no
JetA) available.

Searchers stay at a modern, comfortable motel
and eat breakfast and supper at a local
restaurant. Lunch is a sandwich in the field.

TICHAR will provide daily transportation to and
from the search area.

Participants are responsible for their own
transportation to and from Machias, Maine, and
for their occomodotion and meal expenses
during their stays.

Each participant also makes a $100 contribution
toward the general cost of the expedition.

Experience has shown that four days is o
practical minimum for participation, while one
week is about as much as the average volunteer
con take before his or her body (or mind) gives
out.

The search effort con efficiently use only about
six volunteers at any one time, so early
coordination with TICHAR headquarters is
essential to schedule your participation.

TIGHAR members wishing to participate in
Expedition )(V1I1 should call Project Director
Richard Gillespie during normal business hours at
302/994-4410.



L'Oiseau Blanc

L-Oi^scau Blanc darmg early tests (no „av lights yet)^ Coli stands in the cockpit. The
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FOR THE FIRST TIME IN ENGLISH

THE 1984 FRENCH GOVERNMENT REPORT

NUNGESSER AND COLI

DISAPPEAR ABOARD

L'OISEAU BLANC

MAY, 1927

Without doubt the most thoroughly documented account ever assembled of one of the most courageous and tragic
flights in aviation history. This 96 page report, first published in France in 1984, is the product of two years of
research by the Ministry of Transportation's Bureau de I'Aviation Civile. General Engineer Clement-Pascal
Meunier combed archives, interviewed witnesses, and reviewed hundreds of documents to sift fact from legend in
the mysterious disappearance of the French flight that nearly beat Lindbergh across the Atlantic.

What went wrong? How was the airplane prepared and tested for the
grueling 40 hour ordeal? How did Nungesser view his chances for success?
Why did Coli elect to make the crossing east to west, against the prevailing
wind? How reliable are the reported sightings of the airplane over
England, Ireland, and Newfoundland?
The translation of this important historical work has taken TIGHAR two years to complete. An initial rough
translation was done by the University of Delaware in 1988, after which TIGHAR's Patricia Thrasher undertook
the daunting task of rendering the often highly technical report into readable English. Finally, in January of this
year, meetings in Paris with the author confirmed the accuracy of the full translation.

Available only from TIGHAR, Nungesser and Coli Disappear Aboard I'Oiseau
Blanc is not for sale. The foundation will donate copies to major aviation
museum libraries. As a TIGHAR member you can receive your own copy
free by becoming a sponsor of Project Midnight Ghost Expedition XVIII.
Help write the final chapter in the story of the French flight and the
American search that is solving the mystery of its fate.

Enclosed is my check (payable to TIGHAR) in support of Project Midnight Ghost Expedition XVIII. Please send my
FREE copy of Nungesser and Coli Disappear Aboard I'Oiseau Blanc (contribution of $50 or more).

Name

Address

GO GFT 'EM TIGHARi

send to;

TIGHAR *1121 Arundei Drive • Wilmington • DE • 19808 • USA
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(Dayton, Ohio

Last year's Gathering at the United States Air Force Museum was such a success that we're
returning to Dayton with an expanded program of TIGHAR events you won't want to miss.

TIGHAR Night at the U.S. Air
Force Museum

Once more the museum's senior curator (and

long time TIGHAR) Jack Milliard will
preside for a behind-the-scenes tour of the
restoration shops and a TIGHARs-only
evening with one of the world's greatest
aircraft collections. m

7.
Project Seminars
This year, by popular demand, we're allocating much
more time to updates and open discussion about the
progress of TIGHAR's many projects. There'll be slides,
videotape, artifacts, maps with little arrows and labels,
and, inevitably, expedition veterans debating about
whether it's worse to freeze in Maine or fry on
Nikumaroro. We'll also be doing some serious planning
for upcoming expeditions, including initial applicant
interviews for next year's Earhart Project return to the
Phoenix Islands.

%cgisUr 9(pzv

Once more we'll be at the Holiday Inn Convention Center in Fairborn, Ohio (just 3 miles from the Air Force Museum). A
special flat rate of $69 Standard, $79 King per night (1,2, or 3 people) is available, but you've got to call the hotel a t
(513) 426-7800 (NOT the toll-free Holiday Inn national reservations number) and tell them you're with the TIGHAR
Gathering to get it. Send your registration to TIGHAR and make your hotel reservations early. Space is not unlimited
and we really need to know how many TlGHARs to plan for. Any rooms not reserved in our block will be released on May
18. You must make your reservation prior to that date to get the special rate.

If you would be interested in staying on in Dayton for the Introductory Course in Aviation Archeology please indicate
that on your registration slip below. If enough members are interested we'll hold the course Saturday and Sunday, June 9
SclO. Tuition for the course is $249.00.

Membership Meeting
At the General Membership Meeting we'll

be looking for your ideas and suggestions
about how we can make TIGHAR better

and, as always, there'll be special offers on
patches, pins, posters, polo shirts,

publications and other paraphernalia,
some of which do not even begin with the

letter P (like T-shirts).

A Little Prowling and Growling
Last year there was no registration fee because, in
TIGHAR's frugal fashion, we had scheduled no

evening social event, feeling that members would
prefer to improvise their own entertainment. They

did — by scheduling an evening social event and
imposing their own registration fee to pay for it.

We get the message. TlGHARs are fine, dedicated
men and women who take aviation history

seriously — and really like to party. This year
we've provided for that.

YES!! I will be at the 1990 Gathering of TlGHARs ! I enclose my $50 registration fee.

Name

Address

I would like to take the Introductory Course in Aviation Archeology in Dayton on June 9
and 10. Please send me more information.

send to:
TIGHAR »1121 Arundel Drive - Wilmington • DE • 19808 • USA
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One of the most fascinating aspects of the Nungesser/Coli transatlantic attempt and
Hi • u • 1 •tcf.if T ike the Spirit of St. Louis, it was a special one-off
td?f^L^?on^/^n exi"n1"d\sS^ Lindbergh's Ryan it was hand-built in a very short
time (Febmar^ ifto April 15 1927). But unlike the NYP, good information about its construction
is v^r o \ r, n Tf detailed technical drawings ever existed they were apparently losts  very difficult to obtain. If business before WWII. The aircraft itself, of
when the manufacturer, Levasseur, went out oi

TIGHAR '"he"?ompilii.g of reliable lechnical data on the machine has been a process ofconstant™ eatb, veriSon 'and revision. For the past two and a half years we've used a
Herb Kelley's three view appearing in Skvwavs magazineuiawxiig, - access to the Musee de 1'Air's archives at Le Bourget

en°hi H ^ January ° resulting in a new profile as shown above. Some detailsenabled us to refine shapes and ieatures resuiuug
worth noting are:

,  , Hnrp the eear was jettisoned after take-off, I'Oiseau Blanc had
•  Nose and hull lines are sleeker. Unce uic ge

admirably clean lines for a biplane.

be leading edge of the upper wing and on the vertical finThere were navigation lights on
(not the rudder).

fuselage top are not gas caps, but fuel hoses which come verticallyThe lumpy features on the exterior to the cockpit. We don't know why.
out of the three tanks to run alt a g

.  be large Navy anchor which was painted on the tail along with
Not shown in this drawing is /i^ithough totally a civilian venture the aircraft wore the red,

the words P T.evasseur^— —-• . . r course, Nungesser's black heart — son fetiche.
white and blue French military markings ana.



THE EARHART PROJECT

BONES

"Good friend, for Jesus' sake forbear
To dig the dust enclosed here;
Blest he the man that spares these stones,
And cursed be he that moves my bones."
— epitaph of William Shakespeare

In the family of Man, strictures against the
disturbing of human bones are nearly
universal. The culture of Micronesia is no

exception. Recent TIGHAR research in London
has helped bring into focus events
surrounding the discovery of bones by the
early settlers of the Phoenix Islands — bones
which may be those of Amelia Earhart and
Fred Noonan — and increased the probability
that Gilbertese observance of this age-old
taboo means that those bones today repose
somewhere in the sands of Nikumaroro.

The bones' discovery first became public on
July 21, 1960 when retired Coast Guardsman
Floyd Kilts told a reporter at the San Diego
Tribune of a story he heard from a Gilbertese
colonist on the island in March of 1946:

A native tried to tell me about it, but I

couldn't imderstand all of it so I got an
interpreter. It seems that in the latter part of
1938 there were 23 island people, all men, and
an Irish magistrate planting coconut trees on
Gardner for the government of New Zealand.

They were about through and the native was
walking along one end of the island. There in

the brush about five feet from the shoreline he

saw a skeleton.

What attracted him to it was the shoes.

Women's shoes, American kind. No native wears
shoes. Couldn't if they wanted to — feet too
spread out and flat. The shoes were size nine

narrow. Beside the skeleton was a cognac bottle
with fresh water in it for drinking.

The island doctor said the skeleton was that

of a woman. And there were no native women on

the island then. Farther down the beach he

found a man's skull but nothing else.

The magistrate was a young Irishman who got
excited when he saw the bones. He thought of
Amelia Earhart right away. He put the bones in
a gunnysack and with the native doctor, and
three other natives in a 22-foot, four-oared boat

started for Suva, Fiji, 887 nautical miles away.
The magistrate was anxious to get the news to

the world. But on the way the Irishman came
down with pneumonia. When only 24 hours out
of Suva he died.

The natives are superstitious as the devil and
the next night after the yoimg fellow died they
threw the gunnysack full of bones overboard,

scared of the spirits. And that was that.

An abbreviated version of the story appeared
as an Associated Press release in 1961. Noted by
KCBS reporter Fred Goemer, he included a
brief mention of it in his 1966 book The Search

for Amelia Earhart. Goemer dismissed the
story as "weird" because he felt the alleged
joumey to Fiji was incredible. Subsequent
research into Earhart's fate caused Goemer to

look further into the bone story. In a letter to
TIGHAR member Rob Gerth, dated April 9, 1989,
he wrote:

... I did considerable additional research on the

Floyd Kilts story.
... The human remains on Gardner were of a

man, not a woman. There were only the remains

of one person, and that person was a Polynesian
man. There was no attempt to take the remains
to Suva. The "white planter" in the story was a
New Zealander who died on the island of

peritonitis. He is buried in a marked grave on
Gardner. Floyd Kilts was a part of the U.S. Coast
Guard personnel constructing the Loran station
on Gardner during WWII. He had been taken to
Gardner Island aboard the Coast Guard vessel

U.S.S. PLANETREE.

Both Kilts' original telling of the story and
Goerner's resolution of it are interesting for
the mix of fact and fancy they contain. Both
are under the mistaken impression that the
island was under New Zealand administration.
Nikumaroro was, in fact, part of the Gilbert &
Ellice Islands Colony of the West Pacific High
Commission headquartered in Suva, Fiji,
answering directly to London. This error also
appears in U.S. Office of Naval Intelligence
reports about the island, leading us to speculate
that Goemer's information may have come
from such a source (he has not responded to
our requests for him to cite his sources). Kilts'
"young Irishman" and Goerner's "New
Zealander" is Gerald B. Gallagher, the Irish-
born, Cambridge-educated Officer-in-Charge of
the Phoenix Island Settlement Scheme. The



most intriguing aspect of both versions is that
each ends in such a way as to preclude the
exhumation of bones on the island. The

people of Micronesia believe that the ghosts of
the dead roam abroad among the living so
long as their earthly remains are unburied. A
careful chronicling of activity on
Nikumaroro, made possible by records on file
in London, reveals a sequence of events
which tracks closely with the bone story.

Kilts' "latter part of 1938" is when the first
settlers came ashore (20 December 1938) to
"plant coconut trees" and, just as he says, the
first work party was all male. The bones were
supposedly found when"[t]hey were about
through." The coconut planting was not
completed until the summer of 1941.
Gallagher, who had established a colonial
headquarters on the island in September 1940,
left on leave in May of '41. Returning in
September, he developed appendicitis while
enroute aboard the S.S. Viti. Although the
High Commission's Chief Pathologist, Dr. D. C.
M. MacPherson, was along for a medical
inspection of the colony, a shipboard
operation was deemed too risky. They arrived
at Nikumaroro on September 24 and three days
later Gallagher died of peritonitis after an
unsuccessful operation. From these facts it is
possible to construct a scenario which
explains both the Kilts and Goemer versions
of the bone story.

The bones are discovered sometime during
the summer of 1941. They are shown to
Gallagher and MacPherson upon their arrival
at the island September 21 (this is the only
time that both the "young Irishman" and the
"island doctor" are present on Nikumaroro).
Gallagher's appendix has burst shortly before
their arrival and his discomfort abates for a
couple of days until the resulting peritonitis
takes hold. During this time MacPherson
identifies the bones as being those of a woman
and Gallagher speculates that they might be
Earhart's. Then Gallagher rapidly sickens and
MacPherson operates, but the 29 year-old
colonial officer dies. The tragedy
overshadows any speculation about the bones
— except for the Gilbertese, who have seen the
man who has led them for two and a half years
suddenly die after handling the bones. The

deadly relics are immediately buried. Five
years later an American Coast Guardsman asks
about Amelia Earhart and the bones are

mentioned. When he shows great interest the
story is given an ending which guarantees the
bones will not be disturbed. Later, Kilts tells
his story to Naval Intelligence and inquiries
are made. The story is not denied but is
changed, again to insure that the lethal spirits
are not set loose on the island. The new

explanation is recorded in Naval Intelligence
files where Goemer later finds it.

"Bones" is excerpted from The Earhart Project, Fifth
Edition.

TljUTU'RSi/lO
'AfTICims^'RO'SO

Analysis of artifacts and information
gathered during TIGHAR's 1989 expedition to
Nikumaroro has been so encouraging that the
decision has been made to retum to the island.

Slated for the summer of 1991, this expedition
will include technology capable of searching
the deep water immediately adjacent to the
island's reef. If, as TIGHAR's research has
indicated, the aircraft was landed on the dry
reef flat at low tide and then, within days,
washed over the reef's edge into several
thousand feet of water, the Lockheed should
survive relatively intact. As with last year's
expedition, this effort will be carried out by
highly qualified TIGHAR volunteers. No
selection of team members has yet been
made. This will be a Category III expedition.
Members interested in applying for a slot on
the team should write to Expedition Director
Patricia Thrasher for information.

Meanwhile, the need for funding to continue
the research and plan the expedition is
critical. All TIGHAR members are urged to do
what they can to suppport the work. In
appreciation for your tax-deductible
contribution, TIGHAR is pleased to offer:

Earhart Project Patch & T-Shirt $25.00

Earhart Project Certificate of Appreciation $50.00
and Lapel Pin

The Earhart Project, Fifth Edition $100.00

Those who receive the Project Book will be eligible to

receive subsequent editions for a contribution of
$25.00. ^



STRICTLY BUSINESS

And the winner is — —

L'Oiseau Blanc — the White Bird of the 1927

Nungesser/Coli transatlantic flight — was chosen
by TIGHAR's members as the aircraft to be
featured on the new membership decal. The
Flying Tiger P-40 which graced the original
sticker was runner-up and, for old times' sake,

we've decided to produce both versions. Each
member will receive one of each with the next

renewal (or anniversary in the case of multiple
year memberships).

There was an abundance of nominations — great
airplanes and great ideas — but the majority of
TIGHAR members saw in I'Giseau Blanc a symbol
of the dedication and sacrifice that is aviation

history. There was also a strong feeling that,
because TIGHAR itself was born and grew out of
the effort to find I'Oiseau Blanc, this unique
aircraft has come to stand for the dedication and

sacrifice it has taken, and still takes, to
champion the cause of aviation historic

preservation. We are flattered and humbled by
the analogy and we'll put the White Bird on your
membership sticker because you, the members of
TIGHAR, have made this symbol your own. ^

TIGHAR (pronounced "tiger") is the acronym for The
International Group for Historic Aircraft Recovery, a
non-profit foundation dedicated to promoting responsible
aviation archeology and historic preservation. TIGHAR's

activities include:

• Compiling and verifying reports of rare and historic
aircraft surviving in remote areas.

• Conducting investigations and recovery expeditions in
co-operation with museums and collections worldwide.

• Serving as a voice for integrity, responsiblity, and
professionalism in the field of aviation historic

preservation.

TIGHAR maintains no collection of its own; neither does it

engage in the restoration or buying and selling of artifacts.
Instead, the foundation devotes its energies to the saving of

endangered historic aircraft wherever they may be found, and

to the education of the international public in the need to

responsibly preserve the relics of the history of flight.

TIGHAR Tracks, published nine times each year, is the
official publication of The International Group for Historic

Aircraft Recovery. A subscription to TIGHAR Tracks is

included as part of membership in the foundation (minimum
donation $35.00 per year). The editors welcome
contributions of written material and artwork. Materials

should be addressed to : Editors, TIGHAR Tracks, 1121

Arundel Drive, Wilmington, DE 19808 USA, Telephone
302/994-4410. Photographs and artwork will be returned on

request.

Editors; Patricia R. Thrasher, Richard E. Gillespie

MEMBERSHIP FORM

I would like to join TIGHAR. Enclosed is my donation of --

$35.00 for a one year membership | |$60.00 for a two year membership

$1,000 for a life membershipI  |$125.00 for a five year membership

As a member of TIGHAR, I will receive the following benefits:

•  Annual subscription to TIGHAR Tracks (published nine times a year)

• Membership patch, decal, and directory

•  Expedition and educational opportunities

Name

Address

Telephone,

Please return this form with your membership dues in U.S. funds only, to TIGHAR,
1121 Arundel Drive, Wilmington, DE 19808 USA; Telephone 302/994-4410, 9 a.m.
to 5 p.m. EST/EDT, M-F. ALL DONATIONS TAX-DEDUCTIBLE WITHIN THE LIMITS
OF THE LAW.

T/GA/AR
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Carol L. Osborne,

2464 El Camino Real, No.99,
SANTA CLARA, California 95051,
U. S. A.

42/11 Naraatjira Drive,
Weston, A.C.T. 2611,

Australia,

12 December, 1991.

Dear Carol,

Many thanks for your letters, with their enclosures,
and for your superb book on Amelia Earhart . I am afraid
that I am a shocking correspondent these days myself: once
upon a time I worked a rigorous 90 hour 7 day weekj but
nowadays though the spirit is willing the body is weak and I
have to concentrate on trying to finish my writing and
publishing programme before I can depart from this life with
any sense of decency. Thanks also for the cheque, which we
have put into our fund for providing literature for the
isanders.

Life has been unusually hectic owing to a conference of
Pacific historians at the National University in Canberra
city. We were too old to go and in any case I was too
blind to see and too deaf to hear. But it resulted in our
old colleagues with their problems coming out to us here (we
are only 11 miles from the city): it was exhilarating to see
them again, but exhausting.

We have heard nothing much about the TIGHAR expedition as
yet, but it is still early days and eventually there will no
doubt be books and learned monographs and articles galore;
moat of it probably tripe. As you say they have simply got
to produce something to justify all the money spent to prove
what I fancy never took place.

You suggest that I should dictate my memoirs on to video
tape, but I fear that it would not be possible. I am not a
talker, I am not photogenic, and I am not egotistical
enough, nor interested in se 1 f-justification. More
importantly, my time has to be carefully allocated; and it
takes me longer to prepare a talk for the television or even
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for a radio broadcast than it does to write an article of
the same length.

Several publishers have asked me over the years to write my
autobiography, offering dictaphones, secretaries or cash
inducements in advance, but none of them have been able to
satisfy my ethical dilemma: that, granting the premiss that
one is sent into the world for a purpose, I am morally
justified in stopping my work for others just to write about
myself I have also found from personal experience that
life on the remoter atolls in the Pacific does not interest
Europeans for it is too remote from anything in their own
experience for them to be able to relate to it.

When, for instance,one talks of making bread people cannot
visualise that one must first make yeast, usually from sea
water and coconut molasses, and then dig an oven in the sand
and line it with coral and leaves . Or that butter came in
tins, quite liquid, and was brushed on the bread with a neat
little camel-hair brush.

Nor do they really understand what it was like to send the
grocery order twice a year and wait six or more months for
the cases to turn up; there was, of course, no fresh meat,
or vegetables, or fruit - but plenty of fish. We were
lucky that our son was born in New Zealand, for our
predecessor had to deliver his with the aid of plenty of
towels, hot water, and Black's Medical Encyclopaedia.

We built our house by the lagoon with floors of gleaming
white coral lime, walls of coconut midribs tied together
with coconut string, and roofs of pandanus leaf thatch.
There was not a nail, or a door or window in the whole place
(we just left spaces in the walls) ; and it cost us in all
£80 to build, including the materials.. How I wish we
could have such a lovely, large, cool and shady home now.

Alas I am prattling - a sign of old age - and must stop. I
see that in a postscript to your first letter you ask about
the messages heard on Nauru from Amelia's plane. The
people who heard her messages on Ocean Island (now called
Banaba) are all dead and I expect that anyone who heard
anything on Nauru is also. The only account of them which
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I have seen is on p.71 of Nesbit's article in the Aeroplane
Mpnthly for February 1989. I send a copy in case you have
not got one already.

Wishing you just the kind of Christmas you like best,
and a very happy and successful 1992.

Yours ever,

■



November 14, 1991

Professor and Mrs. Henry E. Maude
42/11 Namatjira Drive
Weston, A. C. T. 2611
Australia

Dear Professor and , Mrs. Maude:

What a delight to visit with BOTH of you this time. I will enclose
another check. The first is on its way, but who knows when it will arrive.
One of these days, you will have more material to send me, so please keep
them both for the future. You are both such great people.

I  feel sure TIGHAR is in deep debt and will need to do something

DRAMATIC to raise monies. Supposedly they borrowed $200,000 from
Pat Thrasher Gillespie (Rick Gillespie's wife). Their claims will need to
be more dramatic so they can get the press to listen and report their
stories. Incidently, I am sure Gillespie is a pilot with only a few hours
flying time. And NO, he is NOT a Doctor.

I  also understand that NBC TV had a person on board that expedition and it
cost them $50,000. Also Life put up $50,000, according to Fred Goerner.
In these days of tight monies, TIGHAR will have to get a return on their
investment. This is the way they make their living, so will probably air
some crazy story. Anyway, time will tell. I just hope they do not PLANT A
FALSE artifact. I will be looking for SERIAL NUMBERS on the "Junk" they
dug up. I have a list of much of the equipment she had aboard.

It is now 1:00 a.m. and I must rise at 6:00 to get ready for work. I
enclose some of the items that are in the package of books, newspaper of
Oakland fire, etc. Since it may not arrive for some time, here is a back
up.

Have a terrific week and we'll talk more later.

Love,



October 30, 1991

Professor and Mrs. Henry E. Maude
4Z/11 Namatjira Drive
Weston, A. C. T. 2611
Australia

Dear Professor and Mrs. Maude:

Tonight I received your parcel and five of your lovely books. You
are BOTH great scholars who have devoted your life to documenting the
history of the great Pacific! I am so honored to be corresponding with you.

I  am also touched with your generosity, and will send you my second
book I co-authored, with two other people. The book is Just Plane Crazv
about aviation pioneer, Bobbi Trout and her aviation friends of the 1920's
and 1930's. Bobbi is 85, and for the past 10 years has been with me off
and on. Together we travel on my "time off" from work, and video tape
interviews with the aviation pioneers, ie. R. Glenn Osborn (no relation),
whose big sister played chess with Orville Wright in the early years when
the Wrights were developing their airplane; Ed Lund, copilot on Howard
Hughes round-the-world flight in 1938; Tony Stadlman, Lockheed
Corporation pioneer and member of the Early Birds of Aviation, Inc., an
international organization. An Early Bird is one who flew solo prior to
Dec. 17, 1916 (13th anniversary of the Wright Brothers first flight);
and the list goes on. I am sending you a roster of the Early Birds (there
were a total of 598: now we are down to 8). The organization was formed
in 1929 and I send you a copy of the minutes of the first meeting. I
realize your research does not revolve around aviation, but perhaps the
University Library can use this and the other aviation information I send.

I  am an aviation historian and feel I have so much to learn. When
Bobbi and I interview these wonderful men and women on video tape, it is a
fantastic way to gain some understanding of early aviation; but it is also
another way to record first hand memories on video for posterity. The
reason I talk so much about this is that I would love to be able to video
tape your first hand experiences about the development of the Pacific
Islands...just imagine how future generations would feel to hear your voice
and your enthusiasm, Jubilation or disappointment. You have both made
such significant contributions to the Pacific. How wonderful it would be to
allow others in the future to hear your stories first hand. If you have not
yet considered documenting your wonderful careers on video tape, please
do so if possible. I want also to hear you tell what you know about Amelia
and Fred Noonan...ie., that if they had been found it would have been news
that traveled around the islands, etc. I do hope I will one day travel to
Australia, but for now it is not possible. If you do know someone with a
camcorder or VCR, I would love to pay for the tapes and have you document

1



your first hand experiences and accomplishments on video tape. You could
have them placed in the Library with your other papers, and of course I
would love to get a copy of some of your history for myself. Perhaps the
Library or your University would want to help? Please let me know if you
are interested.

I am sorry for some of the confusion at my home last Sunday,
October 20, 1991. I happened to be in the back of the house, and Bobbi
Trout was in the living room listening to the television. We had just
begun to listen about the fire in the Oakland hills (live coverage on TV)
and the TV was up way too loud. Poor Bobbi answered the phone, couldn't
find the remote TV control to turn the television volume down, and when
she finally heard it was for me, had to get off the sofa (at 85 years, she
says it takes some effort to get up and move about). You cannot imagine
the chaos that afternoon. We are "back to normal" now.

The Oakland fire has been reported to be the worst in U.S. history.
It was only about 30 miles across the bay (as the crow flies) from my
home. I do believe the death toll is up to 24 now, and it's tragic. My
mothers' first cousin, Letti, and her husband Bill were home that Sunday.
They lived on Swain Land Road, at the top to the Oakland hills, and were
told to evacuate immediately. They only took enough time to grab some
clothes, and their family dog. Bill wanted to go back but the fire
department wouldn't let him...they lost everything...Their entire home and
its contents were burned. However, their children are grown and w/ere not
in the area...all their lives were saved...Bill and Letti said they have their
children, their bank accounts and their credit rating: they want to rebuild
soon. There were close to 3,500 homes destroyed. I was in Letti's home
about 3 years ago, at a family reunion. It was beautiful...and now so it is
sad to know when there is so little we can do. My mom is talking with her
family, and as soon as they decide what they are going to do, we will be
trying to do something to help...for now the family is staying close by, in
Oakland, with some close friends.

I  Just hung up the phone from talking to you and am very elated. You
sounded like you are right next door, when I know you are half way around
the world. The package I am preparing has some publicity from the
TIGHAR group...I understand they have hired a public relations firm to do
their publicity. What puzzles me is the matter reported in the newspaper
about "...an anonymous donation of $200,000, organizers of the expedition
said yesterday." I noticed, in the TIGHAR TRACKS newsletter I Just
received, someone took out a loan...(I have been told it is probably from
Pat Thrasher Giilespie's family). It certainly seems strange to take 2
additional expeditions when they have already been to Nikumaroro. The
underwater search sounds logical, perhaps, but why divide the trip into 3
parts...oh well...if they have money to burn, and time on their hands to
travel the Pacific, on 0PM (other peoples money), I hope they are happy.



I  know there are those of us who have more important things to do with our
monies.

I want to be sure both of you know that Ed Barnes, reporter for Life
Magazine, called and called and pleaded for medical information about
Amelia a couple of weeks ago. He said Life was hiring Dr. Snow (see
attached clipping) to fly to Hawaii to meet Gillespie when the boat
returned. Gillespie had promised Life they would return with remains.
Fred Goerner advised me to lay low and do nothing. I did not wish to loan
anything that could be tampered with, to Life or anyone else, plus the
Republic of Kiribati said TIGHAR had no permission to excavate any grave
(by the way, I do not think TIGHAR even had an archeologist along this
time). Within one week I learned Life had done their homework. Ed
Barnes said TIGHAR had opened "the grave of a baby." It was just what
archeologist Tom King, from the first TIGHAR expedition, had predicted the
grave was...how tragic! I am so sorry this happened! My friend, Muriel
Earhart Morrissey would be so troubled if she knew, so I talked to her
daughter and we all agree that there is no reason to share this with Muriel
at this time. She is almost 92, in poor health, and would be mortified if
she knew about this act. On behalf of Muriel, and myself, we are so sorry.

The TIGHAR TRACKS said to expect a press conference about Nov.
15th. They are famous for setting up press conferences and of course,
there is only one individual who goes before all the cameras and lights.
I'll be interested in what fantastic stories will be forthcoming?!!!

I am so happy to have found both of you and pray you stay well.
Thank you again, so very very much, for your books, your letter and phone
call, your generosity and great warmth. Please stay in touch. Our best to
you on your research. You are to be admired!

With sincere best wishes.

Carol L. Osborne, Aviation Historian
2464 El Camino Real, # 99

Santa Clara, CA. 95051

OCi" - I -
home phone (408) 244-6114 [between 8 p.m.-7 a.m. California time]

^  "



December 11, 1990 historic meeting in New York (from ieft): Muriel, Gaii
(Muriel's friend). Bo, Eddie (Bo's grandson), Bobbi, Liz (Louise's daughter),
and Louise.

'3
Warmest wishes come to you from Muriel, Bobbi and Caroi. Christmas and New

Years have fiown by, we are weii into the next decade, yet we're stiii running on
OX5 time.

Muriei had a good year, beginning December 29,1989, when her daughter,
Amy, organized a 90th birthday ceiebration. Muriel's many friends were in
attendance. This year, the celebration was smaller. Muriel just returned from a
3-day trip to the "big apple."

Bobbi and Carol joined Muriel in New York to make a commerciai for BellSouth,
based on Amelia's (AE) accomplishments. This meeting was a historical event:
Dr. Louise DeSchweinitz Darrow (AE's 1919 Columbia University friend) at 93; Bo
McKneeiy (AE's mechanic on her Lockheed Electra) at 82; Muriel (only days from
turning 91); and Bobbi (3 weeks prior to her 85th birthday) were aii present. In
January 1991 the TV commercial began to appear in those states services by BellSouth,
and on CNN. BellSouth gave us FIRST CLASS treatment all the way-from living in a 3
bedroom suite, to being escorted in stretch limousines. New York's holiday lights
were beautiful when we took our walks along Park Avenue.

While in New York, Carol took Bobbi and Bo to visit the local FBI headquarters,
as guests of Jim Fox (Assistant Director and an "old" friend from the San Francisco
FBI office). They arrived just in time to attend the FBI's annual Christmas party and,
of course, to hear first hand that John Gotti (Godfather of Organized Crime) had
been arrested!

Carol loves her job in Security Education. Her Lockheed Ethics poster portraying
C.L. "Kelly" Johnson (1910-1990), WHO ACHIEVED MORE THAN 50 YEARS OF
ACCOMPLISHMENTS WITH INTEGRITY, was a great success. A poster personally
autographed by Kelly made its way into the Smithsonian's collection. Carol produced
her first edited video tape, with the assistance of Jim Fox, and the video tape is now
being used throughout Lockheed and the FBI. Its titled: Our National Security: FBI.
Drugs and Glasnost.

Last October Carol was the guest of Vera and Harvey Christen (retired Lockheed
friends-colleagues of the Amelia/Lindbergh/early aviators), at a special "Stardusters"
(Lockheed retirees) meeting. The three of them were guests in January 1991 at
Zonta's Amelia Earhart Day.

Last March Bobbi and Carol attended Embry-Riddle Aeronautical University's
"Women In Aviation" gathering. It was the first of its kind and MOST SUCCESSFUL.
We are preparing for the Second Annual "Women In Aviation" gathering, to be held
March 21-23,1991, at Parks College, St. Louis University, Illinois. Dr. Peggy Baty,
Dean of Students, had transferred from Embry-Riddle to Parks College and will again
act as hostess to at least 400 attendees-we hope to see you there!

Have a great 1991 and let's be sure to keep in touch!

Carol (I) and Joe Gurr(r) being interviewed on 6 Sept.
1990. Three weeks later, Joe suddenly passed away.
He installed the radio in AE's airplane in 1937. (The
scarf worn by Carol once belonged to AE~the same
scarf AE is wearing on the cover of Amelia, My Dateline 1/4/91: Bobbi just broke her right wrist! She won't be writing
Courageous Sister.) anyone for a few months.
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42/11 Namatjira Drive,
Weston, A.C.T. 2611,

Australia,

21 October, 1991.

Ms Carol L. Osborne,
2464 El Camino Real, No.99,
SANTA CLARA, California 95051,
U. S. A.

Dear Carol Osborne,

Many thanks for your cordial letter of the 3rd
October, and for so kindly sending me the lovely biography
of Amelia Earhart, which you wrote with her sister.

Honor and I have read your book with great interest and
appreciation, for biographies are particularly hard to write
and the nearer you are to your subject the more difficult it
is to write with any degree of objectivity and without
being unduly eulogistic.

But even admitting that you had a superb person to portray,
your research has been exceptional and the presentation,
especially the wealth of unusually pertinent illustrations,
make it a work we shall always treasure and will eventually
place in the Biography Section of our Pacific Islands
Library at the University of Adelaide (I send an article
showing how it is arranged).

Alas that the books that you enquire about are mostly
non-existent for though I have published over 100 items
the majority are articles in academic journals (or research
papers, as the academic world calls them), monographs on
specialist topics, reports, bibliographies and the like, or
are written for island people with a rather different
cultural and historical background to us.

So I am confining myself to sending Of . Islands and Men,
because it was' written for students wanting an introduction
to Pacific history, and Slavers in Paradise, which though
written for islanders has proved popular with American
readers. Also The Changing Pacific, as it gives a
bibliography of my writings to 1977, and The Story of



Karongoa., as it lists ray raain publications written for the
Pacific islanders writtoi*- after ray retireraent. From the
lists in the last two you can judge for yourself if there is
anything else you would like. The Karongoa book is
probably the easiest reading, but even it really requires
sorae background knowledge of places and people. We never
charge anyone interested, especially if they go into
libraries or rauseuras, and in the island co-operatives they
sell for five dollars or less, so we lose thousands in any
case.

Sorae of Honor's published works are listed in The Changing

Pacific and others in her latest work on Pukapuka. As you

will see she writes exclusively on Oceanic String Figures
(or Cats Cradles), a subject on which she is the world
authority and has built up an extensive correspondence,
raostly with fans in the U.S. We are putting in a raonograph
on Nauru figures, so that you can see what cats cradles are
really like.

I have sent your friend Goerner a photocopy of Roy Nesbit's
article in the Aeroplane Monthly, which seeras to be based on

sound research and reaches the sarae conclusions as you do:
there is so rauch tripe written on the subject that it was
quite a relief to read it.

Again thanking you for your welcorae book,

Yours sincerely,



Mystery of
lost aviator

may be over
From MICHELANGELO RUCCI

NEW YORK: One of aviation's
greatest mysteries - the disappear
ance of Amelia Earhart - may have
been solved with the discovery of
wreckage off a Pacific island where
the American legend is thought to
have crashed in 1937.

The International Group for Historic
Aircraft Recovery, which has spent
$650,000 during the past month to
mount a search for Earhart's plane,
said yesterday it had found aircraft
wreckage off the atoll of Nikumaroro,
once known as Gardner Island.
"There is sufficient material in hand

so that a conclusive identification of
the specific aircraft type should be
possible," said TIGHAR executive
director Richard Gillespie.
He did not reveal how much wreck

age had been foxmd or what parts of the
aircraft were being recovered.
A search by TIGHAR for Earhart's

plane failed in 1989 when the group
worked on a theory that Earhart and
her navigator Fred Noonan landed on
Gardner Island in July 1937 when they
ran low on fuel.
The group then worked on the theory

that the duo landed on a reef of coral
that surrounds the island and tides
later washed the plane into the ocean.
Mr Gillespie said an intact plane was

not found but pieces of the wreckage
were large enough to allow experts to
determine if it belongs to the Lockheed
Electra plane Earhart flew in her at-

R a p u a: N ewIGylnea

iNikumaroro

Australia

Newi^Zealand

Amelia

Earhart:

Vanished In
1937 while
trying to fly
around the
world.

tempt to be the first woman to fly
around the world.

"These are very specific pieces of
aircraft," said Mr Gillepsie, adding that
no other Electra had been reported
missing in the area.
He expects to reveal the findings of

tests at the end of the year.



October 3, 1991

Professor and Mrs. Henry E. Maude
42/11 Namatjira Drive

Weston, A. C. T. 2611
Australia

Dear Professor and Mrs. Maude:

I  have read your 1937 report on your trip to Gardner (Nikumaroro)
Island, never dreaming of the day I could personally contact you. Fred Goerner
has told me many nice things about you and your tremendous research efforts.
Fred has shared some of his correspondence with me about the TIGHAR
expedition too. You may therefore find the attached of some interest.

I  have just contacted Mr. Kaburoro Ruaia, Assistant Secretary of
Foreign Affairs and he says he knows you and your work well. I have sent him
a copy of the book, Amelia, My Courageous Sister, that I wrote with Muriel
Earhart Morrissey, Amelia's younger sister. Together we have spent years
researching and looking over every possible theory about what happened to
Amelia Earhart. I am enclosing one of our autographed book to you that was
signed by Muriel and myself.

I  admire the years you have devoted to the studies of the South Pacific
Islands and I wish to purchase a copy of your books, autographed copies if at
all possible. Please let me know the cost and I will be happy to send a check or
money order. I will be honored to include your books in my Amelia Earhart
collection, one day to go to an American museum, available to researchers and
retained for history.

Attached is a copy of the letter I wrote to Mr. Ruaia and I feel it will let

you know my position with respect to TIGHAR. I have located 3 people from the
first expedition who have similar opinions and will eventually come forward to
deliver their knowledge. I have promised Mr. Ruaia that I will mail his book
and materials tomorrow morning. Since it is now early in the morning, and I
must get some sleep before I begin my full time job in the morning, I will make
this note brief. One day real soon I hope to call and talk with you on the
telephone. According to information, your telephone number is 288-0122/

I am so happy to have found both of you and pray you are both well. I am
anxious to hear from you.

With sincere best wishes.

Carol L. Osborne, Aviation Historian
2464 El Camino Real, # 99
Santa Clara, CA. 95051

home phone (408) 244-6114 [between 8 p.m.-7 a.m. Califomia time]

c>d\ t ] 1^0%- Lwb^
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COPY

October 2, 1991

Margaret Baaro
Secretary of Foreign Affairs
P. 0. Box 88

Bairiki, Tarawa

REPUBLIC OF KIRIBATI

Subject: Search for Amelia Earhart and Fred Noonan

Dear Eminence:

This letter is in regard to an expedition to the island of Nikumaroro (formerly
Gardner Island), which involves a group calling themselves TIGHAR (The International
Group for Historic Aircraft Recovery). It is headed by Richard Gillespie and his wife,
Patricia Thrasher. According to their voluminous press releases, and subsequent
newspaper accounts, they intend to do some excavating on Nikumaroro because they
claim to 'know what happened' to aviatrix Amelia Earhart and Fred Noonan.

I  represent Muriel Earhart Morrissey, younger sister and sole immediate "next
of kin' to aviatrix Amelia Earhart Putnam. Muriel and I have spent years
researching, then publishing our book entitled. Amelia. My Courageous Sister. Now,
at age 91, Muriel has requested I act in her behalf when things about Amelia need a
direction or a response.

Muriel Earhart Morrissey and I are emphatic about two vital points surrounding
this expedition: First of all, there is NO EVIDENCE to link Nikumaroro and the

disappearance of Amelia Earhart and Fred Noonan. Secondly, and of more importance,
NO MATTER WHERE the physical remains of her sister are...and have been for fifty-
four years...Muriel wants Amelia's final resting place left undisturbed. I must tell
you that Muriel has never authorized ANY PERSON OR GROUP to undertake a search,
and she most certainly DOES NOT SUPPORT the desecration of ANY grave site.

All well-researched documentation indicates that Amelia and Fred flew for
more than 20 hours, and ran out of fuel somewhere within a 100-mile radius of

Howland Island. To disturb the graves of people who attempted to settle an island
located almost five hundred miles south of Howland is unthinkable and immoral.

On behalf of Muriel Earhart Morrissey, I am respectfully requesting that you
withdraw any permission that TIGHAR may have been granted to disturb any and all
grave sites on land that is controlled by the Republic of Kiribati. We implore you to
allow whoever rests in the grave, that TIGHAR plans to excavate, to rest in peace.

Carol L. Osborne, Aviation Historian
2464 El Camino Real, # 99

Santa Clara, CA. 95051

home phone (408) 244-6114 [between 8 p.m.-7 a.m. California time]
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42/11 Namatjira Drive,

Weston, A.C.T. 2611,
Australia,

18 October, 1991.

Frederick A. Goerner,

24 Presidio Terrace,

San Francisco,

California 94118, U.S.A.

Dear Mr Goerner,

Honor is back again and things are looking up once more,
which enables me to spend an hour or two in the evenings to
deal with the correspondence. So I am giving what little
information I can in answer to the queries in your letter of
18 September.

Like Honor I remember hearing that Ocean Island radio had
picked up some signals from the Earhart plane, but if we
ever heard anything about the content of the messages it
would have been forgotten almost immediately. Actually we
were not on Ocean Island ourselves until the 20th July but
on a phosphate ship en route to it, having left Zanzibar in
East Africa on the 20th May. So what we heard was not
until our arrival and was quite possibly told us by the
radio operator himself, Thomas Moore, who was a friend of
ours .

Moore was called the 'Engineer-Operator in Charge' and there
was only one other operator, Arnold Cookson, who however
was on leave in Australia from the 29th May to the 16th

November. When Moore last wrote to me he was living in
retirement somewhere in Adelaide. But that was many years
ago and as he was born on 11 September 1891 he would be 100

last month if he was still alive. I therefore conclude

that he is dead, and have no idea of his last, or any,
address.

There might have been a note concerning the messages in the
station log, but I was the first government official to land
on Ocean Island (now officially called Banaba) after the war

and found the Protectorate and Colony archives wrecked by
American bombing. The roof had been destroyed and the rain



had reduced the contents of the archives to unreadable pulp.
I  did not visit the wireless station but presume that
anything in it was also reduced to pulp by the bombers, who
were very thorough. Anything readable should have been
sent to the Director of the Kiribati Archives on Bairiki,
Tarawa, but might just as easily be still lying in the Radio
Office on Banaba, or have got as far as the Administrative
Officer's Office there.

As to Nauru I know nothing as it was under Australian
administration. Honor spent six weeks on the island
towards the end of 193*7 and wrote a book on The String
Figures of Nauru Island (Adelaide, Libraries Board of South
Australia, 1971), but heard nothing about Earhart messages.
There is, however, an account of them in Roy Nesbit's
article which I am sending. Remember that you can also
have a copy of the Laxton material should you not be able to
get it from Thomas King: it is the best item ever written on
the atoll.

I  know no one who was working in Australian Military
Intelligence before September 1939. Fiji, and the islands
north and east of Fiji, including the Gilberts and Ellice,
should have been the concern of New Zealand, but the
Dominion had neither the resources nor, I fancy, the
interest to do anything about the Japanese islands.

We had a limited contact with Japanese Micronesia since the
?lanyo Boyeki kaisha had a trade store on Butaritari and
their supply ship came down periodically from the Marshalls.
Normally it entered and cleared at Butaritari but when there
was no European officer there they had to come down to
Tarawa, which became the only Port of Entry for the 16
Gilbert Islands.

Occasionally there was a passenger on board and I remember
particularly poor Pablo Lazlo, a Hungarian who spoke good
English and had managed to secure a round ticket in Japan as
a  tourist though he seemed to me clearly engaged in
intelligence work

Lazlo took me aside and besought me to let him stay over on



Tarawa as he felt that the Japanese considered that he had
seen toq. much and that if he got on board again he would be
disposed of. I was only visiting Tarawa myself so had to
refer the proposal to Major Swinbourne, who was in charge of
the Northern and Central Districts. Swinbourne was the
epitome of the unimaginative and rule-bound civil servant
and nearly had a fit at Lazlo's request, pointing out that
he had no visa for the Colony, and many other arguments ad
nauseam. It was heartbreaking to see him being rowed out
to the ship between two Japanese: presumably to his death.

Then we had two Gilbertese who drifted to the Carolines.
Ponape sent a radio message saying that they would be
returned on the next supply shipj but they too must have
seen too much for not long after Ponape told us: so sorry
but they had disappeared.

Yet there were a few Europeans who lived right through the
Japanese period: among them a missionary on Kusaie and a
Belgian lady who owned and ran a plantation on Ponape. I
remember her as a great friend of our best Honolulu friend,
Margaret Titcomb, the Librarian at the Bishop Museum.

Just before the war the Australians got the bright idea of
asking Robbie Robson, the Editor of the Pacific Islands
Monthly, to collect all the information he could on a visit
to the Gilberts. But he had nothing to report except
rumours.

Most of my work with the intelligence people came a bit
later than the period you are interested in, though before
America entered the war. Looking after the wants of the
New Zealand ooastwatchers: a melancholy business. And a
hilarious episode acting as liaison with the first American
under-cover agent, who kept forgetting his assumed name and
occupation. He later repaid me for my help by getting me
freed when arrested by the Americans in Noumea as a
suspected spy (they had ordered me to report there and given
me No.l priority on their own aircraft).

I  am sending my only copy of Nesbit's article in the
Aeroplane Monthly and should be grateful if you could return



it after taking any copies you want. There is no hurry but
it should be deposited eventually in the Adelaide archives.
I take it that you don't want Linda C. Puig's article
'Tracing Amelia's Footsteps' in This World for 17
December1989?

I see that I am about to get garrulous, a well-known sign of
senescence, so will stop, especially as I must write and
thank your friend for her lovely book Amelia, my courageous
sister and send her some she might like in return.

Yours very sincerely,



A2/11 Namatjira Drive,
Wefiton, A.C.T. 2611,

Australia.
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Frederick A. Goerner,

2A Presidio Terrace,

SAN FRANCISCO,

California 9A118, U.S A.

Dear Mr Goerner,

Sorry not to have written before to thank you for your very
interesting letters, but alas Honor has been
rather seriously ill for three weeks now and this is the
first day I have been able to put pen to paper.

One of the drawbacks of corresponding with the frail and
aged is that you never know when, or even if, you will get a
reply, except possibly from the executors.

I am a reasonably practised nurse by now and for the first
fourteen days and nights I was acting as one, as well as
doing the shopping, house cleaning, cooking, and everything
else

But now Honor is safely housed in our best private hospital
under specialist care and as a result is beginning to feel
better; in fact with any luck she should be home again in a
few days. Meanwhile I visit her twice a day by taxi, as I
am considered too blind to be allowed to drive my car.

This is only an interim letter to let you know the present
position and to say that I will write in reply to your
queries as soon as I can..

Honor particularly enjoined me to thank you for
effusions in Airline which gave her more to laugh

Dri scol1's

about than

anything else she read during the first week of her illness.
It was a real tonic and much appreciated. The author
missed his vocation for he would have made a splendid writer

of science fiction.



We were happy to find from your letters that our desultory
ruminations were of some use to you: we found it an
interesting exercise to cudgel our brains in an endeavour to
recollect a long-forgotten period of our lives. And many
thanks for the cheque which we have cashed and put into our
fund for providing secular literature for the Gilbertese, of
which the latest is The Story of Karongoa.

In return I am sending you a copy of the Second Progress
Report of the Phoenix Islands Settlement Scheme, which has
unexpectey turned up in a file which should have been
deposited in the Archives long ago with the other records.

It covers the period in the Phoenix which most interests you
and gives more accurate answers to some of your original
queries, thus demonstrating that my memory of the long ago
is not infallible. For example I apparently got Jones to
partition the first settlement blocks on Hull; also we left
the airways section untouched in the first partition
(reserving it for the second, by which time the airport
scheme had fizzled out). And contrary to my recollection I
apparently knew that the airways people had been to Gardner,
as I mention it briefly in my report.

But the most important passage concerns a discussion with

the first settlers on the 17th June 1939 in which I say 'The

natives were instructed to explore the island immediately
from end to end and, as a result of the knowledge thus
gained, to commence planting operations with those areas

which required the minimum amount of clearing, provided that
they were suitable for coconut cultivation*. So much for

the theory that the islanders did not examine minutely the
island which was to be their future home. In my opinion

anything out of the ordinary would have excited their

careful examination and have been reported, as well as
becoming the subject of general discussion.

Bye for now, and I shall write a more detailed letter as
soon as we have surmounted the present contretemps.



FREDERICK ̂ DLA:N' GOERMER

Twojuty-ffoiDij]? PFcBsidlio TeMsice

Sam FiPamcisco, CaMffoiemia 041118

September 18, 1991

Professor & Mrs. Henry E. Maude
22/11 Namatjira Drive
Weston, A.C.T. 2611
Australia

Dear Professor and Mrs. Maude:

Here I am again, and with several more questions.

I believe you must wince when you see my letterhead, but I want
you to know how truly grateful I am for your generosity with
time, effort and sending me the treasured copy of OF ISLANDS AND
MEN.

Mrs. Maude, in your letter to me of August 14th, 1991, you
stated, "We were on Ocean Island at the time of Amelia Earhart's
disappearance and remember the excitement of our radio operator
and the Nauru man hearing her messages."

That is the first time I have EVER heard that Amelia's radio
communications were received on Ocean Island.

Are you able to provide me with additional details? The contents
of the messages? The times they were received? The name of the
radio operator, and if still with us, where that individual can
be contacted?

You also mention Nauru as receiving Earhart radio signals. I
have information to that effect, but it is not detailed. Can you
expand on that aspect as well? Also, I am not familiar with the
article by Roy Nesbit in the Jan. Feb. editions of Aeroplane
Monthly. If you have it at hand, I would very much appreciate a
copy.

Professor Maude, I have written to Dr.Thomas F. King regarding
the P.B. Laxton material on Nikumaroro, but I have no reply to
date. I will address a second communication to him and hope for
better results.

I  was fascinated to learn you worked with U.S. Naval
Intelligence and O.S.S. during World War II. Your knowledge of
the Gilberts and other of the Pacific Islands was at a premium.

Because of your experience with Allied intelligence, I believe
you can provide a unique insight into an area of intelligence
collection that is still not fully revealed.



By 1937, there is no doubt that British, Australian, New Zealand
and U.S. intelligence services were seriously concerned about
what Japan was doing in her mandated (Marshall, Caroline and
Marianas) islands. There was a continuing possibility of war in
the Pacific with Japan, and much of the Pacific was terribly
vulnerable in the event of a Japanese attack.

With that in mind, there must have been many attempts by allied
agents to penetrate the Japanese Mandates, but so little is
known about those efforts.

Professor Maude, do you have knowledge of any of the attempts to
gain information about Japanese intentions and activities in the
mandates prior to the Japanese attack upon Pearl Harbor in
December, 1941? Do you know anyone still with us who was active
in Australian Military Intelligence before September, 1939, when
World War II actually began? That person might know of
intelligence efforts in the Japanese Mandates.

Dear, wonderful people, what exciting and rewarding lives and
careers you have had and are having. I am truly honored to have
the opportunity to correspond with you.

With respect and admiration, I am.

Most Cordially Yours,
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San Fiajncisco, CaliffoMia 041118

September 17, 1991

Professor & Mrs. Henry E. Maude
22/11 Namatjira Drive
Weston, A.C.T. 2611
Australia

Dear Professor and Mrs. Maude:

Again, I am most grateful for your recent correspondence. You
have provided information that NO ONE else could have possessed.

I am enclosing photocopies of some material which may have some
interest for you.

First is a copy of the Associated Press 1961 report that started
all the nonsense about Earhart being on Gardner Island. We at
CBS dismissed the story as either a fabrication or a wild
misinterpretation of something one of the Phoenix Islanders
said.

Second is some of Mr. Driscoll's information regarding the New
Zealand Pacific Air Survey (NZPAS) which visited Gardner
(Nikumaroro) in 1938 and again in 1939. I have taken the liberty
of highlighting some of the more pertinent information. Please
be aware that I have photocopied on both sides of the page in
some instances in the interest of ecology.

You will note that NZPAS erected a temporary radio station on
Gardner and that Mr. Jones had a radio at Hull Island. Also, the
soundings taken at Gardner indicated that sufficient area in the
Gardner lagoon existed for possible use by seaplanes. It is
clear that NZPAS had military objectives as well as civilian.

The third group of photocopies are from the book THE EARHART
DISAPPEARANCE:THE BRITISH CONNECTION by J.A. Donahue, which I
mentioned in my last communication. Donahue's conclusions are
sheer fiction, but they should provide some healthy laughter.
You will remember J.W. Jones as you met the gentleman.

There is a fine young woman here in Northern California who
would like to contact you. Her name is Miss Carol Osborne, and
she is the author along with Muriel Earhart Morrissey of the
recent book AMELIA, MY COURAGEOUS SISTER. Mrs. Morrissey is the
sister of Amelia Earhart.

Miss Osborne is a lovely person and a dedicated researcher. She
is not a seeker of sensationalism, but she is interested in
truth for the Earhart matter.



I have told her what wonderful people you are, and I took the
liberty of providing your address to her.

I have some other questions I would like to pose to you, but I
shall reserve them for my next letter.

With respect and admiration,

I am.

Most Cordially Yours,
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(SAN DIEG0)-AN0THER THEORY OE HHAT HAY HAVE HAPPENED TO AMELIA
tapkart was offered today by a former u. s. coast guardslan.

SAID SHE AND HER NAVIGATOR FRED NOONAM NAY HAVE NET DEATH ON
island) in their attempted trans-paci^^ year

Ui-—— ' 1. VETERANS
DN ̂ H i oL HW JJ? X IV i 1 li- X !». 11 t

NOW ON LEAVE FROM ̂
APFMRS 008j WENT TO GARDNER ISLAND ON A COAST GUARD MISSION DURING
WORLD WAR 2. ■ ^ rur

HE SAID A NATIVE TOLD HIM THAT IN THE LATTER PART OP
SKELETON OF A WOMAN AND THE SKULL OE A MAN WERE FOUND ON THE SHORE
OF THE ISLAND.

A WHITE PLANTER BELIEVED THE SKELETON MIGHT BE MISS EARHART
and started TO SUVA, FIJI ISLANDS, WITH IT. BUT HE DIED OF PNEUMONIA
al THE WAY AND SUPERSTITIOUS NATIVE BOATMEN THREW THE SKELETON OVEMOARD,

EBIAOPPD 21 . /
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6. Tom Wilkes. (MOTA T) 7. Sir Ralph Cochrane
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8. E. A. Gibson 9. D. O. Haskeil

II. E. W. Lee (MOTAT)10. Alan Pnchard
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21. Transport at 'Croydon' on Christmas Island

22. Surveying 23. m.v. Yanawai

24. Norwich City wrecked on reefs at
Gardner Island



V COCHRANE

There had been a Government inquiry into British civil
aviation while the Centaurus had been away. A report tabled in
Parliament on 8 February 1938 included a recommendation that
"plans should be laid for services across the Pacific and in the
West Indies, for all of which Parliament should immediately be
asked to provide the necessary subsidies". The Prime Minister,
Mr Neville Chamberlain, assured the House of Commons that the
report would be adopted and the vote for air subsidies was
increased by million (S6 million) in March.

Among the many people for whom this had implications was
Robert Wimbush, who had been by paddle-steamer from Malakal
through the Sud district of the Nile to establish a flying-boat
landing area at Rejaf near Juba. This increased payload and so
Imperial Airways revenues by £15,000 ($30,000) a year; though
not Wimbush's four pounds (eight dollars) a week wage. On
returning to Cairo in July, he went on leave after five years in the
Middle East.

On reaching London, he was told by the Company to take his
charts covering the Persian Gulf and the Nile to the Air Ministry.
To his surprise these were accepted without discussion and he was
shown a map of the Pacific.

"I was ordered to prepare to leave for there," he recalls,
"and to get Henry Hughes' firm to adapt for me a more portable
and very shallow water recording Echo sounder to save payload. It
would be for me to devise fitment to any craft from a canoe to a
super-launch."

The assignment was classified as secret. Bob's only brief was
to travel incognito to Auckland or Fiji, with the objective of
joining the cruiser Leander in the South Pacific. He spent his leave
preparing for the journey and was introduced to Colonel Falla,
who had arrived in London following business discussions in
North America.

The Imperial Airways/Qantas Southampton-Sydney flymg-
boat service had opened in June and both Wimbush and Falla left
in the same aircraft during October.
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"How fortunate can you be?" Bob wrote.
He was surprised on reaching Rose Bay to be met by

Australian newspapermen. One told him they had been alerted by
Moscow; others that they had "been through the aircraft
consignment notes to find out the contents of my baggage and had
drawn their own conclusion".

Wimbush found their informed guessing not far wrong. They
were impatient over the apparent lack of activity towards the
Pacific islands, "told me a few useful things I did not know ... I
told them one or two places I was not going to."

The journalists developed free for him photographs he had
taken at Darwin of a flight of RAF long-distance Wellesleys which
had flown there non-stop from Egypt — a notable feat in 1938. A
cable advised that Leander would rendezvous with Bob in Fiji and
he and Colonel Falla joined the Matson liner Monterey. They
sailed for Auckland on 11 November, Falla disembarked and
Group Captain Wilkes called to make contact before the ship left.

In Suva Gibby came aboard on the heels of the port officials
and met Wimbush outside the purser's office. His bags were soon
on their way to Leander, while Bob was spirited away to the
Grand Pacific Hotel for briefing. He then paid a brief courtesy
call on the Colonial Secretary Western Pacific, after which Gibby
took him back to the wharf.

It was pouring with rain. Bob had a fleeting awareness of the
smell of copra. Then he was boarding a naval pinnace which took
him off to Leander. As he came alongside he was "in trepidation
to think all this 7000 tons had been awaiting me, the equivalent of
a 'snotty'."

*  * *

The New Zealand Pacific Aviation Survey (NZPAS) was as
enigmatic in name as in character. The United Kingdom initiated
the expedition to establish marine alighting areas for a survey
flight between New Zealand, Fiji, the Phoenix and the Line,
Islands, which would be flown by one of the TEAL Short S-30
flying-boats soon to be based at Auckland. This reflected
Government commitment to carry out the recommendations of
the Cadman Report, one of which was to establish immediately a
British trans-Pacific air service. The,:.project was classified Top'
Secret to ̂ensure -thatrthenUnited States ■ Government did not
become aware t>f iQ

In 1936 British warships of the New Zealand Division had
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made a sortie to Pacific islands which the United States Navy then
regarded as of strategic importance to United States defence and
aviation interests. American colonists had been rushed to the
islands to forestall any British action. It was important that the
NZPAS was not similarly frustrated.

Whitehall's misgivings over the dependability of the New
Zealand Government were reflected in concern lest a sympathetic
hint to Pan American Airways should alert the United States to
British intentions. The importance of ensuring that this did not
occur was conveyed to Group Captain Cochrane who, as the New
Zealand CAS and a RAF officer experienced in the expectations
of the Air Ministry, was given overall responsibility for the
assignment.

Cochrane is not likely to have overlooked the opportunity
offered by an Imperial Government requirement for flying-boat
moorings in the equatorial Pacific islands. It could only advance
Squadron Leader Isitt's concept of a lifeline for military
landplanes linking New Zealand and Hawaii. It is significant that
Isitt in 1935 had asked Harold Gatty, Pan American Aimays
representative in New Zealand, which would be the most suitable
islands in the Central Pacific on which to develop airstrips and
Gatty had suggested Christmas or Fanning Islands. Commodore
H. E. Horan, Chief of the New Zealand Naval Staff at the time of
the NZPAS, stated that he had received a secret Admiralty
instruction for Leander to carry an aviation survey party and
sounding gear to Christmas Island, "then call briefly at Fanning
Island". j • j

It seems reasonable to surmise that Isitt had advised
Cochrane of Gatty's view; that Cochrane had recommended it to
the Air Ministry, since neither he nor Isitt had visited the Central
Pacific; and that the Air Ministry had requested the Admiralty to
make a cruiser available to visit these locations.

Cochrane clearly supported Isitt's proposals but would not
indicate this to any New Zealander lest it be leaked to Pan
American Airways. He knew that Isitt had had discussions with
Gatty; that his ideas had won tacit approval from the New
Zealand Prime Minister at the time, who had eventually granted
Pan Am landing rigi.ts at Auckland; and that this decision had
been ratified by the then Labour Government in Wellington.

The CAS was also in no doubt that if there was a hint irt
Whitehall that he had endorsed any facet of the New Zealand
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association with Pan American Airways, his recall would be
immediate. The sensitivity of his situation stemmed from the
fickle circumstances of his appointment to New Zealand. In
dealing with a conflict of interest in which his own career was at
stake, Cochrane was to emerge as an inspired strategist and a
superb diplomat.

"Any correspondence and coded signals which went between
Cochrane and the Air Ministry were unknown to Len Isitt and
me," says Gibby. "But we were certain that he had extensive
correspondence with the UK Government — unknown to the New
Zealand Government, which could have been very angry had it
found out. That Cochrane was right I am convinced in retrospect,
because had he let one hiiit drop anywhere before Leander left Fiji
the whole subject would have been blown wide open."

It was decided that Wellington need be advised only that the
cruiser would take Major General Sir John Duigan, Chief of the
General Staff New Zealand Military Forces, to Fanning Island to
assess defence requirements for the cable station there. The
impression was cultivated that an army and naval operation was in
train which could only be helpful to New Zealand defence. (Nor
had a pleasant Pacific cruise by warship for the three Chiefs of
Staff been overlooked.)

Cochrane clearly resolved to send a survey party to seek both
land and marine aircraft operating facilities in the Central Pacific.
He doubtless felt he could justify this as a warranted extension of
a civil aviation requirement. He well understood that commerce
and communications were the British Government's concern in
the Pacific, especially the development of a round-the-world air
service. This was impeded by American refusal to grant landing
rights for British airliners in Hawaii. The United States and the
Empire were in fact commercial rivals as far as trans-Pacific air
services were concerned.

But as Chief of the New Zealand Air Staff, Cochrane was
concerned at the absence of even an informal understanding
between London and WaihingtolTon Pacific defence strategy. He
was acutely aware that time was against the Western democracies.

His attitude, to wards airline operations would have been a
military one, reflecting British Government policy in establishing
an Inter-Departmental Committee on International Air
Communications in 1935. Its chairman was Sir Warren Fisher, the
Permanent Head of the Treasury and head of the Civil Service. Sir
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Warren had also been a member of the Cadman Comiriittee.
The Inter-Departmental Committee comprised civil servants

representing the Air Ministry, the Admiralty, the Foreign Office
and other Departments of State. Its task was to co-ordinate
overseas airline development with total national policy as
Clement Attlee pointed out on 3 December 1935, ''this was as
much a defence measure as one designed to aid civil aviation".

Cochrane had progressively assumed charge of civil aviation
activities outside New Zealand from Tom Wilkes, integrating
them closely with defence strategies and placing them under a
common tight security. This safeguarded London s desire that
there be no leaks to the Americans.

He handled as little of the detail of the NZPAS as possible in
New Zealand. The expedition was assembled in Fiji, a British
colony, and embarked in a British cruiser and a Fijian coastal
vessel. Though he had decided that E. A. Gibson was the man to
lead the venture, Cochrane withheld all suggestion of it from him
until Gibby was in Fiji assessing Eric Smart's proposals for the
construction of military airfields in the group. These would be a
complementary part in the Isitt project to the NZPAS
investigations.

Gibson, who at the time was understandably put out by the
treatment he received from the CAS, was able to bring in only Bill
Lee to the expedition from the ASB — and this was because he
happened to be in Fiji supervising work on the Nandi and Nausori
airstrips.

The remainder of the NZPAS complement were Britons
surveyors resident in Fiji, local labour recruited there. Bob
Wimbush seconded from Imperial Airways to the Air Ministry to
fill a colourless role as a British Government hydrographer who
was hardly likely to attract New Zealand notice or speculation.
The classifications of "Top Secret" and "Defence" ensured that
most searching questions could be avoided.

4: * * *

The issue of divided loyalties perennially distorted
relationships between the First and Second World Wars among
British and Dominion officers. E. A. Gibson had endured further
experience of this in April 1938. In this case the loyalty of Captain
R. D. Oliver, RN, Naval Adviser to the New Zealand
Government, to his own Service was the stumbling block.

"I don't know how good he was at running a fighting ship.
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Gibby declares, "but as a competent administrator he was a prize

^°°''Gibson, like Smart, had absorbed the Pan American Airways
lesson of employing its own efficient depot ship to establish island
air bases in the North Pacific. In April Gibby had made a case for

ASB to do the same. He had specified the need for a smal
vessel with good cabin accommodation for twelve, adding that she
must be suitable to house them in the tropics for months at a time

A large chart room where six to eight draughtsmen could
work and a saloon, were essential. Unobstructed deck ̂ pace for
the stowage of launches, punts and awkward cargoes would be
fundamental. A capability to carry 150 tonnes, with one large
'""''ThrsWp^rd'toCcapable of keeping the J
weather. Her endurance should be of the order of 10,000 to 3,
kilometres over a period of three, preferably four months.

The vessel should be economical to run, both in manning and
fuel She would need to be capable of landing construction
equipment at surf beaches. This required ample power, as well as a
high degree of manoeuvrability in confined spaces.

The New Zealand Public Works Department had supported
the proposal. An interdepartmental committee was therefore
convened in Wellington to determine and recommend appropriate
action. But at this meeting Captain Oliver gave an unqualified
assurance that the Royal Navy could handle everything^

It had certainly suffered under the notorious •
Ships and manpower had been punitively reduced until the British
Fleet was barely a shadow. Oliver would be aware that it needed
all the work it could attract if more vessels and men were not
disappear n competent to handle
surf requirements. Conditions at Pacific islands he
beyond its experience; while the tight schedules sailed by Royal
Navy warships were too limiting for such work.

"The naval rating of today is a mechanic afloat, he w^ to
say, "and, while undoubtedly an excellent man at his own ]ob, is
as much out of his element in a surfboat as the rating of 40 years
ago was at home in one." . , ^ ^ ^

On Captain Oliver's assurances the interdepartmental
committee deferred the proposition for ASB depot ships. Gibson
was understandably furious.
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The Chief of Air Staff had been evasive on the subject,
fearing that he might prejudice his standing with Peter Fraser and
Walter Nash, the two most influential ministers, who wholly
supported his recommendations for development of the country's
military aviation. At the time he had no assurance that the
Imperial Government would ask New Zealand to undertake island
surveys on its behalf.

Cochrane convened a conference on the NZPAS in
November 1938 to which D. O. Haskell was invited as ASB
resources were to be committed. But Cochrane directed him not to
advise Gibson of either the project or that he would lead it. This
thoroughly upset Doc, who was entirely loyal to the Engineer-in-
Charge of the Branch. Normally he was never disposed to speak
derogatorily of others, but thereafter Cochrane was the exception.

"Try as I would I could never break down the armed
neutrality with which Doc treated Cochrane," Gibby declares.
"There was just an unbridgeable gap between a very capable and
practical New Zealand engineer and a very unpractical and
energetic RAP officer who had not the faintest appreciation of
what was involved in building things from scratch in primitive
surroundings."

Cochrane could not resist the temptation to use his position
as Chief of Air Staff to meddle in construction matters, of which
he knew very little. This drove Haskell frantic and, even many
years later, he commented that Cochrane's English manners did
not endear him to the ASB.

At the November NZPAS conference the CAS advised that
Leander would call at Gardner and Hull Islands in the Phoenix
group; Washington in the Line Islands; and Nukunono in the
Tokelaus, in addition to Christmas and Fanning Islands which
were included in her original orders. Cochrane must have done
this on his own initiative. It is a measure of the length he was
prepared to go in New Zealand's interests.

The Chiefs of Staff — Cochrane, Duigan and Horan —
embarked in Leander on the 5th and she immediately sailed for
Suva under the command of Captain J. B. Rivett-Carnac, RN.

*  * * *

E. A. Gibson first got wind of the NZPAS and that he would
be leading it from an Australian named Vaskness who was
Secretary to the High Commission for the Western Pacific in
Suva. He received a personal letter from Doc Haskell on the same
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lines a few days later — after niuch heart searching Doc had
decided that he was not responsible to Cochrane!

The complex web and the obscurity cultivated around the
NZPAS were so successful in confusing everyone that the
expedition was left without supplies, equipment, personnel or
dependable transport. Gibson always believed he was engaged in a
military operation, a]beit with a need to acquire information likely
to be valuable for civil aviation purposes.

Many misunderstandings could have been avoided had
Cochrane felt able to tell him that the NZPAS objectives involved
an Air Council directive to survey flying-boat facilities in the
equatorial islands, which would enable Isitt's military landplane
route to Hawaii to be advanced beyond Fiji. But Cochrane never
did.

On learning what was afoot, Gibby immediately cabled
Wellington urging that a full and experienced party be sent,
accompanied by complete equipment including buoys and
mooring chain. A reassuring reply came by return.

Leander arrived in Suva on 11 November and Gibson was at

the launch landing to meet the Chiefs of Staff. They invited him to
join them that afternoon for a conference. There he learned that
the cruiser was on the invariable tight, limiting schedule. He said
that this would preclude the gaining of any worthwhile results,
even if the whole time available were allocated to one island and

assuming no time was lost through high surf making the place
unworkable.

Gibson added that extra personnel, equipment and material
were required.

Next day it was decided to charter a depot ship and eventually
the 320 tonn^BujniS,_Ph]lp Tana wm selected as the best of the
poor choice offering. Built at Hong Kong as a river boat, she had
a draft of two and a half metres and a speed which seldom
attained six knots. The charter charge to the New Zealand
Government would be £80 ($160) a day.

Gibson said that she would be at risk in the hurricane belt but

Cochrane requested him to draw up the charter documents.
Gibson countered that he was not competent to do so and
proposed that the Bank of New Zealand's Suva manager be
appointed Government Agent and undertake the task.

The next argument was over the need to provide a radio set
and operator theparty foFGardner Islaad.._an UQUih.abited,
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remote atpll..Captain Rivett-Carnac provided a solution — he said
to CPO M. W. Hay, one of Leander's W/T Technicians: "Jfou
don't realize it, but you've volunteer^''.,

The meeting conceded that Gibson had to have launches, surf
boats, stores and provisions. It affirmed he was in sole charge of
NZPAS and that the master of the Yanawai was answerable only
to him. But Rivett-Carnac pointed out that stress of weather could
prevent Leander landing men and equipment at some islands.
Gibby could only wish that he had been present at the conference
with his naval colleage. Captain Oliver.

General Duigan was Gibby's only fellow-New Zealander. He,
during a social hour, whispered:

"There's one thing they've done right. This Colonial
Secretary-fellow's whisky is particularly good. We should have
our share of that!"

A frantic buying up of Suva's limited supply of ship's
chandlery ensued. Gibson was tireless, though very outspoken.
Survey parties for Hull and Gardner Islands were to sail on the 22
November in the Yanawai. The Chiefs of Staff, Gibson, Wimbush
and a civil engineer named Roberts from the Fiji Public Works
Department would go ahead in Leander.

Following the arrival of Monterey, the cruiser sailed at 1540
hours on 17 November "for an undisclosed destination".
Commodore Horan, a genial man exemplary as the Senior Service
host, soon had everyone feeling welcome. Bob Wimbush was left
in no doubt that the members of the ward room were relieved to

find him an uncomplicated chap and "not the sinister little man
they had expected to be spirited aboard with false beard and dark
glasses."

The first morning out Cochrane convened a conference at
which the airline nature of the assignment emerged. It was clear,
too, that Imperial Airways rather than TEAL, which had yet to be
registered as a company and therefore could own no aircraft, was
involved. Bob Wimbush explained that the British carrier required
moorings laid for its survey flight. He had drafted a signal calling
for chain, sinkers, anchors, old tyres and other gear. He asked
that this be sent to Suva. Cochrane did not agree.

Gibson however subsequently sent it and added a request for
a tonne of gelignite to be delivered by the Yanawai. Wimbush,
sensing wider objectives for the expedition than the airline survey
he had been advised in Britain was involved, became concerned
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lest his assignment would not be accomplished. He therefore later
approached Group Captain Cochrane, asking that Gibson and
Roberts be instructed that they must assist him with sounding
operations.

The CAS agreed. But when he began to direct Gibson, the
New Zealander pointed out that he was in charge of the
expedition. The Air Ministry representative must be told that he
was only a member of a team and that ultimate responsibility in
regard to work rested with Gibson, who would see that Wimbush
received every assistance.

Cochrane accepted this, but affirmed that sounding work was
the most important and should be as complete as possible even, if
need be, to the detriment of land aerodrome investigation. The
CAS knew better than to give the Imperial Government less than
everything it expected. But how was Gibson to understand this?

It was Commodore Horan and Bob Wimbush when two days
out from Suva who gave the New Zealander his first intimation
that Leander's original sortie had been restricted to Christmas and
Fanning Islands.

*  * * *

Leander's first call was to be Hull Island in the Phoenix
group and Gibby was critical of Captain Rivett-Carnac's
reluctance to send off his Walrus aircraft to make a survey of
Gardner Island claiming that the aircraft could have rejoined the
cruiser at Hull. But the commander had doubts about range and
about difficulties in reclaiming her if sea conditions were adverse.
In the end he decided against launching the Walrus while on
passage.

Hull Island resembles a parallelogram. A deep lagoon is
surrounded by a ribbon of land 400 metres broad. A stone marae
and some Polynesian graves are at the eastern end.

The cruiser called on 21 November. Gibson was putting
ashore a land surveyor from Fiji named Harlon and a Fijian to
survey for a land aerodrome, to carry out a topographical survey
marking the largest area of deep water for sounding by the main
NZPAS party on its return and to erect notices on the island
proclaiming British sovereignty.

He and the Chiefs of Staff landed. Cochrane and Gibson
walked over the whole of the boat passage in the reef. Both were
surprised when Captain Rivett-Carnac considered it too
hazardous to work, though prompt action by Major-General
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Duigan alone saved an accident in the surf when the ship was
leaving Hull at 1645 hours.

Once the cruiser was at sea her commander warned that it
might be impossible to land Gibson at Nukunono Island in the
Tokelaus because of surf. The exasperated New Zealander had
forecast this all along. He decided to tranship to the Yanawai, if
possible at Fanning Island.

He told Cochrane that he disapproved of the whole
organization and equipment of the expedition. The hurried call in
the Phoenix Islands had enabled him to gain little more than the
knowledge that there was an obvious bird risk to aviation.

Gibson said he resented finding himself in the role of
obstructionist through Cochrane's lack of appreciation of what
was required for such work and his refusal to allow the time
necessary for its performance without unnecessary risks.

Cochrane was seeking results far in excess of the expedition's
capacity. Gibson had given, at an earlier conference aboard the
cruiser, his estimate that "a complete topographical survey with
accurate triangulation at Christmas Island would take eight
months." Wimbush had supported this, saying that a fair survey
of the lagoon would take three or four months.

The Chief of Air Staff discounted this, saying the Yanawai
must not be delayed. He considered a flying-boat landing area
could be located and buoyed in as many weeks.

"A survey party and 'pukka blasting people' can come
later," he said.

Gibson may still have misunderstood the limited scope of the
expedition intended by London. In attempting a full-scale
professional job, he was probably compromising Cochrane who
alone may have innovated the extra tasks set the NZPAS.
Whatever the position, the Englishman had certainly failed to
communicate the expedition's objectives.

At a morning conference in Leander Gisbon later said that
without a properly equipped depot ship NZPAS was merely
asking for trouble. Cochrane retorted that Gibson had "messed
up" representations for such a vessel before leaving New Zealand.
Gibby answered that as Chief of Air Staff, Cochrane had not
supported his representations and any chance to remedy the
situation had been forfeited by the omission in advising him of the
expedition, though Cochrane had had the information for some
weeks.
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Ccmmodore Horan observed that "someone certainly sat on

the cable for about three weeks" in New Zealand in respect of the
expedition. Cochrane maintained he received it "shortly before
sailing". Gibson made it clear that he would resign before
attempting any future project that was so inadequately prepared.

Cochrane replied that he did not think New Zealand would
again be asked by the Imperial Government to do such work
because the ideas put forward were too elaborate.

Learning that the cruiser would be at Christmas Island for
only two days, Gibson decided to disembark with his survey party
and work ashore until the Yanawai could pick them up. He logged
with heavy irony:

"As Leander will be here 48 hours there will be little survey

work to do after she departs!"
*  * * *

Captain Rivett-Carnac did not escape his share of frustration.
The cruiser anchored off Christmas Island at 0800 hours on 24
November and in the afternoon he arranged for Lieutenant
Nicholls, his Walrus pilot, to fly Wimbush round the island.

The aircraft was normally launched by catapult from the deck
of Leander. On this occasion it not only became airborne but took
the catapult cradle with it!

"The Walrus could still be used," recounts Gibson, "in the
calm water lee of most islands. When it was landing, the cruiser
would turn into wind and steam helm hard over to starboard. This
swished her stern round and created a smooth slick, allowing the
aircraft to touch down on flat water. The most 'dicy' part of the
exercise was recovering her by crane from Leander's port side."

The size — 575 square kilometres — and land area available
at Christmas Island impressed Gibson, so startling was the
contrast with the Phoenix group. He thought St Stanislas Bay the
only good stretch of deep water, offering a harbour well protected
from the north-north-east, through east to south-south-east.
Westerly winds were rare.

Cochrane took the initiative in naming aerodrome sites,
choosing "London", "Paris", "Le Bourget", "Croydon" and
other nostalgic references to early airline operations in Europe.
The Pacific explorers of previous centuries had shown a similar
sentimental approach.

But they were pretty meaningless to New Zealanders. Gibby
later restrained himself from using "Rongotai", "Wigram" and
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their contemporaries.
"I arranged to mark out 'Croydon' for immediate use," he

records, "so that the Group Captain could land in the Walrus and
have his photograph taken for the papers."

Gibson's distrust of the situation resulted in his sending back
a letter to Doc Haskell in which he asked that a disclaimer of
responsibility for any limited success that might attach to the
NZPAS, or even loss of life, as a consequence of lack of
equipment or experienced personnel, be recorded on departmental
files.

Yet when Cochrane and Gibson came to say "au revoir" their
parting was cordial. The New Zealander assured Cochrane he
would do all possible to retrieve the situation. Each was too
dedicated a professional to contemplate becoming associated with
a poor job, regardless of where responsibility lay. Both had had
their say but respect for the other's worth still prevailed.

Before Leander sailed Gibson thanked her officers for their
generous co-operation and considerable achievements under
strange and frustrating conditions.

Yet even after the cruiser had left there were administrative
ripples — the day afterwards Gibson picked up Suva Radio calling
the Yanawai to give her her itinerary and since the information
was classified, he sent an appropriate blast.

The ill-assorted personnel and equipment of the NZPAS
prompted him to despatch an advanced report to his Department
in Wellington. This attracted a signal from Cochrane on 15
November ordering him not to communicate with his head office
unless requiring instructions or assistance. Gibson resolved to act
at his own discretion, a course which he felt justified by an episode
that occurred on the 28th.

Jim Henderson, the 28-year-old surveyor from Oamaru in
charge of the party on Gardner Island, had damaged some ribs. A
well-built, powerful man, he had triedf to carry on, but the pain
increased to such a degree that CPO M. W. Hay called in Leander
for medical assistance. Henderson had been a member of the first
ASB party sent to reconnoitre Raoul Island during 1936-37 and
was used to roughing it. The cruiser's surgeon examined him,
quickly ordered him aboard and Jim was out of the NZPAS after
a week. Bill Lee assumed charge of the party and work on the
island.

The Yanawai had arrived a few days before Leander and
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Bray, her master, a religious but diffictilt man, sent off Mr
MacRenyie, his chief officer, as soon as the warship anchored, to
request the assistance of five men in carrying stores to the beach.
("Mac" MacRenyie was a typical hard-case schooner skipper
from the South Seas and must have cut a picturesque figure on
Leander's quarterdeck.)

Cochrane responded by having a Lieut. Thompson sent with
50 men. Bray had been sending his surfboat into the outer edge of
the fringing reef, 400 yards from shore. Fijian crewmen,
experienced in such work, carried the supplies from there over
sharp slippery coral to the beach. Bray only wanted the naval
party to take them on to Henderson's camp and to assist in the
erection of tents.

But Cochrane appeared and insisted the ratings "speed up
carriage of the stores from the surfboat to the shore." The men
were wearing sandshoes and could not keep their feet. They
continually fell into holes. Most of the stores got wet, much was
ruined and some was a total loss. What did come through was
strewn along the beach over nearly a kilometre.

Then Cochrane ordered that the water condenser was not to
be put ashore. He said only about five litres of fresh water a day
per man was needed and only sufficient drums to meet this need
for three weeks, with a small margin, were to be landed.

"If they run out of water, I am sure they could find it by
digging wells," the Chief of Air Staff had declared.

Bill Lee refused to proceed with the survey. He was brushed
aside and, as a final bit of help, Leander's men hauled one of
Yanawai's surfboats over the reef at high water and left it on the
beach.

This boat was vital to the success of work at other islands and
Bray told Cochrane he would not have the manpower to retrieve
it. Cochrane told him to leave it behind, then returned to the

cruiser, which soon sailed.
The Yanawai subsequently landed all water and stores. She

had been delayed at Gardner Island recovering other
consignments strewn along the beach and in retrieving her
surfboat.

When she eventually returned with Gibson to the island Bill
Lee's party was down to 45 litres of fresh water. Gilbertese settlers
had dug 33 wells, but this had produced 45 litres a day "suItaBrr
only for themselves.
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Nevertheless, testimonial to the overriding qualities the Hon.
Ralph Cochrane brought to the task of Chief of the New Zealand
Air Staff is the affection in which E. A. Gibson, in retrospect,
holds him. The headaches he brought to Gibby and his associates
are forgotten.

"It is true that he was typical of the officers of any British
organization of the time," Gibson writes, "except that he had
energy and vision far beyond that which one had come to expect
of such people. Cochrane had his shortcomings, as all of us do.
One of his worst was that he had no idea of how to control New
Zealanders.

"He just could not realize that Kiwis have to be led all the
way and those who are not capable of leadership in its widest sense
soon lose the respect and command of those under them. At the
time of NZPAS in 1938 I was very upset that he had tried to drive
a wedge in my chain of command to the extent of giving different
instructions to Haskell from those I was giving out in the Pacific.

"But it was Cochrane's drive and foresight which gave us a
real Royal New Zealand Air Force, in time so short that I am
certain no one else could have achieved it.

"Let us never forget that this British officer did so at a very
critical time and, with all his faults, enabled us to establish a civil
and military air route between New Zealand and Hawaii.

"I had more than one stand up row with him, but it never
affected our personal regard for each other. Cochrane earned a
permanent place in New Zealand history; so let us dwell on what
he did for us at a very critical moment in the country's
development."

His term of attachment ended in 1938 and he returned to

Britain — to raise the redoubtable RAF 617 Squadron which, as
chief of Number Five Group, he sent in on the historic raid which
successfully breached the German Mohne and Eder dams during
the Second World War.

Ralph Cochrane retired from active service with the rank of
Air Chief Marshal and a knighthood. He lived to the age of 82,
dying in December 1977.
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Once Leander had sailed from Christmas Island the NZPAS
party there settled down to work. Gibby and Bob Wimbush, their
respective roles defined and their objectives clear, got along well.
Said Gibby of this Englishman:

"He was a good chap and very loyal to me throughout. He
was a born gadgeteer and much of the success of the marine
surveys was due to his persistence in repairing gear. He had a
penchant for getting sunburnt . . . but his one shortcoming was a
complete lack of experience of work under rigorous and primitive
conditions."

Darkest Africa and the Arabian deserts were seemingly
inadequate preparation for the coral atolls of the Pacific! Indeed,
it would have been remarkable had the luckless Wimbush not

wilted occasionally, for he was destined to work on reefs and
islands that were mere upthrusts in this oceanic vastness. Often
these rose only a metre or so above sea level. Average noon
temperatures were between 32 and 34 degrees Celsius in the shade,
50 degrees in the sun. The normal working day was twelve hours,
while at night assault by insects and land crabs " was regarded as
part of living under hard camp conditions.

"Wimbush told me a great deal, of hydrography and of the
British aircraft likely to fly the trans-Pacific route," Gibson says.

Imperial Airways in 1936 had called up a design study by
Short Brothers of a straightforward enlargement of the S23
Empire flying-boat to carry mails and passengers across the North
Atlantic. The specification called for the aircraft to fly between
Ireland and Newfoundland without refuelling, carrying two tonne
of mail and a crew of five for 4000 kilometres against a 65 km/h
head wind.

The type was to be known as the S26, or to Imperial Airways
as the "G" Class flying-boats. Three had been ordered at a cost of
^87,325 ($174,650) each, compared to £41,000 ($82,000) for a S23.
Deliveries had been delayed until after the eight S30s were flying;
but the prototype S26 was expected to fly about July 1939.
Additional aircraft of the type could be ordered for a trans-Pacific
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twice the thrill and skill. Capsized again ..."
The Yanawai's boat was sent away to the rescue; but it, too,

was soon in trouble. Eventually, with darkness approaching, the
local Burns Philp launch had to put out to achieve a touch and go
rescue.

"Two hours in the lagoon, but this time no instruments,"
Bob recorded nonchalantly, then added: "But incurred wrath of
Skipper."

He had cabled London from Fanning Island for spares for his
equipment, but once the Yanawai was at sea again he worked
desperately to make it serviceable.

The time had come to gather in all the members of the
NZPAS expedition. The ship therefore headed for Christmas
Island, where Roberts — a competent professional when away
from the drink — joined. On passage to the Phoenix group
Captain Bray passed within a mile of Enderbury Island at 2000
hours. He beamed a searchlight on the American camp there. Its
members had not seen the Yanawai approach, so were hugely
relieved when she identified herself — they seemed almost nervous
wrecks from "Japitis."

Gardner Island was reached at 0600 on 30 January, 1939. The
sea was flat. There was no surf and Yanawai tied up to the wreck
of the steamer Norwich City which lay breaking up on the reef.
Bill Lee came off by native canoe, sunburnt as brown as the
Gilbertese who were with him. Gibson was greeted ashore by CPO
Hay and Lieut. Ritchie, a retired naval officer who had joined the
expedition as cook and later became Bray's third mate.

Gibby was delighted and impressed with the results attained
at both Christmas and Gardner Islands. A week's sounding work
remained to be done at the latter. Rats which had poured out of
the Norwich City infested the place — Wimbush asked Hay what
he should do when, sleeping ashore under canvas on the first
night, they ran all over him. "You just get used to 'em," he was
told. Thereafter Bob returned each evening to Yanawai and slept
aboard.

The reef at low water was like glass. Sharks two metres long
wriggled over the slimy surface in search of food inshore. "One
dashed between my legs and bowled me," Gibby recounted. "It
would be hard to say who made the best time — I for the shore or
the shark for the open sea!"

The fresh water supply for the Gilbertese settlers was checked
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and samples taken on request for the High Commissioner for the
Western Pacific. Gibson assessed the ̂ oll as having possibilities
in the lagoonXQ.nilyingThoats,, but poof"foFanirerodrome site. He
signalled Wellington that Suwarrow and Danger Islands should be
inspected.

Gibby planned to reach Suva by 2 March and was furious
when on 8 February orders arrived for him to join the liner
Niagara there on 3 March and sail in her to Auckland. This would
allow no time "to clear up all the muddle from Yanawai's
voyage." He requested a fortnight, assisted by Lee, in which to do
so, adding that the alternative was to curtail the survey.

"It is a great relief to have an able lieutenant like Lee to run
part of the organizing and do some thinking without being told
how," Gibson recorded.

The whole party was embarked on 5 February and the
Yanawai sailed at 1215 hours, though not before a Solomon
Islander crushed a finger in a winch. Gibson at once logged the
need for a real depot ship, recording that as gangrene was certain
the man had agreed to unskilled amputation with alcohol as the
sole anaesthetic. Thereby he "suffered a real risk of alcoholic
poisoning in consuming a bottle of Three Star brandy."

Gibson reported that the whole rear of the Yanawai's 'tween
decks space was open. Only railway sleepers bolted to the upper
and lower deck beams to enclose the complete after part of the
vessel held off a following sea that could otherwise have swamped
her. Nowhere in the 5000 kilometres between Fiji and Hawaii
could stores or equipment be obtained. No worthwhile medical
attention was available throughout the expedition; while "a large
stock of temperate climate gelignite had to be stored in
temperatures far in excess of any safety level conceived by the
Nobel Explosive Company."

*  * * *

At Hull Island Japanese throughout one day jammed any
broadcast begun by the Yanawai. Seven of their call-signs were
identified. Harlon, a land surveyor from Fiji, came off in a
Tokelauan canoe with Jones, the Administrative Officer, who at
one time had been mate of the New Zealand government steamer
Maui Pomare when she carried an ASB party to Raoul Island in
the Kermadecs.

Jones loaned Wimbush a converter from his radio set which
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at last enabled him to z-"- gear working again. Gibby hailed this
as a brilliant achievement, "a great triumph which reduced the
expedition's workload while ensuring added accuracy to the
surveying exercises."

"I managed to rob the converter of some of its entrails,"
explains Bob Wimbush. "Result, a credit to Heath Robinson but
it worked again, much to my gratification."

Captain Bray nevertheless blew up because Bob used batteries
for which Bray was responsible. After a valedictory soaking in the
surf on the way out to the ship, the full NZPAS team — including
Harlon's Fijian companion with a 100 millimetre nail through his
foot — sailed on 12 February at 1500 hours.

A signal received at 2200 hours that night affirmed the
urgency of the party's return as its leader and his reports were
required for a Commonwealth Defence Conference soon to
convene in Wellington. Gibson replied to Suva that he was
curtailing work immediately, copying his signal to "Summit" in
New Zealand.

Bray told him that the ship was critically low in fresh water
and that, if he planned to go to the Tokelau Islands, she would
have to proceed to Western Samoa to replenish her tanks. Despite
his signal, Gibby decided to go to Nukunono.

The strain was beginning to tell.
"It requires tact to keep New Zealand peace when fatigue sets

in," records Wimbush.
Nukunono was reached at 0630 on 14 February. Notorious

for being surfbound, the island, that morning, was set in total
calm. Eight seagoing canoes were placed at the expedition's
disposal by a welcoming committee comprising Faipule, the local
magistrate, a medical man and a policeman — all Tokelauans.
Ashore, the 296 inhabitants lived in a model village where
"everything from sanitary arrangements to matrimony seemed
perfectly organized.''

To Wimbush the island, after the barren atolls of the previous
weeks, was "an absolute paradise ... so obvious as a flying-boat
base you can't 'dilly Nuku dally Nono'. So only two days to
measure up and get things on paper for posterity. I lost my watch
on Washington reef and now my last shirt has gone on wages to
Nukunonians."

He wrote home;
"The Japs are beginning to sniff around these waters for fish.
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The cost of this 'deep sea' Hong Kong punt is a whopping £80
($ 160) a day, 71 days pay for me less bachelor tax!"

"Even Wimbush is deeply impressed," noted Gibson. "New
Zealand administration in the Tokelau Islands cannot be as bad as
the Colonial Office says."

The lagoon at Nukunono proved easily the best so far
discovered for marine aircraft operations. Depth of water
exceeded 16 metres. No bottom was found. Alo, a local official,
was so impressed by a trial blast of the hard coral that he asked for
a passage to be blown at the village landing to allow canoes to
shoot the reef in safety.

The Yanawai sailed to a traditional Polynesian farewell at
1600 hours on 15 February. A high north-east wind and a tropical
downpour at 0200 hours on the 17th when she arrived off Apia,
Western Samoa prevented Bray from entering harbour until 0900.

The town, its churches and trading stores are set attractively
along a crescent bay. Wimbush told his family the Australians had
work for him at Lord Howe Island after he finished in New

Zealand about mid-May.
"We are now in southern latitudes," he said. "It's raining an

inch-and-a-half (75 millimetres) an hour. The ship's engines are
vibrating like fatigued jellies. In a hurricane she will behave like a
one-ended canoe."

Mr A. C. Turnbull, the New Zealand Administrator, after
giving the NZPAS party lunch at "Vailima," Robert Louis
Stevenson's old home which was then the official residence, drove
his guests 32 kilometres to Mulinafua at the western end of Upolu.
He suggested coralheads in the lagoon could be cleared to provide
a  seadrome. Six months later Wimbush returned to make

hydrographic studies.
The Yanawai sailed at 1700 hours, bucked a Force Six gale

until the 22 February when Ovalau was in sight and quietly docked
at 2300 hours that night in Suva to conclude the New Zealand
Pacific Aviation Survey expedition.
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the ODYSSEY

In the previous sections of this book, the
research technique used was to start with the most
reliable information available, use what was acceptable,
and add an extrapolation or expansion where necessary.
These same sources, documents and mission/search
personnel are available to any serious researcher. In this
section, new ground is broken. From information in "The
Searches," an obvious and logical projection of the forces
set in motion were used to trace the Earhart odyssey. In
so doing, the reasons for one of the greatest cover-ups in
United States history and the reasons why the truth was
withheld became known.

To anyone not ideologically biased, the fact that
certain elements in the Roosevelt administration (later
identified as the "War Cabinet") were behind the Earhart
flight subterfuge is evident. Of greatest concern was not
the Japanese threat to the United States in 1937, which
was minimal, but the threat to the Communist forces in
northern China and, to a lesser extent, Siberia. Thus, the
Japanese invasion of the Chinese mainland in July 1937
was a threat. With Roosevelt in this ideological camp and
running the arm'ed forces. Army and Navy personnel had
to become fellow travelers or "be transferred to Guam" as
recjuired by his dictum issued prior to World War II. Of
course, Guam would not be defended in the event a war
began, and military personnel stationed there would
become prisoners of war if they survived the invasion of
the island.

When Earhart transmitted the names of the

mandated islands she overflew, starting with Jaluit, these
messages were picked up by Itasca radio operators.
Once the cover for the "overflight" of Japanese mandated
territory' had been blown, the alternate Hull Island became
her destination. She may not have wanted to go there
initially, but after getting instructions using the U.S. Navy-
supplied receiver aboard the Electra on a designated
(secret) frequency and upon the coercion of Noonan, she
decided to make what amends she could for her

misconduct.
Adequate documentary evidence exists to

support the initial leg of what happened after Earhart
landed on Hull. She and Noonan were taken by Captain
John W. Jones (1901-1965) in his small motorized
sailboat from Hull Island to Sydney Island, a distance of 60
miles. Jones was a master mariner with papers in both sail
and steam. July weather in the Phoenix Islands was
generally tranquil and he could communicate with Naval
Radio Tutuila (Pago Pago) and could receive weather
forecasts from both there and Apia, Western Samoa. He
knew, however, that a floatplane from the Colorado was
likely to be landed on the lagoon at Hull because he had
told the Navy that it was feasible. The solution was to
transport Earhart and Noonan to Sydney Island and
instruct the natives to keep themselves and their "guests"
hidden when the pilots flying floatplanes from the
Colorado searched the Phoenix Islands.

Except for personal possessions, a Samoan
female companion for Earhart because only male natives
we'-e on Sydney, and a small supply of food, the only
other cargo was the film magazine from the aerial camera,
the reason for the entire Earhart flight and
"disappearance." It could have caused an international

incident and an early outbreak of hostilities. The primaiy
reason for the PBY-1 flight from Pearl Harbor was to
retrieve the film. Apparently, that aircraft had been turned
back by weather. Did Lt. Lambrecht, flying a floatplane
from the Colorado and landing on the lagoon at Hull on
9 July 1937, retrieve the film? Lambrecht's observer, Jim
"Ash" Wilson, said no film was picked up at that time. This
author believes him.
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British resident manager at Hull island and
Sydney island, Captain John William Jones,
Royal Navy Reserve, was key individual in
Earhart disappearance.

Photo credit - Via Heather Jones

The search phase of the Earhart mission ended
with the fliers on Sydney Island along with the woman
traveling companion for Earhart. The Electra was off the
reef on the northwest corner of Hull Island. Now tfie
Odyssey begins. This analyst Is entering virgin territory.
With careful research and analysis, however, answers are
forthcoming.

The Earhart Electra had been flown its last mile
when it landed whepls-up on the sandy portion of the
fringing reef of Hull Island during the morning of 2 July
1937. Earhart might have thought differently and been
promised otherwise. After all, her airplane had been
brought back from Hawaii in a basket, the damaged parts
replaced, and the bill paid by parties unknown, but
suspected. Once the Earhart Electra had been hidden
from the Colorado aviators (and, so far as is known.
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the reply from Washington, "Permission granted for
Ontario to return to home base," signed by Admiral J. O.
Richardson, USN, Assistant Chief of Naval Operations.

During more recent intervie\ws with Blakeslee, he
stated that not being required to participate in the search
was the reason he took his ship back to port. Also, he was
short of coal (fuel), water, and supplies and, with only
short-range low-frequency radio equipment, could do
little to assist in the search.

Ship captains, civilian and military, are obligated
by international law to render aid and comfort to personnel
of ships and aircraft in distress. Even in wartime, naval
ships are not exempted from international maritime law.
Although not criticized, Blakeslee was backed up by both
his local commander. Captain Milne, and the CNO in
Washington. Further questions are raised when these
messages are examined. The first concerns Milne's.
What was so "imperative" that the Ontario was needed
back at Tutuila immediately? Blakeslee had no answer for
this and couldn't think of anything done that was other
than ordinary duty. According to the Ontario log, the
engine was torn down for dockside repair and only routine
duties were undertaken the remainder of that year. This
duty was "imperative?" Further, normal assignment and
relief of station ships like the coal-burning Ontario
ordinarily do not come to the attention of the CNO.
Usually an officer of far lesser rank handled the lighter
traffic. In this instance, however, a senior United States
Naval Officer was personally involved in releasing this
coal-burning rust bucket from duty. Why? The context of
the radiograms makes no sense on casual perusal. No
imperative duty existed for the Ontario immediately upon
its arrival there on 9 July 1937. Obviously, some shift in
planning had occurred in Washington. At the time Milne
had sent the 2 July radiogram, a mission did exist. By the
time the Ontario returned to Tutuila 7 days later, however,
the requirement for the ship had been superseded.
Some other ship had been given the assignment
originally intended for the Ontario. Personnel at both
Naval Operations (ORNAV), Washington, D.C., and the
naval station (NAVSTA) at Pago Pago, Tutuila, American
Samoa, knew what this mission was. The reason for the
exchange of 'llimsies" was to inform 14th Naval District
(Fiawaii) Commandant Admiral Orin Murfin and Earhart
Search Task Force Commander Captain Dowell to keep
hands off the Ontario as it was not to be used in the
Earhart search. The "imperative" task for Ontario didn't
develop until early September, and was not as originally
planned because of several unforeseen events and
requirements which were:

1. Retrieval of film canister from the Earhart

Electra required a fast return to the West Coast under
guard.

2. Acquired knowledge of Earhart's dysentery
required a drastic change of plans.

3. Medical supplies and a Navy tropical disease
medic had to be sent from the West Coast via a fast ship.

4. Suitable medical facilities had to be prepared
at the quarantine station on Aunu'u Island just off the
southeast coast of Tutuila.

5. Selection of a destroyer, from the West
Coast, was required so that no interference with
scheduled fleet operations would occur.

6. Selection of a naval specialist in tropical
diseases had to be made and that person transported to
the West Coast and on to Samoa via a destroyer, with the

latest medicine.

RETRIEVING THE FILM CANISTER

The first attempt to retrieve the film canister was
made by the pilot of a PBY-1 sent from PatWing2 in
Hawaii. He was forced to turn back because of severe

weather. Admiral Murfin's original intention had been
that three of these aircraft, with Howland as an operations
base with the Itasca, Colorado, and the Swan as tenders,
would provide a superior method for a quick initial search
of the Howland Island area. No other PBYs were sent on

orders from Washington. An aircraft tender, the U.S.S.
Swan, was at Howland as a support ship with 10,000
gallons of gas for an expedient search for Amelia Earhart.
The 4-5 July diversion of all available surface ships to a
point 281 miles north of Howland was wasted effort. Men
from the Swan recovered the fuel cache on Canton v\ hich
had been initially left for Earhart.

The second attempt to recover the film was Lt.
Lambrecht's "spontaneous" landing on the lagoon at Hull
Island.

Existing charts (available on the Colorado)
showed numerous coral outcroppings in the lagoon, and
it is difficult to believe that Lambrecht would have taken

the initiative to land there. Captain Friedell was in direct
contact with Radio Arlington and would have cleared the
landing with Washington. The real reason Lambrecht
landed on the lagoon was to retrieve the film from the
Electra. Noonan was supposed to have given it to
Captain Jones, the British resident manager on Hull
Island, who was to give it to the USN as represented by
Lambrecht. James "Ash" Wilson, Jr., his back seat
observer, would have carried the film canister on his lap
on the return flight to the Colorado. During a lengthy
interview, Wilson stated that no transfer of film occurred.
His four years in naval aviation (1936-1940) were a bitter
experience, and he resigned in 1940 to fly for Pan
American Airways where he had a most distinguished
career.
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Captain Jones on his second wedding day in
April 1936 following his return to Apia, Western
Samoa, from Hull Island service, 1937 to 1940.

Photo credit - Via Heather Jones
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United States Coast Guard cutter Taney made south seas cruise in September
and October 1937. When it stopped at Hull Island, the resident manager, Captain
Jones, p.N.R., came aboard.

Photo credit - United States Coast Guard

item Number 15

"At 0811 13 November came up along the
southwest shore of Hull island and stopped off at the
village at the northwest point, where the Union Jack was
flying from a staff near a long shed. A small skiff came out
to the ship with two native paddlers and a white man, who
proved to be Mr. Jones, the Deputy Commissioner for the
Phoenix Group. He stated that he was alone on the
island, except for 39 Tokelau natives; that he had a radio
transmitter and receiver with which he could work
Australia; that he had a small sailing vessel in which it was
his custom to visit other islands of the group; also that he
expected to raise about 90 tons of copra a year on Hull
Island, which would be handled through Burns-Philp,
Ltd., of Apia. He stated that he would be glad to have a
party come ashore at Hull Island, but that there was not
enough water on the reef to admit the passage of one of
our boats. When he heard that we were going past
Sydney, he requested that we take his skiff on board and
leave it there, as the natives there had no boat of any
kind. This was done, Mr. Jones going ashore in an
outrigger canoe, and at 1105 Taney proceeded on
course for Sydney."

Item Number 16.
"At 1555 13 November, anchored on the shelf of

the reef off Sydney Island, in 20 fathoms of water, with 90
fathoms on the port chain; the wind being from east
northeast, force 2. Lowered motor surfboat and
Lieutenant Kenner and the commanding officer went in to
fake a look at the landing place marked on the chart. A
few natives appeared on the beach to watch us and
indicated the landing Spot by arm signals. Decided that it
would be too risky to try and effect a landing with the
ship's boats, so motor surfboat returned to the Taney and
towed to the beach the small skiff brought from Hull
Island, with three Hawaiian boys as paddlers. The small
skiff negotiated a landing successfully, the three boys
swimming back through the surf to the motor boat, which

f

Captain Jones aboard United States Coast
Guard Cutter Taney off Hull Island, October
1937. Taney cruise report contains details of
interview with Jones and leaves little doubt as

to his involvement in Earhart disappearance.
Photo credit - Via Kenneth Lum King, Hawaii



ONI regarding Japanese fortifications of tfieir mandated
islands.
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'Headquarters building at United States Naval
Station, Tutuila, American Samoa. Governor
Milne, Captain, U.S. Navy, served tiere from
early 1936 to the middle of 1938, a duty of two
and a half years. The normal two-year tour was
extended six months in Milne's case.
Photo credit - National Archives Negative #80-G-410148

Milne's prior understanding of this sensitive
problem may have had something to do with his posting
to American Samoa following an earlier posting at Guam
(see Dorwardt, 1983). These were the two United States
Naval Stations closest to the Japanese Mandated Islands.
To illustrate Milne's clout in Washington, it was he who
requested the release of the Ontario, his station ship, on
the phony plea that it was "imperative" to operations at
Pago Pago. A detailed check of the Ontario log for the 18

^ months following its return to Pago Pago (9 July 1937 to
31 December 1938) shows nothing other than routine
duties, except for an "official" visit to Aunu'u Island.
Certainly there was nothing which could legitimately be
classified as "imperative." When a ship or aircraft is in
distress, international law of the sea requires that any ship
in a position to render assistance in a reasonable period of
time must abandon its normal pursuits and do so. Milne
violated that old rule of the sea. His selfish pursuits at
Pago Pago and catering to the native population
appeared to be more important than searching for Earhart
and Noonan.

Or so it would appear from the overt facts
released to the public. There is good reason to believe
that Milne knew a good deal more about Earhart's
whereabouts on 2 July 1937 and during the remainder of
his governorship. More realistically, it may be noted that
he knew about her presence on a day-by-day basis from
2 July 1937 until shortly before the end of his extended
term as governor.

Being acquainted with the actual situation in his
sphere of jurisdiction, it is obvious why he prevailed upon
the brass in Washington to have the Ontario withdrawn
from the "search" on his recommendation. The
"essential" requirement, i.e., transporting the fliers from
the Phoenix Islands to his jurisdiction, did not materialize
because of the requirement to return the film to the

United States as soon as possible and the state of
Earhart's health, which required immediate attention.

Milne's corollary duty was recruiting Captain
Jones, his Apia neighbor who was well known to the naval
fraternity at Pago Pago because of his radio "fist" and
visits to the naval station. In 1936 Jones became
prominent in the Samoas during the maritime inquiry into
the sinking of the Tiafau, an inter-island vessel which
floundered in January 1936. Because of his nautical
background as a master mariner, he was selected to
establish the circumstances of the loss of the vessel
during the initial court of inquiry. ^

Providing an inter-country water taxi had been a
problem for decades even when the German governor of
Western Samoa (1914) and the naval governor of
American Samoa fiad found it necessary to license the
vessels in the interest of public safety. The principal
function of the inter-island service was transporting
passengers to and from Pago Pago for connection with
the steamers S.S. Mariposa and the S.S. Monterey.
Therefore, Milne had an understandable interest in the
safety and continuation of that service.

Milne's earlier contacts with the ONI relative to
fortification of the Japanese mandates made him aware of
the value of recruiting knowledgeable civilians as
intelligence agents. When the call went out from
Intelligence Chief Holmes at the ONI, word was circulating
about Jones going to Hull Island in the Phoenix Group for
Burns-Philp. A retail outlet for this company had been in
Pago Pago since 1932, and it was one of the few
businesses allowed on the island. While the actual details
of how the recruiting occurred and by whom in the Unitec
States naval community is unknown, Milne obviously
endorsed it. Prior to Jones' departure from Apia for Hul
aboard the M.V. Makoa on 14 May 1937, he had beer
informed about frequencies to be used, coding, repoitinc
requirements, and his remuneration. While documentary
evidence does not exist due to its probable verbal nature
Jones' blood daughters have testified that he was
working for both British intelligence and United States
naval intelligence before World War II at Hull
Documentary proof of his British Connection is available
Because of Roosevelt's penchant for secrecy, Jones
American Connection is not documented by the wntter
word, but by his actions. Someone in the Phoenix Island:
was in radio contact with Naval Radio Tutuila in mid-193"
after Jones activated his radio station on Hull. Perhaps
the best evidence of this is what occurred during the
search of the Phoenix Islands conducted by the crew o
the Colorado in July 1937.

1. Someone provided information as to thr
suitability for landing on the northwest corner of Hui
Island on the sand of the fringing reef.

2. Lambrecht knew in advance that it was safe t'
land on the lagoon at Hull. His mission was to pick up th.
film cannister.

3. Someone told Jones to move Earhart am
Noonan to nearby Sydney Island and keep them hidde
in the native shacks when the floatplanes from th
Colorado were above that island.

4. Someone instructed Jones to sink th
Electra off the platform reef at Hull.
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5. Jones coordinated the transfer of Earhart and
Noonan from Sydney to a United States naval destroyer
for transport to American Samoa.

6. Communication with American Samoa
regarding details of the flight and while the fliers were on
the islands of Hull and Sydney was ongoing.

7. Jones provided Earhart and Noonan with
supplies brought to Hull by the H.M.S. Achilles. These
included food, sundries, toilet articles, etc. not available at
Hull.

8. Jones notified the United States Navy of
Earhart's problem with dysentery and her need for
medical treatment.

CAPTAIN MILNE'S TENURE AS GOVERNOR OF
AMERICAN SAMOA

(20 January 1936 to 3 June 1938)
The long-established tenure for a naval officer

assigned by the Navy Department to the billet as rnilitary
governor of American Samoa was two years. Additional
military officers held most of the subordinate offices which
ran the administration of the island group. Through the
use of the 7G-man Fita Fita native guard detachment, for

all intents and purposes, American Samoa was under
Martial Law. During the 50-year tenure of the U.S. Navy
Department, few abuses of this control were reported.
Also worth noting is that a high-ranking naval medical
officer oversaw the health of the natives through a
network of Navy-constructed medical facilities on various
islands. In a few rare occasions, the medical officer
assigned outranked the governor. Administrative control
of American Samoa was shifted from the U.S. Navy to the
Department of the Interior in 1951.

The assignment of the naval governor had the
approval of the Navy Department, Secretary of the Navy,
and the President of the United States as Commander in
Chief of the military forces. During the two peacetime
decades between the World Wars, the two-year duty
assignment remained quite constant. (See the historical
record on the accompanying chart.) Captain Milne's
tenure was an obvious exception to the established
peacetime precedent. His term was extended six months
beyond the established two-year term without any official
reason being given for the extension. After Milne's
assignment of two and a half years, successive governors'
tenures reverted to the established two-year period.

^mm

Panoramic aerial view of Tutuiia island, American Samoa, with Pago Pago Bay in
center and Aunu'u Island, an outrider, off the southeast corner of Tutuiia.
Aiinu'u Island played a major role in fliers' disappearance.

Photo credit - National Archives Negative ̂ 80-G-81886
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weeks at a speed of 18 knots. Preparation for sea at San
Diego to Sydney island (seven days), to Aunu'u island
(three days), vicinity of that island (no refueling, two days),
and return to San Diego (nine days).

A survey of incarceration locales was completed
and on-slte investigations were made to find the best
possible place for detention. Aunu'u Island in American
Samoa met the criteria for isolation, security, and
accessibility, all of which would have been considered
necessary and desirable.

■Despite the attributes of the site, a notable lack of
consideration on the part of the DSN for the "human
factor" is reflected and that is what ultimately led to

■ Earhart's demise. It was no secret that both Earhart and
Noonan had weak points to their characters. Noonan was
an alcoholic. Earhart could not stand confinement of any
sort, even in a "gilded cage." She was a finicky eater and
normal or conventional fare had little appeal for her. In
addition, both cherished their friends above all else. Each

had activities scheduled after the flight was completed.
Noonan had just married a beautiful woman and had new
business connections with bright prospects for the
future. All of this was ruined by the stubborn misconduct
of his flying companion. His motivation to escape
detention was overwhelming and any possibility was
worth considering. Using a raft to cross a one-mile
channel seemed like a reasonable risk. In his stupor and
impaired state of reasoning, brought on by intoxicating
brews like "coconut toddies," he miscalculated and
drowned in the cross-channel escape attempt.

Following Noonan's demise, tighter security
would have been provided for Earhart, and further
restrictions added. With this last human link with her
former life and world gone, her despair must have been
accelerated. Sleeplessness, lack of appetite, resistance
to the coarse diet, the futility of serving an indeterminate
sentence, and finally the basic lack of the will to live were
all factors in her ultimate demise.

SOUTH-

SEA opnp

m

■
Captain John W. Jones, RNR, was hired as a
civilian by Burns-Philip (South Seas) in May
1937 to manage their copra plantations at Hull
and Sydney Islands. In early August 1937, Fiji
archive records show that Capt. Jones was
appointed Deputy High Commissioner for the
British Western Pacific Islands and Resident
Manager of the Phoenix Island Group (with no
prior colonial office experience). Clearly,
Capt. Jones had sponsorship in very high
places by one or more interested
governments.

Photo credit - James Donahue
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report of the Taney for October 1937, a document which
was classified for more than 30 years. Not classified was
Jones' presence on Hull island. The late Edwin H. Bryan,
Jr., of the Bishop Museum in Honolulu identified Jones in
a 1942 book American Polynesia and the Hawaiian Chain.

m-' • ?

Captain John Jones' beautiful daughters,
Jane and Heather, born, respectively on Hull
Island in 1937 and 1938. Daughters said
that their father was working as an agent for
both British and United States naval
intelligence while on Hull island from 1937 to
1940.

Photo credit - Via Heather Jones

THE CAPTAIN JONES-UNITED STATES NAVY
(TUTUILA) CONNECTION

When interviewed, Jones' two blood daughters.
Heather and Jane (married names withheld by agreement)
stated that their father was an active agent for both British
and United States naval intelligence while at Hull Island
from 1937 to 1940. The truth of this is easily established
from records in the New Zealand National Archives with
reference to British authorities in the Western Pacific area.
Documents which can be cited include;

1. H.M.S. Achilles cruise report. May through
August 1937.

2. Request for "legal" radio for Hull Island, PIM
reference.

3. Royal Navy reference to Jones as "Phoenix
Island" resident manager.

4. Jones' report to the High Commissioner on
use of Hull Island as a landing field (New Zealand State
Archives).

5. Further activities:
a. Union Jack in evidence October 1937

(USCG Taney cruise report).
b. Jones rehired by British authorities in

1938.

c. Radio communications with Canton Island
and Ocean Island.

d. Integration of Gilbert natives and retirement
of Tokelau natives.

in available records, little documentary evidence
exits that Jones was actively employed as an intelligence

agent by the United States Navy through the naval station
at Pago Pago. Such documents, if available, were still
classified as of 1987. Sufficient actions of the United
States Navy and United States Coast Guard prove that
Jones was indeed an intelligence agent for the United
States Navy. One action was the Colorado's trip from
Honolulu on 4 July 1937 and another the floatplane
landing on the Hull lagoon on 9 July. One definite topic of
conversation on board was, "Where did the spurious radio
signals received on the aircraft frequencies come from?"
When Lambrecht returned to the ship after talking to
Jones at Hull, he knew their source was Jones' high-
powered radio. This and other facts learned from Jones,
including his name, were not released to the public. Prior
to 1987, one of the four surviving aviators from the
Colorado revealed that it was well known aboard the ship
(after the lagoon landing) that Jones had a high-powered
transmitter on Hull. He had to be the source of the
signals.

This cover-up, directed from Washington D.C., is
proof that Jones was, in fact, v/orking for the United
States Navy. The same information was recorded in the
Taney log. The Taney cruise reports of 1937 and 1938,
during which stops at Hull Island were logged, were
classified "confidential" for 30 years, thus protecting this
sensitive information.

In addition to these obvious USN and USCG

cover-ups which prove collusion between Roosevelt,
Morgenthau, and a foreign national (British citizen), other
indications exist that Jones was in radio contact with Naval
Radio Tutuila in June and July 1937. Information
regarding the safe landing site on the lagoon at Hull, and
moving Earhart and Noonan to Sydney Island before the
arrival of the floatplane from the Colorado, indicate prior
knowledge only obtainable by U.S. naval radio contact
from Tutuila, American Samoa.

While the British intelligence case can be proved
with documentation, the U .S. Navy case is more illusive.
During interviews, it has been established Jones'
daughters were of that opinion. Jones' visits to ports
such as Suva, Fiji, Pago Pago, and his earlier trips aboard
a New Zealand inter-island ship as a maritime officer,
acquainted him with many South Seas ports. After 1933
and the repeal of Prohibition in the United States and its
possessions, beer and liquor were not only legal but
inexpensive, especially at the U.S. naval station at Pago
Pago. The nearest foreign port of call was Apia in
American Samoa, a mere 65 miles away. As radio operator
at the Western Upolu plantation, where he worked, his
Morse Code "fist" was well known to radio operators at the
U.S. Naval Station.

Backup transportation by coastal motor vessel
from Savaii Island across to Upolu Island and along the
northern coast to Apia and from there to Pago Pago was
often used to make connections with the Matson liners
S. S. Monterey and S. S. Mariposa on their runs between
Honolulu and Australia/New Zealand.

Jones was a veteran of World War I due to his
service in the British merchant marine. Because the "red"

ensign in wartime became part of the Royal Navy "white"
ensign, he was entitled to wear his Maritime Captain's
uniform with World War I campaign ribbons. In full dress
uniform, he would have been a welcome guest at the
USN Officers' Club at Goat Island in Pago Pago Harbor.
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Lagoon at Fanning island harbored secret tidal flat airstrip of 6,000 feet. This
was available from 1934, when prepared for Kingsford-Smith and Ulm,

and used infrequently until 1970.
Photo credit - National Archives Negative #80-G-11886

In 1936 Jones attracted considerable attention in
the Samoas by sitting on a maritime court of inquiry on the
loss of the motor vessel which steamed between Apia
and Pago Pago. Because this vessel had been a major
link between the two harbors and took passengers for the
American liners, the naval governor of American Samoa
was concerned with the outcome of that proceeding.

Thus, the white communities of both Samoas
shared much common ground and a maritime officer at
one port would most certainly be most welcome at the
other. Periodic visits of the naval station ships at Upolu
(Apia) and New Zealand (British) warships at Pago Pago
on their annual summer and winter cruises were common
occurrences. Actually, Jones was initially employed at
Hull Island by Burns-Philp (South Seas) Co., Ltd., with
headquarters at Suva, Fiji Islands. The company was a
subsidiary of Burns-Philp (Sydney. Australia), and had
retail stores at both Apia and Pago Pago in the 1930s.

Within this framework, Jones was certainly known
to the naval officers at Pago Pago. Just why Burns-Philp
decided to send hirn to Hull Island and Sydney Island as
plantation manager in May 1937 with Tokelau natives and
kriowing that the British had annexed the islands to the
Gilbert and Ellice colonies and were going to colonize the
productive ones with excess Gilbertese natives, is not
clear. The company must have known that its investment
would soon have to be sacrificed to the "crown." They
couldn't recoup their start-up costs before the British took
over and the price paid for "improvements" would be
minimal.

One can only surmise that a covert deal between
the British and Burns-Philp was arranged so that the
Crown could establish a presence on the islands to
preclude colonization by the United States. Shown in
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New Zealand archival records is that the British regarded
Hull Island, not Canton Island, as a superior land/sea base
for aircraft in 1936-37.

If Jones' blood daughters are correct, he was also
acting as an agent for the United States naval authorities
at Pago Pago while at Hull Island. He had a good
plantation management background and was a radio
operator strategically located 600 miles north of that naval
station. Initially, as a civilian and free agent, he could have
agreed to keep in radio contact with United States naval
authorities. Just as Jones disliked and distrusted German
nationals because of his World War I experiences, he liked
and trusted persons from the United States, according to
Heather, his elder daughter. No documentary proof can
be offered that Jones was in radio contact with the United
States Navy, but the following evidence can be given;

1. Earhart knew where to land on Hull Island.
2. She also knew how to positively identify it

from the large copra shed with the conspicuous red roof
on the west point of the island.

3. Lambrecht knew he could land safely in the
lagoon.

4. A cover-up of the encounter on the lagoon
occurred both before and after World War II.

5. Jones experienced a rapid (four month)
promotion from a civilian to Deputy High Commissioner of
the British Western Pacific Islands.

6. After his return to Upolu Island, Western
Samoa, he was rehired by New Zealand Crown Estates
(Western Samoa).

THE BRITISH-FANNING ISLAND CONNECTION
Fanning Island was well known in the early part ol

this century for two reasons. First it was a key link on the



findings were covered up (on orders from Washington) and
a completely fictional report made public that nothing
whatsoever was found.

THE ODYSSEY

The key to the Earhart disappearance is
connected to Hull Atoll and the British resident rrianager of
the island's copra enterprise. Captain John William Jones,
RNR, arrived at Hull on 21 May 1937 as a civilian employee
of Burns-Philp (South Seas) Company, Ltd. His home
base v/as Apia, Western Samoa, some 65 miles west of the
U.S. Naval Station on Tutuila Island, American Samoa.
Within two months Captain John Jones was promoted to
Deputy High Commissioner of the British Western Pacific
Islands with jurisdiction in the Gilbert and Ellice Island
Group and British administration manager of the Phoenix
Island Group!

JL

Captain John W. Jones, R.N.R., as an officer
on New Zealand interisfand steamer Maui
Pornare (circa 1932).

Photo credit - Via l-ieather Jones

Captain Jones remained in this capacity until 16
January 1940, when he returned to Apia, Western Samoa.
Two daughters, named Heather and Jane, were born to
Jones on Hull Island in 1937 and 1938. Capt. Jones died
at Apia in 1965. However, his daughters have testified that
he was an intelligence agent for both the British and the
U.S. Navy at Tutuila during his tenure at Hull Island.

Capt. Jones was well known to the U.S. Naval
authorities at American Samoa because of his Royal Navy
Reserve Rank, radio communication activity from Western
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Samoa and frequent inter-island visits. Captain Jones set
up a high powered radio station on Hull Island and
maintained communication with American Samoa during
his Hull Island residency. When interviewed by U.S. fliers
from the Colorado who landed on Hull Island lagoon,
Jones' radio capability became known aboard the
battleship. On orders from Washington a completely
fictitious report was given to the press to conceal the true
island colonies a few hundred miles south of the Japanese
Mandated Islands.

An evaluation of the itinerary and activity of the
three British ships known to be in the equatorial region of
the Central Pacific established the extent of the British
involvement in the July 1937 overflights of the Marshall
Islands. , ,,,

British warships H.M.S. Achilles and Wellington
(attached to New Zealand Nayy) were both nearby the
Phoenix Islands and uncharacteristically monitoring the
aviation radio frequencies. The Achilles radio intercept
from the Earhart airplane hours after the flight ended is well
known. H.M.S. Wellington fully refueled from Achilles in
Pago Pago harbor and was standing by just south of the
Phoenix group in case assistance was needed in that area.

It was the British freighter M.V. Moorby which
played the key role of transport for the British airplane to
the West Coast for transshipment to Hawaii. After outfitting
at the Mare Island shipyard and a brief stop at Vancouver,
B.C., Moorby was standing by as a radio homing picket ship
off the strategic island of Wotje in the eastern Marshalls
after 1 July.

The precedents from the Capt. Charles T. P. Ulm
trans-Pacific flightplan of 1934 are clearly evident. An
Airspeed Envoy was modified with long range tanks, and
radio navigation homing equipment and aerial cameras
were installed. After assembly in Oahu, the airplane was
flown 100 miles south to British Fanning Island where a
6,000 foot tidal flat airstrip had been prepared and aviation
fuel stored. At the designated time the Envoy departed
Fanning for the 1,200-mile trip westward to home on
Moorby and to photograph Canton Island (Phoenix Group).
The British aircraft ran into trouble and was forced to ditch
in the southern Marshalls.

The identity of the British female aviator is
unknown but Beryl Markham is the prime suspect. Either
Markham was repatriated or a substitute established for her
to cover her disappearance.

The evidence of the presence of a second
airplane over the Marshalls on 2 July goes a long way
toward explaining much of the conflict experienced during
the past half century with the details of the Earhart
disappearance. Also, the switch of alternate landing places
for the Earhart airplane from Canton Island to Hull Island in
the Phoenix group indicated that the British airplane got
the better airiield but failed to reach it due to mechanica'
problems forcing them down. After the wheels up landing
at Hull, the American fliers were dependent upon outside?
help for rescue.

Further, the involvement of a foreign government
provides an explanation for the half century of security
blackout and the bipartisan honoring of intergovernmental
security agreements. If the Japanese had been
responsible for Earhart's death it would have been
role Jones had played in the last flight terminal phase and
subsequent activity in transmitting bogus distress callj
which were picked up all over the Pacific Basin. Four
months later, in September 1937, the U.S. Coast Guard
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cijKer Taney stopped by Hull Island and all of the details of
.■'ones' activity on Hull were documented in a classified
cruise report. The fact that neither officers from Colorado
c Taney took any punitive action against Jones while
knowing he had to be the source of the bogus "Earhart"
distress signals clearly indicated the collusion between
Jones and U.S. Naval authorities at American Samoa.

In recognition of Jones' daughters' testimony of
h's British and U.S. intelligence connections, rapid
promotion from civilian to deputy British High
Commissioner and obvious collusion with U.S. Naval
officials regarding his true status on the island, it is obvious
that some highly covert activity was taking place on Hull
Island. This activity involved the landing of the Earhart
Electra on the sand of the atoll's platform reef and the
.subsequent transport of the fliers from Huil to Sydney
Islands, 60 miles to the east. After Earhart was diagnosed
as having dysentery, specialists and medicine were carried
aboard a destroyer from the West Coast to Sydney Island.
The fliers were then taken to isoiated American Samoa, the
closest (and most secure) U.S. possession, and quartered
at a newly constructed U.S. Naval medical infirmary on the
south shore of Aunu'u Island, 18 miles from the U.S. Naval
Station. Available evidence indicates that both Noonan
and Earhart had died within eight months of protective
custody on the island.

THE BRITISH CONNECTION
Evidence dating back to 1944-45 depicts the

prewar landing of an airplane carrying a white couple
(woman aviator and male companion) who ditched their
aircraft in the ocean off Mili Atoll in the southeast Marshail
Islands. The testimony of numerous Marshaliese natives
had remained essentially constant to this day. The
Japanese captured the fliers and interned them in the jail
cn Jaluit Island. Descriptions of the fiiers and their airplane
clearly shows that the white woman aviator was not Earhart,
the male companion was not Noonan and the airplane was
not a Lockheed Electra.

With the Earhart flight termination beiow the
equator at Huil Island, a second overflight by another
airplane is indicated which ended above the equator in the
pre-World War II same time frame.

What the forgoing evidence indicates is that two
different airplanes conducted Marshall Island overflight
missions. Further evidence suggests a simuitaneous
overflight from the southeast (Earhart) and from the east (a
British civilian airplane). The British are the logical suspect
as they had both strategic and economic interests in their
revealed during the war trials after the end of WW II. If the
U.S. government alone held the secret of her demise, it
would have been revealed by now, probably after the
enactment of the Freedom of Information Act in 1967.
Only if a foreign government with its own idea of security
(not in the strategic sense but in the economic sphere)
v/ould a half century of concealment make any sense.

The Earhart spy mission is an exact parailel to the
U-2 affair of May 1960. Eisenhower's "Open skies"
proposal was rejected and overflights of U-2 airplanes
started in 1955, initially with British covert participation and
subsequent cognizance of the espionage activity. The
problem was of strategic importance. There was an
extensive restricted area to be covered and such activities
frequently entail the use of civilian cover. There was a
need for the government to determine by whatever means
what was happening in these restricted areas. Failure of

the operation results in the civilian agent being the
scapegoat with little government support.

Peacetime espionage is an endeavor in which all
the major powers participate using every means available.
Unfortunately, some participants, both military and civilian,
become victims of the requirement to satisfy a need to
know. This is the overriding factor in both the Japanese
Mandated Islands in the 1930s and Central Russia in the
1950s and 1960s.

To update the Earhart/Noonan episode another
generation, their disappearance could be attributed to their
status as Missing In Action (M.I.A.) before United
States/Japanese hostilities actually began in the Pacific in
1941.

In a sense Earhart became a victim of her own
overriding ambitions. With a fatalistic attitude towards
accepting the risks involved in a succession of what she
called her "shining adventures," her fellow traveler,
Noonan, shared her calculated risk and also paid the
supreme price.

Where the analogy ends, is in the aftermath. All
evidence indicates that Earhart and Noonan survived the
last flight but a pretext had to be made that they were lost at
sea to prevent a serious international incident. They had to
drop out of sight for a indeterminate period of time until the
incident blew over. Unfortunately before this period was
over, both Earhart and Noonan died.

A more benevolent government could and should
have found a more suitable solution to the predicament in
which they found themselves. Instead the blanket of
security descended to conceal their misdeeds and has
remained for half a century.

To attempt to moralize the episode would be futile,
indeed. Ail participants in covert activites have to accept
the risks of being apprehended and convicted with death a
likely outcome. Earhart and Noonan paid the ultimate
price.
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Amelia Earhart and Fred Noonan
Photo credit - Smithsonian Institution's

National Air & Space Museum Negative #71-1095



42/11 Namatjira Drive,
Weston, A.C.T.2611,

Australia,
17 September, 1991.

Mr F.A. Goerner,

24 Presidio Terrace,

San Francisco, California 94118,
U. S. A.

Dear Mr Goerner,

Your letters of the 2nd, 4th and 5th August arrived out of

sequence but my wife Honor has got them straight and I must
now gird my loins to reply.

We are naturally predisposed to help you in any way we can
as Honor said at once that you must be the suthor of that
superb book The Search for Amelia Earhart, which we bought
immediately it appeared and have always regarded as the only
bit of wel1-researched sense ever published on this
emotionally-plagued subject. Most of the rest is tripe.

Honor has sent you Of Islands and Men and in Chapter 8, on
'The Colonization of the Phoenix Islands', you can read
about my first stay on Gardner in October 1937; my second,
when I brought the first worker-settlers to the atoll on the

Nimanoa (1938-39), and later when I promised to fetch their
wives (p.338); and my third, on the Moamoa, later in 1939,

when I spent over a month on Hull, Sydney and Gardner
establishing co-operative societies, appointing local
governments and arranging a postal service, with three local
post offices.

I then developed a crook back and handed over to Gallagher,
who made Gardner his headquarters. The article tells how

by March 1941 8,000 coconut palms had been planted on
Gardner and the transfer of lands to the workers (now

settlers) was commenced.

For later data on Gardner see P.B. Laxton, 'JTikumaroro' ,
Journal of the Polynesian Society, vol.60, nos 2-3
(June-September, 1951), and particularly his typescript
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memorandum dated 6 April, 19A9, which is very detailed, with
maps showing the work being done all over the atoll, land
allocations, the road bulldozed through the Buka forest,
etc.

I had the whole of this typescript copied by Xerox and sent
to Dr Thomas F. King, AlO Windsor Street, Silver Spring (I
enclose a copy of his letterhead) . Dr King was last year
contemplating writing a novel on the drama of Gardner and
its settlement. Surely he would let you borrow this
photocopy, but if he declines I can get it recopied, if I
can find it. He went to Gardner on the first TIGHAR
expedition and apparently fell in love with the place and
its rather unique history.

The Roberts you mention must have been P.G. 'Robbie'
Roberts, the author of several good articles in the Journal
of the Polynesian Society. I recruited him, and a few
other officers in the New Zealand Army, at the
Demobilization Barracks in Wellington, N.Z. Robbie did

well and I later got him the job of Public Relations Officer
with the Bougainville mining outfit; when I last heard of
him he was Registrar at the University College at Lae; but I
believe he is now retired somewhere in New Zealand.

You ask what I think of all the TIGHAR razzmatazz: strictly
not for publication I regard it as bull, to use an
Australian term. Gardner is such a small atoll and was
inhabited for so long that every inch of the place must have
been walked over many times; anything out of the ordinary
would hsave been reported and be on record. Not so much
happens on a small atoll from day to day and unusual events
and findings form the subject for endless gossip and
conjecture. A skeleton wearing lady's shoes would have
been a sensation retailed throughout the Central Pacific.

But it should not be difficult for the TIGHAR people to find
something, for there was quite an amount of debris and
probably many bones buried there from time to"* time - the
Loran people alone must have buried a lot of bric-a-brac, or
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left it on rubbish piles, for the Americans were much
admired for their conspicuous expenditure by the islanders.
I  cannot imagine two expensive expeditions being sent to
Gardner without finding anything: it is the significance of
what is found that may cause controversy.

Re your PS: we were at Ocean Island in July 1937; and later
in our lovely island home on Beru, while I was preparing to
depart for Gardner, with my entourage of Old Men who were
elected to appraise the islands for settlement by the hoi
polloi.

Now for replies to your second letter. I attach a copy
with the queries listed by numbers so that you can identify
the one under reference.

(1) Yes. We explored Gardner to examine the vegetation,
dig wells and assess the potential of the atoll for
settlement; but we saw nothing atall during our
peregrinations relating to the Earhert flight

(2) No: nothing at any time.

(3) Nothing at all.

(4) No. Any visitor could have dropped a shoe. I am told
that quite a few trans-Pacific yachts call at the Phoenix
Group with, or more usually without, the permission of the
central administration at Tarawa.

(5) I never met anyone from this survey party except a
couple of surveyors on loan from the Government of Fiji who
were marking out sites for a landing ground and accessory
buildings on Hull. I was told, however, that it was a rush
job and that inspection from the sea sufficed to show that
most islands were quite unsuitable for an airstrip. In
fact they considered Hull was the only really suitable
island so the others were discarded. These people were
technicians on a business venture and not sent to look for

Earhart relics. I was told later by the Americans that
they were quite right in choosing Hull, which \i7as far more
suitable than Canton for a mid-Pacific landing base.
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(6) As instructed, I declared Gardner and the other Phoenix
Islands to be part of the British Empire. Enclosed is a
copy of the first page of a biographical sketch by Robert
Langdon which refers to these ceremonies, copied from
Gunson, Neil, (ed.). The ChanRing Pacific: Essays in Honour
of H.E. Maude. Melbourne, Oxford University Press, 1978.
See also the picture of one of these symbolic acts in Of
Islands and Men, p. 330. If, as you say, the survey party
also put in a claim it was ultra vires. In any case they
put up no notification to that effect, for I saw none on any
island; nor, for that matter, did they cut mine down.

Light aircraft from Canton presumably on joy rides used to
fly over any or all of the Phoenix Islands, or so I was
informed, but the Gardner lagoon was not suitable for
landing on and, as I know from personal experience, nobody
landed on the open ocean except from dire necessity. It
certainly was a ticklish business except in a dead flat
calm. I should be astonished if any seaplane ever landed;
off Gardner at any time: planes cost money even if pilots
and personnel were expendable.

(7) I enclose a curriculum vitae which gives a broad outline
of what I did in World War II. Briefly I was in New
Zealand when Pearl Harbour occurred. As I could not get
back to the Gilberts I was made First Assistant Secretary to
the Western Pacific High Commission. In the early part of
the war Honor and I were marooned on Pitcairn for eight
months as British shipping was not allowed to stop lest they
got sunk by a submarine.

Finally an American timber freighter took us to Panama and
from there we flew through Brownsville to Los Angeles where
we caught the last Matson sailing to Fiji. Then a stint as
Consul to the Kingdom of Tonga, 'and all United States
possessions south of the Equator'. I swelled with pride
until I counted them up and found there was only one -
American Samoa. Then I was seconded to the Tongan Public
Service to do a Report on its reorganization for Queen
Salote.
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In 19A3 and 194-4 I worked for American Naval Intelligence at
Pearl Harbour, being attached to the Fifth Amphibious Force.
There I wrote a little Handbook entitled Notes on the
Gilbert Islands for the use of U.S. Forces, Intelligence
Section, Fifth Amphibious Force, 1942, which was sewn up in
water-proof envelopes and distributed to all troops before
they landed at Tarawa and Makin: I never heard of anyone who
actually read it but a copy would be worth a lot now. This
was really one of many sidelines, for most of the time I was
helping to prepare the plans for the recapture of Tarawa.

Then COMSOPAC, Noumea, sent me to Pitcairn again to keep the
peace while they built a Loran Station. It was one of
those Liberty ships and the propeller fell off just as we
ran into a cyclone. After drifting for days with a sea
anchor New Zealand's largest tug reached us and towed us
back to Wellington, taking three weeks over the job.
Eventually we reached Pitcairn and, after a stay, San
Francisco.

In my spare time I worked for the C.I.A., then the Office of
Strategic Services, producing inter alia their Handbook on
the Phoenix Islands. Throughout the war I commuted to and
from Suva and Honolulu, I think 14 times, but the jobs I was
on were too diverse and discrete to itemize. For one of
the most interesting see the Preface to my Slavers in
Paradise, Stanford, Stanford University Press, 1981.

Then in 1946 I flew to London, via Majuro, and thence to
Washington, as Adviser to the British delegation to the long
Conference at the Pentagon on the U.S. claims to 22 of our
islands (including Gardner). It took me four months to
produce a detailed, historically-based report on The Phoenix
and Line Islands, with special reference to the Question of
British Sovereignty, which was published but marked
'Restricted': I don't know if it still is, since the islands
now belong to the Republic of Kiribati or else to the Cook
Islands. But its detailed history of Gardner is all
pre-Earhart and therefore I presume useless to you.

(8) No. The Loran crowd were great wanderers over the
island (there was nothing much else to do) and had they
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found anything they would surely have told the world about
it, or at least reported it.

(9) I cannot find the figures because I sent all my reports
and correspondence to the Archives at Adelaide (see Honor s
letter)...Susan Woodburn, the Archivist, will copy and send
you the lot, if you want it, but will have to charge for the
work.

(10) Drought was given as the reason, but the settlers said
that the drought was no worse than the periodic droughts in
the southern Gilberts. My guess would be that it was due
to lack of interest in maintaining communications with the
Phoenix (which was an expensive drain on the limited Colony
revenue) now that the Group was no longer of any strategic
or other interest to Britain, who would therefore be
unwilling to subsidise the expenditure, especially as from
an economic point of view the settlers were better off in
the Solomons.

(11) Gallagher was Officer in Charge of the Phoenix Islands
Settlement Scheme (or 'oic piss, as I regret to say we were
known by all and sundry) until his death in 19A1 . I seem
to remember that after that the Settlement Scheme ceased and
Gardner was administered as part of the Phoenix Islands
District by the Administrative Officer in Charge, whose
headquarters were on Canton. But he was lucky if he could
scrounge one of our 60"footers to visit his District.

(12) The plantation director (first time I've ever heard
that title) was G.B. Gallagher, the local Pooh-Bah.).

(13) Yes, he has a good grave erected by the islanders, who
loved him, but the war prevented me from putting a bronze
plaque to his memory on it.

(14) We had no radio communication when I was in charge; and
supply ships (mostly the small island schooners) were
high;ly irregular and infrequent.

(15) How would the USN know anything about me or the
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Phoenix Islands Settlement Scheme? In any case the U.S.
claimed Gardner as their own territory, so they would
scarcely ask my permission before visiting their atoll.
This is the first time that I have heard 'of the Bushnell
visiting Gardner but I imagine that they visited all the
Phoenix Islands. When I was disembarking the colonists at
Hull a U.S. warship was watching our movements with great
interest and this was probably the Bushnel 1 (I have
forgotten her name after 50 years).

I  protested formally to her captain about her plane
surveying the atoll and he replied politely that he was
sorry and meant no offence but unfortunately had no means of
recalling the plane as it had no wireless. So we had a
drink together and I went ashore to get on with the work of
settling in the settlers.

The two Fiji surveyors then protested to me that the
colonists were building their homes right in the middle of
the airstrip; and this time it was my turn to say that I was
sorry but unfortunately they had taken all the best
coconut-growing and food-producing land for their airport
and where else could I build the village? (See the picture
facing p. 346 of the book we sent; Aririki was called after
our son Alaric, their idea, not mine - a near-by village was
called Ona after my wife Honor).

In the end we had houses all over the airport but I never
heard another word about it; the surveyors went back to Fiji
and nothing ever came of the New Zealand/British Defence
Scheme: it was probably somebody's bright idea which would
have cost millions for absolutely no purpose.

(16) I never knew the U.S. Navy had any concern about
Gardner other than to build a Loran station there, as they
had done in the Gilberts, Pitcairn and anywhere else where
technical reasons indicated the desirability. They raised
no objection to our colonizing the atoll.

(17) No, I know of no one. I imagine that you, could find
information on the defence team in the National Archives at
Wellington, and it might be written up in one of N.Z's
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published war histories. I have no idea where Roberts is
now, but I heard that he was retired in New Zealand.
Possibly the Colonial Pensioner's Association in England
would know his address. Roberts was for 'a time an officer

in the Colonial Secretariat at Tarawa but I doubt if he was

ever concerned with the Settlement Scheme; at least not in
my time. I was the Administrator of the Colony until 19A9,
when I became Deputy Secretary-General and O.i.C of the
Social Development Section of the international South
Pacific Commission.

(18) I think that this question has been answered in my
letter of May h to Gillespie, which Honor has sent you - it
is on p.2. I could live on Gardner indefinitely and I
cannot see why anyone else with average intelligence could
not do the same. The fish were so plentiful and tame that

I could scoop them up in my hands from the shallow pools on
the reef. One of my jobs in Honolulu in 1942 was to help
my friend Kenneth Emory prepare his Castaway's Baedeker to
the South Seas, Honolulu, Objective Data Section,
Intelligence Center, Pacific Ocean Areas, 1942. This was
later published as South Seas Lore, Honolulu, Bernice P.
Bishop Museum, 1943, and it will, I think, convince you that
survival on tropical atolls is not, except in very dry
areas, a great problem. Of course if one believes the
TIGHAR's journalist, who writes in 'Tracing Amelia's
Footsteps' (This World, Dec.19, 1989) that the climate of
Gardner was so hot that 'drinking a quart of water a day,
members would go for days without urinating', then life on
the island must have been rather different than in my days.

Finally to deal with the query in your letter of August 2, I
knew Jones well. In fact I found him on Hull an emaciated
bag of bones because he had not been eating any fresh
greens. I really saved his life by recommending him to eat
plenty of Boi (Portulacca), and when I saw him a few months
later he was as plump as a partridge.

Jones was a typical beachcomber-type island trader and I
imagine called himslf captain, as many others^ of his ilk
did, because he had run his own small craft when engaged in
village trading. He was not very educated but could have
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been a seaman in the Navy.

He was living with a Samoan woman who was always getting
pregnant and I arranged with the American doctor on Canton
for him to have a vasectomy, which fixed the trouble.

Burns Philp had engaged him some years before, I presume as
one of their village traders, and later put him in charge of
their Tokelau labour on Hull and Sydney; he ran a small
trade store for them as a sideline. When their contracts

had expired he took them back to their islands on a Burns
Philp vessel and settled in Samoa, where for a time I
believe he acted as Harbour Master at Apia, and later ran a
chicken farm to earn a living.

That bit about Jones being a British Agent is, in my
opinion, hooey. Whoever said it did not know the
hierarchical nature of the British governing system and the
ramifications of the Old Boy network. Why should the
British want a secret agent in their own Phoenix Islands: to
spy on the well-connected Oxford and Cambridge graduates
with high honours degrees whom they had specially selected
to run the place? My uncle. Sir John Maude, was, for
instance, then the head of all the British Civil Services -
the top public servant in the Empire. And why pick on a
Burns Philp labour overseer stuck on Hull with no wireless
and no transport and no means of knowing what was going on
anywhere?

Both the Americans and the British in the Phoenix carried on
their work quite openly and were on good terms with each
other. In my talks with my American counterparts we agreed
that the question of who owned the islands was one for
Washington and London to settle and that nothing we could do
would have the slightest effect on the result. So we might
as well share each others beer and anything else we could
scrounge.

For the work of the Americans in the Phoenix you should read
a book by another lifelong friend, E.H. Bryan, Jr, called
Panala'au Memoirs, Honolulu, Pacific Scientific Information
Center, Bernice P Bishop Museum, 197A.
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As to appointing Jones to be an Administrative Officer, I
had no authority to do any such thing. All I did was to
ask him to look after the interests of the settlers as well

as those of his labourers and to keep the peace between the
two. Some of my unmarried young ladies -had complained to
me that the Tokelauans had made advances to them which they
had no desire to accede to because they smelt so badly.

Re NZPAS, as I have said they sailed through the Phoenix
while I was away selecting colonists in the Gilberts,
selected Hull as the only possible place for their airport,
left two Fiji Government surveyors to lay out the runway and
building sites and disappeared into oblivion, leaving me to
obliterate all traces of their presence by setting up our
village on their site.

I do not know what significance they were supposed to have
as Sir Arthur Richards, the High Commissioner for the
Western Pacific, was well aware what I was doing and never
said nay to me, or even tut tut. Pan Am., on the American
side, also had their representative in Suva, and probably
also at Canton, but they settled for the time being on
Kingman Reef; not a salubrious spot.Harold Gatty and his
wife Fenner were friends of ours and I recruited the labour
for his fishing venture. He wrote the counterparts of
Kenneth Emory's books: The Raft Book (1943) and Nature is
your Guide (1958) on survival at sea if your plane came
down.

I think I've answered all, but you will have to forgive the
garrulity of an old man of 85 (Honor is even older and has
recently published her seventh book on Oceanic string
figures), and your queries have revived long suppressed
memories of half a century ago for both of us. My present
books, aimed to give the Gilbertese of today a sense of
identity and a pride in their ancestral heritage (see
attached list) keep me pleasantly busy, but tend to keep my
thoughts in another time and place. I love ray Olivetti
Word Processor, but learning to operate it at my age was
rather difficult, as it has a will of its own.

I do appreciate your difficulties in writing a new work on
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the same subject as your 1966 one, for I take it that much
will have to be discarded that you formerly believed to be
correct. But I wish you all good fortune for, as you say,
the truth, based on factual evidence, is- what we are all
aiming at, or should be. Anyway, let me know if we can be
of any further assistance.

Very sincerely.



FREDERICK GOERl^ER

-foiou!? Pffosidlio TejFjpace

Firaiicisco, California ©4118

August 30, 1991

Professor & Mrs. H.E. Maude

42/11 Namatjira Drive
Weston, A.C.T. 2611,
Australia

Dear Professor and Mrs. Maude:

What absolutely wonderful people you arel

I cannot properly express how grateful I am to you, both, for
the extraordinary amount of effort and time you devoted to
answering my requests for information.

You are indeed dedicated scholars and communicators.

You MUST accept the enclosed personal check to at least cover
the cost of your postage.

OF ISLANDS AND MEN will be a cherished part of my library. In my
will, I am leaving my entire library, research and personal
papers to the Admiral Nimitz Museum of which I am a Trustee, so
your book and your correspondence some day will become a part of
the permanent library there.

Again, my deep thanks for your efforts on my behalf. I'll be
sending you some material under separate cover in a few days. I
hope you will find it of interest.

Most Sincerely Yours,

Fred Goerner

o

P.S. It may not surprise you that Mr. Gillespie has not released
to the public ANY of the information you sent to him. His is a
very selective research.
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FREDERICK GOERMER

Twemly-jToiunjp Eicesidlio TeMace

Sa« Framoisco, Califomaa 04118

August 2, 1991

Professor H.E. Maude

11 Namatzira Drive
Weston, ACT 2611
Australia

Dear Professor Maude:

1 am reliably informed that you are THE most knowledgeable
person in the world with respect to the history of Central
Pacific islands and most particularly the history of the
Gilbert, Ellice and Phoenix Islands.

You may be aware of the recent claims of a small group of
Americans known as The International Group For Historic Aircraft
Recovery that the American flyer Amelia Earhart, and her
navigator. Captain Frederick Noonan, who disappeared in the
Pacific near the vicinity of Howland Island in 1937, actually
landed on Gardner (Nikumororo) Island and perished there.

On a recent trip to Gardner, they allegedly found a piece of
metal which appears to be part of a navigation container case
found in aircraft of the 1930's and 1940's. This piece of metal,
they stipulate, could have come from the Earhart plane, and they
are raising a large amount of money from public contribution to
return to Gardner for further search in October of this year.

My research has indicated that it is not possible that Earhart
and Noonan landed on Gardner and their presence there went
unnoticed until 1989. I will list the findings of my research
below, and I respectfully ask for your learned comments.

The rumor appears to have begun in 1961 with a gentleman named
Floyd Kilts, who was at that time living in San Diego,
California. Mr. Kilts stated that he had gone to Gardner during
World War II in connection with a U.S. Coast Guard military
Loran navigation station. Mr. Kilts continued that he had been
told by a native on Gardner Island that "in the latter part of
1938 the skeleton of a woman and the skull of a man were found
on the shore of the island," and Mr. Kilts added, "A white
planter believed the skeleton might be Miss Earhart's and
started to Suva, Fiji Islands, with it, but he died of pneumonia
on the way and superstitious native boatmen threw the skeleton
overboard."

I dismissed the story at the time because my research indicated
that planes from U.S.S. COLORADO searched Gardner from the air
eight days after the Earhart disappearance in July, 1937, and



there was absolutely no indication of the Earhart plane or any
inhabitants of the island.

In 1968, when I visited Tarawa with General David Shoup for the
25th anniversary of the battle there and the dedication of a
cenotaph at the pier on Betio, I spoke with a very nice
gentleman named Roberts, who held a top job with administration
for the Gilberts.

My notes of our conversation were roughly drawn, but they do
indicate that Mr. Roberts believed there was no possibility that
Earhart and Noonan reached Gardner. He told me a ship was sent
from the Gilberts to Gardner late in 1937 for the purpose of
sending colonists to Gardner. Nothing that would link Earhart to
the island was found.

Mr. Roberts said it was his understanding that the remains of a
man were found at some point on Gardner, but they were believed
to be the remains of a person indigenous to the area. He said no
one attempted to take the remains to Suva. He added that the
planter who died was a British subject, and that he had died of
peritonitis and was buried on Gardner.

1 wrote to the Suva Archives in 1969 and received a reply which
supported Mr. Roberts' comments.

1  later learned that New Zealand and British defense
representatives surveyed Gardner in 1938 ostensibly for British
Pacific Airways, and they found nothing that would indicate
Earhart and Noonan had ever been there.

Further research indicates that colonists occupied Gardner from
late in 1937 until the early 1960's, and none of them ever found
anything which would link Earhart and Noonan to Gardner.

U.S. Navy records reveal that U.S.S. BUSHNELL surveyed Gardner
early in 1939, and again nothing was found.

The U.S. Coast Guard constructed the Loran Station late in 1943,
and the station operated until after the end of World War 11,
when it was removed. Again nothing appears in the official
records.

Gardner was again surveyed by the U.S. Military at the time a
tracking station was being built at Canton Island for the
Pacific Missile Test Range, and still further survey was
accomplished as Canton became a part of the U.S. effort in
space. Still nothing was found concerning Earhart.

More recently an expedition from The Smithsonian Institution,
interested in bird populations did extensive research on
Gardner, but still nothing about Earhart.
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August 5, 1991

FMEIDERICK GOEHNER

Twemly-ffoiM Presidio Terrace

Sam Francisco, California 04118

Professor H.E. Maude

11 Namatzira Drive

Weston, ACT 2611
Australia

Dear Professor Maude;

I apologize for the plague of letters requesting information,
but you are an acclaimed scholar and I believe you will
understand an author's sincere attempt to establish truth before
he writes about a subject.

In a 1987 book titled THE EARHART DISAPPEARANCE:THE BRITISH

CONNECTION, the author J.A. Donohue alleges that a Captain John
William Jones, Royal Navy Reserve, who was British Resident
Manager of Hull and Sydney Islands at the time of the Earhart
flight in 1937, was actually a British secret agent who was
somehow involved in an intelligence mission where Earhart was
concerned.

Even stretching credulity to the maximum, I find it difficult to
believe any of that is true.

In his 1979 book AIRLINE, author Ian Driscoll states, "H.E.
Maude, a gentlemanly Cambridge academic, and his wife Honor were
dedicated to the welfare of the islanders. It was Maude who

appointed Jones Administrative Officer at Hull Island."

Was there any intelligence aspect to Captain Jones' duties on
Hull Island circa 1937? To your knowledge did Captain Jones
later serve in an intelligence capacity which might have led to
such a conjecture?

Did you coordinate or have any association with what was known
by the acronym NZPAS, New Zealand Pacific Aviation Survey, which
surveyed and claimed various islands in the name of British
Pacific Airway?

Any clarification you can provide will be most gratefully
received.

Thank you again for your continued patience.

Sincerely Yours,

J /i/1 p j ^



FREDERICK GOERMER

Twenfly-lTomup Pjpesidllo T-ejCjcaco

SaM Fipancisco, CaMffoimia 94118

August A, 1991

Professor H.E. Maude

11 Namatzira Drive

Weston, ACT 2611
Australia

Dear Professor Maude:

It occurred to me after I mailed my August 2nd letter to you
that it might be productive and time-saving for me to send a
list of specific questions regarding the matter of Gardner
(Nikumororo) Island and the allegations that Miss Earhart and
Captain Noonan perished there in 1937. They are listed below.

Did you make the cruise to Gardner in October, 1937, and if so,
I  was anything found on Gardner that could be connected to the

Earhart flight?

Did you at any time during your service in the Gilbert, Ellice
^ , and Phoenix Islands find or hear of anything which would

indicate the fate of Earhart and Noonan?

^  What do you know about the skeleton or skeletons which were
ostensibly found on the shore of Gardner Island circa 1937-38?

Are you aware of any information with respect to the finding of
^  a women's high-heeled shoe or shoes at Gardner during the above
mentioned period of time?

Did anyone from the New Zealand/British defense survey party in
0, 1938 report finding anything at Gardner or McKean Islands which

might link the area to the Earhart flight?

In that the New Zealand/British defense survey party established
^  a claim to Gardner in the interests of "British Pacific

Airways", were there, to your knowledge, any actual flights of
seaplanes made to Gardner? Were any made during World War II?

What was your experience during World War II? Knowing the
"7 • Japanese quickly occupied the Gilbert Islands after Pearl

Harbor, I am anxious to know about your personal experience at
the time and throughout World War II.

To your knowledge, did the American service personnel who
established the Loran station at Gardner during World War II
ever speak of finding ANYTHING that would link the island to the
Earhart flight?

How many colonists occupied Gardner in the years 1937 and 1938?
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Specifically when and for what reason were the colonists finally
removed from Gardner?

Who directed the colony on Gardner during the years from 1937
through 1943?

What was the name of the plantation director who died on Gardner
of peritonitis?

j ̂  I am informed that the gentleman is buried on Gardner. To your
knowledge is this true?

When the Gardner colony was established in 1937, was there radio
i>f. communication with the island, and how often did supply ships

visit?

Did the USN coordinate with your office at the time it sent the
' ^ ' survey ship BUSHNELL to Gardner in 1939?

j/ What did you understand at the time was the reasoning behind the
'  U.S. Navy concern with Gardner?

Do you know the whereabouts of anyone who might have additional
knowledge of the Gardner colony and the efforts of the New
Zealand/British defense team circa 1938-39? I understand that
Mr. Roberts retired guite some time ago, but I have not been
able to find any current address.

Again, I thank you so much for your gracious cooperation. As a
scholar yourself, you know of the difficulties and vicissitudes
of seeking information about events which happened fifty years
ago.

Most Sincerely,

Frederick A. Goerner

P.S. With your indulgence, here is one additional question. In
your opinion, would it have been possible for individuals
stranded upon Gardner Island to survive for any considerable
period? In information I have from a U.S. Navy classified
publication titled PACIFIC AIR PILOT which was distributed in
1936, brackish water, cocoanuts and abundant fish could be found
at Gardner. Given the intelligence and skills of Miss Earhart
and Captain Noonan, it seems unlikely to me that they would have
starved to death had they found themselves on Gardner or McKean.



The American group, acronym, TIGHAR, at first claimed a battery
they had found on Gardner in 1989 to be from the Earhart plane.
When it was established that aircraft do not use that kind of

battery and that the Coast Guard did, they shifted to claim to a
cigarette lighter that was found on a Gardner beach. The
rationale seemed to be that Captain Noonan smoked. When it was
pointed out that U.S. service personnel used those kind of
lighters during World War II, the emphasis shifted to the piece
of metal which purportedly comes from an aircraft navigation
cabinet.

The TIGHAR Group also makes much of a "women's high-heeled shoe"
that was found on Gardner circa 1938. Mr. Roberts did mention
something to me about a "women's shoe", but my notes are not
clear on that point; however, Earhart never wore high-heeled
shoes when she was flying. The last photograph taken of her at
Lae, New Guinea, shoes her wearing men's style brogans. TIGHAR
now is stipulating that the high-heeled shoe is of American
manufacture and is Earhart's size. How that was divined they do
not say.

What do you make of all this. Professor Maude? I believe you led
that October, 1937 trip to Gardner. You were there. You know the
truth. Will you help me sort this out?

I am writing a book on the entire Earhart saga, and I am making
a considerable effort to deal with truth. I will be most
grateful for any assistance you can provide.

Also, I would very much welcome information as to how I may
obtain a copy of your book OF ISLANDS AND MEN. Our local
libraries do not have a copy, and my efforts through several
book search firms thus far have been unproductive.

Thank you for your kind consideration.

With respect and admiration, I am.

Most Sincerely Yours,

,1

Lj
Frederick Allan Goerner

24 Presidio Terrace

San Francisco, CA. 94118
U.S.A.

P.S. Were you at Tarawa in July, 1937? My research indicated
that U.S.S. ITASCA, the U.S. Coast Guard ship which searched for
Earhart, visited Tarawa during the search, so those from Tarawa
who visited Gardner in October, 1937, would certainly have been
aware of the Earhart flight, and anything found that could



possibly relate to her and her navigator would have been a
matter of instant attention.
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il"^° ' Skeleton Keys
WITNESSES FROM THE GRAVE
The Stories Bones TelL
By Christopher Joyce and Eric Stover.
Illustrated. 333 pp. Boston: a-

Little, Brown St Company. $19.95.

WHEN a mother visits a forensic laboratory
to inspect the 0 199^"^'""'
daughter, is there any way orarranging the
bones so as to spare the mother unneces

sary pain? M It
Such searing questions as fflak pftr^de this fasci

nating and deeply moving book. As one would expect in
_ a text by two science writers, "Witnesses From the
Grave" is filled with technical information about the
field it covers: forensict^thropologv^At the same time,
the human subjects of these studies y many of them
anonymous victims of modem-day ̂ roms ̂
to^the reader from every chapter. I I

The central figure in the narrative isdclyde CoIiiB
Snow, a genial Texan who in childhood began learning
to identify skeletons when he accompanied his physi
cian father on trips to accident scenes and morgues. As
an adults Mr. Snow became one of the most famous of
an fot^nsic anthropologists — a key member of the
team that Identified bones taken from a Brazilian grave
as those of the infamous Nazi concentration-camp doc
tor Josef Mengele. Besides the Mengele case, Mr.
Snow's career has encompassed investigations of mur
ders and mysteries, airplane crashes, the Identities of
unimown American soldiers and mass executions by
Latin American death squads. Mr. Snow's career is the
thr^d Christopher Joyce and Eric Stover use to tie
together a rather complex scientific story.

Some of the forensic identification techniques the
authors describe are already familiar to fans of crime
Uterature. For example, the art of sculpturing a true-to-
life face over a skull — a technique that sometimes
permits identification of the skull's owner — was a
feature of "Gorky Park," a mystery set in Moscow. But
many readers will be surprised to team that facial
reconstructions were attempted as long ago as the 19th
century; in 1895 an anatomist named Wiihelm His used
the skuii of Johann Sebastian Bach to reconstruct the
composer's face.

m

Wax models of the head of Josef Mengele as a young man (left) and nearing 70, reproduced by forensic scientists
fjo r'n the sk^ (cetiier) found In a Brazilian grave in 1085. The hat belonged to Mengele, who died in 1979.

Niifeets of obscure but Ihtereititig Information
sparkle throughout the book. We leard, jor instance,
that dental records are not the infallible Indicators of
Identity that many television crime shows would have
us believe. Forensic experts have found that apprecia
ble numbers of American dentists falsify their patients'
records to. cheat health Insdrance compares or the

r 1

Malcolm W. Browne is a science reporter for The
New York Times.

Clyde Snoy7's career /las
^ a^ediar^nganons '

ofmurders, airplane crashes
and mass executions.

'  '

Mr. Joyce, the United States editor of the British
magazine New Scientist, and Mr. Stover, a freelance
writer and consultant to the organization called Physi
cians for Human Rights, skillfully outline how one
measures bones to reveal the time, place and manner of

a persdh's death as well as the physical features that
person possessed in life. Thou^ the techniques, the
authors acjtnbwledge, have sometimes faltered, they
have improved dramatically since the 19th century,
when the great French forensic pioneer Alphonse Ber-
tilion (who was much admired by Sir Arthur t^onan
Doyle) devised a fairly successful identification system
based on precise body and bone measurements.

The book's scientific exposition is salted with
gruesome cases. The 1849 murder of one Har
vard University professor by another might
have gone unpunished but for the identification

of.SQDrched.boDe fragments lha chemistry laboratory
furnace. And forensic detection led to the 1897 convic

tion of a Chicago butcher who disposed of his wife's
body in a sausage vat filled with boiling potash. "Unable
to dissolve his marriage," the authors quote Mr. Snow
as saying, "he decided to dissolve his wife."

"Witnesses From the Grave" is most poignant in
the chapters describing efforts to identify victims of
government extermination campaigns, notably the
slaughter of suspected political troublemakers in Ar
gentina during a period of military rule from 1976 to
1983.

During that terrible era, remembered as El Pro-'
ceso (the Process of National Reorganization), some
10,000 Argentine citizens — many women and children '



to identify skeletons when be accompanied his physi
cian father on trips to accident scenes and morgues. As
an adult, Mr. Snow became one of the most famous of
all forensic anthropologists — a key member of the
team that identified bones taken from a Brazilian grave
as those of the infamous Nazi concentration-camp doc
tor Josef Mengele. Besides the Mengele case, Mr.
Snow's career has encompassed investigations of mur
ders and mysteries, airplane crashes, the identities of
unknown American soldiers and mass executions by
Latin American death squads. Mr. Snow's career is the
thr^d Christopher Joyce and Eric Stover use to tie
together a rather complex scientific story.

Some of the forensic identification techniques the
authors describe are already familiar to fans of crime
literature. For example, the art of sculpturing a irue-to-
life face over a skull — a technique that sometimes
permits identification of the skull's owner — was a
feature of "Gorky Park," a mystery set In Moscow. But
many readers will be surprised to learn that facial
reconstructions were attempted as long ago as the 19th
century; in 1895 an anatomist named Wilhelm His used
the skull of Johann Sebastian Bach to reconstruct the

composer's face.

Malcolm W. Browne is a science reporter lor The
New York Times.

Nuggets of obscure but interesting information
sparkle throughout the book. We learn, for instance,
that dental records are not the infallible indicators of
identity that many television crime shows would have
us believe. Forensic experts have found that apprecia
ble numbers of American dentists falsify their patients'
records to cheat health insurance companies or the
I.R.S.

. a person's death as well as tne piiysicai icuiui^s uiul
person possessed in life. Though the techniques, the
authors acknowledge, have sometimes faltered, they
have improved dramatically since the 19th century,
when the great French forensic pioneer Alphonse Ber-
tillon (who was much admired by Sir Arthur Conan
Doyle) devised a fairly successful identification system
based on precise body and bone measurements.
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and mass executions.
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Mr. Joyce, the United States editor of the British

magazine New Scientist, and Mr. Stover, a freelance
writer and consultant to the organization called Physi
cians for Human Rights, skillfully outline how one
measures bones to reveal the time, place and manner of

They HitBone Within an Houjr
Snow had the students place

wooden planks across the open hole.
Stretching across the boards, they
reached into the grave and gently
scraped away the earth with trowels
and spoons. Within an hour they hit
bone

Snow.. .leaned over the Up of-
the grave, and delicately brushed
dirt from the skulL The gracile brow
ridge and smallish mastoid process
indicated a woman. "And^thtre ̂?as ̂
a bullet hole right up ovef thO e^e," '
Snow remembers. "There w^ an
earthworm right next to & ̂IMs wa9 '
the first desaparecido that thp Uds ^ ..
had ever seen. I didn't kniie^hat^fliij^^.^eie'going' —
to do."

The students grew puijg sUIj: booking over. ,1
Snow's shoulder as he Uie'^rth away = ■ i
from the skulL they saw that its jaw hung open, as
if in mid-scream. They didn't know that as the '
muscle and ligaments tfiat hold the jaw togetheV

n«jM wytrssf

Clyde Colif

decompose, gravity puUs the mandi
ble down until the chin rests on the

clavicles of the upper chest, giving
the skull its gape.

Pato dropped her trowel,
stepped from the grave, and walked
away. Snow reckoned they had lost
her, then and there, and mayt>e the,
rest as weU. But Morris, adcus- j
.toined as a medical student tp sea
ling skeletons and corpses, kept dig-
' ging with his spoon at the soil around
the remain^."nie others, though re-

^ luctantly, foUowed suit.
■ i'TW^Sn'ui^.passfedinsUence.

gained, and picked up her trowel.
, ̂  "Morpis,"^imisaid,"^aipeyourspoon." , .
'■i i 'Helobkedup,'pdrplexfed.»'Why?''hea9k^;i,

"Becaiise," Mimi replied, "it's time for cof-

' i^rom'Witnesses From the Crave," -

SFfpyTKOftm
niSnowi .Vj

 book's scientific exposition is salted with
gruesome cases. The 1849 murder of one Har
vard University professor by another might
have gone unpunished but for the identification

of scorched bone fragments in a cherpistry laboratory
furnace. And forensic detection led to the 1897 convic
tion of a Chicago butcher who disposed of his wife's
body in a sausage vat filled with boiUng potash. "Unable
to dissolve his marriage," the authors quote Mr. Snow
as saying, "he decided to dissolve his wife."- .v

"Witnesses From the Grave" is most poignant in
the chapters describing efforts to identify victims of'
government extermination campaigns, notably the
slaughter of suspected political troublemakers in Ar
gentina during a period of miiitary rule from 1976 to
1983.

During that terrible era, remembered as El Pro-'
ceso (the Process of National Reorganization), some
10,000 Argentine citizens — many women and children "
among them — disappeared in police cells and concen
tration camps. Only after the return of civilian govern
ment did the extent of the atrocity become apparent to
outsiders. At the few mass graves already examined, i
the experts have found countless bullet-riddled skulls,
some belonging to young mothers whose babies were
torn away from them for distribution to military fam-'
ilies. And to this day, many more sites remain to be
excavated and studied.

Much of the digging has been turned over to a team
of young Argentine anthropologists, picked and trained
by Mr. Snow to sift evidence from the ghastly cemeter-.|

.ies wbereithe nation's recent past is buried. These :
»youiig scientists, the autlior^notep-would be prime |
targets themselves If a vengeful military regime
should seize power again.

The Argentine story is not ancient history, nor even
as removed from our time as the Nazi death camps. As
recently as Dec. 3, a clique of Argentine soldiers re
belled (unsuccessfully) against their commanders, and

j  at, year's end the Presijient. of Argentina, Carlos Saul
't- Mfehem, ba'rdon^ tht hlghtet-Miiking perpetrators of

El Proceso, including the former general Jorge Videla
and the tnfpmqi|^ fpj-m^^Buenp|jAj^^|/'police chief |

*  • Ram&i Camps." i »
"What I don't understand," Mr. Snow observes, "is

flow they can retroactively legalize murder." But at
least the truth is slowly emerging. "Bones make good
witnesses," he says. "Although they speak softly, they
never lie and they never forget."' □

THE NEW YORK TIMES BOOK tlEVIEW'



OF t INTERNATIONAL GROUP EOR HISTORIC AlRCkAFT RECOVEHf'^v

This never-before-published photograph was taken by a youth named
Dustin Carter al Burbank A irport on the morning of May 21,1937. It
shows Amelia Earhart's Electro being loaded for the ur^ublici.ied
departure of her second world flight attempt. AE stands near the tail
in conference with an unidentified person while FredNoonan unloads
gear front the trunk of his wife's convertible. Mary Bea Noonan
watches from beside the front fender. She will never see her hu.sband
again.

DEPARTURE

WhatcverdramaoccursduringihccxpcditionlJialisdcpart-
ing as this TfGHAR Tracks goes to press, it will be hard-
pressed to match the cliffhangerof the final fund-raising.

Friday night, September 13 (Departure minus 14)
Fax arrives from Occaneering International. They will start
mobilizing their personnel and equipment on Wednesday the
18th. TlGHAR'seontracteallsforpaymentin full48 hours before
mobilization. Pleasewire$146,970Mondaymoming. We'restill
about $200,000 short of the expedition's total budget. There's no
way we can meet tliat payment

Monday morning, September 16 (departure minus 11)
Call to Oceaneering. We don't have the money. Can you do the
job on spec?

Monday night, September 16 (departure minus 10.5)
Call from Occaneering. Disaster. Tlie boss says no. No money,
no sonar, no ROV, no chance to find the airplane.

Tuesday, September 17 (departure minus 10)
Defiance. Wc '11 go anyway and do just llic onshore search. Do
OUT best with what wc have. Some counsel postponement. That
would be death to TlGHAR's ercdibility. We go as scheduled if
we have to swim to Nikumaroro.

the capability to do more won't.

Wednesday, September 18 (departure minus 9)
Grim determination. We're not going to give up without a fight.
Call to Oceaneering. How long will you hold cverytliing ready to
go? One week, until Wednesday the 25th. Okay, we've got one
week to raise $2(X),000.

Monday, September 23 (departure minus 3)
Desperation. Despite burning up the phone and fax lines and
singlehandedly supporting Federal Express, we've only been able
to scare up a few more thousand from the faithful. Those who have

Tuesday morning, September 24 (departure minus 2)
Oceaneering calls. They're under pressure to release our equip
ment for other Jobs. Tomorrow is definitely the la,st day. Hoping
against hope.

Tuesday afternoon, September 24 (departure minus 1.75)
An old friend has gone to his friends. He and they will lend
TIGHAR the money knowing full well that this is not what you'd
call a secure loan. That kind of faith is really humbling. That kind
of debt is terrifying. But The Eaihait Project is fully funded.

Wednesday, September 25 (departure minus 1)
Jubilation. The biggest check (and the biggest obligation) in
TlGHAR's history arrives by FedEx. Oceaneering is paid and
mobilized. Tmckswill roll, airplanes will fly, and the ship will sail
- all as planned.

While all of this was going on there were a hundred other crises,
minor only by comparison, which had to be resolved. Only a heroic
effort by While's Electronics of Sweet Home, Oregon overcame
technic^ difficulties to specially modify tenP13000metal detectors
in time for the expedition. Robbins Engineering Instruments of
Gloucester, New Jersey went to great lengtJis to equip tlie expedi
tion with hi-tech surveying gear and to train us in its use. Pacific
Stihl of Chico, California arranged for the donation of power
equipment for use on the island and United Airlines efficiently
handled the complex travel arrangements.
The expedition sails from Honolulu on September 30 and is

scheduled to retum October 30. No press announcements will be
made during the expedition or afterward until we've had time to
analyze the results. At present we anticipate holding a press
conference on November 15. It is very important that TIGHAR
members continue to support the project while the exf)cdition is in
progress. TIGHAR headquarters will lemain open and staffed
during the entire month of October (see "While We Are Out," page
5). TIGHAR has gone into significant debt to complete the funding
forlhis expedition but, as Amelia said,"The future is mortgaged,but
what are futures for?"

September 26> 0 TIGHAR 1991



Columbia Still Sleeps
The evEdtiative excavation of a bam foundation suspected of con

taining relics of the W.B.2 Coulmbia, announced in the last TtGHAR
Tracks, didn't happen. The dig was set for July 19-21 but because of
delays in publication many members who wanted to participate just
didn't have enough time to arrange their schedules. The excavation
has, therefore, been postponed until after this fall's Earhart expedi
tions. When the dig is rescheduled we'll make sure to leave plenty of
lead time. Given the jungle of poison ivy on-site in July the postpone
ment was merciful. 'Sfr

AIRCHILD

Photo courtesy Frank Strnad Collection.

Drawing a I'Oiseau Blanc
TIGHAR's oldest and most difficult project, the search for The White Bird of French

transatlantic aviators Charles Nungesser and Francois Coii, is pressing forward thanks to
the efforts of Jay Veith (TIGHAR #0767CE), Bill Alexander (TIGHAR #0403E), and
Don Ward (TIGHAR #1134CE) who have been trying to track down various reports of
television and magazine accounts de.scribing the discovery and removal of the wreckage
by hunters. It's the most tedious kind of research, hunched over a stack of old magazines
at the Library of Congress or .squinting at poorly microfilmed new.spaper articles. So far,
although they've uncovered a wealth of information, tlie elusive source of all the rumors
has not yet been found - but their search goes on. It's one thing to gloiy in the chase
amid the grandeur of the Maine woods, but it's another to fight boredom and frustration
in the solitude of archives and libraries. We salute their commitment.

"Palishaw" Found

Remember the mysterious "Specialist Palishaw"who allegedly took photos of Luftwaffe aircraft in an underground
bunker? (see TIGHAR Tracks Vol. 7, No. 1) Thanks to Walt Holm (TIGHAR #0980C) Thomas
Palshaw (not Palishaw) has been found alive and well and living in Connecticut. It would be great

to say that Walt tracked him down through an old parking ticket or something but the real story
is sort of dumb and embarrassing. It turns out that Mr. Palshaw visited TIGHAR's booth at an
airshow years ago and we had his name and address all nicely written down in an old project
file where Walt found it. While Palshaw is familiar with the stories of underground airplanes
at Mainz-Finthcn he denies being the person who saw or photographed them and, in fact, says
he never saw the pictures. However, Walt has tracked down someone who does claim to have
seen the photos and is now trying to nail down who really did go into the bunker. For his trouble,
Walt Holm has been designated the new Project Director for Operation Sepulchre and, under his
direction, the project is moving clo.ser to finding out if there really are WWII German aircraft awaiting discovery in^^
underground hangars.

%

Doolittle B-25

Plans to determine the precise location and condition of the only Doolittle Tokyo
Raider which may reasonably still exist are in the diplomatic permission phase.
Colonel Zhang Yongyin, Assistant Air Attache for the embassy of the People's
Republic of China, will personally seek approval for TIGHAR's request to
investigate the crash site in Chinese coastal waters when he completes his tour of
duty and returns to Beijing this fall. Col. Zhang is an enthusiastic supporter of
the project and will do his best to clear the rather difficult diplomatic obstacles to
an on-site investigation and eventual recovery. •Jjp

TIGHAR Tracks, p. 2
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THE EARHART PRO.TECT

^ ̂ ^ 1989 but was prcsumcxl, at the time, to be that of a Gilbcrtese
IijlLW child. In the light of Tikana's information, the grave seemed
__ _ oddly d istant from the vil lage two miles away. Anthropologists

ii_^| —~—"*^1 1^1 i^jy IM ^ t^j familiar with Gilbcrtese burial practices agree that it appears
W\ ̂ \ ^ My ^ K )/ unlikely that the grave is that of an island resident and is probably

that of an I-Matang (EE-matahng), a white outsider. The grave's
smallsizcfaboutl mby.5m)could,ofcourse, be due to the burial

On the eve of the expedition's ofbonesratherthanabody. Thel991 expeditionwillexaminethe
departure, new evidence continues tocome grave more closely and take appropriate measures based upon the

in. Late developments include; results.

• Testimony obtained by Lou Sclio()nbr()od(TIGHAR#1198) of • Corroborating documentation from U.S. Naval Intelligence
The Netherlands who interviewed Gerson Van Messel, for- Tiles which indicates an unexplained human presence on
merly a pilot with KNILM (Dutch Ea.st Indies Airlines). Nikumaroro's eastern beachfront immediately following the

Captain Van Messel was at Andir Airport, Bandoeng, Javawhcn Earhart disappearance.
Earhart and Noonan were there in laic June 1937. AE and Fred A photograph taken during thcU.S. Navy's aerial search of the
visited him at his home there and he discussed the Elccua's island on July 9,1937 (one week after Earhart's disappearance)
navigation station with Noonan. He remembers that Fred told was foundattheNalional ArchivesonJuly 15,1991. Itconfirms
him that he had recently moved _ ^ .several suspicions TIGHAR has had
the storage facility for his maps ' , ' ' about that operation: that the tide
and books becju.sc "the original ' , x . - ■ was high at the time of the search
storcplacc was in his way." ' ^ flight thereby masking the fact that
TIGHAR had already deter- - rccLflat provided an inviting
mined that the navigator's ' . . ' ' landing area when dry at low tide;
bookca.sc found on Nikumaroro ,, , : ■ f* thatthe search was conducted from a
in 1989 shows signs of having ^ 7> : , relatively high altitude (the photo
been removed from its original T ' , , appears to have been taken firom
mounting and reinstalled in a ; • about 1,(XX) feet) due to concern over
temporary fashion. . po.ssiblc bird strikes; and that the

„  . . . .. . ' section ofthe island considered most
• Corroboration of accounts that >1 . n • u .u i. j
.  interc.sting by the searchers, and pos-
bones were found by the finst ■ v .u ■_

491 sibly the place where they saw thesettlers on Nikuamroro in 1938. i • r .u u-. .• ./j i. j■PPI^ ^ signsofrecenthabitauon describedBauro Tikana, formerly clerk ■ ■ i, in the official report, is precisely the
and interpreter to the British > i* ^ ' V . section of beach where U.S. Coast
magistrateon the island in 1940, , , 7-7" ■ ■ Guardsmen saw an abandoned
reports tliat he was told by labor- ' ' campsite in 1944.
ers that they had found bones on :
the .southeast end of the atoll •Confirmation that a November
when they fi rst arrived in 1938. ** 1939U.S.NavysurveyofGardner
TIGHAR had long known of a Island by a team from the l)S.S.
similar talc related by a now Bu.shnell did not survey the ocean
decea.sedCoa.stCuard.smanwho ^-|yH|||d*|jjH||j||^||Q beachfront on the .southeast end.

on the island (.see CriticsofTlGHAR'shypothcsishave
"Boncs:"mTlGIfARTracksVo\. cited the survey as proof
6No. 1),butthatstoryconlaincd that there was no sign of Earhart or
many inaccuracies and had to be Noonan on the island a .scant two
considered .suspect. This recent „ , j i , j. , years after their disappearance.

;  .. . . Recently discovered photograph of Gardner Island taken on ,, . .. .corroboration by a living wit- j^,y g jg^y | ^g^rch for Amelia Earhart. However, the map generated by that
ncs.s, however, lends the basic survey was recently found by
account much more credibility and indicates, in a general scn.sc, TIGHAR researchers at the National Archives. The surveyors'
where on the island the discovery was made. notations show very clearly, if ironically, that the one neglected

_  .,. ... . .r. , p j,. section ofbeachfront, the one place where no one bothered to go,
■ StTphap "T I!'"™ » die vcy area whare oto evidence place, (he EarlM/Noonan»  expe ition. campsite. That evidence was not available to TIGHAR at the

Tikana saccountofbonesbeingfoundatthesoutheastendofthe pj- expedition and, as in 1939, that particular
atoll prompted a review of the various island features cataloged beachfront received little or no attention. Needless to say, that
by the 1989 expedition. It happens that a.small and Isolated grave will not be the case on this expedition. ^
was found and photographed on that end of the island on October 6,

TICHAR Track, p. 3



EVIDENCE, CONCLUSIONS,
AND EXPECTATIONS

The following is a summary excerpted from
The Earhart Project, Sixth Edition.

A realistic assessment of the known facts shows that the loss of

Lockheod NR16020 conforms to a general pattern established in
countless other (and no less tragic) aviation losses before and since and
is, in thatrcgard, unremarkable. Nonetheless, the disappearance of the
Earhart World Flight has, through endless sensationalization, entered
the realm of folklore and any attempt to establish what really occurred
must confront barriers of credibility thrown up by more than half a

century of speculation. The only weapon against that formidable
obstruction is a rigid adherence to accepted academic standards.
Using those criteria TIGHAR has established as unwarranted the

supposition that the flight ended with fuel exhaustion and a crash at
sea. Likewise, abundant documentary evidence leaves littledoubtthat
the allegations of clandestine government involvement or Japanese
culpability are groundless.

To sort out what really did happen requires that we accept as fact
only that information which meets the most rigorous criteria for
credibility. We must disregard all anecdotal and circumstantial
evidence (even, or indeed especially, that which appears to support our
own hypothesis) and restrict our assessment to the scant data that meet
the test. From the panoply of purported evidence assembled over the
years, only four sources of fact qualify for this distinction.

1. USCG Ita.sca Radio Log #2 entry for 08:44 on 2 July 1937.
Record of Earhart's last inflight transmission heard by the Coast
Guard.

Significance: Establishes Earhart'sfinal course of action to
be one which would logically bring her to Nikumaroro.

2.

3.

Pan American Airways System Memorandum dated July 10,
1937. Record of post-loss signals received and bearings taken by
stations at Oahu, Midway and Wake.

Significance: Establishes the presence of an active transmit
ter in the vicinity of Nikumaroro from July 2 to July 5,1937.

Weekly Newsletter - Aircraft Search for Earhart Plane, dated 16
July 1937. Description ofaerial search ofNikumaroro by aircraft
from U.S.S. Colorado on July 9,1937.

Significance: Establishes the presence of unexplained
human activity on Nikumaroro one week after the
Earhart disappearance.

4. TIGHAR Artifact 2-1 recovered from Nikumaroro on October 6,

1989. Part of a Navigator's Bookcase, Con.solidaled Aircraft
Corp. Part Number 28F 4023.

Significance: Establishes the presence on Nikumaroro of an
airplane component consistent with the Earhart aircraft.

This is not a great deal of information but it does, as one would
expect of legitimate evidence, provide a clear, if still incomplete,
picture of what transpired in the central Pacific in July of 1937. The
sequence of events that is indicated by the evidence conforms to
aeronautical navigational procedures conventional within the context
of the fimes and is specifically precedented in Earhart's own experi

ence. The navigational emergency which precipitated the landing at
a destination other than that intended was caused by a failure in
Earhart's and Noonan's weakest area of expertise - radio. Faced with
that failure, and that emergency, the crew appears to have responded
rationally and prudently with a course of action thatbrought the flight
to a safe conclusion. In the final analysis, what went wrong was that
nobody found them. And yet, the fact that the U.S. Navy's search for
the lost flight was ineffectual cannotbe laid to any lack of commitment
or desire on the part of the searchers. The official records make clear

thatabcsteffortwasputforwardbyallinvolvcdandif.withthcluxury
of unrestricted time and access to worldwide resources, we can see in

those records vital clues that were invisible to those who wrote them,

we must remember that while we are engaged in an historical
investigation, they were racing the clock to carry out a rescue.

The overall picture of what was intended, and of what went
wrong, is now clear and the issue of where and how the flight ended
would appear, in an academic sense, to be adequately resolved. It
would, however, be folly to .suppose that fact will replace folklore in
the public conciousness without dramatic, intuitive proof that Earhart
and Noohan landed and perished at Nikumaroro. Fortunately, there
is every reason to believe that such proof is extant and discoverable
at the site. The anticipated physical proof can be divided into three
categories.

The Aircraft

The Lockheed can be expected to lie in the deep water immedi
ately adjacent to the atoll. Its distance from the fringing reef, and
therefore its depth, will depend entirely upon how long it floated and
drifted before sinking. From the standpoint of preservation it is to be
hoped that it is below 500 feet. There the effects of corrosion and coral
encru.station should be minimal and the aircraft stnicture can be

expected to bemuch as it was whenitarrivcd therein J937. Arcalistic

Grave on

Nikumaroro

discovered

by 1989

TIGHAR

expdition.

TIGHAR

Photo by
John Clauss.
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J would like to help fund the Earhart Project. I enclose my check

payable to TIGHAR for ; please send me the items checked

below.

Poster $20.00

Wearables (T-Shirt, Patch, Pin)

T-Shirt Sizes (please circle one):S M L XL $25.00

Project Book and Companion Set $135.00

Certificate and Inclusion on Permanent Memorial

Name on certificate and engraving to read: $250.00

Commemorative Model of NR16020

Name on plaque to read: $1,000.00

Project Sponsorship
Name of Sponsor:

■

$5,000.00

Name

Address

paytime Telephone

Please make your check payable to TIGHAR in U.S., Canadian, or any European Community currency.
All donations tax-deductible in the U.S. to the extent permitted by law.

!fvGH4^

TIGHAR • The International Group for Historic Aircraft Recovery
1121 Arundel Drive • Wilmington, DE 19808 • USA
Telephone (302) 994-4410 • Fax (302) 994-7945



picture might be that of an airplane with a somewhat crumpled nose
(from impact with the bottom) and considerable skin damage to its
under-surfaces, wings and empennage from being washed off the reef.
Damage to the interior could be severe due to the breaking free of fuel
tanks which would pile up in the aft fuselage, then crush from water
pressure as the airplane sank. Any organic material (cloth headliner,
leather seats, etc.) will almost certainly be long since devoured by
various marine organisms but the aluminum airframe, the cockpit
glass and cabin windows (if not shattered earlier), instruments and
radios, the rubber tires, the engines and propellers should be e.ssentally
intact. All of the metal will, however, be impregnated with chlorides
from the seawater and highly unstable if disturbed without proper
preservation materials and procedures being applied immediately
upon recovery. It is important to remember that the recovery of any
artifacts from Nikumaroro or its surrounding waters is conditional
upon the approval of the govemmentof the Republic of Kiribati which
exercises ownership control over them.

Artifacts Onshore

Anecdotal accounts of an unexplained "old campsite" on the
eastern beachfront and documentary evidence of an unexplained
human presence in the same area immediately following the Earhart
disappearance indicate a high probability for the discovery on the
island of further artifacts associated with the Earhart flight. The
navigator's bookcase found in the abandoned village in 1989 exhibits
surprisingly little corrosion (as did aluminum objects in the debris of
the island's 1944 USCG Loran station) giving reason to expect that
other aluminum artifacts associated with Earhart and Noonan still

survive in relatively good condition. Ferrous objects fare much worse
in the island en vironmentand can be expected to be heavily rusted and
in poor condition. Possible opportunities for positive identification of
Earhart/Noonan artifacts include specifically identifiable items cata
logued in the inventory of the aircraft done following the March 20,
1937 crash at Luke Field., such as:

•  Bausch & Lomb field glasses, 6X30, serial no. 221939
•  One quart fire extingui.sher, Pyrene, serial no. Q-990198
•  Oneandonehalfquarlfireextinguisher,Pyrene,seria]no. 116610
•  Kodak Duo 6-20 camera, lens no. 865715, .shutter housing no.

5116031

•  Bone handle, double blade jacknife, no. 22309
•  High pressure hand pump, serial no. 799

Also known to be aboard the aircraft in March of '37 was a

Pioneer bubble octant borrowed from the U.S. Navy, serial no. 12-36.
Other unique objects, such as the 149 gallon fuel tank possibly used
as a water collection device, may be positively identifiable by com
parison with photographs.

Human Remains

Anecdotal accounts indicate that the skeletal remains of Earhart,

Noonan, or both may have been discovered by Gilbertese laborers in

the early days of the island's colonial period. From what is known of
Gilbertese tradition it is virtually certain that if that happened, the
bones were buried and the grave marked in the customary fashion (an
outline of coral slabs - sec photo at left). Such a site was found by
TIGHAR in 1989 in a location that does not .seem consistent with the

burial of a coloni.st. During the 1991 Expedition, the grave will be
examined. Identification of Earhart's or Noonan's remains should not

be difficult given the state of the art of forensic pathology. If
identification is made disposition will, of course, be at the discretion

of next of kin.

WhUeWeAreOk—

When you call TIGHAR these days, "
you may hear an unfamiliar voice. Meet
Suzanne Hayes, UGHAR's new part-time
employee, TTGHAR ihember #672C. Sue
comes to us via the Old Rhinebeck Aero

drome where she worked for several years,
before moving on to the Smithsonian Institu
tion and then (for a real step up) to us. If you
notice you're getting your orders and receipts
a lot faster than you used to, Sue's the reason.

IMPORTAfJT MESSAGE

TO >^11 TIGH/tk /^embers

DATE Ocfob^r TIME
A.M.
P.M.

M

WHILE YOU WERE OUT

riGH\4R

OF
1

1

TexS. (302)

TELEPHONED ;  j PLEASE CALL X

CALLED TO SEE YOU 1  I WILL CALL AGAIN

WANTS TO SEE YOU i  1 URGENT
RETURNED YOUR GAL.

Message Will be in all month.

i

t

1

Operator
i

!

An artist and writer, As well as an experienced
office worker and a gbod airplane mechanic,
she's just the kind of all-'rounder we need our
members and employees to be. Welcome
aboard. Sue! j

One very important consequence of
having Sue come to Work for us is that
UGHAR's office will be open every business
day during the upconiing Earhart Expedition.
Mail will be opened, ihessages taken, calls
returned, orders filled, renewals acknowl
edged, bills paid, and'plants watered. So
keep those cards and letters coming, folks —
we always want to helar from you, and now
we won't go deaf while we're in the Pacific.

TIGHAR Tracks, p. 5



BUT NOT FORGOTTEN
In January of 1991, wc received a letter from Chris Hollinger, TIGHAR #834, of Fairfield, Ohio. His membership had expired, he

was out of work, and just couldn't scrape up the S35 to renew Just now, so he thought he'd write and tell us he'd be back someday. Well,
there are occasions when loyal support is measured in ways other than dollars. We quietly extended his membership for a year, and asked
him to "pay" TIGHAR by recruiting more members - and renew when he had regular work. He responded enthusiastically to this
suggestion, and outdid himself in passing out newsletters and conjuring new members out of the Ohio air.

Chris is dead. He died flying co-pilot on a charter flight on March 16 of this year. He was twenty-two years old.
Over this summer Chris' family has worked with TIGHAR to institute a memorial of some kind to make permanent his interest in and

support of the organization. We agreed that a donation of a specific amount of money to purchase a specific, long-term asset for the
foundation would be the best way to remember Chris. In addition to the asset purchased, the donation will be entered into a permanent
book kept at TIGHAR headquarters, and a certificate sent to Chris' family.

TIGHAR wants to say a public and special thank you to the Hollingcrs for thinking of us, and for continuing Chris' involvement in
TIGHAR on a permanent basis. Wc hope that knowing they have helped in a material way to support the deep interest Chris had in aviation's
history will help to ease their grief.

Should any TlGHAR member (or family) wish to make a memorial donation to TIGHAR in the same manner, please get in touch by
telephone or letter at any time. 4^

Apologies

Scrambling to raise the funding, complete the research, and
organize the logistics for the up-comingEarhartProJectexpeditions
has, unfortunately, left little time for acknowledging the flood of
comments, suggestions, clippings and good wishes which have
come in from members. If wc haven't had time to thank you
individually plca.sc accept this poor substitute. TIGHAR relics on
you for information, and most of the foundation's projects begin
with input from a member. Everything that comes in is carefully
read and (in peacetime) acknowledged. We're always happy to hear
from you. Jjff

Woodsman Spare That Plane

Clippings of a recent Los Angeles Times article sent in by several
members alerted us to an impending salvage operation of airplane
wrecks in the Los Padres National Forest. A parts and information
marketer known as Wreckfindcrs had proposed a "clean up" of
wrecks in the area. As explained by their spokesman, Terence
Geary, "Wc Just sell the parks. We're talking about big bucks."
What Wreckfindcrs didn't count on, and the local U.S. Forest

Scrviccdidn 'iknow, was that the Historic Pre.scrvation Act prohibits
such commercial salvage unless steps are taken to insure that
historic properties, in this case historically significant aircraft,
receive proper consideration and treatment. Once the legal and
ethical situation was made known to the Fore.st Service the

Wreckfindcrs plan was squelched. Thanks to those who sent
clippings. 'JSr
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If you receive a package from TIGHAR with
styrofoam peanuts used as padding, those peanuts
were salvaged and recycled from packages received by
TIGHAR. Please pass them on rather than throwing
them away.
TIGHAR recyeles all cardboard boxes it receives

unless they are torn beyond the possibility of use. This
includes boxes which once held stationery, file folders,
computer programs, office supplies, and any other box
of a convenient size. Please rc-usc these boxes if at all

possible.
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TIGHAR recycles all its office paper, and uses
only recycled file folders, presentation folders, hang
ing files, and other common office products. We use ^
only recyclable copier paper and stationery, and expect C
to begin using recycled paper within the year, as g
product availability improves. TIGHAR Tracks is O
printed on recyclable paper; we will begin using re-
cycled paper for riG/MR rrac/fe^assoonas weareable ^5
to find a high-quality semi-gloss paper which our ^
printer considers adequate. ^ C

HHgsngHgiOAogEigonQgHHsngHHiOAogHHonQ^ra

After much hand-wringing, meditation, and a
couple of sti ff Scotches we' ve decided
to adopt a new logo. Several members'
had expressed an opin ion that the pre.sent
logo (thrown together with rub-on letters
way back in '85) could stand .some improvement
so wc asked our logo-lama Geoffrey Hurlbut
(TIGHAR #242CEB) to see what he could come up

TIGHAR
True to form, Geoff presented us with a

number of good designs among which
^^was this great image in the art-deco

style of aviation's golden age. You'll be
seeing it more and more as we use up old

supplies and have new things done. Your com
ments, as always, are welcome. ^

TIOIAKTracla. p.7



THE FAR SIDE By GARY LARSON

well, we're lost. I knew from the start that it was just
plain Idiotic to choose a leader based simply on the

size of his or her respective pith helmet.
Sorry, Cromwell."

TIGHAR (pronounced "tiger") is the acronym for The
International Group for Historic Aircraft Recovery, a non
profit foundation dedicated to promoting responsible
aviation archeology and historic preservation. TTGHAR's
activities include:

• Compiling and verifying reports of rare and historic
aircraft surviving in remote areas.

• Conducting investigations and recovery expeditions in co
operation with museums and collections worldwide.

• Serving as a voice for integrity, responsiblity, and
professionalism in the field of aviation historic preserva
tion.

TIGHAR maintains no collection of its own, nor does it
engage in the restoration or buying and selling of artifacts.
The foundation devotes its re.sources to the saving of
endangered historic aircraft wherever they may be found,
and to the education of the international public in the need
to prc.serve the relics of the history of flight.

TIGHAR Tracks, published seven times each year, is
the official publication of The International Group for
Historic Aircraft Recovery. A subscription to TIGHAR
Tracks is included as part of membership in the foundation
(minimum donation $35.(X) per year). The editors welcome
contributions of written material and artwork. Materials
should be addressed to : Editors, TIGHAR Tracks, 1121
Arundel Drive, Wilmington, DE 19808 USA, Telephone
302/994-4410. Photographs and artwork will be returned
on request.

BlESimnF IF©E

I would like to join TIGHAR. Enclosed is my donation of

$35 for a one year membership

$125 for a five year membership

$60 for a two year membership

$1,000 for a life membership

Name

Please send me — .

TIGHAR Tracks seven times a year, and a membership patch and decals
Invitations to participate in expeditions, courses, seminars, and Gatherings
Opportunities to subscribe to special internal TIGHAR project publications

Opportunities to do research, interviews, and reports for aviation historical projects

Address

Telephone

Please return this form with your membership dues in U.S. funds only, to TIGHAR, 1121
Arundel Drive, Wilmington, DE 19808 USA; Telephone (302) 994-4410,9 a.m. to 5 p.m. EST/
EDT, M-F. ALL DONATIONS TAX-DEDUCTIBLE WITHIN THE LIMITS OF THE LAW.

TIGHAR
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Sam FffQucisco, CaMffoMia 94118

October 28> 1991

Professor Henry E. Maude
42/11 Namatjira Drive
Weston, A.C.T. 2611
Australia
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Dear Professor Maude;

What GOOD NEWS that Mrs. Maude is back home with you and feeling
so much better.

Although I am your junior by several years (I just enjoyed my
66th birthday) , I know whereof you speak with respect to the
uncertainty of even the immediate future.

Last year I had a major encounter with cancer, but I have
surprised everyone with my recovery, although I live from CT-
Scan to CT-Scan. The truth is that if I had tangled with this
type of cancer even twenty years ago, I would not be writing
this letter.

Well, Gillespie and his TIGHAR cohorts are scheduled to return
from Nikumaroro on Wednesday, October 30th, and I am told by Mr.
Ed Barnes of Life Magazine, who has been in contact with the
group during their stay on the island, that they are returning
with more metal which they will attempt to claim "could be" from
the Earhart aircraft.

According to Mr-. Barnes, Gillespie has also done extensive
excavation on Nikumaroro for human remains, but to the last
report had only found the grave of a child.

Because it would be most difficult for Gillespie to return
empty-handed, he may well recover the remains of Mr. Gallagher
or one of the sailors from Norwich City and try to claim they
"may be" those of Fred Noonan. Sad. Sad. Sad.

Many from the American media have contacted me for information
which might confirm or refute Gillespie's pronouncements. I'm
afraid that all I have been able to give them falls into the
"refute" category.

Because you and Mrs. Maude are the world's leading experts on
the islands of the Central Pacific Islands in general and
specifically of Nikumaroro, I have taken the liberty of telling
several in the media of your expertise and providing them with
your address.

Thank you, both, so much for your letters and the enclosures.
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I will photocopy the Nesbitt article and the Second Progress
Report for the Phoenix Islands Settlement Scheme and return them
forthwith.

The Nesbitt article contains certain crucial misinformation,
particularly where it stipulates the amount of petrol the
Earhart plane was carrying when it left from Lae, New Guinea. I
will attach the proper evidence when I return the Nesbitt
document.

Mr. Gillespie and TIGHAR are still pushing two bankrupt theories
to support the possibility of an Earhart/Noonan presence on
Nikumaroro.

First, they cling to the bogus information that "a female
skeleton wearing women's shoes" was found circa 1938 on the
shore of Nikumaroro. When this concoction first surfaced in the

1960's, we at CBS contacted the Central Archives of Fiji and the
Western Pacific High Commission, and the archivist (Tuinaceva)
replied that "no skeleton has ever been reported found on
Gardner Island." At the time I filmed the television documentary
THE BATTLE FOR TARAWA at Betio and Bairiki in November, 1968,
Mr. Roberts questioned some of the Gilbert Islanders for me,
those who had lived at Nikumaroro. They reported that there was
a "legend" about a Polynesian man being found on Nikumaroro, and
there was a funny story about someone finding some "high-heel
women's shoes" on Nikumaroro, but this was not connected to the
Polynesian. The Polynesian incident was supposed to have
happened "long before" 1937, and of course. Miss Earhart did not
wear "women's shoes" when she was flying. She wore men's low-
heel brograns. I wish I had asked more questions in 1968 at
Tarawa, but what I learned was enough to quench my modest
interest in the matter. By the way, are you familiar with
Tuiniceva, The Archivist?

The second Gillespie and TIGHAR claim concerns a supposed
"Earhart and Noonan survival camp" on Nikumaroro. Gillespie
states that the Navy report filed by U.S. Navy Lieutenant John
Lambrecht, who flew one of the Navy planes over Nikumaroro July
10, 1937, in search of Earhart and Noonan, indicates a sighting
of "recent human habitation." It is true that Lambrecht made
such a report, but in my personal conversations with Lambrecht,
he said all he and his observer had seen was "some stones piled
up that might have once been walls." Lambrecht went on to say
that he and his observer certainly had not seen anything that
would lead them to believe that the island was inhabited in
July, 1937, and they had not seen anything that could possibly
indicate that Earhart and Noonan had ever been on the island.

It may interest you to know that I first found mention of Mr.
Gallagher's name in the NZPAS files at the National Archives in
Auckland, New Zealand. That led me to believe that he was a New
Zealander until you put the matter straight.



Well, we shall see what Mr. Gillespie and TIGHAR come up with to
justify more fund-raising from the unwary.

Because you mentioned the name of Pablo Laslo, you may be
interested in the attachments.

Laslo survived his time with the Japanese in the mandates. He
was not a U.S. intelligence agent, but he wanted to be one. As
you will read, he attempted to sell his observations of the
mandates to the U.S. Office Of Naval Intelligence, but he was
not trusted.

He had moved to Buenos Aires by 1939. A later report (1942) from
J. Edgar Hoover of the American Federal Bureau Of Investigation
to William Donovan of O.S.S. indicated that Laslo was not to be
trusted. At that time (1942), Laslo was teaching in a school in
Argentina, and he was still trying to sell information to U.S.
intelligence.

This is about the time you were preparing material for O.S.S. on
the Pacific Islands.

The fact that ONI was even willing to consider Laslo's claims
about the Japanese mandates indicates how desperate American
intelligence was for information concerning that area. It is
also interesting that $1500 was too much money for a depression
constricted 1934 Navy intelligence budget. I cannot lay my hands
on the FBI report at the moment, but when it turns up, I will
forward it to you.

In addition to my question concerning Tuiniceva, I respectfully
pose another query: What did you find when you first set foot
upon Nikumaroro in October, 1937? Do you find anything that
might have once been a shelter? Did the surviving sailors from
Norwich City build a stone marker beacon? Norwich City was
wrecked in 1929, and 11 sailors, (^5 British and 6 Arabs), were
killed and their bodies washed ashore. They were buried on
Nikumaroro by the survivors. I do not have information about
when the survivors were rescued, but they must have been on
Nikumaroro for some time.

What was it that Lieutenant Lambrecht and his fellow flyers saw
during their July 10, 1937 overflight of Nikumaroro which led
them to indicate there were "signs of recent human habitation"?
Certainly whatever they saw in July, 1937, would have been there
when you arrived in October, 1937.

Again, it is terrific news that Mrs. Maude is doing well. My
kindest wishes to you, both. Stay well and happy. Part of your
happiness may depend upon my no longer plaguing you with
questions!

With respect and admiration.
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Jlnnila, f. 3. JS-n . 12. til . 1954.
Carirespoa^^trcr ̂ oooc

ITaval 1:1 tell ice nee -ai'Vice,
MaTy Dept.
"ashincton. D ,C .

Shou-ld the contents of :he annex,
ed letter be of interest to j/ou, I sn tilling
to give you full particulars and detailed in-
form-ation c-n the subject.

I nould -a-sk ) 15 00 (f if teenlnun-
.dred Dollars ) for this ■ infornation. I do not
consider it sxceedin.gly elegant to a.sk money
for such a service, but tines ere so bad^ no'.v
■that I cannot afford to disclose these things
free to a ccuntri* which is spending millions
on arnar'.ants and" ineeiligence service .atr/hov?.

AS I do not- knov ho'-v.long I shall
stay in the Philippine Islands, please comjnu-
nicate with m.s as soon as possible in case
you are interested in r.y ■orooo.s.ltion.

■  'flh/rr/Cg,,
Yours truly-y^^

IS <934

"O Lord, keep me ready to help others at some cost to myself; send me
chances to do a little pood every day, and so grow more like Christ."
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Having livsd. x'or nearly two years as a t2'aci.er in the Japa

nese ?;and.ated Islands, I arn in position to furnish, you v^iuh Infor-
Kiations about the "ar ianas, Garolins a.rid liar shall-islands and une
activities of our yellow friends there. I'have been over, ,4 months
in the liai-ianas, nernaly 3aipan, Tenian.and "-ita and nearly a ye^
in the Garoliries, naiuely Yap-, ̂i.•ia,p, Palao, Angaur, Blilaou, Truch •
and the islands tha.t' surro'und it-,: as Yefen ,Toll Udot >l]man and so-
ver3,1 ' 0thsr3 J Ponaos the, Natil-cs liugrur and the Greenv/ich. Islands-,

■ Kusai and the . follov;ing'K-ar shall' Islands :■ Jaluit, - Tbon A-lilingla- ..
ns-lao ,Yamo an.d Kwadjelin .on the P.aiiick ■ criain and Aiu2,Arno uro,
-7/otje and Ligieb on- the Ra.tacie-phain. On the; Marshall-Group I li
ved for 6-months. . y, - . . ' ' ;

Inspi.ts. of being cohtinnually ..followed by. the police^ (everj^
-white -man is -watched, day and hijgh-t } I c-puld i-in-d. out that, there
are -soldier s - and airplanes-,. -.on. -an- Island^ near ■ Guan. (.1 .-know-how many
they were -in August .fand that from certain doings on Bo^.ta., ^ only.
abt. 6 0 miles from Guam it is clear that the Japs are gbiting rea- .
dy for war. I can tell you the 4 islands where quite important
coaling stations are and the -3 islands with seaplane bases. Gner-of
them is splendidly situated and is marvellously'- protected by great"
rochs and"^ small islands before, TViere are a.lso certain small is-
l-ands (uninhabited } where no white man is allowed to go On two
olaces landi-ng fields f-or airplanes are being preuaui-ed. Princeh^-"
shini, a relative of the emperor held a speach at Ponape that,will
surely interest the USA..- I can also tell you something about the
introduction of- the obligatory military service in the Islands,in- .
suite of their .bsi'np.; only a Yandats . I know the approximate number " ■
of battleships v-hicn took part in the .ma'noeuvr'es between Palao and
Saioan and have seer, a certain number of them''my-self in Truck and
Pan ape . Saiuan is the base of 'a'n ev-sntual attack on Guam and Palao
for an edt'^k op, t'ne Philippines. I do not third: that Guam could^
be held in case%"s.r .There were also sounding ships busy a"t all the
islands, raeas^uring the p-assages and putting u'p flags in several
nl-o.ces where there have been no signs up to new. The native say
(and they kno'^-v their -waters well ) tbiat t.he new nautical signs are
faked. I could give some more detailed infoi'mation about this.

There is also a new v;ireles.s sta±i--!n on one of the- Islands.
Th° -machinery is -alrea-dy thei'e and the cementwor.ic (soc.ksts ) put up.
The sei- of the .Adjoini -Pre.t ion of the ':'--n.rshell-Group -'will probably
be shifted from Jal-uit -to another isl-and, I know to which.

I have also be-en in the fortified zone at Futani (Ogasawara^
I know the situation of ,v^he radio-station at Chichidjima (it cannotl
be seen from the sea ) af-imQre or less the situ.a-tiQn of the forti
fications. - I also know which islands have good anchorages.

I have Gome det.aila about the deatvyof the former Gdronsl of
the J'arines Robertso'n, -oho died :--aystariously in Palao in 1931.He
was of the Intelligence Pept, The USA Governi-aent suspected that he
had been poisoned but could-get no proofs. I can give you details
which are" ignored at ""as.hingt-on, -
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iH REPLY ADDRESS Commandant. Navy

Yard. Cavite. P. I., and refer to SIXTEENTH NAVAL DISTRICT

No.-.I.S-Q-)-- PHILIPPINE ISLANDS . . ̂ ,
COMMANDANT'S OFFICE, NAVY YA^^Pji^AVITE. p. I.

'  ■,*i.rLKT-^,2r? ^ ̂ .:M
-  .; ^ \ y/ f f

.-v,c*ZKtf A vk >i2Wusi--:tf to- ' . 15 Maj^ 1934 v?:!..

f

I'poin.r Goniniand.anij Sistscii'tli Naval Districfc. ,'z ■y'
To: Director of Naval Intelligence. .,

Subject: Pablo LASLO.

Reference; (a) LNI Itr. EI-7/QH5{1-12) Op-16-B-ll of 19 Feb.1934.

1. In accordanoe "Kiltli the refererice, the subject man "sras
investigated by the _Int&Higence Department, U.S.A. Their report
is quoted herewith:-'

"With reference to your memorandum of 2 April re Pablo Laslo:

(1) Age: 30 years and 1 month;
Occupation: Ostensibly a hardware merchant;
Race: Magyar, born in Hungary;
Citizenship: Memican; ' .

"Last permanent residence: Yokahama, Japan;
Nearest relative: (Father) Ir. Samu Laszlo,

' V. Lipot Korut 5,
Budapest, Hungary;

Arrived in Manila, January 3, 1934, aboard the S.S. "Nellore"
from Melbourne, Australia.

(2) Laslo has been in several occupations, such as literature, south
•seas trading, etc. , , . j. . v j „

He lived for about two years in Palao, where he dealt in hardware,
and was reported to be fairly successful. Hov/ever, for some reason
the Jananese began to force foreign residents out, and Laslo left Palao.
He thinks he escaned noisonihg only by chance. He claims that foreign
residents, ^o refused to leave Palao after several hints were poisoned.

Some of the things he claims to know are interesting, if true. For
example he claims to know certain facts concerning the death of a Mar
ine officers, named Robertson, several years ago; also that certain
aids to navigation in the mandated islands have been installed so as to
mislead visitors. ^ -

Laslo claims to have information concerning radio stations, aviation
centers, etc., in the mandated islands. He is anxious to sell his in
formation. I believe his first price was five hundred dollars.



IH f»CPUY AOOflCSS COMMANDAMT. NAVY

Yard. Cavitc. P. I., and refer to

noA

SIXTEENTH NAVAL DISTRICT
PHILIPPINE ISLANDS

r;..-iCOMMANDANT'S OFFICE, NAVY YARD, CAVITE

ii

Subject: Pablo LASLO.

,  supposedly anonymous but
^ith^Lasio, v/ill appear in

An article

collaboration

the near future. It will deal vxitli the
Laslo is a shrewd man, and anxious

in- some canacity.- As a matter of fact.
It is my belief' that it is dangero

with Laslo, He may have information of

actually written by or in
the ^Philippine Magazine"

mandated islands,

to enter the American service
he is probably short of money
.3 to have very close dealings
some value, but he is also

in

rather prone to tallc to outsiders, „ ..
-QTsssnt Inslo is reucrted to have some sort of connection with

the Bureau of Science, for which he receives PiOO.OO per month. Inas
much as he is'pressed for money, this position is probaoly a god-send
to him." • , ■

2  4fter receipt of the above report, the District Intelli— ■,
crence Officer met Laslo by appointment. The latter was shabbily dressed,
talked"volubly, but stated that as he was extrensly short of funds, he
believed that he owed it to himself not to divulge his inforj^tion -
until he was reimbursed §1500, At present he is making a hhnd-to mouth
existence by selling translations of the works of Rizal. Laslo stated
that an officer representing Admiral Upham had visited him early this
year. He denied being snployed by the Bureau of Science, xhe District
Intelli ̂ e'^ce Officer^s estimate of this man is that he is untrust-
worthy'and that it would not he worth the Department's trouble to pur
sue this subject further.

3. TJhen and if the article referred to in the first para
graph appears in the "Philippine Magazine" it mil be scrutinized by
the'District InteLligence Officer. If this article proves to be of any
importance it will be forwarded to Director of Naval Intelligence.

IC fe lf ^LEN.
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'he Earhart Project
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The Return to Nikumaroro

Project Bulletin ̂ 10 January 30,1992

90%

We are very dose to proving that at least one of the artifacts recovered during the October 1991 expedition to
Nikumaroro is from the Earhart aircraft. Other artifacts may follow, but one in particular holds the potential for
qualifying as absolute proof that it is not just from a Lockheed Model 10, but specifically from NR16020.

The artifact is a piece of aluminum aircraft skin approximately two feet long by a foot and a half wide found
on the beach at Nikumaroro. Tangled on it were approximately thirty inches of copper wire with remnants of
insulation still present. This is a complex artifact with many unique features induding over ICQ rivet holes, one
surviving rivet, traces ofthe manufacturer's labeling, and evidence ofother structures once attached to it. As a tool
for making a condusive identification the artifact is better t.hfln a fingerprint (in fact, it's more hke having the whole
finger). So far we havp matched 90% of the artifact's distinctive features (dimensions, rivet pattern, rivet type,
aluminum alloy, etc., etc.) with a specific location on the Earhart aircraft. But 90% isn't good enough. To qualify
as absolute proof the match Hhh to be 100% and, if our luck continues to hold, research still in progress will bring
us that last 10%. Once the research is complete (probably sometime in March) well release all the specifics but
for right now well conjinue our policy of no public speculation.

The Chater Report

One of the great areas of contention among Earhart researchers has always been what went on in Lae, New
Guinea between Earhart and Noonan's arrival there on Jime 29 and their departure for Rowland Island on July
2. Why the delay? What preparations were made for the hazardous Rowland leg? How much fuel weis aboard when
they left? The only rehable report has always been an all-too-brief letter written August 28,1937 by James A.
CoUopy, District Sufwrintendent for Civil Aviation at Lae. The dosing sentence in that letter states, '*Mr. Chater
advised me that he forwarded a comprehensive report dealing with the aircraft's stay at Lae, work carried-out, rad"
messages received, etc., to Mr. Putnam."

Eric H. Chater was the (jieneral Manager for Guinea Airwa)^ at Lae. The eurline operated Lockheed Eiectraa
similar to Earhart's and their maintenance people assisted AmeHa and Fred with preparations for the flight.
Chafer's "comprehensive report" would settle the questions once and for all, except the report disappeared. It didn't
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go to the Purdue archives with Putnam's other papers and it has never turned up in U.S. government records
nor aTTinng the varioui^ ot'ier collections of Ameliana (new word) in private hands. The Chater Report was lost.

And now it has been ibund. Soon after TIGHAR's return from the Pacific, Mr. Hugh Leggatt, Manager
Corporate Communicatidns for Placer Dome, Inc. in Vancouver, British Columbia, called to say that he h^^
come across an interestin/f document relating to Amelia Earhart in the company's old files. He had read about
our workin the newspape/.e and thought we might be interested. His description of the document made it dear
that what he had was the lost Chater Report and he generously ofiGeredto sendTIGHAR one of the two "flimsies"
which accompanied the original report as well as photocopies of the various telegrams and letters which
document its transmittaL Once we had received and reviewed these documents several things became clear.

The genesis, odysiiey, of the report goes like this; Following the failed search for Earhart, W. T. M^er
of the U.S. Bureau of An" Commetxe wanted to find out what had happened in Lae. He knew that his fiiend
Frank Griffin of the Canadian gold mining firm Placer Development had conn^ons in New Guinea where
the company bad a large operation, so he aslced Gnffin to help him get information. Gnffin was an old fiiend
ofEric Chater of Guinea Ahways so he asked Chater to prepare a report for the U. 8. government. Chater sent
Vi4a ei^t page report, quite naturally, to hui fiiend Gnffin who forwarded a copy to Miller at the Bureau of Air
Commerce in Washington. iVhat became of Miller's copy is still a mystery but the original and two flimsies
remained in the Placer company's files uiAtil recently found by Mr. Leggatt.

The report itself confirms that the delay in Lae was caused entirely by difficulties in getting an accurate
time check for Noonan's chronometers (no, Fred was not drunk). It describes a test flight AE made on J^y 1
in which she could not get the Radio Direction Finder to work and assumed the problem was her proximity to
the ground station. And the report settles forever the question about fuel. There were 1100 U.S. gallorw of fuel
aboard the aircraft when it departed for Howland (just as CoUopy said). Also, Earhart left without waiting for
the current weather report and, although it was sent to her by radio later, there is no confirmation that she
received it. All in all, the report describes a series of events and decisions which make it dear that Amelia
Earhart died of "get-home-itds" - a malady that has always killed impatient pilots.

I

Key Witness Jt&fMoL t
There has been another important development in our attempt to piece together events on Nikumaroro

following Earhart's disappearance. Critics of TIGHAR's work have pointed to a visit by what they call "a team
of British surveyors" who supposedly "covered every inch of the island" in October 1937 (three months after
Earhart disappeared) as proof that there was no sign of her or Noonan there. The "team of British surveyors
was made up of Lands Commissioner Harry Maude and Cadet Officer Eric Bevington (neither of whom was
a surveyor) and 19 Giljaertese islanders who were there to evaluate the island for future colonization. Maude
is still alive and baH recently expressed his opimon that there was no sign of Earhart on the island. It turm
out, however, that Maude had severe back problems and didn't explore the island himselL His assistant, Eric
Berington, took several of the Gilbertese on a walk around the island the first day they were there, ̂ d on the
second day he took Maude on a canoe tour of places of interest. Courtesy otPacifk Islands Monthly md the
magazine's Washington Bureau Chief, David North, we recently discovered that Eric Bevmgton is also stall
alive. On January 22,1992 we visited him at his home in England and received a copy of the diary 1^ ™
his visit to the Phoenix Islands in 1937. The diary and bis own reeoUeetions confirm that the insj^taon ou e
island was cursory at best and that, even so, "signs of previous habitation" were seen in preas^ the lorafion
where TIGHAR in 1991 found the remains of a pair of size nine American shoes and the cap finrn a botUe of
traveler's medication manufactured in the U.S. The research on these artifacts is not yet «^pleted but if ffiey
turn out to date finm the 'SOs we'U have original source documentation and artifacts which indicate that there
were Americans on the island prior to October 1937.

As is apparent finm the above, the poet-expedition research is going very weU and, like a jigsaw puzzlenearing completion, pieces are rapidly falling into place. The work continues. - >0 '.
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A PROMISE OF CERTAINTY

We're going to know. We don't know yet, but we
now know that we're going to know whether or not

Amelia Earhart and Fred Noonan landed their

Lockheed at Nikumaroro. TIGHAR's most recent

expedition to that far away island has returned with
airplane wreckage - hits and pieces of aluminum and
other materials which were, without question, once
part of an airplane. The artifacts recovered are of
sufficient variety and complexity to permit a
conclusive identification of the aircraft from

which they came. Is it the Electra? Are
these shards of debris the long-sought
answer to the Earhart enigma, or can
Nikumaroro he eliminated from the

puzzle? This expedition, organized
and executed at such cost in dollars

and sweat, has taken the problem
out of the realm of theory and specu
lation and made it an issue of conclu

sive material analysis. The signifi
cance of that accomplishment can hardly
he overstated. We're going to know.

Surprises

In historical investigation it is wise to remind
ourselves that we really don't know one tenth of one

percent about anything. History hands us tiny scraps
of certainty around which we try to assemble a picture
using theory, probability and conjecture to fill in the
huge blank spaces. If we're careful, disciplined and
rational, the picture we concoct will bear some resem
blance to what really happened, but it will never, ever
be exactly right. It may, however, lead us to the
discovery of more of those precious scraps of certainty
with which we can correct our picture, and begin the
process anew. Surprises, therefore, in an investigation
like The Earhart Project should not be-well-surpris
ing. And indeed, Nikumaroro handed us a number of
surprises during the ten days the expedition spent at
the island.

Disappointments

The grave which we suspected might contain the
bones reportedly found by the island's early settlers
turned out to contain the remains of a tiny, possibly
stillborn, infant. The excavation was undertaken only
after we had re-examined the whole situation with the
aid ofour representative from the government of Kiribati
and obtained his concurrence that the grave was very

suspicious. The dig was meticulously executed
over several days under very difficult condi

tions and, in the end, we were rewarded
with the knowledge that all we had done
was disturb the grave of a baby. As
badly as we felt, as we carefully re
stored the grave we also knew that we
had had no choice if we were to carry
out the investigation we had come there
to do. Speculation had been replaced
with another scrap of certainty. The

contents of the grave are now known,
although the reason for its odd location

and the origin of other objects found nearby
are still a mystery.

Less conclusive was the search for the possible
remains of a campsite seen by World War II Coast
Guardsmen on the island's eastern shore. Day after
blistering day of metal detector sweeps along the care
fully surveyed and gridded beachfront yielded nothing
unusual or unexplainable. Whatever the Coasties saw
in 1944 is now either gone or hidden deep in the impen
etrable underbrush. The TIGHAR team carried out an
excellent search under truly brutal conditions and all we
know for sure is that there was nothing where we were
able to look.

Hope and Frustration

There is, however, no underbrush in the ocean and
the sonar search of the waters surrounding the atoll was
more conclusive. The 1989 expedition had determined

cont. p. 2
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that there was no intact airplane parked on
Nikumaroro. The 1991 expedition proved that there
is no intact airplane resting on the ocean bottom
anywhere near the island. In fact, Oceaneering
International found the sea floor adjacent to the atoll
remarkably free of any debris except for one spot
along the section of beachfront photographed by the
U.S. Navy search planes in 1937 and directly off
shore of where World War II Coast Guardsmen re

ported seeing an unexplained campsite. There are
anomalous sonar contacts in that area that are too

small to be an intact airplane and might simply be
unusual coral outcroppings. Then again, they could
he chunks of airplane. Maddeningly, the targets
were too deep for inspection by divers without special
support equipment, and too close to the reef-edge to
permit visual inspection with our ROV (Remote Op
erated Vehicle), so any fimther information about
these targets will have to come from analysis of the
sonar read-outs. At the very least, Oceaneering's
sonar search has allowed us to make a fundamental
correction to our historical picture. If the Earhart
aircraft landed at Nikumaroro it has not survived
intact.

Revelation

Along with the confirmation that there is no
intact airplane, wet or dry, at Nikumaroro came the
discovery of components from a very much un-intact
airplane scattered throughout the long-abandoned
Gilbertese village. The most obvious parts were not
visible in 1989 but had appeared, or re-appeared, as
the result of severe beach erosion caused by very
large waves which hit the west end of the island
sometime between our two visits. Other pieces were,
in 1989, undoubtedly right where we found them in
1991. In our failure to recognize them on the first
expedition is a valuable lesson in historical investi-
ption. We have always been, and must necessarily
be, our own worst skeptics. In our abhorrence of the
wild speculation and unfounded leaping to conclu-
sions which have typified Earhart research for more
than fifty years, we have gone to great lengths to
avoid such errors in TIGHAR's work. And yet healthy
skeptiasm, if taken too far, can become blindness. In
1989 we were quick (too quick it turns out) to ascribe
aluminum debris seen among the ruins of the village
to non-aviation sources. After all, there had been a
Coast Guard Loran station on the island during
World War II. Surely they had left behind objects
made of aluminum, and weren't scraps of the metal
found in the village more likely to be from that source
than from an airplane? It was only when confronted
with a box-like structure stamped with what looked
suspiciously like an airplane part number that we
were willing to concede that it was worth checking

TiCl-Mx"

out. And even that artifact, which turned out to be
the navigator's bookcase, took two years to thoroughly
analyse. A handful of other pieces of aluminum were
also collected, almost grudgingly, but they didn't
have numbers and never received much anal3dical
attention. Then, on this expedition, the island handed
us more aluminum artifacts which are quite obvi
ously airplane parts. We're pretty dense, but even
tually we catch on. A harder look at that 1989 junk
reveals that several pieces are undoubtedly from an
aircraft. So focused had we been on the notion that

there had to be an intact airplane somewhere that we
hadn't seen the evidence under our noses. The

airplane atNikumaroro, whatever airplane thatmight
turn out to be, ended up in little pieces. With that
realization it's hardly surprising that our searches
for a complete aircraft, on land and underwater,
came up negative. Of course, we would have much
preferred an intact airplane — better visuals for the
media (who would go to see Raiders of Debris From.
The Lost Ark?) - but when we set out to leam history's
story it's best to remember that it's not Hollywood
writing the script.

Grace Under Pressure

So what's next? The press and the public are
clamoring for answers. TIGHAR's critics (primarily
Earhart authors who see their royalties threatened)
are predicting that we'll announce results that are
just unfounded speculation. Some are so frightened
that they're shouting "fraud" before we've even made
an announcement. The TIGHAR membership, on
the other hand, has been understanding and sup
portive of our decision not to say anjdhing until we
know for certain what we have. Meanwhile, NBC
News Productions is working on its two-hour docu
mentary to be syndicated nationally in early April.
LIFE magazine is waiting to see how the analysis
comes out before deciding whether to run the story.
And all the while we're measuring, testing, compar
ing, squinting at reel after reel of poorly microfilmed
aircraft plans, consulting dozens of experts, doing
everything we can think of to make positive identi
fication of the materials and structures discovered.

Finishing The Job

But artifact analysis is expensive in dollars and
in time. The major sponsors whose loans made the
expedition possible are 100% behind the project, and
fund-raising on TIGHAR's behalf by The Pacific So
ciety in Japan has exceeded all expectations. Never
theless, our ability to finish the job quickly and
thoroughly is directly dependent upon membership
support. The expedition's full story has yet to be told
(and quite a story it is too), but first we have work to
^  as always, we need your help to do it. •JlT

[J. 2



THE CRASH AT SYDNEY ISLAND

A crucial piece of information needed to evaluate the
wreckage found on Nikumaroro is the identity of an aircraft
reported to have crashed on another island some 200 miles
away. The logic goes like this:

•  TIGHAR has established that the Gilbertese settlers on

Nikumaroro used a variety of aircraft components as a
source of lightweight metal. The abandoned village was
fairly littered with little, and not so little, pieces of
aluminum which were once part of an airplane and had
been subsequently torn, hacked, and sawn apart for any
number of local uses.

•  Since December of 1938 when the first settlers arrived,
there has been no recorded instance of any aircraft ever
being damaged or abandoned at Nikumaroro. There
fore, either an airplane came to grief at the island prior
to its settlement, or wreckage was brought there from a
crash that occurred somewhere else.

•  There have been no civilian aviation losses in the region
(except a rather famous one in 1937). During World War
II, only one military wreck is believed to have occurred
in the Phoenix Islands which might have provided a
source ofairplane parts which couldhave, subsequently,
ended up on Nikumaroro. The problem is, we don't know
what kind of airplane it was.

As early as May of 1989 we started hearing rumors
concerning a large aircraft that supposedly crashed on
Sydney Island during the war and was picked apart by the
settlers there. Then, about a year ago. Dr. Tom King
(TIGHAR #039ICE) came across this passage in an anthro
pological work entitled Titiana written by Kenneth Knudson:

"During the late war years, a large four-engined aircraft
from Canton Island crashed on Sydney. ...[I]t circled the
island once before attempting to ditch in the lagoon. The
approach was made too low, however, and the airplane ...
crashed just inland from the village. It burned on coming to
rest, but th e islanders h astened

to pull the crew members from

the wreckage. One man lived
for a short time, but succumbed
after an hour or so as he was

badly burned.... The next day
a ship arrived from Canton and
the bodies were removed and

taken aboard.... After the ship
left for Canton, the wreck be
came the chief source of alumi

num for th e i slander s, wh o h ad
learned on Canton to make

combs and other ornaments

from this material. Eventu

ally almost nothing remained
of the aircraft."

After the war, traffic be
tween Sydney (later renamed
Manra) and Nikumaroro was
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60 NM

McKean

Nikumaroro

not uncommon and there is cer- M
tainly a possibility that pieces of
the Sydney wreck might have
left that island. We can't elimi- ^
nate that airplane as the source of ̂ 4:^4 rX>
the wreckage we found on Nikumaroro
until we know for sure what kind of airplane it was. Here's
our reasoning so far:

•  U.S. Navy operations out of Canton were flown by
elements of Fleet Air Wing Two. A check of the records
shows that they had only two losses out ofCanton for the
whole war: a PB4Y-1 lost at sea on October 18,1943, and
a PBM-3D lost at sea on September 5, 1944. It would
appear that the Sydney crash was not a Navy airplane.

•  Army Air Force combat operations out of Canton were
associated with the Gilberts and Marshalls campaigns
in late '43/early '44. The 7th Air Force was flying B-24s,
the most common "large four-engined" aircraft of the
Pacific Theatre, so it could have been a battle-damaged
or lost Lib trying to get back into Canton.

•  Later in the war. Canton became a major waypoint for
cargo and personnel flights enroute between the States
and the Southwestern Pacific. However, the lack of
mention of any cargo or unusually high loss oflife seems
to argue against it being one of these aircraft.

•  Perhaps the most promising lead is a mention by
Knudson, in another part ofhisbook, that the Gilbertese
on Sydney were receiving repeated airdrops of supplies
from aircraft operating out of Canton. Sydney is not
really on the way to anywhere so it's easier to explain a
crash by an airplane that has a reason for being there.
But what unit was doing the airdrops and what kind of
airplanes were they using? Let's get the TIGHAR
network cranking on this one.

173°W 172°W

Canton

Endethury

Birnie

Phoenix

Sydney

THE PHOENIX ISLANDS
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PICTURES FROM AN EXPEDITION

b

mpz

A glimpse of TIGHAR's
Return To Nikumaroro.

Executive Director Richard

Gillespie searches for the

expedition ship

Photo courtesy R. Matthews

Expedition Media

Liaison Russ Matthews

at work.

r
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EARHART PROJECT SUPPORT

I would like to help fund the continuation of the Earhart Project. I enclose my check

payable to TIGHAR for ; please send me the items checked below.

Poster $20.00

Wearables (T-Shirt, Patch, Pin)
T-Shirt Sizes (please circle one): S M L XL $30.00*

Project Book and Companion Set $135.00

Certificate and Inclusion on Permanent Memorial

Name on certificate and engraving to read: $250.00

Commemorative Model of NR16020

Name on plaque to read: $1,000.00

Project Sponsorship
Name of Sponsor: $5,000.00

* Price increase due to price increases from our suppiiers. Even TiGHAR cannot stem the tide ofinfiation .

Name

Address

Daytime Telephone

Please make your check payable to TIGHAR In U.S., Canadian, or any European Community currency.
Aii donations tax-deductibie in the U.S. to the extent permitted by law.

TIGHAR • The International Group for Historic Aircraft Recovery
1121 Arundel Drive • Wilmington, DE 19808 • USA
Telephone (302) 994-4410 • Fax (302) 994-7945



HOLIDAY SHOPPING

Is there someone on yom* hoHday giving list who;

stops whatever they're doing at the soimd of a radial engine?
has no idea what a radial engine is but could probably look it up in
_their coUection of history hooks?

would quit their job for the chance to go on an expedition to a
malarial swamp?

knows better than to go anywhere near a malanal swamp but enjoys
reading about people who don't know better?

Then you know someone who needs a TIGHAR Gift Membership. As a TIGHAR member, it's the perfect
way to say, "1 like you! You remind me of me!" Just send us the name and address of the new TIGHAR
(and a check for $35) and weT send a special holiday greeting welcoming them on your behalf.

TIGHAR

New!

TIGHAR Mugs

These high quality 10 oz. white ceramic mugs feature the TIGHAR
logo inblue and silver. Warning: The Executive Director has established
that the presence ofa TIGHAR coffee mug in the work place frequently
incites protracted conversations which can be detrimental to
productivity.

Individual Mug

Set of Four

$7.50

$26.50

TIGHAR Mouse Par!

There you sit all day at your computer, scooting your
mouse aroimd on your mouse pad, wishing you were
someplace else like maybe Nikumaroro, Third Roimd
Lake HiU, or even the Agaiambo Swamp. Well it can't
be all fun and games, but at least you can have a
reminder at your fingertips that there's a TIGHAR at
your desk. This heavy duty 9.5x8" pad is aircraft gray
with the TIGHAR logo in dark blue.

$12.95

Please use order form enclosed.



Team Leader Kristin Tague

searches for Amelia Earhart

TIGHARphoto by P. Thrasher

a;

Expedition Quartermaster Veryl
Fenlason realizes that he actually
volunteered for this — twice.

Kiribati Customs

Officer Manikaa

Teuatabo wonders

what he did to

deseio/e this as

signment .
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BOOKS BY TIGHARS

WINGS From Burma to the Himalayas by John W. Grordon (UGHAK. #1223). Published by Global Press,
Memphis, Tennessee, 1987. 265 pp. 10 pp. of photographs. $17.95 (hard cover). Available directly from the
author, RD. 2, Middleburgh, NY 12122.

Global Press specializes in historical memoires, whether fact or fictionalized. Wings [j.
is a fictionalized account of flying the Hump in C-47 s. The author served as a navigator
in the 27th Troop Carrier Squadron in 1944 and 1945, and has written this book as a way
of capturing both his experiences and the experiences of others: "Based on facts, some
names disguised, others true, in some cases composite experiences of different individu
als, some fictionalized incidents, this is the way it was" (from the introduction). Told
mostly in dialogue, slangy and profane, this is war stories in their purest form, including
bailout, injuries, bandits, rescue by missionaries, capture by Japanese troops, final
rescue by Americans - all the John Wayne action one can hope for. Not a tool for the tighar photo by p. Thmsher
serious historical researcher, it does succeed at capturing some of the emotional impact
of the war, the flying, the climate, and the foreign-ness on inexperienced young men from the States. This is also not a book
for those easily offended by racial, ethnic, or nationalistic slurs; the tales are told using the authentic slang of wartime, the
language reflecting the assumptions and indoctrinations the men shared.

An annoying fault this book shares with many aviation books is sloppy typesetting and proof-reading. Misspellings, mis-
usages and a number of apostrophe and comma problems on the first several pages make it difficult to concentrate on the
text if one is sensitive to such things. Considering the many very good spell-checkers and excellent typesetting programs
currently available, there is no excuse for this, (jet with it, aviation books!

Ladybirds, The Untold Story ofWomen Pilots in America by Henry M. Holden (TIGHAR #1118) with Captain Lori
Griffith. PublishedhyBlackHawkPublishing,Mt.Freedom,New Jersey, 1991. 203pp. $19.95 (paper). Available
directly from the puhlisher, P.O. Box 24, Mt. Freedom, NJ 07970-0024. $2.00 shipping & handling charge.

Ladybirds begins with six separate introductory pieces (all short) describing how the book came to be written, and why
the various people feel it was important to write on the subject — all of which more or less subverts the ultimate goal of an
historical work, the purpose ofwhich is (or shouldbe) self-evident. Once thatpartis done, however (and one can always simply
not read it), we are introduced to Blanche Stuart Scott, the first woman to pilot an airplane—if, in fact, the whole thing wasn't
an accident! Beginning with that day in 1910, women have participated in aviation to the greatest extent that personality,
determination, talent, and downright stubbornness have made possible, and this book begins the process of telling the story
beyond the ready-made romance of Earhart, Cochran, and Lindbergh (Anne Lindbergh, that is)

Ladybirds is divided into nine chapters, the headings of which are: The Early Years;'Barnstorming- The Golden Age of
Aviation; Women & Warbirds; Whirly-Girls; Military Aviation (with a sub-title for each service); Astronauts; Commercial
Aviation; and Aviafion Entrepeneurs. The reader will note from this that a great deal of attention is paid to modem, even
current aviation. TJis is a book more about women in aviation today than yesterday, in jets and helicopters rather than
biplanes and long white scarves. From ladies in Edwardian dresses and parasols to airline pilots in captain's haxs, Ladybirds
traces the connections and shows the progress over eight decades of flying for women. Each chapter features a number of
individuals and a generous splash of photographs. While it is clearly beyond the scope of a 200 page book to go into any depth
on any one person, Jus volume makes for an excellent overview. It is clearly written, footnoted, and indexed; it contains a
reasonably extensive bibho^aphy, and an appendix listing addresses and contacts for those interested in learning more
about careers in aviation '^is is a must-have book for any girl or woman who contemplates learning to fly or continuing
to fly, if only to know that she is not alone. ^ j

Apostrophe, quotation mark, and comma problems continuing throughout make it clear that Mr. Holden should invest
in a good book on typesetting and page layout, and in better software. See last paragraph of the review above ...

^rcra^ Wrecfes in Mountai^ and Deserts of California, 1908 -1990 by Gary Patric Macha (TIGHAR
#0411). Archeoloy^l Press, Huntington Beach, California, 1991. 149 pp. inch 15 pp. of
photographs. Not p ced. Paper. Available directly from the publisher, 17111 Camelot Circle, Huntington
Beach, CA 92649.

This book is a simple listing in chronolo^cal order by date of crash, of various wrecks in various regions of California.
It includes both mibteiy and cm lan ̂ ^ck sites, and where known the primary cause of the crash, the casualties if any, and
the current status !f t n ^ sites; some of his photographs are
reproduced in a sec ion in -v, devoted to guidelines for wreck-hunting and visiting; his
suggestions are sensible and respons b e. i his book is an excellent resource, especially for anyone who flies a good deal over
this territoiy and wonders if anyone else knows about that airplane down there.

Proofreading and punctuation problems are distracting. See final paragraphs of two reviews above
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MIDMGHT GHOST
STORY

%DN\^

It has happened again. Everytime TIGHAR's marathon
search for the lost French tranatlantic flight, described by
Lindbergh as having "vanished like a midnight ghost,"
reaches what seems to be a dead end (see "Drawing a
L'Oiseau Blanc," TIGHAR Tracks Vol. 7, No. 4), the ghost
materializes to beckon us on. This time the apparition
appeared in the form of yet another witness to a television
documentary which supposedly detailed the discovery and
removal of the plane's 450 H.P. Lorraine-Dietrich engine
from the Maine woods.

The spectre first spoke through one Robert Gunou who,
in 1987, said he had seen the show at his home near Detroit,
Michigan "sometime in the early seventies." We turned the
broadcast industry upside down and shook it, but nothingfell
out. Faultymemory,ahoax,afluke, dead end. Then,in 1990,
we were working on The Earh art Proj ect with Dirk Ballendorf,
Professor ofMicronesian Studies at the University of Guam.
It was over pizza at a little Italian place not far from the
National Archives that the phantom next appeared.

"Yeah, I saw that show."
"Sure, Dirk."
"No, I'm serious. It was when I was still living here in

D.C. Had to be sometime before '77 when I moved to Guam.
I remember sitting right there in the apartment watching a
show about how these guys had found an airplane wreck in
the Maine woods and it turned out to be The White Bird of
Nungesser and Coli. The point of the show was that it proved
that they had crossed the Atlantic before Lindbergh, but
that's about all I remember."

More research. Bill Alexander (TIGHAR #0403E) and
Don Ward (TIGHAR #1134CE) tried every source they could
think of and came up with zilch. Well, even a professional
historian can have a distorted recollection. There's just no
record of any such show. Wild goose chase. Forget it.

Time for another appearance by you-know-who. It's
November 16, 1991 and World War One aviation devotees
are in Washington for the opening of a new gallery at the
National Air & Space Museum. At a dinner that evening Bill
Nungesser (TIGHAR #0759CE) is holding forth, as he has
been known to do from time to time, about TIGHAR's search
for his illustrious ancestor's airplane. Sitting beside him is
a man who, at the appropriate point in the narrative, chimes
in with, 'Yup, I remember that show. Must have been — oh
—1972." But in the heat of the moment. Bill forgets to get the

man'sname. Who was that guy? (Cue theme musicfrom The
Twilight Zone.) Under threat of bodily harm from several
TIGHAR researchers. Bill is now tracking down the identity
of this latest witness.

And The Search Goes On

Jay Veith (TIGHAR #0767CE) has undertaken to as
semble all the known printed articles and documents on the
Nungesser/Coli disappearance into abibliography of sources.
It's a daunting task but Jay has become as much at home
among the research resources of Washington, D.C. as he is
among the wild woodlands of Washington County, Maine.
He could use a hand, though, especially from anyone who
has access to computerized magazine index services
(CompuServ, Dialog, BRS, etc.). If you'd like to help, he's in
the TIGHAR Directory or just call TIGHAR headquarters.

And in yet another branch of Project Midnight Ghost,
Oscar Blue (TIGHAR #0820) of Hancock, Maine is looking
for anyone who served at the Army Air Field in Bangor,
Maine during August of 1942. Oscar is running down a lead
concerning an unidentified airplane wreck allegedly seen
during an aerial search at that time. If you were there then
he'd like to hear from you.

Project Midnight Ghost is TIGHAR's oldest, and in
many ways most challenging investigation. Over the past
seven years there have been 20 expeditions supported by
countless hours of archival research in the U.S. and in

France, and yet we still don't know what became of The
White Bird. At times we've backed away from the project,
frustrated and convinced that it's a dead end street, that
whatever became of the two brave fliers is not only unknown
but unknowable after all these years. But whenever our
resolve has weakened, or circumstances have dictated that
our attention turn to other projects or issues, TIGHAR
members have taken up the torch and moved the investigation
forward (helped by an occasional nudge from the ghost).
Like Ahab and the white whale, TIGHAR seems destined to
hunt the White Bird, and who are we to argue with destiny?

Charles Eugene
Jules Marie

Nungesser, pilot of
I'Oiseau Blanc.
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ALL IN THE FAMILY

A mailing will be sent to all TIGHAR members soon
containing details of the TIGHAR calendar for 1992 and
(surprise, surprise)youTopportimity to correctyour listing
for the 1992 TIGHAR Membership Directory. We're
going to try something a little bit different this year. We
get a lot of calls here in Delaware to the tune of, "Do you
know of any TIGHAR members out my way who are a.)
Certified Flight Instructors? b.) underwater search
specialists? c.) plumbers? d.)" —well, you get the picture.
And sometimes we can help, but sometimes we don't
know if the CFI, search specialist, or plumber would just
as soon be left alone. So - beginning with the 1992
Directory, ifyou would like to have your business card in
a special section of the Directory as an ad, we will be
accepting cards until January 20,1992 for that purpose.
Flease! cards only! Noartcopyorunusualsizesfstandard
size is roughly 31/2x2 inches). The charge will be $25.00,
and will include a copy of the Directory. Ifyou have sent
us your card in the past, please don't assume we can find
it - send a new one. This is intended to be a convenience

for those of our members who would like to keep it all in
the family. We'll try it for a year and see how it works out.
Watch for the mailing of the calendar and Directory
hsting preference sheet.

•Sir

TIGHAR (pronounced "tiger") is the acronym for The
International Group for Historic Aircraft Recovery, a
non-profitfoundation dedicated to promotingresponsible
aviation archeology andhistoricpreservation. TIGHAR's
activities include:

• Compiling and verifying reports of rare and historic
aircraft surviving in remote areas.
• Conducting investigations and recoveiy expeditions
in co-operation with museums and collections world
wide.

• Serving as a voice for integrity, responsiblity, and
professionalism in the field of aviation historic preser
vation.

TIGHAR maintains no collection of its own, nor does
it engage in the restoration or buying and selling of
artifacts. The foundation devotes its resources to the

saving of endangered historic aircraft wherever they
may be found, and to the education of the international
public in the need to preserve the relics of the history of
flight.

TIGHAR Tracks, published six times each year, is
the official publication of The International Group for
Historic Aircraft Recovery. A subscription to TIGHAR
Tracks is included as part of membership in the founda
tion (minimum donation $35.00 per year). The editors
welcome contributions of written material and artwork.

Materials should be addressed to : Editors, TIGHAR
Tracks, 1121 Arundel Drive, Wilmington, DE 19808
USA, Telephone 302/994-4410, Fax (302) 994-7945. ,JV

BlESMniP IFOIE

I would like to join TIGHAR. Enclosed is my donation of
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IS THIS WHAT
HAPPENED TO

Is a fragntient &f metal
found on Nikiimaroro
Island, in the mid-
Pacific, from the belly of
Amelia Earhart's ̂
Lockheed Electro.?'

§

Fifty-five years ago,
the world's most

famous woman aviator
vanished in the

vastness of the Pacific.
Did the Japanese
capture and execute
her? Did she crash

into the sea? For

years, the questions
have been a matter of
intense speculation.
American investigator
Richard Gillespie
believes he has solved

the mystery.
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A gleaming silver Lockheed
Electra crouches on an air

strip in the New Guinea
jungle. In the cockpit sits a
boyishly lanky woman
with bright bold eyes, a
tousle of short curls and a

startling facial resem
blance to the yoimg
Charles Lindbergh. With
a nod to her navigator, a

lean, dark-haired man in his 40s, she edges
the twin throttles forward. As the engines
crescendo to a scream, tropical birds burst
from the bordering trees in screeching clots
of colour. Loaded with more than three

tonnes of gasoline, the Electra trundles
down the runway toward a cliff that falls
sheer into the sea. With only metres to
spare, it lurches off the ground, sails over
the brink, then swoops almost to the sea
before easing into a slow climb. The
navigator notes the time in his logbook:
10am, July 2, 1937. At 39, Amelia Earhart
has begun her final flight. Within 24 hours,
she will vanish into silence and mystery, a
mystery that has hatmted the world's im
agination for more than half a century, a
mystery that is now solved.

Earhart is the most famous female avi- >
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GANNON SUPPLIED a stunning piece of information. During
the navy's hunt for Earhart, no search party ever landed on Nikumaroro
Island, and only a brief inspection was made from the air.

< ator of all time. She was the second person
after Lindbergh to fly the Atlantic solo,
first to fly from Hawaii to the US mainland,
she set speed and altitude records, wrote
books, co-founded an airline, lent her
name to a line of luggage and designed
practical fashions for women. In a pro
fession dominated by men, Earhart inaug
urated a struggle that eventually opened
aerospace careers to women.

On March 17, 1937, Earhart took off
from Oakland, California, on her greatest
adventure: a 45,600km flight that would
make her the first pilot to circle the globe
near the equator. But on take-off from
Hawaii for the second leg of the trip, her
landing gear collapsed and the plane belly-
flopped in a shower of sparks. Back at the
Lockheed factory in California, where the
Electra was repaired, new aluminium was
riveted to the mangled underside. These
changes, which made Earhart's aircraft
subtly different from every other Electra,
would ultimately help unravel the riddle of
her disappearance.

Earhart started off again 62 days after
the accident. But this time, still ac
companied by navigator Fred Noonan, she
flew east instead of west — across the US,

the South Atlantic, Africa and India, then
through the Dutch East Indies (now
Indonesia) to Australia and on to Lae, New
Guinea, where she took off'across 4000km
of trackless ocean toward a speck of coral in
the Pacific called Howland Island.

Earhart with navigator Fred Noonan.
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At Howland, the US Coast Guard cutter
Itasca was standing by to guide in the
Electra. At 6.15am, Earhart reported that
she was about 320km out and asked the

cutter to take a bearing on her signal. The
Itasca explained that she was using too high
a frequency and requested a Morse code
signal on a lower frequency. No reply. The
Itasca did not know that Earhart had

removed her low-frequency antenna to save
weight and that, incredibly, neither she nor
Noonan knew Morse code. At 7.4Iam,
Earhart's voice came through loud and
clear: "We must be on you but cannot see
you but gas is running low. Been unable to
reach you by radio." At 7.50am, Earhart
called again: "We are circling but cannot
hear you." She then asked for a signal on a
very high frequency. The Itasca sent the
signal. She received it, but her radio was
unable to home in on high frequency
emissions. Her last message came at
8.45am: "We are on the line 157/337. . .

We are running on line." The Itasca called
and called. Silence.What happened to Earhart and

Noonan? In the 55 years since
that grim morning, their dis
appearance has spawned an
industry of speculation. Hun
dreds of articles, a feature

film, several television specials and more
than 30 books have looked at the mystery
and offered solutions. Many assume
Earhart ran out of fuel and crashed at sea.

Others claim she was a US spy who was
captured by the Japanese and died on
Saipan in the Philippine Sea.

The public was fascinated. I wasn't. As
an aviation risk manager, and later as
executive director of The International

Group for Historic Aircraft Recovery
(TIGHAR), a non-profit foundation, I had
investigated hundreds of airplane accidents
and was well aware of the difference be
tween anecdote and evidence. I told Pat
Thrasher, my wife and partner in
TIGHAR, that "the Earhart thing is a
sensationalised circus and we should stay
out of it". And then, on July 17, 1988, two
retired military aviators, Tom Gannon and
Tom Willi, walked into my office in
Wilmington, Delaware.

Instead of anecdotes they presented
evidence. Step by step they re-created the
exact navigational situation faced by
Noonan as fuel ran low, radio navigation
proved useless and no island appeared
ahead. On a chart of the central Pacific they
showed how, even without radio bearings

he could follow a standard procedure: aim
his octant at the rising sun and plot a "line
of position". Using celestial tables, Gannon
pointed out that on the morning of July 2,
1937, the rising sun would have provided
the precise line of position Earhart said she
was running. By flying southeast along that
line, Noonan could be sure that, even if he
missed Howland, he would reach an island
in the Phoenix group in about two hours.
Clearly, it was the safest, sanest course to
follow. I traced the line on the chart and
read the name of the island: Nikumaroro.

Gannon supplied a stunning piece of
information. During the navy's hunt for
Earhart, no search party ever landed on
Nikumaroro (then known as Gardner
Island), and only a brief inspection was
made from the air — a full week after
Earhart vanished. The planes were
launched from the battleship Colorado, the
only large US warship in the central Pa
cific, which had to steam 3200km before
the search could begin.

"You mean nobody really looked in the
most likely place?" I asked. Gannon's
silence spoke volumes. I knew then that
we'd have to go after Earhart. We checked
Gannon's story against official reports from
the 1937 search and what we found floored
us. The navy had even stronger reasons
than Gannon and Willi to believe that
Earhart had landed on an island in the
Poenix group. Almost 24 hours after her
Hst message to the Itasca, a navy flying
^t re-established radio contact. Earhart's
Tim n- t'n ̂  P^^^'^tent, was

rdvlHiE Lockheed
SnSs continuing
to oira and able
es pirA"" batter-
md Wak. . ''TT Midway
anH ^ radio bearings
S  triangulation "placesplane [in] Phoenix group". After three
days, Earhart's signal stopped.

Four days later, on July 9 three
biplanes from the Colorado flew over

atoll, but Lieutenant John Lambrecht's
^I^rt noted that "signs of recent habSon
Shni H "repeated
aSwerin'" to elicit anynswering wave from possible inhabitants".
Lambrecht decided "none were there" and
habita of
1937 Nik significant. Before
were a woT'™™^ Cohabitants
leparidTn^srirf1892. The searchers had gone F


